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OBJECTIVE FORECASTING OF SOME INDIVIDUAL CLOUD
CHARACTERISTICS
IN THE 1989 ILLINOIS CLOUDSEEDING EXPERIMENT
Robert W.Scott and Robert R. Czys
Atmospheric Sciences Division
Illinois State WaterSurvey
Champaign,Illinois

ABSTRACT.
A simple objective procedure used exploratively to forecast the
occurrence, height, and coalescence activity of summertimeconvective clouds in
Illinois during the cloud seeding trials of the 1989 Precipitation Augmentationfor
Crops Experiment is described. The method used the temperature of the convective
condensation level (TccL) and potential buoyancy (PB) at 500 mb, easily determined
from morning National Weather Service sounding data, to forecast afternoon
convection. Categories of maximumecho top heights were found to arrange
according to TccL and PB. The physical basis of TCC
L and PB to implicitly represent
a period of time for coalescence to produce supercooled drizzle and rain drops is
discussed. The technique performed well at forecasting the occurrence and height of
a~ernoon convective clouds, and the accuracy of the occurrence forecast improved if
precipitable water was used as an additional criteria. Aircraft measurements of
supercooled rain drop concentrations showedthat a discriminator function, dependent
only on TCC
L and PB, gave a good indication of the presence or absence of
supercooled drizzle and rain drops in the updrafts of clouds at the -10°C seeding level.
Median concentrations of supercooled drizzle and rain drops (ND>300)in updraft
regions at the -10°C level were found to be best approximated by a third order
polynomial dependent on TCC
L and PB, presenting a possible physical link between
cloud scale environment and in-cloud conditions.

1.

INTRODUCTION
An objective convective cloud forecasting method was
developed and tested as "part of the 1989 Precipitation
Augmentation for Crops Experiment (PACE). The
forecasting methodis somewhatunique in that forecasts of
somespecific cloud characteristics, such as maximum
echo
height and coalescence activity, can be obtained which are
not normal parts of the National Weather Service (NWS)
forecast products. Two thermodynamic parameters, the
temperature of the convective condensation level (TccL)
and potential
buoyancy (PB), which can be easily
determined from NWSmorning sounding data were the
primary input for the forecasting procedure. The procedure
produced a forecast of convective occurrence (in the form
of an operational recommendation of Go, Stand By or No
Go), a forecast of probable maximumradar echo height,
and an indication of the presence or absence of supercooled
drizzle and rain drops at the -10°C level in clouds, a
physical requirement of the dynamic seeding hypothesis,
which was under investigation in the 1989 experiment
(Changnonet al. 1991).

2.

BACKGROUND
During the late fall of 1946, the first modern cloud
seeding experiment was carried out east of Schenectady,
NewYork where small fragments of dry ice were dispersed
into the top of a supercooled stratus cloud (Schaefer 1946).
Since then hundreds of cloud seeding projects, ranging
from well planned commercial operations to carefully
designed scientific experiments, have been conducted for
precipitation
enhancement (Todd and Howell 1985).
Virtually all of these activities have depended on strong
forecasting efforts. Thus, only a few have been selected
for review to provide a practical context for the present
work.
Forecasting operations in previous modern summertime
cloud seeding experiments have had at least two important
purposes. The first has been to provide an indication of
whether meteorological conditions (clouds) suitable for
experimentation
may develop.
For this purpose,
forecasting procedures have usually followed one or more
"subjective" steps, in which the forecaster, guided by

scientific principles, differently interpreted and weighed
the importance of the meteorological data available from
day-to-day. The second important function of forecasting
operations in cloud seeding experiments has been to
provide a means to %bjectively" classify (and/or select)
events according to meteorological
(and/or cloud)
similarity, thereby permitting the use of statistical methods
to help assess seeding effects. Typically, in the "objective"
process, a predetermined set of rules was consistently
followed to arrive at a forecast, or more commonlya
diagnosis, of the weather conditions for experimentation.
Almost all modern summertime cloud seeding
experiments have had subjective and objective components
in their forecasting operations. For example,the Australian
Isolated CumulusExperiment, conducted during 1962-65,
relied on subjective practices to forecast the development
of isolated cumulus(Bethwaite et al. 1966). The selection
of individual clouds for seeding was determined by
personnel in the seeding aircraft using criteria such as,
general cloud appearance, longevity of cloud existence, and
extent of isolation from other clouds.
Subjective
forecasting practices were also applied in seeding
experiments conducted over Tasmania from 1964-70
(Smith et al. 1977). In these experiments on rainfall
increase from stratiforrn and cumuliformclouds, subjective
forecasting
provided guidance on the probable
development of clouds, while the acceptability of a cloud
to receive treatment was based on the detection of
supercooled cloud water, and on visual criteria, such as,
horizontal cloud spacing and vertical cloud tilt.
The Israeli I and II experiments, conducted from 196167 and from 1969-75 (Wurtele 1971; Gagin and Neumann
1981), used subjective techniques to forecast the
occurrence of clouds suitable for experimentation.
However,rather than classify by meteorological similarity,
a randomized schedule for release of the type of seeding
material was used. Treatments were delivered if cloud
tops were colder than -5°C, and if cloud bases were less
than 2 km (AGL).
Research on hail suppression over northeastern
Colorado during the National Hail Research Experiment
(NHRE)also relied on subjective forecasting techniques
alert for the possibility of hail-producing weather (Crowet
al. 1976). However, selection of clouds for study was
based on whether echoes with reflectivities greater than 45
dBZwere detected by a 5 cm wavelength radar.
Prqiect Whitetop was designed to objectively classify
days by meteorological similarity to facilitate the use of
statistical evaluation f~r seeding effects (Braham1966).
Whitetop, conducted over south central Missouri during the
summers of 1960-64, the clouds which developed during
any particular day were considered to be similar if the
precipitable
water amounts were 33 mmand 27 ram,
calculated from the 0700 LSTsoundings at Little Rock,
Arkansas and Columbia, Missouri, respectively, and if the
low-level wind direction over the approximatecenter of the
research area was between 170° °and
. 340

Another example of a clouc~ seeding experiment which
made use of subjective forecasting, as well as objective
classification
of similar days by diagnosis of the
meteorological conditions, was tl~e Rapid Project (Dennis
and Koscielski 1969). In this experiment on rain increase
and hail suppression conducted in western South Dakota
during the summer months ot 1966-68, an objective
procedure was used to categorize days into one of four
types according to what migltt be considered progressively
favorable conditions for convective precipitation. These
conditions were based on precipitable water, low level
winds, and vorticity advection.
The North Dakota Pilot Projec~ (NDPP)was conducted
during the summers of 1969-72 (Dennis et al. 1975), and
used procedures to objectively t~,pe days that were very
similar to those used in lhe Rmpid Project. However, to
facilitate
statistical
evaluation in the NDPP,and yet
appease the desire of local citizemry ~ho wanted seeding of
all opportunities,
a data blocking procedure was
incorporated into the design su¢la thmt 75%of all days were
pre-selected as seedable. In the ez~periment, the selection
of individual days for treataae~tt
was subjectively
determined, and a prediction ~)f cloud suitability was not
made.
Forecasting operations for cloud seeding experiments
advanced with the development of computer cloud models
which could indicale cumulus growth under natural and
seeded assumptions. One of the tirst uses of computer
cloud models in weather m~dification
experiments
occurred in the cloud seeding studies of Caribbean clouds
(Simpson et al. 1965). The model used in these studies was
improved and used in cloud seeding studies over southern
Florida in 1968 (Simpson and Wiggert 1969), and in the
Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (Simpson and Wiggert
1971).
The Florida Area Cumulus E.~periment (FACE) made
extensive use of 1-D cloud model results. FACEwas a
randomized seeding experiment designed to study the
possible promotion of larger and better-organized cumulus
cloud systems through buoyancy enhancement from
glaciogenic seeding (Woodley and. Sax 1976). In the
forecasting operations of FACE,rawinsonde data from the
0600 LSTsounding at Miami~as usecl as input to the 1-D
model to calculate
maximumcloud seedability
(the
difference betweencalculated raa:dmnrn heights of natural
versus seeded clouds) for a range of ckmd radii. Output
from the model was combined with 10-era radar data to
provide a daily seeding suitability factor, defined as the
difference (S-Ne) between the ~:alculaled enhancement
cloud growth (S), and the number of hours (Ne) during
which precipitation echoes were observed within the target
for the inclusive period from 1000 to 1200 LST.
The threshold w~lueof the seeding suitability factor was
set to be biased toward days with a large seeding potential,
and away from days with per.~istent
late morning
precipitation
(Woodley and Williamson 1970). If S-Ne
was less than a threshold of 1.5, then operations were

terminated for the day. If S-Ne was greater than the
threshold, then the research aircraft was launched to
investigate the suitability of individual clouds in the target.
Clouds were deemedto be similar on the basis of showing
"a hard cauliflower appearance", and "a favorable
prognosis for continued growth." External and internal
properties such as, cloud top temperature, supercooled
liquid water content, and updraft strength were also
employed.If cloud properties did not meet these criteria,
then the aircraft was required to return to base, and
operations were terminated for the day. If the criteria were
met or exceeded, a "Go" day was declared and seeding
commenced.
A 1-D cloud model was also crucial in the forecasting
procedures of Project Cloud Catcher conducted in the
northern Great Plains during the summers of 1969-72
(Koscielski and Dennis 1972). This experiment tested the
effectiveness of salt (NaCI) and silver iodide (AgI)
seeding agents to initiate or enhance precipitation,
respectively.
A 1-D model (Hirsch 1971) was used
calculate the maximumcloud top height of natural and
seeded clouds for 5 different updraft radii. Modelresults
were used to select the type of seeding agent to be used for
an operation based on the rationale that 1) on days with
clouds characterized by strong calculated updrafts,
precipitation
could be initiated
by NaCI seeding to
stimulate coalescence processes, and 2) on days with
clouds characterized
by weak calculated updrafts,
precipitation
could be augmented by AgI seeding to
enhance cloud vigor.
Computerized meteorological instrumentation
for
airplanes had progressed sufficiently by the time of the
High Plains Cooperative Project (HIPLEX)to allow for
major departure from objectively classifying days on the
basis of meteorological conditions, and calculated and
visual cloud p.roperties, to classifying and selecting clouds
for study on the basis of detailed objective computer
analysis of in-cloud conditions (Dennis et al. 1984).
HIPLEXwas a randomized seeding experiment to study
precipitation initiation in semi-isolated cumuluscongestus
clouds. In HIPLEX,conducted over the High Plains of
Texas, Kansas, and Montana during the summers of 1975
to 1980, missions were launched based on subjective
forecasting criteria, but seeding occurred only after a
candidate cloud exhibited either one of two predefined
types (Type I and II) of in-cloud and external conditions.
All clouds were required to possess similarity
in
supercooled water contents, ice crystal concentrations,
diameters, absence of precipitation
detectable by the
aircraft weather avoidance radar, cloud base temperature,
and spatial separations. Type I clouds were distinguished
from Type II by cloud top temperature, and updraft
velocity.
Forecasting has been an important component of
PACEsince its inception.
In the 1986 PACE field
experiment, the potential use of "blocking" according to
synoptic weather type was explored (Changnon et al.

1987). This method was found to be unsatisfactory
because it produced too few events in each synoptic
category of 1) cold front, 2) warm-front, 3) stationary
front, 4) low pressure, 5) squall zone, and 6) air mass.
Thus, many summers of experimentation
would be
required before an acceptably large sample size in each
category could be obtained.
Consequently, research refocused on development of
methods to forecast specific cloud characteristics which
were closely related to requirements set by the seeding
hypothesis under investigation; in this case, the dynamic
seeding hypothesis for Illinois (Ackerman and Westcott
1986; Simpson and Woodley1971). The primary objective
of dynamicseeding is to invigorate cloud vertical motion
by rapid release of latent heat from freezing of all or most
of the available supercooled water. This release of latent
heat is supposed to increase upper level cloud buoyancy,
and thereby promote cloud growth and merger. Such
clouds are supposedto grow larger, last longer, or both, to
process more water w~por, and produce more rain. In
dynamicseeding, seeding material is delivered near cloud
top at the -I0°C level to effect the lower cloud volumein
order to freeze the supercooledwater earlier than if natural
glaciation processes operated alone. Ejectable flares have
been most frequently used in dynamic seeding operations
to best deliver seeding material to updraft regions.
The dynamic seeding rationale immediately imposes at
least three basic requirements for operational forecasting.
First, an occurrence forecast must be madeso that staff and
facilities can be prepared for experimentation. Secondly,
maximumcloud top (echo) heights must be forecasted
since clouds must reach at least the -10°C level
(approximately 20,000 ft in Illinois in summer)in order
possess a region of supercooled water. Lastly, it is
desirable to have advanced knowledge about the clouds
microstructure, in particular whether supercooled drizzle
and rain drops (D > 300 ~tm) will be present at the seeding
level, because large latent heat releases can be realized
from these conditions. Hence, the procedure developed
and .tested in the 1989 PACEfield program aimed at
satisfying these basic requirements.
3. METHOD FORMULATION AND APPLICATION
Figure 1 shows the geographic region over which
operations
were conducted in the 1989 PACEfield
experiment, and the target area, defined by a i90 km
(approximately
100 nm) radius circle centered
Champaign(CMI), Illinois. In analysis of the 1986 PACE
forecasting operations, 5 stability indices were found to be
strongly associated with the occurrence of convection in
the PACEtarget area (Scott and Huff 1987). Scott and
Huff defined a convective day as any day with at least one
maximum
echo top within the target area greater than 6.7
km (22,000 ft) anytime during the operational period from
1600 to 0100 UT (1100 to 2000 LST). A non-convective
day was defined as any day with all maximumecho tops
less than 6.7 kin, including days with no echoes. These
definitions were later changed for evaluation of the

objective forecasting method used in the 1989 PACE
experiment. Maximumecho tops were extracted from the
NWShourly radar summaries for the WSR-57 radars
located at Marseilles, Illinois; St. Louis, Missouri; and
Evansville, Indiana. These sites provided full coverage of
the PACEtarget area. Oneof the interesting findings from
the work of Scott and Huff was that the morning sounding
at either Peoria (PIA) or Salem (SLO), Illinois gave
reasonably good indication of the occurrence of afternoon
convective activity, whichhas been found to be not true for
other geographic regions such as the front range of
Colorado (Wilson and Mueller 1991), but was true for
HIPLEXin eastern Montana(Hartzell and Jameson 1981).
Furthermore, convective days could be proficiently
detected if the stability indices for PIA and SLOboth
exceeded an empirically determined threshold value.

..

~
~,~

potential buoyancy (PB) as the difference at 500
between the pseudoadiabat that runs through cloud base
and the environment temperature. Potential buoyancy and
Lifted Index are similar to one another except that Lifted
Index is computedas the temperature difference at 500 mb
between the environment
temperature
and the
pseudoadiabat that runs through the forecasted cloud base.
Hence, Lifted Index and Potential Buoyancyhave opposite
signs and differ somewhatin magnitude.
Figure 2, reproduced from Mather et al., shows the
separation between storms that had clouds with large (D
300 [xm) drops at the -10°C level, and storms that had
clouds which did not, according to CB
T and PB. ]n Fig. 2,
open circles represent cases where the 2D imagery from a
mission showed images of large drops, and x’s indicate
missions during which large drops were not encountered.
Fromthis data, a discriminator function, L, was determined
to be

Milwauk~!e

¯
Madison

L = b0 + blC]~F + b2ATSO
0

(1)

Waterloo

= ,
....."~.--~_

where the coefficients
b0, b 1 and b2 were chosen to
maximize differences between drops and no drops when L
= 0 (Panofsky and Brier 1958). Even allowing for the
possibility that someof the large, smoothimages that were
interpreted to be liquid drops when they may have been
recently frozen, the discriminator line in Fig. 2 provides a
clear indication that the presence or absence of supercooled
drizzle and rain drnps at the -10°C level is related to cloud
base temperature and potential buoyancy.

PRIMARY
STUDY
, AREA

L,
m Effingha
¯
Jefferson City

St. Louis
I Mt. Vern,

J

Evansvitle

"k =NWS Radar
0 . NWSRadiosonde

Paducah

Gr:enville

Figure 1. Study area for the 1989 PACEfield experiment.

The objective forecasting procedure used in the 1989
PACEfield experiment was also developed from the
finding that the amount of coalescence activity in the
convective clouds of Eastern Transvaal was strongly linked
to thermodynamic conditions (Mather et al. 1986). From
analysis of 3 years of" microphysieal measurements that
Mather et al. had, 2D images of drops greater than 300 ~m
diameter were found at the -10°C level in 40% of 42
storms measured.
Furthermore,
the presence of
supercooled drizzle and rain drops at the -10°C (seeding)
level was strongly related to cloud base temperatures (CBT)
and buoyancies. Mather et al. defined a parameter called

The distinct separation between days with clouds that
develop supercooled drizzle and raindrops and those that
do not, is physically related to the length of time for
coalescence to operate, implicit in the CB-r, PBparameter
space. Cloud base temperature represents a depth between
the cloud base and .the 0°C i.sotb_erm. As cloud base
becomes warmer, this depth increases, and thus, a greater
distance exists over which coalescence processes can
operate within a raising air parcel, assumingthat all other
factors are equal. Potential buoyancy, unadjusted for the
lessening effects of entrainment and condensate loading,
implies an updraft velocity, and thus, constitutes a measure
of the potential vertical velocity with which a cloudy air
parcel may rise. Thus, when cloud base temperature"
(distance) and potential buoyancy(velocity) are taken
combination, they represent a time or duration for
coalescenceto operate. If this time is short, either because
the updraft velocity is large, or cloud base is cold, or both,
the likelihood that the cloud will produce drizzle and rain
drops before cloud top reaches the 0°C level is small.
Conversely, this time may be too long. Hence, drizzle and
rain drops will be produced when updraft velocity and
depth between cloud base and 0°C combine to result in an
optimal time for coalescence to operate.
Since the parameter space of Fig. 2 apparently
represents physical variables related to the production of
rain by coalescence, data on the presence and absence of
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Figure 2. Plot of the presence (o’s) or absence (x’s)
supercooled drops with diameter greater than
300 #~rn at the -10°C level according to cloud
base temperature and potential buoyancy at 500
mb for storms studied in the Eastern Transvaal
(from Matheret al. 1986).
drizzle
and rain drops should separate according to CB
T
and PB, regardless of geographic location. Results shown
in Fig. 2 for Eastern Transvaal should have application to
Illinois particularly since the distribution of cloud based
temperatures for Illinois (Johnson 1982) is similar
those for South Africa (Mather et al. 1986). Summer
convective clouds in Illinois should have supercooled rain
drops present at -10°C on days whenCBT and PB intersect
above L= 0 in Fig. 2, and should be absent on days when
CBT and PB intersect below L= 0.
3.1

FORECASTING CONVECTIVE OCCURRENCE
In the developmentof our forecasting technique, use of
CBT was abandoned in favor of the temperature of the
convective condensation level (TccI_) since our experience
indicated that this parameter is well correlated to CBT,and
because it is easily obtained from the NWSmorning
sounding. We next determine if maximum echo top
heights were grouped in the TCCL,PB domain, since echo
height should be physically correlated with buoyancy,
represented by potential buoyancy. Figure 3 is a scatter
plot of daily maximumecho heights over the PACEtarget
area versus TCC
L and PB for June, July and August of
1986 and 1987. TCC
L and PB were calculated for each day
on which both mandatory and significant level rawinsonde
data were reported to a height of at least 500 mbin the
0700 LST soundings at PIA and SLO. The convective
condensation level (CCL) was computedas the intersection
of the temperature trace with the average saturation mixing
ratio over the lowest 100 mb. Potential buoyancy was
defined as the difference between the 500 mb ambient

Each number in Fig. 3 represents a category of height
range for the tallest NWSradar echo observed in the target
between 1100 and 2000 LST determined from either the
Marseilles, St. Louis or Evansville NWSradars. In the
event that the same maximumecho top was reported by
two or more of the NWSradar stations, the height of the
maximumtop was taken from the nearest of the NWS
radars. Four height categories (0 through 3) are plotted
Fig. 3: a "0" indicates days with no echoes, a "1" indicates
days with maximumecho tops < 7.3 km (24,000 ft), a "2"
indicates days with maximumtops between 7.3 km and
11.0 km (36,000 ft) exclusively, and a "3" indicates days
with maximumecho tops _> 11.0 km. These distinctions
between short, medium and tall clouds (categories
through 3), developed strictly for the objective forecast
procedure, were defined on the basis of rural HiCu data
collected
during Project
METROMEX
(Braham and
Wilson 1978). The distribution of rural HiCu data from
METROMEX
is bi-modal with one peak in maximum
radar echo tops at about 6.4 km (21,000 ft) and another
near 12.2 km (40,000 ft), with a minimumin echo heights
at 9.8 km (32,000 ft). Our medium-sized echoes were
defined roughly by the midpoints between the maximum
and minimumheight frequencies in the bi-modal HiCu
distribution.
Figure 3 showsa definite clustering of tall echoes for
values of TCC
L in the range of 9 to about 22°C and for
25 V’-lIl--l--~--I I, I I II Ii I I I I I F-T~F-’I-T-~_
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Figure3.

Plot of maximum echo top height category
according to PB and TCCL. A "0" indicates
days with no echoes, a "1" indicates days with
maximumecho tops < 7.3 km (24,000 f-t), a "2"
indicates days with maximumtops between 7.6
km (25,000 ft) and 10.7 km (35,000 ft), and
"3" indicates days with maximumecho tops >_.
11.0 km (36,000fl).

values of PB in the range of -1 to 12°C. Medium-height
(category 2) maximum echo tops are slightly
less
congregated than category 3 echo tops, but still
distinguishably cluster over values of TCC
L in the range of
1 to 17°C and values of PBin the range -5 to 3"C. Echoes
with the short maximumtops (category 1) are even less
grouped than the medium-sized echoes, but show some
clustering over values of TCC
L in the range 0 to 10*C and
PB in the range of-4 to 2°C. Days having no echoes are
more or less evenly scattered over the TCC
L, PB domain,
owingto the lack of kinematic representation in Fig. 3.
The clustering visually identified
in Fig. 3 was
schematically represented and used to objectively make
forecasts of Go, Stand By, and NoGodays (see Fig. 4).
Fig. 4, Go days, as defined for this objective forecast
procedure using the rural HiCu data, correspond to days
with mostly category 3 maximum echo tops and is
delineated by the horizontal stripping. Stand By days were
defined as days having mostly either category 2 or 3 echoes
and are delineated by vertical stripping. Thus, if a day had
values of TCC
L and PB which fell in this region the day
was objectively forecast to be a Stand By day. Finally, a
No-Goday was defined with mostly either category 0 or 1
echoes, and corresponds to the unstriped region of Fig. 4.
Thus, if a day had values of TCC
L and PBwhich fell in the
unstriped area the day was objectively forecast to be No
Go.

neighboring within +0.5°C of each grid point. The counts
were then smoothed usiag a centered 9-point scheme and
frequencies computed and contoured for each height
category. Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the contoured
frequency fields for no echoes, short echo, mediumechoes,
and tall echoes, respectively. For lhe 1989 experiment,
these frequency fields were used as though they were
probabilities. Thus, if a partica[ar day bad a TCC
L of 18°C
and a PBof 6.4°C, then the probability distribution for, no,
short, medium,and t~tll echoes would be 12, 6, 6, and 76%,
respectively.
Therefore, maximumecho heights were
forecast to be category 3, or tall echoes.

: i J__2____ i I ,~:
, -I0 i i _ I I I L~,’ ’ :
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Figure 5. Discretized percentage o[ no echoes in the PB
and Tc6Z domain.
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Figure 4. Diagramused to forecast Go, Stand By, and No
Go days.

3.2

FORECASTING MAXIMUMECHO TOP HEIGHT

The organization of maximum
daily echo tops shownin
Fig. 3 was quantified by computing the frequency of
occurrence of each category at each grid point in the
domain. Scatter of the maximumecho top heights was
discretized using a Cartesian grid with 1 °C resolution. The
occurrence was counted for each maximum
height category

-l £

-8
-,10
POTY;N’I’JAL

4.
8
12
BOU:ANC. (C)

Figure 6. Discretized perceniage of category 1 maximum
echo top heigAls in the PBand TcCL domain.

would be encountered during the mission in at least some
updrafts at the -10°C seeding level. Othel~,vise, a forecast
was issued that the presence of supercooled drops bigger
than 300 #mdiameter was not likely. Verification of this
forecast was accomplished by keeping daily track of Tcc
L.
In-flight notes were made on the presence of supercooled
drizzle rain drops based on visual observation of the size of
splashes on the windshield of the airplane cockpit. The
presence or absence, and concentration of supercooled
drizzle and rain drops in updrafts at the -10*C level was
quantified after the field program using 2D-C and 2D-P
image records from optical array probes.
.
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Figure Z Discretized percentage of category 2 m~imum
echo top ~eights in the PB and TCC
L domain.
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Figure 8. Discretized percentage of category 3 maximum
echo top heights in the PB and TccL domain.
3.3 FORECASTING THE PRESENCE OF
SUPERCOOLED RAIN DROPS
A forecast of the presence or absence of supercooled
drops at the -10°C level was made using the discriminator
function, L, for coalescence activity where
L = 8.6 - TCC
L + 1.72PB

(2)

is a specific solution for Eq. 1. If the value of TCC
L and
PBin Eq. 2 produced a negative value of L, which roughly
corresponds to the region of open circles in Fig. 2, a
forecast was made that supercooled drizzle and rain drops

EVALUATION
The objective method was evaluated on the basis of
weather that occurred during the 1 June to 5 August period
of the 1989 PACEfield experiment. Each of the three
forecasts was evaluated separately. They are based only
on data for only PIA, since SLOwas moved to Paducah,
Kentucky (PAH) just prior to the 1989 PACEfield
experiment. Table 1 summarizes each of the three daily
objective forecasts and their corresponding verification.
Under Forecast 1 values of TCC
L and PB are shown for
PIA, along with the objective forecast from Fig. 4 (F1), the
objective forecast using Fig. 4 with precipitable water as an
additional criteria (F2), and the observed echo category
(OEC)for the day; either tall (T), medium(M), short
or no echo (N) as defined by category 0 through
Beneath Forecast 2 in Table 1 is shown the objectively
forecast probability distribution for no , short , medium,
and tall echoes, along with the observed maximumecho
top height (Max.) in 1000’s of feet. Asterisks locate the
probability category in which the observed maximum
echo
top occurred. Under Forecast 3 the calculated coalescence
discriminator function L is listed along with the observed
median concentration for the seeding mission of drops
bigger than 300 ~tm at the -10°C level. Medianvalues of
ND>300given in Table 1 were determined from 2D-C and
2D-P image records, and apply only to updraft regions.
Since operational
procedures required that cloud
penetrations be made shortly after cloud top ascended
through the -10°C flight level, datain Table 1 for ND>300
is representative of the results of precipitation processes
which occurred in transport up from cloud base, although
mixing and sedimentation can not be completely ruled out.
The performance of the technique to forecast Go
(category 3), Stand By (categorY 2 and 3) and NoGo
(categories 1 and O) is summarizedin Table 2. Days within
each of the objective operational decisions (Go, Stand By,
and NoGo) were stratified by the tallest radar echo height
within the target area observed from any of the 3 NWS
radar sites during the operational period. Values of
probability of detection and false alarm ratios for each
forecast category were computed. Probability of detection
was defined

as POD = --

(a+ p)’

where

number of observed events correctly

(z

predicted

is

the
by the

Table 1. Summaryof objective forecasts

and verifications

Forecast 1
Date
0601
0602
0606
0607
0608
0609
0610
0611
0612
0613
0614
0615
0616
0617
0618
0619
0620
0621
0622
0623a
0623b
062,1
0625
0627
0628
0629
0630
0701
0702
0703
0704
0705
0706
0707
0708
0709
0710
0711
0712
0714
0715
0716
0717
0718
0719
0720
0721
0722
0723
0724
0725
0726
0728
0729
0730
0731
0801
08(12
0803
0804
0805

Tcc
L
18.0
3.0
6.0
7.3
8.3
2.7
2.4
3.4
15.6
7.0
5.3
8.5
4.8
4.7
9.9
13.7
8.6
11.3
14.5
15.8
15.8
12.8
11.3
12.9
15.1
-8.8
6.1
12.3
13.5
9.9
12.3
2.4
11.1
9.2
13.8
16.8
5.6
17.9
16.0
0.6
-0.7
6.1
9.3
11..2
15.8
14.4
14.6
16.5
16.2
18.3
18.7
19.2
17.8
11.4
16.0
14.5
9.8
9.5
18.3
18.1
J4.8

PB
6.4
1.3
0.8
-0.4
0.7
2.5
1.7
-2.1
-0.7
-4.9
-2.9
-5.8
-2.1
-3.5
1.1
-0.9
1.4
5.1
2.9
4.8
4.8
2.2
2.4
0.1
1.0
0.0
2.2
-0.3
1.8
2.4
4.5
2.8
2.6
6.7
8.2
5.6
10.6
7.2
2.5
-0.4
-2.9
-3.2
-1.4
-I.3
2.3
-1.2
-0.2
1.3
3.5
3.4
3.6
4.0
4.0
5.l
2.2
0.4
3.9
0.8
2.4
6.2
6.7

F
1
GO
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
SB
NG
SB
SB
GO
SB
(10
GO
CK)
GO
GO
GO
GO
G,O
GO
NG
SB
GO
GO
GO
GO
N(I
GO
Cff)
GO
(K)
GO
GO
GO
NG
NG
SB
SB
SB
GO
SB
GO
GO
(10
GO
GO
GO
GO
(K)
GO
GO
GO
GO
(30
GO
GO

Forecast 2
F
2
GO
NG"
NG
NG
NG
NO
NG
SB
$11
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
GO
SB
NG
NG
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
GO
NG
NG
NG
GO
CK)
NG
GO
NG
GO
GO
(K)
CrO
GO
OO
GO
NG
NG
NG
NG
SB
GO
SB
GO
GO
GO
GO
OO
GO
GO
GO
GO
OO
NG
NG
CrO
GO
GO

OFA2
T
N
S
N
N
N
M
S
M
S
S
S
S
S
S
T
N
N
M
T
T
S
S
T
N
N
N
M
T
S
N
N
N
T
T
N
N
T
T
N
S
N
N
T
T
M
T
S
M
T
T
T
N
T
T
N
N
N
T
N
T

ohjectiveforecast technique,and1~ is the number
of
observedeventsnot predicted.Forexample,Goforecasts
had a PODof 81%in Table 2 from ct = 21 correctly
predictedevents (18 forecasts of Gowhenechoestaller
thanor equalto 36 kft occurred
plus 3 forecastsof Go
whenechoesbetween24 and36 kft, non-inclusively,
occurred),
and[5 = 5 eventsnot predicted
(2 forecasts
StandBywhenechoestaller than or equalto 36 kft
occurred
plus 3 forecastsof StandBywhenechoesbetween
24and36kft, non-inclusively,
occurred).Falsealarmratio
was defined as FAR-

for thc1989 PACEfield ¢:cpcrimeat.

Y wherea has the same
(a+,/)’

Foreeas! 3

N

S

M

T

Max,

/

12
100’
43
78*
18’
100"
100
33
50
0
50
100
75
50
13
45
8*
14"
19
19
19
48
35
46
32*
42*
50*
88
28
0
17"
100’
30*
0
0
14"
0*
5
16
0*
100
33*
60*
62
12
40
58
21
20
14
12
12
18"
17
12
42*
33*
13’
14
12’
0

6
0
29*
11
18
0
0
33*
50
0*
50*
0*
25*
50*
20*
45
23
0
19
12
12
14"
6*
15
19
21
17
12
16
8*
0
0
0
0
0
11
0
10
18
0
0*
67
10
25
19
50
32
17’
17
14
10
i0
12
0
19
21
0
20
11
6
33

6
0
0
11
36
0
0*
33
0*
0
0
0
0
0
40
9
38
14
16"
12
12
5
35
8
10
8
0
0’
16
67
8
0
35
0
0
11
0
5
12
0
0
0
20
12
12
10"
5
7
13’*
10
12
12
8
8
12
8
33
40
14
6
33

76*
0
29

53
0
19
0
0
0
28
15
25
12
23
10
10
17
19
42
0
0
31
55
55
24
18
42
0
0
0
25
39
24
0
0
0
43
53
0
0
58
44
0
16
0
0
37
40
33
38
21
35
49
45
37
0
43
47
0
0
0
53
0
44

1.6
7.8

27
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
27
0’*
31
71
47
56*
56*
33
24
39
29
33
0
25
75
0
35
100’
6,1
0
80"
55"
0
0
0
10
57*
0
5*
55
50
63*
66*
66"*
62
75*
57*
29
33
27
61"
76

lxr~,30
o
ILOOOL

0,5
1.5
9.3
1.’7
~,.2
45.8
-1.8
-9.9
-2.2
0.5
-6.6
2.5
6.,0
-0.9
!. ~
1.i
-0.3
~"
-4.
-4.g
17.S
6.3
-4.3
-1.~
2.8
4,.’.
10.9
2.0
11.0
8.9
1.4
11.2
3.1
-3.2
7.4
4.3
-3.1
-3.l
-4.9
-3.2
-7.8
-6.3
-5.5
-1.5
-3.~
-4.0
-3.7
-2.4
6.~
-3,6
-5.2
5.6
~.5
-5.6
1.2
5.1

1.10

0.004
0.003
0.67

0,.13

0.0

~.~3

0.4t)
0.15
0.,08

meaningas thai used in the definitio~t of POD,and y is the
numberof predict.ed events not observed. For example, Go
forecasts had a ,FAR of 45% i~ T~ble 2 from ,/ = 17
predicted Go events which did net occur (12 forecasts of
Go when no echoes occurred plas 5 forecasts of Go when
echoes < 24 kft occurred), and c~ = 21_ correctly predicted
Go events.
As can be seen in Table 2, th.e use of PBand TCC
L with
Fig. 4 performed fairly well at forecasting Go, Stand By,
and No Go days. Of the 26 days on which at least medium
sized echoes occurred in tl~e target area during the
operational period, 21 were predicted as Go days, a PODof

81%, with all of the remaining 5 days forecasted as Stand
By. Correspondingly, the false alarm ratio for Godays was
45%(17 Go forecasts when short or no echoes occurred).
That is, on all days having mediumor tall clouds, the
objective operational forecast procedure indicated that
personnel should remain on-station and ready for duty.

Stand By forecast
which did not have a value of
precipitable water greater than or equal to 26 mmwas
converted to No Go. The precipitable water threshold
value of 26 mmwas determined as an optimum value from
an analysis of 1986 and 1987 NWSsounding and radar
data, and was then applied to the 1989 data. As can be
seen from Table 3, the probability of detecting a No Go
day was greatly improved, increasing from 14% to 66%
with one forecast of No Go when clouds suitable for
experimentation developed. Thus, at least for the 1989
PACEfield experiment, the objective technique provided a
good indication of whenand whennot to keep project staff
on-site. It also appears that the objective procedure to
forecast convective occurrence can be improved for future
convective cloud experiments, around Illinois and perhaps
elsewhere, by including precipitable water.

Days having clouds with short echo tops or no echoes
were not predicted nearly as well; the technique detected
just 5 of the 35 days most unsuitable for experimentation
for a probability of detection of just 14%,but there were no
instances in which mediumand tall clouds developed and a
No Goobjective forecast was made, resulting in a FARof
0%. Thus, no opportunities to conduct missions on days
with mediumor tall echoes would have been lost if No Go
objective forecasts would have been strictly followed.
However, the technique was biased toward keeping people
on-station on days whenunsuitable or no convective clouds
developed.

Evaluation of the objective technique to quantitatively
forecast maximum
echo top height (Forecast 2 in Table 1)
is summarizedin Table 4. Verification of this forecast was
limited to only days with echoes in the target area. As can
be seen in Table 4, the technique performed fairly well at
predicting tall echoes, forecasting 15 of 1.8 tall echo events
correctly for a probability of detection of 83%and a false
alarm ratio of 25%. The technique performed poorly at
predicting short and mediumheight echoes, forecasting 7
days with short echoes when medium and tall echoes
occurred, and 4 days with mediumechoes when echoes less
than 25 kft occurred.

In the course of this evaluation, we found that the
accuracy of No Go forecasts
could be improved if
precipitable water was included as an additional forecast
parameter. Table 3 is similar to Table 2 except it
summarizes an evaluation
of Forecast 1 in which
precipitable water, calculated for the 1000 to 500 mb layer
using the PIA sounding, was used as an addition criteria.
The procedure followed was to first use Fig. 3 to obtain a
forecast of Go, Stand By and No Go. Then any Go or

Table 2. Evaluation of cloud occurrence forecast solely based on use of TCC
L and PB.

Objective
Forecast

Go
Stand By
No Go

No Echoes
12
7
3

Observed Height, kft
< 24
25-35
5
3
6
3
2
0

> 36
18
2
0

Skill,
POD
81
100
14

%
FAR
45
54
0

Table 3. Evaluation of cloud occurrence forecast using TCC
L and PB with precipitable water.

Objective
Forecast

Go
Stand By
No Go

No Echoes
7
0
15

Observed Height, kft
<_ 24
25-35
4
3
1
2
8
1

> 36
18
2
0

Skill,
POD
81
96
66

%
FAR
34
32
4

Table 4. Evaluation of the objective maximum
echo top height forecast.

Forecasted
Height

Tall
Medium
Short

Observed Height, kft
< 24
25-35
_> 36
3
2
15
4
0
0
5
4
3
9

Skill, %
POD
FAR
83
25
0
100
42
42

Finally, the ability of the technique to provide a
forecast of the presence or absence of supercooled drizzle
and rain drops at the -10°C levelwas evaluated. Figure 9
is a plot of the discriminator function L, specified by Eq. 2
versus concentrations of drops larger than 300 ~tm diameter
as indicated by 2D-C and 2D-P image data for only the
updrafts encountered during each mission to experiment
with supercooled cumuli (open circles). Median values
the concentrations for each mission are denoted by the
large vertically striped squares. Median values of drop
concentration are best approximated by a 3rd order least
squares polynomial equation
log(ND>300)= -3.5x10-4 3
- 4.0x10-2L2 - 5.4x10-1L - 2.1

~? 1989
PACL

I000
1

,----.I00

_

0

~ = Yed/an

~ lO

~

1
0

0

(3)

where ND>300is the concentration of drops (per liter)
greater than 300 tam diameter, and L is the value of the
discriminator function (Eq. 2) calculated for each mission.
The variance of this polynomial approximation was 0.40,
the lowest variance for tests of polynomials of order 1
through 5. Hence, Eq. 3 is the best approximation to the
data for a reasonably small order polynomial. Substitution
of Eq. 2 into Eq. 3 yields

0.001
-i0

-5

0

5

10

L
Figure9.

Coalescence discriminator function L versus
concentrations of drops greater than 300 p~min
updrafts at the -10°C tevel of 1989 PACE
clouds.

log(ND>300)= -10.0 - 2.3PB- 0.15PB2 3- 0.002PB
concentration of large supercooled drops that were
encountered in updrafts at the -10"C level of 1989 PACE
clouds.

2
+ 1.31TccL + 0.17PB TCC
L + 0.003PB TCC
L
- 0.05TccL -t, 0.002PB
TccI_.2 + .0004Tcc
3

(4)

5.
which yields supercooled drop concentration directly from
values of PB and TCC
L. Equation 4 has been plotted as a
solid line in Fig. 9 and runs approximately through the
median values.

CONCLUSIONS

An objective technique which uses morning values of
the TCC
L and PB to forecast the afternoon occurrence,
maximum
height, and activity of coalescence processes of
convective clouds was developed and tested in the 1989
PACEfield experiment. An evaluation of the technique
showedthat it performed well at forecasting occurrence of
convection. The accuracy of the occurrence was improved
if precipitable water was included as an additional criteria.
It was also found that short, mediumand 1all maximum
echo to.p heights in the experimental target area were
related to TCC
L and PB, and that the maximumheight of
the convection in these categories was indicated by lhese
two parameters.
Finally, an empirically-derived
discriminator function fo~ coalescence activit3’, developed
for warm-based clouds of a geographic region other than
Illinois, not only performedwell at providing an indication
of the presence or absence of supercooled drizzle and rain
drops at the -10°C level, but also was found to be
correlated with median concentrations of supercooled
drizzle
and rain drops in updrafts of clouds measured b
3’
aircraft at the -10°C level during the 1989 PACEfield
experiment.

As can be seen in Fig. 9, supercooled drizzle and rain
drops were encountered in the updrafts of clouds on
almost every mission, and the concentraiton of large drops
increases with decreasing L. The fact that no median
values are plotted for values of L greater than
approximately zero indicates that manyof the updrafts on
these missions had concentrations of supercooled drizzle
-1
and rain drops which were either less than 0.001 L
(i.e., effectively no precipitation-size drops).
Figure 9 shows the that median concentration of large
supercooled drops encountered during any particular
mission increases with decreasing values of L. The plot of
Eq. 4 suggests that the concentration of large drops may
begin to decrease as values of L exceed approximately -10,
perhaps because it becomes more difficult to carry an
increasingly massive water load aloft. Finally, if we
choose to define the presence or absence of large drops by
a threshold of 0.001 L-1, then our observations are
consistent with those determined for the Eastern Transvaal
shownin Fig. 2. Therefore, it appears that L not only gave
a goodindication of the presence or absence of large drops,
but also provided a good indication
of the median
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INITIAL RESULTS FROM THE 1989 CLOUDSEEDING EXPERIMENTIN ILLINOIS

Robert R. Czys, Stanley A. Changnon, Mary Schoen Petersen
Robert W. Scott, and Nancy E. Westcott
Illinois State WaterSurvey
Atmospheric Sciences Division
2204 Gfiffith Drive
Champaign, IL 61820 - 7495
ABSTRACT.
Someearly results from the 1989 cloud seeding experiment conducted in
Illinois are reported in this paper. This exploratory field project was designed to achieve fot, r
primary objectives: 1) to obtain data on the largest possible sample of clouds (treated and
natural); 2) to test someof the early physical steps of the dynamicseeding hypothesis; 3)
provide data for the developmentof analytical tools for discerning seeding effects; and 4) to
itnprove basic knowledgeabout natural cloud and precipitation processes in the Midwest. The
treatment randomizationwasbased on "floating" experimental units, initially defined by a single
cumuluscongestus. Analysis of predictor variables revealed significant differences betweenthe
AgI and sand treated clouds at the time of treatment in manyaspects that might govern future
cloud growth. A Seedability Index composedof criteria physically consistent with the dynamic
seeding hypothesis is described which was developed as an initial approach to addressing the
problemof the bad draw revealed by the predictor variable analysis. The temporal series of the
empirically-defined Seedability Index revealed that seedable conditions did not remain constant
over the course of the field experiment and that even the seedable conditions for pairs of
experimental units obtained on the same day were not always comparable. These findings
illustrate the large inherent natural variability whichhas comeinto play in other cloud seeding
experiments, and has frustrated efforts to randomly select two populations of clouds having
sufficient similarity in individual characteristics to allow valid comparisons.
modifyingclouds believed to be similar to those in Illinois
had been achieved in Florida and the Dakotas (Changnon
1980).

1.

INTRODUCTION
Preliminary results of exploratory cloud seeding
experimentation to increase rainfall conducted in Illinois
during the summerof 1989 are the subject of this paper.
This field experiment was conducted as part of the
Precipitation Augmentation for Crops Experiment (PACE)
which was begun by the Illinois State Water Survey in
1978. PACEhas continuously addressed two fundamental
questions relating to precipitation enhancementin Illinois:
1) can it be accomplished,and 2) is it worth doing?

PACEwas designed with two major components:
meteorological studies, and weather impact studies (see
Changnonet al. 1991 for a comprehensive description of
the design of PACE). The meteorological components of
PACEaddressed five areas of activity including: 1) design
and evaluation of experimentation, 2) cloud studies, 3)
precipitation
studies, 4) synoptic weather analyses
including predictor variables and covariates, and 5)
modification and seeding hypotheses development. PACE
was designed as a three phase effort. Phase 1 was an
assessment of historical data and existing results and did
not involve seeding trials (Ackerman et al. 1978).
Information relevant to precipitation modification in the
Midwest was studied and interpreted in order to make a
decision about the potential for rain modification in the
Midwest and what modification hypothesis should be
followed. By. 1985, the results of the Phase 1 assessment
indicated the potentM for success from experimental cloud
treatments
under the dynamic seeding hypotheses
(Woodley1970). In assessing potential seeding materials
including silver iodide (AgI) and dry ice, we chose to use
AgI flares to best target the updraft regions of midwestern
clouds, a necessity within the framework of the dynamic
seeding hypotheses.

Anorganized long-term project to investigate these two
questions was initiated by the State of Illinois for several
reasons. First, research simulating the effects of
precipitation enhancementin Illinois suggested that marked
benefits could occur, principally to agriculture, in the form
of increased and stabilized crop yields (Huff and Changnon
1972). Secondly, a series of operational cloud seeding
projects developed in the Midwest during the 1970s with
local agricultural backing raised fundamental questions in
the agricultural sector, as to whether cloud seeding could
change rainfall and what the effects might be (Changnon
and Hsu 1981). Third, results of inadvertent weather
modification studies in Illinois, and from cloud seeding
research in other locations,
coupled with major
technological advances in weather radar and cloud physics
aircraft instrumentation were encouraging factors for
improved field research. Additionally, some success in
13

Phase 2 of PACE
began in 1986 and is still in progress.
The first efforts involved designing initial experimental
seeding trials. The principal elements of field projects
conducted in Illinois during the summersof 1986 and 1989
included an operational forecasting effort, the use of
meteorological and seeding aircraft, weather radars, and
special soundings involving the NCAR/CLASS
system.
Unfortunately, the 1986 sampling was limited to 23 clouds
due to the lack of daytime cloud activity during the JulyAugust operational period. However, the results encouraged further testing of the seeding hypothesis by field
experimentation.

in-cloud measurements of cumulus congestus as they reached
the -8 to -15°C levels, and to simultaneously release cloud
treatment flares (some AgI, some placebos of sand)
according to a predetermined randomization scheme. The
airplane was equipped to measure Rosemont and reverseflow temperature,
cooled-mirror dew point, pressure,
vertical winds, Iohnson-Williams hot-wire liquid water
content, FSSPcloud droplets speclra, and precipitation-size
particles
by 2DC and 2DP imaging. The airplane also
carried a rack containing 200 pyrotechnic flares for cloud
treatments.
A T-28 aircraft of South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology and staff participated in the project in May.
The aircraft was intended to be used to monito~ water-toice conversions at constant temperatures as a cloud
ew~Ived. Being armored, the aircraft could penetrate into
cloud regions containing hail and severe turbulence, and
thus, provided in-cloud data from ~nore mature and
potentially severe cloud stages.

2. THE 1989 FIELD PROJECT
The field experiment conducted in Illinois during 1989
studied natural cloud behavior and cloud reactions to AgI
seeding. Operations began on 8 May and ended on 11
August, and were divided into two periods. Period 1 (8
May- 31 May) was devoted to monitoring the conversion
of water-to-ice in clouds treated with either AgI or sand.
Period 2 (1 June - 7 August) was devoted to studies
reactions of clouds and cloud systems to seeding. The
study area of the field project included central Illinois as
shownin Fig. 1.

Two radars were involved in the 1989 PACEfield
program: the CHILLradar and the Illinois State Water
Survey’s HOT radar. Both radars transmit at 10-cm
wavelength with a beam width of 1° for the CHILLand
1.5° for the HOT.Further details on the facilities used are
available elsewhere (Changnonet al. 199]).

2.1 Facilities
The plane used for cloud physics and cloud seeding was
a twin engine Beechcraft Baron leased from Colorado
International Corporation. The aircraft was used to make

2.2 Design
The field project was designed to achieve two primary
objectives: 1) to obtain data on the largest possible sample
of clouds (treated and natural); and 2) to address early steps
of dynamicseeding hypothegis by focusing on initial cloud
reactions. Operational procedures were designed around
five weather, cloud, and facility readiness situations. The
five experiments were of two general classes, either 1) the
collection of data about natural cloud and precipitation
processes by the project aircraft and/or radar whenseeding
was inappropriate for various reasong, or 2) the randomized
treatment of clouds (using Ag] or placebos) under three
experimen.tal variations that differed according to available ¯
cloud sizes and/or equipment.
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Under the second class, there were two top priority
experiments. Missions in the first experiment involved
randomized treatment of cumulus congestus clouds
expected to reach at least 30,000 feet (9145 meters)
height. This experiment was referred to as the "large cloud
experiment." Clouds in this experiment were cumulus
congestus towers either forming individually
or in
association with a larger, sustaining cloud system. The
"large cloud experiment" included simuItaneous collection
of radar and aircraft data on treated clouds.
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The second experiment, titled the "small cloud
experiment", involved randomized treatment of cumulus
congestus clouds which were growing above approximately
20,000 feet (6095 m), but not surpassing 30,000 feet (9145
meters) in height. These were typically cumulus coogestus
towers growing individually. The "small cloud experiment"
included simultaneous collection of radar and aircraft data
on treated clouds. We followed all of the operation
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0 ¯ NWSRadiosonde
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Greenville

Figure 1. Study Area for the 1989 PACEfield project.
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procedures of the "large cloud experiment" in the "small
cloud experiment", except "small" clouds were penetrated
at least once after treatment in order to obtain a limited
amountof direct measurementsof seeding agent effect on
in-cloud conditions. Initial results of randomized treatments in the "large cloud experiment" are the subject of
this paper.

meteorologist who selected the clouds (and hence the
experimental units) was blind as to the type of treatment
being applied. All processing and quality control of
aircraft, radar and meteorological data was completed prior
to releasing information about the type of treatment used in
any of the experimentunits.
2.4 Flight Procedures
In the large cloud experiment, aircraft and radar
operations were launchedat the first satellite, radar, and/or
visual indication of cumulus initiation. These were days
when the morning forecast predicted clouds to be warmbased (preferably around 16°C) and to grow to at least
30,000 ft (9145 m). Whenthe aircraft arrived at a potential
seeding area, a candidate cloud was selected to meet the
following visual criteria: a) cloud top just passing through
20,000 ft, with potential for reaching 30,000ft and beyond;
b) a cumuluscongestus (hard, blocky) appearance; c) be
least 2 kilometers in diameter; and d) show little or no
verticaltilt.

2.3 Randomization
Although the use of randomization in cloud seeding
experiments has been questioned, it has been used in PACE
because we consider it to be an essential means of
gathering trustworthy data when people are involved in
making critical analytical choices and assessments. The
treatment randomization
was based on "floating"
experimental units, initially defined by a single congestus
cloud or a group of congestus clouds behaving as an entity
(see Fig. 2).
CONTROL AREA

EXPERIMENTAL
UNIT #3

A test penetration of a candidate cloud further helped
establish whether neighboring clouds could be considered
suitable for treatment. In-cloud properties had to include:
1) moderate updrafts, preferably 2 to 4 m "l, 2) l arge
amounts of supercooled water (about 1 to 6gin-3),
presence of supercooled drizzle and rain drops in the
updrafts; and 4) little or no indication of ice, particularly in
the updrafts.

EXPERIMENTAL
UNIT #2

All subsequent clouds in an experimental unit received
the same treatment at approximately the -10°C level, as
specified by the pre-determined randomization schedule.
Treatment flares containing AgI or sand were delivered,
with every attempt to release flares only in the updraft
regions at a rate of approximately 1 flare every 5 to 10
seconds, or approximately every 500 to 1000 meters of
cloud updraft. The aircraft was typically positioned
between 1000 and 5000 feet (300 to 1500 m) below the
cloud top with the intent to release at least 20 grams of
seeding material into the volumeof the cloud updraft in the
levels of -10 to -3°C.

ZONE
EXPERIMENTAL

CONTROLAREA

Figure 2. Illustration of experimental unit geometry.
The concept of a "fioating" experimental unit was
adapted from that used in cloud seeding operations in West
Texas (Rosenfeld and Woodley1989). The radius of each
unit where treatments were delivered was set at 28
kilometers from an initial cloud treatment point, and each
unit typically swept out an oblate-shaped area during its
lifetime. All clouds in the unit received the same seeding
material, and the design allowed selection of up to 4 units

During these operations, the radars were operated in a
sector scanning mode that provided detailed three
dimensional portrayal of the echoes approximately once
every 4 minutes with 1 or 2, 360* low elevation scans in
between sector scans. In the event that 10 or more clouds
were treated, a decision was made to either remain with or
leave the experimental unit for another. Typically, the
experimental unit was abandoned and another one sought
with the aid of the radar.

during any operational period of up to 3 hours. Anannular
buffer area of 28 km around the treatment area was
maintained to address concerns over physical and chemical
interactions betweenunits.

3.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS FOR "LARGE" CLOUDS
Initial analysis of the 1989 data has involved three
steps. First, was the extensive effort to process, quality
control, and digitize the raw data and a large set of derived
variables. These included all the various atmospheric
synoptic variables determined from soundings and surface
data analysis, an assortment of variables determined from
the aircraft data as to in-cloud conditions, dosage, and

A 50/50 randomization was set on experimental units
rather than randomizing the choice of using AgI or sand by
clouds. Balancing was imposed on flights with two or more
experimental units to randomly produce at least one AgI
and one sand unit for the flight. Separate randomization
schedules were used for the "large" and "small" cloud
experiment to further maintain balance. The in-flight
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variables determined from the 3-dimensional radar echo
measurements, such as echo heights, core size, rate of
growth, and maximum
reflectivity. Thus far, this endeavor
yielded a grand total of 190 predictor and response
variables for each of the 71 large clouds in the 1989
sample. Of these 190 variables,
154 were predictor
variables and 36 were response variables.

(a) Agl EchoCores

Table 1 presents the numberof clouds treated and the
treatment material by date and experimental unit number.
Of the 71 large clouds penetrated and treated, 4 never
developed an echo, even though the radar apparently
operated properly. Thus, there were 67 large clouds that
echoed, sampled on 9 days from 12 experimental units.
The randomization scheme produced a good balance
between treatment type by experimental units and clouds.
Seven experimental units were treated with silver iodide
and six with the placebos (sand). Of these 67 clouds (echo
cores), 35 were treated with silver iodkle and 32 with sand.
Thus, our randomization scheme seems to have worked
well numerically, producing an approximate 50/50 split
between sand and AgI treated clouds which alternated over
the course of the field experiment.

(b) SandEcho Cores

....

F@ure3. Hg’togra~ns sao ~mgselected fundamentul
describers" of echo core state ~t treahnenL
more refl~tive at trotmem th~ AgI tr~t~ clouds. These
perceiveddifferences a~e all statistically significant at more
than the 0.05 level. Statistically significant differences
were also found bet~een sand and Ag[ treated clouds at
first echo (FE). For example, some of the sand clouds
changed height from FE to treatment more quickly than
AgI treated clouds, and sand clouds also had a few larger
accelerations in eche aop vertical motion than AgI clouds.
However,the height efthe top of the first echo, defined by
the 10 dBZcontour, mas about lhe same for sand and AgI
clouds.

Table 1. Numberof clouds treated and the treatment
material summarizedby date and experimental unit
number.
Experimental Numberof Treatment
Unit Number* Clouds
Material

Date
May I9

2

4

June 1

5

4

Sand
Agl

June 23

I1

7

AgI

June 23

i3

7

Sand

July 8

17

5

Sand

July 8

18

7

AgI

July 11

7

AgI

July 19

19
20

3

Sand

July 23

22

10

AgI

July 24

23

5

Sand

July 25

24

8

Sand

July 25

25

Other

ilunnbcred

experimental

units

4
were t’or

’0ll~ .....

The important finding of these comparisons was that
two populations of clouds, randomly selected, were
statistically significa~t!y dittere~t #ore one m~other(at first
echo and treatment) in m~myphysical respects that might
govern future cloud growth, despite achievin~ numerical
and temporal balance in cloud selection. In fact, and as
shownin Table 1, six of the experimentaI units (June 23,
July 8, July 25) were from the same dates and weather
systems. Neverthelegs, our sample of 67 clouds, randomly
selected, gave us somef~,irly different clouds in lhe sand
sample than in the Agl sample, reflecting a classic example
of the "bad draw." Clearly, an~ future comparison of the
sand and AgI clouds Jm response variables would provide
little useful informalion ~s to potential seeding eft~cts
unless this bias can be satisfactorily taken into ~ccount.

AgI
other

classes.

The third stage of the an~dysis has attempted to address
the prnblem of the b~d drave re~ealed by predicter variable
analysis. Our analy~i~ has moved to investigate cloud
characteristics before treatment and at treatment so as to
define, in various subjective and objective ways, a set of
Agl and sand treated clouds fl~at were similar at treatment,
and thus comparable.

The next major step in the analysis was to focus
attention on the 154 predictor variables and on similarities
and differences at the time ~f treatment between clouds
treated with sand and those treated with AgI. Figure 3
shows histograms for three predictor variables which we
considered to be fundamentaldescribers of the state of the
echo core at the time of lreatment. Shownare the AgI and
sand populations for the meandiameter of the echo core at
treatment (CPmndia),the height r~t’ the top (of the 10
reflectivity) of the echo core at treatment (CPHtpl0),
the maximumrcflectivitv
of the echo core at treatment
(CPMxZ).Inspection of Fig. 3 re’,’eals that the sand treated
clouds had several echo cores that were wider, or taller or

Our initial and przl.i mim~ryempirical approachhas been
to define a set of "seedahility" crileria physically consistent
with the dynamic seeding hypothesis. From the aircraft,
radar, and synoptic ba~ed data, 20 variables ~vere selected
frnmthe list of 154 predictor variables. Table2 lists this set
of "seedability" crileria and the threshold limits we set to
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Table 2. Variables and threshold limits defining the
Seedability Index.
Variable Name
Up_Dia

Threshold

Mean VW

x _> 1000 m
-1
2<x<Sms

%_Updraft
NBuoy

x > 33%
-2 < x < +2 °C

Buoy_Enh

x >_ 0.45 °C
x > -3
0.1 g m

LWCA
SWC_frac
FECPt
range
CPMxZ
a_cdp
CPFEdZ/dt
CPmndia
CPHMxZ
tccl
pb
L
Ri
Dosage 1
Dosage 2

rapid decline or rapid growth may not show appreciable
changes in vertical growth that maybe due to seeding. The
rate of change of maximum
reflectivity from first echo to
treatment
(CPFEdZ/dt),
mean echo core diameter
(CPmndia), and height of the maximumreflectivity
treatment (CPHMxZ)were included to further insure
similar initial cloud conditions for seeding.
The
temperature of the CCL(tccl), potential buoyancy (pb),
coalescence activity index (L), and Richardson Number
(Ri) was selected
to include similarity
in the
meteorological setting for the convection. Finally, t~vo
dosage criteria were included to account for effects in
response that may be related to the amount of seeding
material released; Dosage1. indicates that rate of seeding
material release in updraft and Dosage 2 refers to the
percentage of the flares that were released in updraft. For
each of these 20 variables,
threshold values were
empirically establisl’~ed, and these are given in the righthand column of Table 2.

x < 40%
x < 15 min.
30 < x < 90 km
x > 20 dBZ
-2
-0.02 < x < +0.02 km min
x > -1
0.0 dBZmin
x > 1.0 km
1 > x >_ 1.5 km
x > 14°C

In this analysis based on seedability criteria selected
empirically,
we had to remove some of the 71 clouds
because of a lack of data on the critical variables. Six of
the clouds, for various reasons, had no updraft data. One
cloud had no updraft data and did not echo. Four clouds
had no updraft data and no 2D image data. Three more
clouds never echoed, and another four had no 2D image
data, resulting in a sample of 53 clouds, 25 treated with
silver iodide and 28 with sand.

x > 3°C
x<0
x> 11
-1
1.5 < x < 3.5 flares km
x > 50%

derive a "Seedability" Index. As seedability criteria, ~ve
chose main updraft diameter (Up_Dia), mean vertical wind
(Mean_VW’), and percent of cloud with updraft
(%_Updraft)as indicators of the organization of a cloud’s
vertical circulation, reasoning that narrow clouds or clouds
with many small updrafts, or clouds with weak updrafts
had circulations that were poorly organized, and theretbre
would not respond too favorably to dynamic seeding. Net
buoyancy (NBuoy) was chosen based on the reasoning that
if a cloud was either too negatively or too positively
buoyant then the forces acting on these clouds may be so
large as to not be appreciably modified. Potential
buoyancy enhancement (Bouy_Enh) calculated according
to the method of Orville and Hubbard (1973) was chosen
as an indicator of the potential amountof invigoration from
latent heat release due to seeding. The presence of
supercooled drizzle or raindrops (LWCd),and the absence
of ice expressed as the fraction of the total condensatethat
was frozen (SWC_frac) were chosen since these are
required according to the dynamic seeding hypothesis for
release of latent heat and beneficial loading of the updraft.
The time from first echo to treatment (FECPt) was selected
to include the effect cloud age may have on seedability.
Although not directly related to the dynamic seeding
hypothesis, distance of the echo from the radar (range) was
included as a seedability criteria to limit measurement
errors related to spreading of the radar beam. Maximum
reflectivity at the time of treatment (CPMxZ)was chosen
to include possible effects of intensity on seeding response.
The acceleration of cloud top at the time of treatment
(a_cdp), defined by the 10 dBZcontour, was chosen since

For each cloud, we added the number of times the
cloud met a criteria, and then computedthe percent criteria
met of the total possible 20 criteria. In the event that a
value for cloud top acceleration could not be computed,the
seedability index was calculated on the basis of 19 criteria.
These percentages are an index, indicating for an individual
cloud, its tendency tov,,ards being "seedable." Thus, any
two or more clouds would be considered similarly seedable
even though they may not have a one-to-one
correspondence in the ind.ividual criteria they met. The
resulting values for the 53 clouds, plotted in a temporal
sequence, appear in Figure 4.
This temporal series of an empirically-derived
seedability index reveals t~vo interesting findings. First,
there appears to have been a temporalshift in "seedability",
at least for the criteria we selected and the threshold values
we subjectively established. To the extent our selection of
criteria and threshold values are valid, Fig. 4 clearly shows
that the seedability of the clouds may have decreased
during operations in June and early July (treatment
sequence or clouds, 1 tbru 41), thereafter leveling off and
varying between approximately 70 and 90% (treatment
sequence 42 thru 71).
The second important finding revealed in Fig. 4 relates
to one of the days (July 8; clouds 23 to 34) that a pair
experimental
units were obtained (see Table 1).
Comparisonof the sand values of seedability index (open
circles) to those fnr AgI(solid circles) reveals considerable
difference in the seedability of the two experimental units.
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Hence, evident is the old dilemmaof the "bad draw" as one
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reminder of why it has been so difficult to avoid ~ome
controversial
moments in many historie~l
weather
modification experiments, even after going to great lengths
to carefully
randomize selection
of cloud~ for
experimentation. Theinterpretation of the seeding effect in
the Illinois sample clouds from 1989, based strictly on all
AgI treated clouds versus all sand treated clouds would not
indicate a positive seeding effect. However,a c~reful and
detailed analysis of the pre-treatment conditions has
revealed that this is not how the evaluation sl~otdd be
pursued.

~
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Abstract: Duringthe winter of 1989-90,the Utah Division of WaterResources, the National Oceanicand
AtmosphericAdministration, and the Bureauof Reclamationcooperatedin a limited samplingproject to
investigate the transport and dispersionof silver iodide (AgI)cloud-seedingaerosol overtwotarget areas
the mountainsof Utah. Seedingwas done using the ground-basedAgI generator networkof the Utah
operational cloud seeding program. Transport and dispersion over the WasatchRangeand WasatchPlateau
were evaluatedusing a silver-in-snowsamplingtechniqueand the real-time detection of AgIaerosol or
sulfur hexafluoridegas.
This report containsan extensivereviewof past silver-in-snowresults fromseveral different regions as a
basis for cqmparisonwith the current study. The 1989-90Utah results indicated that a low percentage
(< 15 percent) of bulk snowsamplesfrom10 mountaintarget area locations had silver (Ag) concentrations
abovebackgroundvalues for periods whenseeding had been conducted. Consistently poor targeting and/or
low seedinggenerator output could explain the general lack of detectable Agin the twoUtahtarget areas.
Seedinggeneratoroutput also formsthe basis for estimates of averageice particle massesrequired to
achievethe greater than 11 percent snowfallincrease reported fromstatistical analysesof the Utah
operational program.Theseestimates are based on very optimistic assumptions(perfect targeting, 100
percent nucleation, 100 percent fallout, etc.). Theyindicate that snowfallenhancements
of 10 percent or
greater are unlikely with the current AgIseeding rate of 6 gramsper hour used in Utah.
Real-timedetection of ground-releasedAgIshowedthat seeding material was routinely transported up a
particular canyonwhenreleases were madenear the bottomof the canyon. Concentrationsof AgI at the
up-canyonobservationsite (adjusted for nucleation activity at -10°C)were, however,estimatedto average
only aboutone ice nucleusper liter. This relatively lowconcentrationof active AgInuclei offers a partial
explanation of the observedlow percentageof silver-in-snow abovebackgroundat samplingsites abovethe
canyonswhereAgI was released.
1.

The transport and dispersion of appropriate
concentrations of AgIto supercooledliquid water cloud
regions probablypose the area of greatest uncertaintyin
¯ winter orographic cloud seeding. Rangno(1986), Reynolds
et al. (1989), Super(1990) and others havediscussed
problemsassociated with targeting of seedingagents.

INTRODUCTION

Anoperational cloud seeding programhas been
conductedin Utah during most winters since 1973-74
(Griffith et al. 1991). The programemploysa large
networkof ground-basedsilver iodide (AgI) generators,
mostlocated in broadvalleys such as shownin Fig. 1.
The WasatchRange,shownon Fig. 2, is atypical with
several generators in or near the mouthsof narrow
canyons. The manuallyoperated generators each dispense
6 gramsper hour (g 1) AgI by i njecting a2 percent
solution of AgI with ammonium
iodide dissolved in acetone
into a propaneflame.

¯ This paper, and a companionpaper by Super and
Huggins(1992), discuss results of investigations into the
targeting of AgI conductedduring th~ 1989-90winter.
Part I of this two-partseries considers:(1) the collection
and analysis of snowsamplesfor Agcontent, and (2)
monitoringof ice nuclei in a particular canyonthat had AgI
generators near its mouth. The companionpaper addresses
aircraft tracking of AgIand a tracer gas during near-storm
conditions.

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)
is pursuing a cooperative weather
modification research programwith Utah’s Division of
WaterResources. The Bureauof Reclamationis providing
scientific expertise and equipmentsupport to this program
under a cooperative agreement with NOAA.
The goal of
all three agencies is to improveweathermodification
technologyby evaluating the effectiveness of current
operational seeding practices in Utah and recommending
improvementswhere appropriate.

2.
SILVER-IN-SNOW SAMPLINGFOR
DETECTIONOF AGI
Examiningthe silver (Ag)content of snowfall
cloudseedingtarget areas can provideinsight into the
transport and dispersion of the AgI. Finding enhancedAg
levels in the snowfalldoes not provethat seedingcreated
additional snowfall. Scavengingprimarily by cloud
19

Fig. 2. Mapof Wasatcit Rangeexperi mental area showing
silver iodide generatorand sno~, samplingsites, selected
townsand highways,a~d elevation contours in 2000ft
intervals.
Warburton
(19 69) al so u sod atomicabsorption
spectrophotometrytot analysis oi" Agconcentrations. He
showedgoodagreementbeta, eeta this methodand neutron
activation. A heavily seeded ~mow
sample, divided into
two parts, yielded 11 and 13 parts per billion by the
respective techniques.

Fig. 1. Mapof WasatchPlateau experimental area
showingsilver iodide generator and snowsamplingsites,
selected townsand highways,and elevation contours in
2000ft intervals.

Morerecer, tly, flameles.s atomicabsorptionhas been
used to analyze Agconcentrations in snow.Again, results
are similar to those oblained~.ith neutronactivation, but
the atomicabsorptSor~techniqueis moresensitive and
showsless variability for st~bsa.mplesof the samesample
(Rick Stone, personal comrnunScation).Moreover,atomic
absorptionrequires signifieamtq3’less precipitation volume
for analysis.

droplets and accretion of those droplets by natural
snowflakescould accountfor someor all of an increase in
snowAg content.
Failure to find increased Agin the snowhas
generally been assumedto indicate that the AgIwas not
routinely transported over the samplingsite while snow
wasfalling on it (mistargetingoccurred). Analternative
explanationis that the amountof Agreleased was too low
to be detectable abovenatural backgroundlevels. As will
be discussed, backgroundAglevels probablyindicate that
significant snowfall enhancementwas not achieved by Agl
seeding in Utah.

Before examinin=o the U~ahsamplingprogramand
results, evidencewill be revie;~ed fromprojects
demonstratingsuccessful targeting can enhancethe Ag
content of snowfall ~o well abovebackgroundlevels. In all
cases discussed bole,^~, Agcontents were determinedby the
analyses methodsof Warburtonand colleagues at the
Desert Researchrns~imte(13 RI).

Analysisof precipitation for Agcontent has been
possible for over two decades. For example, Warburton
and Young(1968a) describe neutron activation procedures
for determinationof Agconcentrationsin precipitation
samples. In a companionarticle, Warburtonand Young
(1968b)discuss the results of suchanalysis applied
precipitation samples.The neutron activation technique
required about one liter samplesof liquid water and had an
Agdetection limit near 20 X10-12 gramsper milliliter
(g ml~) of melted water. Snowsamples from an unseeded
portion of the Sierra Nevadacontainedless natural Agthan
the detectionlimit.

Superand l-le!mbach (q983) reported on snowpit
samplesfrom 7 sites obtained frommid- to late March
1971 and 1972. The~esamplessepresented entire winter
seasons in the Bridget RangeEaperiment(BRE)target area
of Montana.A higher natural Ag backgroundexists in
melted Montanasnoa, than fotmdin California or Utah,
amountingto appro,imately 111 X 10~= g ml" (neutron
activation sensiti~dty Inad impro~,edsomewhat
since the
Warburtonand Young,i968b ipaper). The higher
backgroundis presuatablybecausethe location is further
inland and morewind-bornesoil particles containing Ag
are scavenged.
2O

Snowpitsamplesfrom the two winters of the .BRE
ranged between about 30 and 100 X 10~z g ml~ as
determinedby the neutron activation method,well above
backgroundlevels. The target area samplingsites were
located 9-18 kmdownwind
of the two high altitude AgI
generators used during the BRE.
The flameless atomic absorption methodwas used to
analyze seasonal snowpit samplesfrom the 1986-87
operational seeding in the Bridger Range,intended to
increase snowfall on a local ski area (Heimbach
and Super,
1988). Backgroundlevels were again found to be near 10
X 10mg ml~. One of the samples camefrom a site in the
earlier BREtarget area (site 6 on Fig. 1 of Heimbach
and
Super, 1988), located about 10 kmfrom the AgI generator.
The sample’s Ag content was 49 X 10lz g ml~, in good
agreementwith the two seasonal values from that site
during the BRE,which were 33 and 82 X 101~ -~,
g ml
respectively. Whilethe BREused 2 generators, each
producing 30 gramsof AgI per hour, seeding was
conductedduring about half the experimentaldays
according to the randomizeddesign. The 1986-87
operational programused one generator of the sametype,
located at the northern site used during the BRE,which
was just upwindof the Bridger BowlSki Area. The
generator was operated during all storms meeting
appropriate wind, temperatureand cloud criteria.
Six additional snowpit samplesfrom March6-12,
1987, were within the Bridger Bowlski area target, only
about 3-4 kmdownwindof the AgI generator. Ag contents
(all X 10~ g ml-~) were 19, 40, 41, 69, 79 and 91. Ski
area seasonal snowpitsamplesfrom the twowinters of the
BREyielded 17 and 64. Thus, values produced by the two
DRItechniques, applied to samplestaken several years
apart, are all in goodagreement.
The Bridger Rangesnowsamples clearly
demonstratethat seeding can result in markedlyenhanced
Aglevels if proper targeting is routinely achieved. The
two AgI generators used during the BREwere located well
up the windwardslope of the mainridge. Prevailing
westerly flow during storms routinely transported the
seeding material towardthe next ridge to the east, which
was the primary target. Direct evidence that Agl plumes
were routinely transported towardand over the BREtarget
has been presented by Super (1974), Heimbachand Super
(1988) and Super and Heimbach(1988).
Super and Heimbach(1983) comparedthe total
silver-in-snow with Agreleased during the BRE.About70
percent of the total winter’s Ag, emittedby both generators
during periods with measurabletarget area snowfall, was
accounted for in the March1971 snowpack. The
comparablefigure for March1972 was 40 percent. The
comparablevalves for all hours of generator operation
were 18 percent and 14 percent for the two winters. A
large percentage of seeded hours had no measurable
precipitation partially becausegenerators wereoperated
during darknesswhenit wasnot feasible to judge whether
seedable conditions existed (e.g., whethercloud base was
low enough).

Warburtonet al. (1979) reported on over 700 snow
samplesfromthe Truckee-Tahoe
target area in the Sierra
Nevada,using flameless atomic absorption. Profile
sampleswere taken each 3 cmin the vertical after each
storm. Meanvalues from 9 sampling sites varied from
backgroundvalues (near 2 X 10~ g ml~) to 10 X 10~ g
ml~. Peak values so~netimesexceeded70 X 10-1~ g m1-1,
far abovebackground.Whilethis study also demonstrates
that "seedingsilver" is certainlydetectable,it is
discouragingthat only 10 to 20 percent of all sampleshad
enhancedAglevels. Further, the "seeding silver" often
appearedin narrowtime and spatial zones, suggesting
routine targeting wasnot accomplished.Several of the
BREsnowpitsamples, representing integrated values for
the entire winter, werecomparableto peak values from the
Truckee-Tahoecatchmentarea. Seeding generator outputs
and target area per generator were roughly comparable
betweenthe two projects, so one can only speculate why
snowAg contents differed so much.Direct tracking
experimentshaveindicated routine transport of AgI over
the BREtarget during storms, but comparableobservations
are not available fromthe Truckee-Tahoe
target.
Stone and Warburton(1989) reported
"contamination" of the Truckee-Tahoewatershed by two
other projects. Seedingaerosols fromdifferent projects
weretagged with uniquechemicalsto track the location of
each project’s AgI. The results showthat AgI transport
often did not occuras intended.
Evidencethat evenhigh altitude releases of AgI
frequently do not go whereexpected was presented by
Reynoldset al. (1989) fromobservationsin the central
Sierra Nevada. A combinednetwork of 24 ground-based
generators fromone experimentalproject and three
operational projects wasoperated in a coordinatedfashion
for over two months.A total of 1,681 individual snow
sampleswere collected in profiles dividedinto 2 cm
vertical intervals at 14 samplingsites overthe adjoining
target areas. SeedingAgwas assumedto exist in snow
~
sampleswith Agconcentrations greater than 4 X 10
g ml-~ (meanbackground÷ 2 standard deviations). Less
than 15 percent of the samplesindicated seeding Ag. A
numericaltargeting model,discussed by Rauberet al.
(1988), wasused to computenucleation and fallout
locations from each generator for each day. The model
frequently predicted that AgI released fromlowelevation
generatorshadtrajectories parallel to the barrier; that is,
not towardthe high altitude targets. Fromthe combined
evidence, Reynoldset al. (1989) concltlded, "Theseare
disturbing results, evenif one considersonly scavenging,
in that the AgI mustnot havepassed over large regions of
the target during precipitation events. Muchof the AgI
maybe transported westwardor northwestwardat low
levels, effectively not passingoverthe barrier."
Stone and Warburton(1989) showedthat targeting
was"substantially good"with westerly flow for the Lake
AlmanorSeedingProject in northern California, but "quite
poor" during southerly flow. The percentage of 2-cm
vertical snowfallincrementsthat had Agabove6 X10-a~- g

ml~ with westerly flow was between9 and 60 percent for
the 8 samplingsites, with 5 sites above20 percent. The
correspondingrange for southerly flow was 0 to 10
percent. Interestingly, the statistical analysis of Mooney
and Lunn(1969) for the LakeAlmanorProject suggested
that seedingresulted in significant precipitation increases
with cold westerlyflow storms but not with cold southerly
flow storms.

3.
UTAH SAMPLING PROGRAMDURING THE
1989-90 WINTER
It wasdecidedto conductfurther silver-in-snow
investigations in twodifferent locations, one on the
WasatchPlateau of central Utah and the other in the
WasatchRangeof northern Utah, east of Salt LakeCity.
Bothbarriers have long north-southextents that might
minimizetransport aroundthe barrier. Anall-weather
highwaycrosses the Plateau, and the Rangehas several ski
areas, allowingroutine access to high elevation sites in
both mountainareas.

The Agconcentrations of 685 samples from the
LakeAhnanorproject, each representing 2 cmdepth of
snow, were presented by Stone and Warburton(1985).
Mostobvionsly seeded sampleswere in the 10 to 50 X
10ng ml~ range, but several samples exceeded 100 X
10n g ml~, and the highest was 400 X 10ng ~.
ml

Operationalseeding programgenerators intended to
target the WasatchPlateau are located in a broadmountain
valley betweenthe Plateau and the San Pitch Mountainsto
the west (see Fig. 1). Mostseeding generators for the
WasatchRangeare located in or near canyonmouths,
whichprovided an opportunity to examinea different mode
of seeding. The six seeding generators believed most
likely to affect the WasatchRangeregion sampledfor snow
Ag content are shownon Fig. 2. Additional generators
exist to the north and south that are not shownon Fig. 2.

Stone and Warburton(1985) also refer to meanice
crystal massmeasnrements
from the Sierra Cooperative
Pilot Project that were in the range of 0.002-0.02mgper
crystal. Theypoint out that the averagemassof an AgI ice
nucleus is approximately10-~5 g. Therefore,for ice
crystals of about 0.01 mgmass, an Agconcentration of
100 X 10~ g ml" is equivalent to one AgIparticle per ice
crystal. Their calculations suggestthat Agconcentrations
well abovebackground
are required if seeding is to have
any significant effect on snowfall, assumingthat the masses
of seededcrystals are similar to those of natural crystals.
If anything, seeded crystals from groundgenerators should
tend to have smaller massesbecauseof shorter growthand
fallout trajectories. If that is the case, snowcaused
exclusively by seeding should haveeven greater Ag
concentrationsthan those in the aboveexample.

Ten samplingsites wereestablished for periodic
snowsampling,five in various ski areas in the Wasatch
Mountainseast of Salt LakeCity, and five on the Wasatch
Plateau about 70 miles further south. Table1 contains the
latitude, longitudeand elevation of eachsite and the
numberof samplesobtained from each samplinglocation.
Figures 1 and 2 showthe snowsamplesites.
Snowboards
were’positionedat relatively protected
sites and visited periodically. Thefield technicianlived in
Big CottonwoodCanyonin the WasatchRange and thus
was able to monitor the local weather. She sampled
snowboardson the Rangeshortly after each stormor series
of storms so samplingintervals ranged froma few to
several days. Thetechnician visited the moredistant
WasatchPlateau at approximately2-weekintervals,
accountingfor the fewer samplesshownin Table 1.

Long(1984) reported on the results of applyingthe
DRIflameless atomic absorption methodto snowsamples
from the TusharMountainsand Sevier Plateau of southern
Utah. As typical of the Utah operational seeding program,
most of the AgIgenerators werelocated at low elevation
valley sites. Both AgI and indiumoxide were routinely
released and snowwas analyzed for Agand indium
contents for 4 cmdepth increments. Only11 of 145 snow
samples(7.6 percent) had Agcontents greater than
background
levels at the 5 percent significance level
(established as 11.6 X 10:~ g ml4 of liquified snow). Only
8 of 289 (2.8 percent) snowsampleshad indium
concentrations whichexceededbackgroundat the 5 percent
level; that is, fewerthan expectedby chance.

The entire depth of snowon each board was
combinedinto one samplefor each visit. It might have
been desirable to samplevertical incrementsas donein
someof the studies noted above. However,the approach
used cost muchless, and was expected to provide evidence
of enhancedAgprovided AgI plumesfrequently passed
over the samplingsites during snowfall periods.

Long(1984) also reported on results of applying
numericaltargeting schemeto seven storms during the
sameperiod, using local rawinsondeobservationsas input.
Meteorologicalconditions weresuitable for effective
transport of the AgIover the TusharMountainsonly about
36 percent of the time. Downslope
flow, entrapmentin a
stable layer or transport parallel to the mountainswere
predicted from the majority of soundings.Theseresults,
together with lack of enhancedAgor indiumin the snow
samples,raised concernabout the effectiveness of targeting
on the TusharMountainsand Sevier Plateau.

All presmnably unseeded snowsamples were
examinedto checkthe natural backgroundlevels of Ag.
Thirteen samplesexisted fromsnowboardsnot initially
exposeduntil at least 12 hours had elapsedafter all seeding
was terminated (11 sampleswere first exposedmorethan
30 hours after seeding termination), and seeding was not
restarted until after these sampleswerecollected. All 13
samples camefrom the WasatchRangeas no Plateau
samplesmet the unseededcriteria. The distribution of Ag
contents from these samplesappears on Fig. 3.
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Table 1. Locations of snowsamplingsites during the 1989-90winter
Location
(Wasatch
Range- all in
ski areas)
Alta
Brighton
Park City
Park West
Snowbird
(Wasatch
Plateau)
Cleveland
Reserv.
Engineer
Canyon
Huntington
Campgnd.
7.4 mile Site
Skyline Drive

Longitude
(Deg-Min)

Latitude
(Deg-Min)

Elevation
(Feet-MSL)

No. of
samples

111-37.0
111-34.5
111-32.0
111-35.0
111-39.5

40-34.5
40-35.5
40-37.5
40-41.0
40-34.0

9600
9500
9400
8100
9100

14
16
12
12
13

111-14.5

39-35.5

8900

5

111-10.5

39-33.5

8200

6

111-09.5

39-30.0

7600

2

111-20.0
111-17.5

39-40.5
39.37.0

8500
9700

6
6

arp!nt~n!Fnle

Thedistribution of all 54 samplesfrom the Wasatch
Rangewhich had seeding conductedduring the snowboard
exposure periods appears on Fig. 4. Only 8 samples (15
percent) exceeded11 X 1012 g ml1, just 7 percent more
than for the nonseededpopulationof Fig. 3. The 4
samples (7 percent) exceeding 15 X 1~ g ml1 were
examinedin terms of location, snowfall amountsand
duration of AgI generator operation. Noobvious
similarities werefoundexcept that 2 of the samplescame
fromthe samesite (Park City) and all 4 represented
significant snowfallamounts.

Nonseeded Samples
Wasafch Range
N=I5

Silver

I0
20
Concentration (g/ml E-12)

Anattempt was madeto select "well-seeded"
samples from the WasatchRange. A detailed graph was
constructed (not shown)whichshowedthe time history for
the entire December
through Marchperiod. It indicated
wheneach seeding generator was operated, wheneach
snowboardwas exposed and sampled, and 12 hour
precipitation totals from Alta. Well-seededsnowsamples
weresubjectively chosenwith the aid of this graph
whenevera large fraction of Alta’s snowfall, during the
period of snowboardexposure, fell during a seeded
period(s). A total of 22 snowsampleswere selected
well-seededand the distribution of their Agconcentrations
appears on Fig. 5. The highest value observed was 12 X
10-s~ g mlI. Neither Fig. 4 nor 5 offers muchevidence
that the AgI intendedto target the WasatchRangeis
routinely transported over the Rangeduring snowfall
events, except possibly in lowconcentrations.

3O

Fig. 3. Frequency.distributionof silver concentration
for 13 nonseededsnowsamples from the Wasatch
Range.
All but one samplein Fig. 3 (1/13=8percent) had
concentrations less than 11 X 1012 g mlt. This
concentrationis similar to the distribution shownby Long
(1984) for 1982 nonseededsamples from the Tushar
Mountains,except that the peakof Long’sdistribution was
about 1.5 X 10~2 and Fig. 3 peaks near 5 X 1012 1.
g ml
Longalso presented a small percentageof outlying values
greater than 15 X10-12 g m1-1. Fromboth the data of Fig.
3 and the data presented by Long, presumablynatural
snowfall in Utah often has Agcontents up to about 10 X
10~2 g ml-s, and occasionallyhas values twoto three times
that high. Residual Agfrom earlier seeding might have
contaminatedsomeof the "natural" snowfall samples, but
no direct evidenceexists to supportthat speculation.

Finally, the 25 samplesfrom the WasatchPlateau
were examinedas illustrated on Fig. 6. Forty-four percent
of all sampleshad less than 3 X 101~ g ml~ as compared
with only 8 percent of the nonseededsamplesfrom the
WasatchRange. Only 3 samples (12 percent) exceeded
7 X 10lz g ml1. Theseobservations suggest (1) natural
snowfall has less Agon the Plateau as comparedwith the
Range,possibly because of less local contamination,and
23

(2) the seedingmaterial released west of the Plateau has
little impacton the Agcontent of the snowfallon the
Plateau.

Well-Seeded Samples
Wasatch Range
N=22

All Seeded Samples
Wasafch Range
N=54

Silver

10
SHyer Concentration

10
20
Cencentrafion (g/ml E-12)

30

Fig. 5. Frequencydistribution of silver concentrationfor
22 presumably "well-seeded" snow samples from the
WasatchRange.

30
(g/ml E-12)

Fig. 4. Frequencydistribution of silver concentrationfor
54 seeded snowsamples from the WasatchRange.

All Seeded Samples
Wa salchPlateau
N=25

The findings fromthe silver-in-snowanalysis from
the WasatchRangeand WasatchPlateau for the 1989-90
winter are in goodagreementwith the earlier findings
reported by Long(1984) for the Tushar Mountainsand
Sevier Plateau. Thereis little evidenceof the seeding
material in the mountainprecipitation in any of the areas.
One might chooseto ignore the highest nonseededsample
in Fig. 3 as an "outlier" (althoughthere is no known
reason to do so and the field technician’s thoroughnotes do
not suggest possible contaminationor any other problems).
Thenone might concludethat someof the samplesin Figs.
4 and 6 had Agconcentrations noticeably above
background,but the numberwouldstill be limited.
Silver

4.
POSSIBLE REASONSFOR LOWAG
CONCENTRATIONS

10
Concentration

20
(g/ml E-12)

50

Fig. 6. Frequencydistribution of silver concentrationfor
25 seeded snowsampIesfrom the WasatchPlateau.

Twopossibilities cometo mindin attemptingto
explain the lowAglevels foundin the Utahtarget areas.
Either the AgI wasseldomtransported over the targets
duringcloud and precipitation periods, or it was
transported over the targets but the Aglamountsdeposited
on the surface were too lowfor detection abovethe natural
background
levels of silver-in-snow.

The highest silver-in-snow levels reviewedwere
from the BREin Montana(Super and Heimbach,1983),
the later Bridget Rangesnowpackaugmentationprogram
(Heimbachand Super, 1988), and the Lake Almanor
Project (Stone and Warburton,1985). The earlier Bridget
programused 2 Ag] generators, each with 30 g h~ output,
at highaltitude locations 4 miles crosswindof each other.
~.
The BREappearedto affect an area in excess of 100mi
The latter Bridgerproject used the sametype of generator
at one of the original BREsites to target a small ski area,
although Ag was found downwindas well. The Lake
AhnanorProject used 7 high altitude generators west and

It has been shownthat somemountaintarget areas,
using higher AgIrelease rates than Utah, exhibited
substantially higher Aglevels during someseeding events.
But one could argue that lower AgIconcentrations than
usedin those seedingprojects will significantly affect the
snowfall. Wewill nowexaminethat possibility as well as
solne differences in AgI release methods.
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south of the 500 mi~ watershed. Generator output was 25 g
h~, and 3-4 generators wereused at a time, depending
uponwind direction. Spacingbetweengenerators was 5-8
miles. Both the Lake Almanorand Bridger projects used
generatorson upwindridges to target high terrain further
downwind.

The abovecomparisonsdeal with long-term average
conditions. Onlyseasonal integrated values were analyzed
during the BRE,and again during the operational program
for the Bridger BowlSki Area (Heimbachand Super,
1988). Moreover, the BREwas randomized, with only
about half the storm days seeded. However,the Utah
sampleswere taken at muchshorter intervals, ranging from
a few to several days in the WasatchRangeand about biweeklyin the WasatchPlateau. The Rangesamples
correspondedto periods ranging froma single stormup to
a few storms passing in a series. Accordingly,one might
expect someof the Utah snowsamplesto exhibit Aglevels
well aboveaverageconditions, especially if seeding was
conductedduring a period with abundantsupercooledliquid
water (SLW)whenboth nucleation by Agl and scavenging
couldbring Agto the surface. But, as discussedearlier,
only a limited numberof samplesshowedany suggestion of
above-backgroundAgconcentrations. This low
concentrationraises concernabout whetherroutine
targeting is being achievedin the Utahoperational
program.

Table2 comparessomeof the differences in seeding
approach betweenthe BREduring the winters of 1970-71
and 1971-72and the Utah operational programduring the
winter of 1989-90.
Threemajor differences in seeding exist betweenthe
BREand the Utah programs. First, the BREgenerators
were located well up the windward
slope of a relatively
uniformnorth-south barrier, only about 1300ft belowthe
meancrestline elevation. TheWasatchPlateau is also a
relative uniformnorth-southbarrier, but generators were
locatedat widelyseparatedvalley locations (see Fig. 1).
The WasatchRangehad 2 generators near the mouthsof
each of 3 major canyonsas shownon Fig. 2. Second, the
BREused generators with 5 times the hourly AgI output of
the Utah generators. Third, the BREgenerators operated
about four times as manyhours per monthon average
(even though the BREwas randomized).

Physicalevidencefrom20 separate aircraft passes
through AgIplumesover the Bridget Rangeindicated that,
on average, about 10-20ice crystals per liter werecreated
over the target whentemperatures were about -10°C, with
typical liquid water contents near 0.1 g m3 (see Table2 of
Super and Heimbach,1988). The Bridger Rangegenerator
produced30 g h-~ AgI, five times the rate used in Utah,
~3
and the natural draft effectiveness at -10°Cwas 6 X 10
ice crystals per gramof AgI (Super and Heimbach,1983),
almost seventimes higher than that of the Utahgenerators
(see "Fable3). Nevertheless,seededprecipitation rates
aircraft levels over the BridgetRangewereestimatedat
only 0.03 to 0.09 mmh-~. Even thoughadditional growth
likely occurredbetweenthe aircraft and ground,it is
difficult to imaginethat significant snowfallrates couldbe
achievedwith muchlower ice particle concentrations. The
statistical analysis presentedby Superand Iqeimbach(1983)
suggestedno noticeable seeding effects whenridge-top
temperatures were warmerthan -9°C, presumablybecause
AgIactivation was too limited.

Spacingbetweengenerators was roughly similar.
The BREgenerators were spaced betweenthe average
distances for the WasatchRangeand the WasatchPlateau.
ThePlateau generatorspacingis moretypical of the entire
Utah seeding generator networkthan is the WasatchRange
spacing.
The average monthlyAgI output per generator
during the BREwas approximately20 times higher than
that in the twoUtahareas. Ignoringall other factors such
as transport and dispersion, these differences alone could
result in the muchlower Agobserved in Utah snow
samples on average. The BREseasonal snowpacksamples
were in the range 30-100X 10-~2 g ml:~. Reducingthose
values by a factor of 20 wouldbring theminto general
agreementwith the observations shownon Figs. 4, 5 and
6. The Ag in Utah might often be undetectable because Ag
concentrationsdeposited during seeding operations were
similar to or belownatural backgroundlevels.

Table2. Comparisonof AgI generators and siting betweenthe Bridger RangeExperiment
and the Utah operational seeding program
BRE

Utah

Generatorsites

Highaltitude, about 1300ft
belowcrestline

Mostlyvalley sites, some
near canyon mouths

Approx.north-south spacing
betweengenerators (miles)

4.0

Wasatch Range: 2.2
WasatchPlateau: 6.7

Meanhours of AgI
generator operation per
month

1970-71:190
1971-72:210

Wasatch Range: 52
WasatchPlateau: 47

Generator AgI output

~
30 g h
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Reynolds(1988) reviewedseveral direct
observationsof seeding effects on precipitation rate. None
exceeded1.0 mmh~ "~,
and most were less than 0.5 mmh
even thougha numberof the experimentsincorporated
direct injection of seedingagents. Reynolds(1988) cites
typical valuesof 10 to 25 ice particles per liter due to
seeding. Hobbs(1975), in his discussion of winter clouds
over the CascadeMountains,noted that, "However,for
seedingto havea significant effect in these regions the
concentrationsof artificial ice nuclei mustdearly reach
values of the order of 10 liter ~ and probablymuchhigher".
It seemsunlikely that the Utahgroundreleases of AgI can
routinely result in ice particle concentrationsapproaching
the values suggested by Hobbsor observedby Super and
Heimbach(1988) or Reynolds(1988).
CONSIDERATION OF MAXIMUM
5.
ACHIEVABLE SNOWFALLAMOUNTSWITH UTAH
SEEDING

Similar calculations for the averageof four high
elevation snowcourses(8700 to 10,000 ft) on the Wasatch
Plateau, near the silver-in-snowsamplingsites, yields a
meanmonthlyfigure of 0.6 inches. It appears reasonable
to assumethat an 11.4 percent increase in snowfall would
represent at least 0.5 inches (1.3 era) duringan average
monthon the WasatchRangeof northern Utah and 0.4
inches (1.0 cm) on the WasatehPlateau of central Utah.
The intended targets for the generators shownin
Figs. 1 and 2 are approximatelythe areas east of the
generators aboveabout 7000feet. The six generators of
2.
the WasatchRangehave a target area of about 450 km
The six generators west of the WasatchPlateau have a
target area of approximately2, ~00 kmz. Meanmonthly
precipitation increases due to seeding, using the 1.3 and
1.0 cmestimates, wouldbe 6 and 21 X l0~2 cm3 (or
grams)for the respective target areas.
Wewill nowestimate the meanmonthly production
of effective ice nuclei, using 50 hours of operationper
generator per month(Table 2). Table 3 shows
effectiveness values from the ColoradoState University
(CSU)Cloud Simulation Laboratory for the North
AmericanWeather Consultants (NAWC)
AgI generator
used in Utah(Griffith et al. 1991plot the samedata in
their Fig. 3). Datafor "natural draft" is equivalentto
light windof about 2-3 mst by the generator (Paul
DeMott, personal communication), while "maximum
fan"
provides about 10 ms-~ windpast the burner head, greatly
reducingcoagulationlosses.

It is interesting to considerwhetherthe snowfall
increases suggestedby statistical analysesof the Utah
operational programare physically reasonablein viewof
the lowseedingrates. Thisanalysis will involve, first,
estimation of the amountof additional water producedif
the suggestedincreases are correct; second,estimation of
the amountof effective ice nuclei released; and, third,
considerationof the meanmassesof ice particles required
to producethat muchwater with that manyice nuclei. Are
the resulting ice particle masseswithin reason?Estimates
will be basedon meanmonthlyvalues for convenience.
In estimating the numberof available ice nuclei,
several unrealistically favorableassumptionsfor snowfall
enhancementwill be made. The approachto this estimate
will consider what might occur under optimumconditions;
that is, set an optimistic upperlimit. Anestimate of
available ice nuclei that is too lowto produceice particles
of reasonablemassindicates a serious problemfor more
realistic assumptions.
Griffith et al. (1991)presenteda post hocstatistical
analysis suggestinga meanseasonal increase of 11.4
percent for the operational seedingprogramin central and
southern Utah over 13 seeded winters. Anearlier analysis
by Thompson
and Griffith (1981) suggested increases
13-20 percent. The suggested 11.4 percent increase
correspondedto an average precipitation enhancement
of
1.23 inches at target area gaugesfor the December-March
period, or 0.31 inches per month.This enhancementis
likely an underestimatebecauseprecipitation gauges
undercatchsnowfallsignificantly in evenlight winds.
Equivalent 11.4 percent increases in the WasatchRange
wouldprovide greater monthlyprecipitation amountsat
¯ high elevation snowcourses.For example,the April 1
normalsnowwater equivalent is 39.4 inches at Alta (8800
ft - all elevations are abovemeansea level (MSL)unless
otherwisenoted) and 30.6 inches at Brighton(8750ft).
Assumingsnowpackaccumulationbegins near midNovember,11.4 percent increases wouldproduce mean
monthlyvalues of 1.0 and 0.8 inches, respectively.
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Data from the early 1991field programon the
WasatchPlateau (yet to be reported) suggests that the
upwindvalley typically experieaceslight and variable
windsduring snowfall periods on the Plateau. Onestorm
did producestrong valley windsthat caused problemswith
generator operation. The canyonmouthgenerators west of
the WasatchRangeare generally located in protected
locations and also should experiencestrong windsonly
occasionally. Accordingly,effectiveness values nearer
natural draft than maximum
fan are appropriate for most
stormperi.ods. Effectiveness values increase markedlyas
cloud temperaturedecreases as shownin Table 3.
The typical temperature range of the SLWzone
over Utah barriers will be estimated to consider appropriate
generator effectiveness values. Most SLW
has been found
in the lowest kilometer abovebarrier crests in a numberof
studies in the West. In Utah, Hill (1986) showedthat
SLWhad a median height between 500 and 1000 m above
the crest of the northern WasatehMountains.Sassen
(1985) indicated the liquid cloud base wasusually from
kmabove to 1 kmbelow the crest of the Tushar
Mountains. Cloud base temperatures were usually between
0 to -5°C whenvertically-integrated SLWamounts
exceeded 0.05 mmaccording to microwaveradiometer
observations. Similar results were obtained on top the
WasatchPlateau during the first half of March1991.
Surface temperatures ranged between +2 and -5°C when
SLW
was present during passage of several storms.
Temperatures1 kmabove the barrier wouldbe about 6°C
colder, or from-4 to -11 °C.

Table 3. Effectiveness values for NAWC
AgI generators (ice crystals per gramof AgI)
reported by the CSUCloud SimulationLab - April 1982.
Chamber Temp. (°C)
-6
-8
-10
-12
-16
-20

Natural Draft
2 X 101°
1X 1012
9 X 1012
4 X 1013
5 X 1014
1 X1015

MaximumFan
N.A.
9X1012
9 X 1012°
4 X 1014
3 X 1015
1 X1016

* this reported value appears to be an order of magnitudelow

Evenif SLW
existed at higher elevations, plume
tracing investigations have shownground-releasedAgI
plumesgenerally are not transported higher than 1 km
abovebarrier crests in the absenceof convection(Holroyd
et al. 1988; Superand Heimbach,1988;Super et al. 1989).
Admittedly,these plumetracking studies all used high
altitude releases. Valley releases mightbe transported
higher under someconditions, in locations providing
greater time and distance for vertical dispersion. However,
observations were madeover the WasatchPlateau in March
1991, with embeddedconvection present which should
enhancevertical mixing. Thesemeasurements,yet to be
reported, suggestedthat the bulk of valley-released seeding
material wasstill within 1 kmof the Plateau top.
Huggins(1990) discussed soundingtemperatures
3.6 kmMSLwhenliquid water cloud existed over the
TusharMountains.The temperatureat that altitude was
consideredrepresentative of the bulk of cloud liquid water
over the barrier. The larger liquid values (above 0.1 mm)
predominantlyoccurred at temperatures warmerthan
-10°C. Thirty-sevenpercent of these cases occurredat
temperatures warmerthan -5°C, whichis too warmfor
significant nucleationwith AgI.
The cited measurements
indicate that SLW
will
usually be found in the range 0 to -10°C. Thevalues in
Table3 makeit highly optimistic to assumethat, on
average, 5 X 1013 ice nuclei per gramof AgI wouldbe
producedby the Utah seeding generators, effective at SLW
cloud temperatures. That optimistic assumptionwill be
madefor the sake of discussion. Six generators per target
area, each operated for 50 hours, wouldproducea total of
9 X 1016ice nuclei in an averagemonth.
Wewill makethe additional optimistic assumptions
that every ice nucleus producedby the generators having
the potential to create an ice crystal does so, and that each
resulting ice particle passes througha favorablegrowth
environment
and eventually falls to the surface of the target
area. These assumptions imply:

1. the seeding material is alwaystransported over
the target,
2. always encounters SLW,
3. the SLW
is alwayscold enoughfor significant
ice nucleation (-10 to -12°Cfor the generator
effectiveness value used, dependingon the
windspeed),
4. each of the resulting 9 X1016ice crystals always
falls to the surface within the target (no "blowover"
and sublimationto the lee of the barrier).
Wecan examinethe aboveassumptions with the
available data by consideringthe averagesilver-in-snow
concentrations that wouldhave to result. Averagemonthly
precipitation increases, if seedingenhancedthe snowfallby
11.4 percent on the WasatchRangeand WasatchPlateau
target areas, wereestimatedas 6 and 21 X1012g,
respectively. Equivalenttotal precipitation values per
month(seeded + natural snow)are 6 and 20 X 1013g (or
ml of water). Six generators per target, each operated for
50 hours per monthat a rate of 6 g AgI h1, producea total
of 1800 g of AgI. The Ag portion of approximately826 g
per month,if uniformlydistributed throughouteach target
area’s average monthlysnowfall, wouldbe equivalent to 14
and 4 X 10~2 g ml~ for the Rangeand Plateau,
respectively. Only4 of 54 seeded samplesin the Wasatch
Rangeexceededthe expected average value of 14 X 10~z g
ml1, while 12 of 26 WasatchPlateau samples exceededthe
expectedaverage of 4 X 1012 -I
g .ml
Thesecalculations suggest that the amountof Ag
released west of the WasatchPlateau mightbe difficult to
detect abovebackgroundlevels, evenif all the Agwas
deposited on the target. Somesnowsamples might be well
abovethe estimated average dependinguponvariations in
targeting, airflow patterns, snowfallrates, etc.; however,
the resulting Agdistribution mightbe similar to that shown
on Fig. 6.

Approximatelythe same amountof Ag was released
west of the muchsmaller WasatchRangetarget area. In
this case, the estimated averageAgconcentrationwaswell
abovethat shownon Fig. 4, as only 7 percent of the
seeded snowsamples exceeded14 X 10-12 g ml1. Unless
all 5 samplingsites were somehow
unrepresentative of the
overall target area, muchof the AgI released west of the
WasatchRangemust have been transported and deposited
in areas other than the target. Thus, the assumptionthat
all Aglendedup in the target’s snowfallis very
questionablefor the Rangeon the basis of the silver-insnowdata. However,we will makethat assumption for
the sake of discussion.

Thesnowfallincreases suggestedby the statistical
analysis of Griffith et al. (1991), and that of Thompson
and
Griffith (1981) whichsuggestedevenlarger increases,
not agree with the physicalrealities of available ice nucleus
production according to current understanding. Evenusing
favorable assumptions,noted aboveas unrealistic, each ice
nucleus wouldhaveto result in a massiveice particle. In
reality, the seedingmaterial will not alwaysbe transported
over the target, and whenit is, the Ag1will not always
encounter SLW.WhenSLWis present, it frequently will
be too warmfor effective nucleation, especially in lower
portions of the liquid cloud. Evenwhenthe AgI reaches
sufficiently cold SLW
cloud, it is unlikely that each
potential ice nucleus will create an ice crystal. Someice
crystals created b~ seeding will not growlarge enoughto
reach the surface before sublimatingto the lee of the
barrier. Theserealities all argue for significantly fewer
available ice nuclei than estimated.

Weestimatedearlier that 11.4 percent snowfall
enhancementwas equivalent to roughly 6 and 21 X 1012g
of water per monthover the WasatchRangeand Wasatch
Plateau targets, respectively. Dividingthose amountsof
water uniformlyamongstthe 9 X 1016 ice nuclei estimated
using the optimistic assumptionsstated above, the average
massof crystals settling onto each target wouldbe 0.07
and 0.23 mg,respectively.

Whenconsidering whetherfactors other than those
discussedcouldinvalidate the abovecalculations, at least
twopossibilities cometo mind:

Wewill nowconsider the massesof individual ice
crystals observedin or belowwinter orographicclouds.
Redderand Fukuta(1989) presented empirical growth
equations from several published sources. Fewindividual
crystals exceeded0.01 mgafter 1000seconds growthtime
(equivalent to 10 kmhorizontal travel at 10 msl). Stone
and Warburton(1985) refer to crystal massesbetween
0.002-0.02mgin the Sierra Nevada.Mitchell et al. (1990)
careftdly exa~ninedmasses,dimensionsand habits of over
2800ice particles precipitating in the Sierra Nevada.The
~nassesof individual crystals were usually between0.001
and 0.1 mg. Crystals rarely exceeded0.1 mg, even when
rimed,except for heavily rimeddendritic crystals (the
largest sampledwas about 0.7 rag). Fukutaet al. (1988)
presentedaverageparticle massdata from3 samplingsites
in the TusharMountainsof Utah during 3 storms. All
crystal types observed, both rimed and unrimed,were
considered.The large majority of ice particles had average
massesbetween0.01-0.1 rag, with distributions heavily
skewedto the smaller masses. Averagemassesgreater
than 0.2 mgwere infrequently observed. The
comprehensivestudy by Locatelli and Hobbs(1974)
measuredthe masses of manyrimed and unrimedparticles
falling on the CascadeMountainsof Washingtonduring
winter. Massesfor several types of densely rimed
precipitation particles generally rangedfrom0.01 to
0.6 mg. Evengraupel (snowpellets) and graupel-like
snowparticles seldomexceeded1 mgmass and median
values weretypically 0.2 rag.

1) The ice nucleus effectiveness values maybe
incorrect. ~/),pical winter orographicclouds havelower
liquid water contents and less ho~nogeneitythan foundin
the CSUSimulation Laboratory. Natural clouds likely
have more turbulence. Wedo not knowthe net result of
these and other differences. Field observationsreported by
Deshlerand Re~,nolcls (1990) suggest somewhatgreater
effectiveness at -10°Cthan indicated by the CSU
Laboratory, but DeMott(1991) questioned their
interpretation. At any rate, ice nucleuseffectivenessin
natural cloudswouldhaveto be substantially greater than
that foundin laboratoryresults to invalidate the above
discussion.
2) Ice crystal multiplication mayresult in seeded
crystals creating additionalcrystals withoutfurther
intervention from AgI. Fragmentationof delicate ice
crystals Canproduceadditional particles, but Hobbsand
Rangno(1985) note that fragmentsincrease the ice particle
concentrationsby only a factor of about5 in stratiform
clouds. Ice spl.ia~er productionduring heavycrystal riming
has been demonstratedin the laboratory whensupercooled
droplets greater than about 23/xmdiameter are present in
significant concentrationsat temperaturesbetween-3 and
-8°C (Hallett and Mossop,1974). Ice needles are common
at these temperatures. Later workindicated droplets
s~naller than 13 ~mhad to be present in concentrations
exceeding100 era.3 for this ice multiplication mechanism
to
be effective (Mossop,1978). It is suspectedthat all these
conditions exist infrequently in Utahwinter clouds,
although observations are limited. The surface
microphysicalmeasurements
reported by Fukutaet al.
(1988) suggest that multiplication sometimesoccurs. For
example, the storm of February 13, 1987, had rimed
needle showers. Graupel and other evidence of heavy
crystal riming are common
during portions of someUtah
winter storms, but are often absent during other periods.
Thus, whileice multiplicationoccurs in Utah, it is not
believedto be a rnajor factor in snowfall,production;
however,further investigation is warranted.

Thesemanyobservations showthat the average
crystal massescalculated above(0.07 and 0.23 rag) would
be substantially greater than measuredmassesof most ice
crystals falling on westernmountainsin winter. In fact,
the calculated massesare high into the range of crystal
massesfor heavily rimedparticles or mid-rangefor graupel.
Thesemassessuggest that to even approacha 11.4 percent
snowfall enhancementin an average month, we wouldhave
to makeyet another unrealistic assumption:each ice
nucleusresulted in a heavilyrimedparticle or graupel.
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In light of current physicalunderstanding,it appears
unlikely that the seedingrates usedin the Utahoperational
programcan produce snowfall enhancementson the order
of 10 percent, even if the valley-released AgI were
routinely transported into SLW
cloud regions. The
transport of AgIis examinedin the next section, and in the
companionpaper by Super and Huggins(1992).

(the systemwas located in an unheatedgarage and space
heaters could not alwaysprevent frost). In spite of these
problems,most periods had goodquality data as attested to
by the technician’s careful notes regarding equipment
checkoutand testing. The data discussed camefrom such
periods. Ice nucleus measurementswere madefor portions
of, or throughout, 34 separate days betweenDecember
21,
1989, and March29, 1990.

6.
ICE NUCLEUSSAMPLINGIN BIG
COTTONWOODCANYON
Mostseeding generators in the Utahoperational
seeding programhave been located in valleys as shownon
Fig. 1. A limited numberof generators have been placed
in or near canyonmouths,primarily for the Wasatch
Range, as shownon Fig. 2. Big CottonwoodCanyonis
atypical in that one AgIgeneratoris located near the mouth
of the Canyonat 5000ft elevation, while a second
generatoris located 2.5 miles further up the canyonat an
elevation of 5810ft. Onlya few other canyonsin Utah
havegeneratorslocated that far abovetheir entrances.
The field technician whocollected snowsamplesfor
Aganalysis lived well up Big CottonwoodCanyon. The
location of her home,at 7330ft elevation, is shownon
Fig. 2. It was decidedto take advantageof the opportunity
and havethe technician operate an acoustical counter
(Langer, 1973) to measureice nuclei (IN). The collection
of IN observations in the Canyonwas analogousto the
collection of snowsamplesfor Aganalysis. Finding
enhancedAgamountsin the snowdoes not prove that
seeding modifiedthe snowfall. However,failure to find
enhancedAgraises the strong possibility of mistargeting.
In like manner,detection of enhancedIN at the particular
Canyonsite does not prove the AgI was transported miles
further downwind,
and thousandsof feet higher, into the
SLW
cloud abovethe windwardslope and crest of the
WasatchRange. However,failure to find AgI at the
samplingsite well t,p the canyonwouldraise doubts about
the efficacy of canyonseeding.

Anautomaticweatherstation at the technician’s
homeprovided 10 minute meanobservations of air
temperatureand windspeedand direction. Forest cover
near her homeprevented wind measurementin an open
site. Consequently,the commonly
measuredlight and
variable windsmaynot represent windswell abovethe
canyonfloor.
A typical time history during a seeding period
appears on Fig. 7. Both CanyonAgI generators were
started between1000-1015.The upper generator was
turned off at 2000but the lowerunit ran till 2330. Data
are showntill 2800(actually 0400on February2). Data
collection fromthe acoustical counterdid not begin until
shortly after 1100. About1145(1.5 h after generator
startup), the IN concentrationbeganto rise from
backgroundlevels and stayed above50 l" most of the time
till after generatorturnoff. Duringthe 3 periods noted by
"filter," the acousticalcounterhada filter that wascapable
of extracting almost all AgIparticles hookedto the intake
line for 20-40minutes.Thefilter servedto test that the
systemwas actually measuringIN and not experiencing
spuriouscountscausedby the instrumentitself, and that the
systemdid not haveserious leaks (the count rate wouldnot
approachzero if unfiltered outside air wasenteringthe
cloud chamber).The temporal variability of IN
concentrationshownon Fig. 7 was characteristic of other
seededperiods.
g
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The NAWC
forecaster phoned the technician
wheneveroperational seeding was about to be conductedin
the Canyon.The technician wouldthen operate the
acoustical counter, obtaining continuousmeasurements
of
IN throughout several seeded storms during the 1989-90
winter. In addition, she also operated the counter during
several nonseededdays to monitor backgroundIN
concentrations. Five-minutemeanIN concentrations
during the nonseededperiods, measuredat a cloud chamber
temperaturenear -20°C, were consistently between0-4 per
liter, and were usually below2 per liter. As will be
shown,seededperiods had IN levels far in excess of
background
(natural) levels.
Thetechnicianvisited the counterperiodically
during each storm and madenotes on various gauge
readings and any problems. Someproblems encountered
during the course of the winter included pumpand
microphone
failures, and exceedingl.yhigh false countrates
due to glycol or contaminatingfrost buildup in the sensor
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(MST)OFFEB.I-2, 1990
Fig. 7. Timehistory of ice nuclei per liter as measured
by
an aconstical counterat -20°Cat the 7330ft samplingsite
in Big CottonwoodCanyonon February I-2, 1990.
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Table 4 summarizesthe dates of AgI generator
operation in Big CottonwoodCanyonand associated
acoustical counter measurements.
All IN per liter are
actually measuredcounts per minute(5 minutemeans)
multiplied by 10 to compensatefor knownchamberlosses
(Langer, 1973). The acoustical counter samplerate was
near 10 liters per minute. Measurements
by an acoustical
ice nucleuscounterare consideredsemi-quantitative(as are
most IN observational methods).The cloud in the
refrigerated chamberwas deliberately muchmoredense
than natural cloudsto hasten contact nucleationin the
minuteor two that sampleair was in the chamber.In spite
of this and other differences fromnatural clouds, a
properly operated acoustical counter has showngood
agreementwith a cloud simulation chamberfor the type of
AgI used in Utah (Langer and Garvey, 1980).

concentrations, found in the canyonbottom 5 miles downcanyonof the barrier crest, do not suggestthat seedingwill
create significant ice crystal concentrationsin the SLWcloud at higher elevations.
It is encouragingthat a mechanism
exists to
transport seeding material well up into the Canyonon a
routine basis. Canyonseeding mightbe effective using
higher AgI release rates and AgI types with better warm
temperatureeffectiveness. It is discouragingthat the 14
snowsamplesfrom the Brighton site, exposedduring
seeding in Big CottonwoodCanyon, had a~ average Ag
concentrationless than 6 X10.’2 g ml"1. Thehighest and
second highest values observed were 17 and 9 X 1012 g
ml1. The Brightonsite values are typical of the
distribution shownin Fig. 4. Since this site wasonly 800
ft abovethe townof Brighton at the head of the Canyon
(Fig. 2), high Aglevels mightfrequently be expected
there, but high Agconcentrations were not found.

ThemeanAgIconcentration listed in Table 4 is
only an approximate"eyeball average"of daily plots of IN
vs time. The meansapply only to periods whenAgI was
well above backgroundmost of the time. The beginning or
endingportions of someperiods of seeding generator
operation, whenAgI concentrations were only a few times
background,were ignored in averaging.

7.

SPECIAL EXPERIMENT
O~F MARCH
12, 1990

A special experiment was conducted on March12
using a NAWC
van equipped with a fast-response sulfur
hexafluoride (SFr) detector. The van was driven up Big
CottonwoodCanyonwhile AgI and SFs were released from
the lower (5000 ft) site near the Canyonmouth.Surface
windsat the release site, estimatedby the field technician
every 15 minutes, were westerly at about 5 mphduring the
SF6 release period. The AgI generator was started at 1330
and the tracer gas wasreleased at 80 lbs h-~ beginningat
1430. Therelease rate of tracer gas rapidly decreasedafter
1535as the tanks emptiedand went to zero before 1600.
The AgI generator was shut downat 1615.

Onenoteworthyfinding from Table 4 is that AgI
was detected each day that the generators were operated
6.9 and 9.6 miles (road distance) down-canyon
from the
samplingsite, respectively. MeanIN concentrations
rangedbetween50-250per liter with a typical value of 125
per liter, effective at -20°C. Maximum
values of about
800per liter were achievedon 3 different days. According
to the AgIgeneratorcalibration givenin Table3,
correspondingaverage values at -10°Cwouldbe about two
orders of magnitude
less or 1 IN per liter (8 per liter for
maximum
values). As discussed in See. 5, the SLWzone
over Utah’s mountainbarriers often exists at temperatures
between0 to -10°C. Thus, eventhe 1 IN per liter estimate
is optimistic for most winter storms. Theselow IN

The van entered the Canyonat 1430 and proceeded
to the acoustical countersamplingsite at 7330ft elevation,
9.6 miles by road from the release site. Staowfall was

Table 4. Summary
of AgI generator operations and associated acoustical counter IN
measurementsin Big CottonwoodCanyon:Dec. 21, 1989 - Mar. 29, 1990.
Date of AgI
Gen. Operation

meanIN per liter

maximumIN per
liter

Jan. 02
Jan. 08
Jan. 13
Jan. 14
Jan. 26
Jan. 29
Jan. 31
Feb. 01
Feb. 07
Feb. 17
Mar. 05
Mar. 11
Mar. 28

125
100
70
180
50
75
250
100
200
75
175
175
100

250
260
125
800
120
225
800
300
800
275
550
550
325

3O

~
east of Brighton, before IN concentrationsexceeding10 1
couldresult. Anyice crystals created abovethat crestline
wouldbe in the lee subsidencezone of the WasatchRange,
unlikely to be a favorable growth environment.Moreover,
these estimatesignore the probablesignificant losses of AgI
due to scavengingin cloud and in the "fairly heavy"to
"very heavy"snowfall rates noted at the Brightonand
Solitude locations duringtracer gas sampling.

reaching the surface 2.5 miles into the canyon,and was
moderatewhile the tracer gas detector was operated near
the acoustical counter from 1503-1640.Clean air was
injected into the gas detector at 5-minuteintervals to
monitorthe baseline.
Thefirst detectable gas wasobservedat 1533, 63
minutesafter release began. Theconcentration increased,
stabilized at about1600, and remainedstable until the van
left the site 40 minutes later. The meanvalue was 350ppt
from 1600-1640.The acoustical counter first detected IN
above backgroundabout 1445, some75 minutes after the
AgI generator was started. The 63-75 minute times
betweenstart of release and first detection of SF6and AgI,
respectively, indicates a meantransport speedof 8 mphup
the Canyon.Meanspeed measuredat the protected IN and
windmonitoring site was 4 mphfrom 1330-1530with a
steady upcanyondirection.

It was intended to comparethe acoustical counter
measurements
of IN with the estimated IN concentration
based on the tracer gas. However,examinationof the
operator’s log indicated the acoustical counter vacuum
pumpwas failing during this experiment,with the pressure
drop across the sensor approximatelyhalf the intended
value. This wouldresult in a sampleflow reduction. Far
moreimportant, counter sensitivity wouldbe significantly
reduced due to the decreasedsoundsmadeby crystals
passing throughthe acoustical sensor. In addition, flow
within the cloud chambercould becomelaminar, with a
muchhigher crystal loss rate to the bottomcone (Gerhard
Langer, personal communication).
It is believed that these
knownproblemsexplain the acoustical counter
concentration of only 8 IN i" during the period 1600-1640.
Reference to Table 4 showsthat meanconcentrations on
other days ranged from 50-250IN 11 (with two generators
operating).

TheSF6 detector on the van was of the type
described by Bennerand Lamb(1985). It can be shown
that 350 ppt (by volume)of the tracer gas has a density
1.8 X 10-9 g 1-~ at the samplingsite temperatureof -5°C
and pressure of 794 rob. The source strengths of the tracer
gas and AgI were 10 g sl and 1.7 X 10.3 x,
gs
respectively. Themassof AgI per unit volume(density)
equivalent to 350ppt SF6is given by:

Theestimateof 300IN 1-x fromthe tracer gas is
aboveall meanvalues in Table4 but less than half of the
maximum
values. There are several possible explanations
for these differences. The acoustical counter could have
undercountedfor. a variety of reasons. WhileLangerand
Garvey (1980) showedgood agreement between
acoustical counter and a cloud simulation chamber,those
tests weredonein laboratory conditionswith the acoustical
counter’s inventor present. The field measurements
presented here are likely somewhatdegradedfrom what is
possible with optimum
counter operation.

AgI density -- [(1.8 X 10-9) (1.7 X 10-3)]/10
3.1 X10-~3g 1-1.
Table3 showsthe effectiveness values for the
NAWC
generator at -20°C vary between1015 to 1016 ice
crystals per liter, dependingon windspeed.For the fairy
light windsobservednear the generatorduring this period a
value of 1 X 10l"s appears reasonable. That value
multiplied by the AgI density yields an estimate of about
300IN (or crystals) per liter. Fromthe data of Table
-~,
350ppt tracer gas leads to an estimateof about3 IN 1
effective at -10°C,and less at warmertemperatures.

Anotherfactor is that AgIis subject to significant
scavenginglosses while the SF6 gas is not. A crude
estimate of possible scavenginglosses of AgIwas madeby
using a rate constant for aerosol removalpresented by
Pruppacherand Klett (1980). Assumingan in-cloud travel
time of 2000s, and various reasonableSizes and
concentrationsfor cloud droplets and AgIaerosol,
estimates of AgI removalwere between7-17 percent.
Removalby mechanismsother than Browniancoagulation
were not considered, such as direct capture by snowand by
conifer forest. It is conceivablethat roughlyhalf the AgI
mighthavebeen lost before reaching the acoustical counter
site during somestorm periods.

After leaving the acoustical countersite at 1640,the
van was driven to the top of the road at the townof
Brighton, 9.5 miles further up the Canyon.Tracer gas
samplingwas donethere, at an elevation of 8730ft, from
1652-1703.The SF6 concentration was again fairly
constant with time, averaging 190 ppt. The van then
sampledat 8200ft at Solitude Ski Area, about 1.8 miles
downcanyonfrom Brighton, from 1710-1733. The mean
tracer gas concentrationwasconstant near 460 ppt till 1715
but then gradually decreased to 190 ppt by 1733. The
decreasewas likely due to the gradual endingof gas release
near 1545. By about 1745, the van had entirely exited the
tracer gas plumeas it was driven downthe Canyon.

The special experimentof March12 provided
encouragement
in that tracer gas wasobservedfar up the
Canyonto the end of the highway.However,estimates of
available IN suggest limited ice nucleation wouldhave
occurreduntil the AgI plumereachedaltitudes abovethe
crestline east of the Canyon.It is not knownif the gas and
AgI plumeswere transported over the WasatchRange
crestline, and, if so, in whatconcentrations.

Calculationssimilar to those abovesuggestan
averageAgIdensity of 2 X 10-~3 g 1-x at Brightonand
4 X 10q3 g 1-x at Solitude for the NAWC
generator operated
at 6 g h-~. For the prevailing temperaturenear -6°Cat both
lo~.ations the correspondingIN concentrationswouldbe
negligible. The AgI wouldneed to be transported up to
about the -12°Clevel, about 1000ft abovethe crestline
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8.

SUMMARY

Silver-in-snowanalysesand detection of ice nuclei
during the Utah/NOAA
winter field programin 1989-90
have producedsomeinsights into the transport and
dispersion of AgI aerosols over twoof Utah’s operational
cloud seeding target areas. Becauseof the lack of
accompanying
detailed meteorologicaland cloud
microphysicaldata, a completeexplanationof the results
founddnringthis limited field effort will require further
study.
Theresults of the silver-in-snowinvestigationat
sites in the WasatchRangeand WasatchPlateau revealed
that background(nonsceded)Agconcentrations were
similar to those foundby Long(1984) in the Tushar
Mountainsof southern Utah. In addition, as Longfound in
Agsamplesfrom1983, there was little evidence of
enhancedAg concentration in snowsamples from seeded
periods.
Possible explanationsfor the low frequencyof
above-backgroundAgare:
1. consistently poor targeting of the Agloccurred
from the predominantlyvalley-basedgenerators to the high
altitude target areas located east (presumablydownwind)
the generators,
2. the 6 g h~ AgIoutput of the Utahoperational
generators was not sufficient to produceenhancedAg
concentrations,evenif targeting was good.
A comparisonwith the results of the Bridger Range
experiments, whereseeded snowsamplesconsistently
contained enhancedAgand wheregoodtargeting existed,
supportsthe explanationthat generatoroutput could
accountfor the different Agconcentrationin seeded
samples. The meanmonthlyBridger AgI generator output
exceededUtahgenerator output by a factor of 20, while the
Agconcentration in seeded snowsamples in the Montana
experimentexceededUtah samplesby factors of 10-30.
However,given the relatively short periods representedby
Utah samples(I-14 days comparedto Bridger seasonal
data), one wouldexpect a larger percentageof "hits" than
was observedin the Utah target areas. The low frequency
of above-background
Agconcentrations brings into
question whetherroutine targeting was accomplished.Part
II of this paperwill addressthis questionin moredetail as
will the morecomprehensive
transport and dispersion
studies performedin the 1991 Utah/NOAA
program, yet to
be fully analyzed.
The question of seeding generator output was also
addressedin the context of 11.4 percent precipitation
increases for the Utah operational programsuggestedby
statistical analysisof precipitationdata (Griffith et al.
1991). A numberof optimistic assumptions were employed
suchas a generatoreffectiveness of 5 x 10~3 ice nuclei per
gramof AgI for the SLW
zone, perfect targeting by the
valley-basedgenerators,nucleationby all potentially active
AgIparticles, and growthand fallout of all nucleatedice

crystals onto the targets. Usingthese assumptions,an
estimate was madeof the averageice particle mass
required to producethe reported precipitation increases.
The average computedmasses of 0.07 to 0.23 nag were
muchlarger than typical average massesof natural snow
particles documented
in several locations in the western
UnitedStates. It is possible (but believedunlikely) that
generatorice nucleuseffectivenessin natural cloudsis
substantially greater than that foundin cloud chambers.It
is also possible (but believedunlikely) that someform
ice multiplication routinely creates an order of magnitude
or moreadditional ice particles withoutfurther nucleation
by AgI. Unless such mechanismsare involved, the
calculations strongly suggestthat the current networkof
Utah generators cannot produce snowfall enhancements
approaching10 percent with the type of seeding solution
~.
used and an AgIrelease rate of 6 g h
The real-time samplingof AgI and SF6in one
canyonseveral miles abovetwo seeding generators
producedpuzzling results. AgI was detected in every
instance whengenerators were operated near the bottomof
the canyon, yet snowsamples immediatelyabovethe head
of this canyonrarely yielded enhancedAgconcentrations.
This result mightbe partially due to low AgI
concentrations. Whenthe mean1Nconcentration from the
acoustical counter (operated at -20°C)was reduced
accountfor decreasedeffectiveness at a moretypical liquid
water temperatureof I0°C, the 1Nconcentration dropped
to near 1 IN per liter. At this low concentration,seeding
wouldprobablynot s~gnificantly increase snow/all, nor
WOtlldenhancedAg be detected in the snowdownwind.
Onespecial experimentusing a fast responseSF6detector
in the canyonsupportedthis low concentrationexplanation.
At the altitudes and temperatureswherethe gas was
detected the correspondingAgIconcentrations (estimated
from SF~ conce~mation)wouldhave been very low.
Nucleationat concentrationsof aboutI0 ‘IN I -t wouldlikely
haveoccurredonly at higher (colder) abovecrestline
altitudes. If these canyonconditions weretypical of most
storms, the lack of Ag~n snowjust abovethe canyonhead
is not surprising.
Mostwinter cloud seeding projects have only
assmned,but not tested, the adequacyof their targeting.
Physicalevidencecontint,es to accumulatethat routine
targeting of adequate IN concentrations to SLW
regions
maybe the exceptionand not the rule. It is strongly
recommended
that projects whichhave not done so,
carefully scrutinize their targeting. Wecannot claim to
have a credible technologyunless we demonslratethat our
seeding methodsactually treat the clouds.
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INVESTIGATIONSOF THE TARGETINGOF GROUND-RELEASED
SILVER IODIDE IN UTAH
PART II: AIRCRAFTOBSERVATIONS
Arlin Super
Bureauof Reclamation
Denver CO80225

and

Arlen W. Huggins
DesertResearchInstitute
Reno NV89506

Abstract: As part of a cooperative research programbetweenthe Utah Division of WaterResources, the
National Oceanicand AtmosphericAdministration,and the Bureauof Reclamation,a’series of aircraft
missions wasflown to track silver iodide plumesin the Utah operational cloud seeding program.Both
valley floor and canyonmouthgeneratorsites weretested using releases of sulfur hexafluoridetracer gas
and silver iodide. Optically-trackedAirsondesprovidedsupportingwindand stability data. Five missions
wereflownunderatmosphericconditions that either simulated, or werethe beginningof, the prefrontal
phaseof typical Utah winter storms. The silver iodide and tracer gas were confinedto the lower
atmosphereduring four flights and were not transported over the intended mountainbarriers. Theplumes
did cross the WasatchPlateau during part of the fifth samplingmission. Ice nucleus concentrationswere
estimatedfrom the tracer gas measurements
of the fifth missionfor typical supercooledliquid water
temperatures.Theseestimates indicated that limited ice crystal concentrationswouldbe formedwith the
generators and seeding agent currently used in Utah.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)
is pursuing a cooperative weather
modification research programwith Utah’s Division of
Water Resources. The Bureauof Reclamationis providing
scientific expertise and equipmentsupport to this program
under a cooperative agreement with NOAA.
The goal of
all three agencies is to improveweathermodification
technologyby evaluating the effectiveness of current
operational seeding practices in Utah and recommending
improvementwhere appropriate.

experiments,one has only to peruse the set of 26 papers
that makeup the June and July 1989issues of the Journal
of Applied Meteorology.
The ASCOT
programis noted here for a numberof
reasons. First, it illustrates that understandingof T&D
in
complexterrain is still limited. Second,development
of a
fundamentalunderstandingis requiring very large resources
overan extendedperiod, in termsof scientists, technical
support personnel, and sophisticated instrumentation.
Third, ASCOT’s
efforts to date have emphasizedrather
simple terrain (basins and V-shapedvalleys) and nocturnal
drainage flows. Theseconditions havelimited applicability
to upslgpe flows over morecomplexmountainbarriers
presumedto result in T&Dof seeding material to the SLW
zone of stormclouds.

In a companionpaper, Super and Huggins(1992)
(hereafter Part I) discuss silver-in-snowand groundice
nucleus observations conductedduring the 1989-90
operational cloud seeding programin Utah. Those
measurements,
and the Observationsdiscussed in this paper,
werepart of a limited field programto assess the
effectiveness of the operational winter cloudseeding
programthat has been conductedin Utah since 1973-74
(Griffith et al. 1991).

Theabovepoints providejustification for a limited
empirical approachfor investigating the T&D
problem
associated with seeding winter orographic clouds. The
T&D
problemis too important to be ignored, but cannot be
adequately predicted with existing knowledge.Current
fundinglevels do not permit application of a comprehensive "ASCOT-like"
approachfor investigation of cloud
seeding T&D.

The transport and dispersion (T&D)of groundreleased seedingmaterial over complexterrain presents a
difficult problem.Recognitionof the limited understanding
of T&D
in the complexterrain whichcharacterizes most
energy developmentareas lead to formation of the
Departmentof Energy’s AtmosphericStudies in Complex
Terrain (ASCOT)
programin 1978. Several major field
studies have been carried out under ASCOT,
mostly in
northern California and westernColorado,with the goals
of improving fundamentalknowledgeof T&Dprocesses in
complexterrain, and using the improvedinsight to provide
a methodology
for air quality assessments. Toappreciate
the magnitudeof the effort devotedto integrating
theoretical research, mathematicalmodelsand field

Thefailure of several operational and experimental
seeding programsto convincinglydemonstrateprecipitation
increases mayhave beenpartially due to ineffective T&D.
Becauseof the difficulties involved, most programshave
chosento assumethat T&D
is effective at least someof the
time, but without demonstratingthis to be the case. In
fact, the scientific literature has relatively fewarticles
investigating the T&D
of ground-releasedsilver iodide (AgI).
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Physical evidence concerning seeding agent TaDis
particularly limited for valley floor and canyonmouth
releases as employedin the Utah operational program.As
discussedin Part I, and noted in several reports and
publicationsreferencedin Part I, there is causefor
increasing concernabout the targeting of ground-released"
AgI.
Thispaperpresentsthe results of a series of aircraft
samplingmissionsthat attemptedto track ground-released
AgI and sulfur hexafluoride(SF6)tracer gas undernearstorm conditions. Rawinsonde
and surface observations
supportedthese missions, providinginformationon
atmosphericwiiads and stability knownto be important
factors in TaD.
2.
AIRCRAFT SAMPLINGOF GROUNDRELEASEDAGI ANDSF
6
A specially instrumented AeroCommander
690A
aircraft, basedat Salt LakeCity, Utah,wasused to track
ground-releasedplumesof AgI and SF6during early 1990.
North AmericanWeatherConsultants (NAWC)
personnel
operated the aircraft and instrumentation, and decidedwhen
to conductmissions. Instrumentationincludeda fastresponseSF6detector of the type described by Bennerand
Lamb(1985), an acoustical ice nucleus counter (Langer,
1973), sensors to monitorair temperatureand pressure,
and a forward-pointedvideo camera.

known,the windand temperaturestrncture of the lower
atmospherehave major influences oa the TaDof groundreleased effluents. The "Airsonde"radiosondeswere
optically tracked ~tsing a theodolite withshaft encodersfor
automaticreading of azimuthand elevation angles.
Automaticweatherstations at Mota~tPleasant (Fig. 1) and
about 2/3 of the wayup Big CottonwoodCanyon(Fig. 2)
monitoredsurface winds and temperatures. Acoustical ice
nucleuscounters wereoperatedin the aircraft and, as
discussed in Part I-, at the Big Collonwood
Canyon
samplingsite.
Atotal o.f five research rn~ssionswereflown. An
additional flight was aborted becauseof towclouds over
the experimental~.rea. Onlyone mission was flown around
the WasatchRange.The aircraft eacou~ateredsevere
turbulencedue to tl~e ruggedand complexterrain, so no
further missionswereflownover that area.
Becauseali flights took place in prefrontal
conditions,they n,a)r not accuratelyrepresent frontal
passageor post-frontal conditions. ]qowever,considerable
quantities of supercooledliquid water (SLW)that offer
seedingpotential. (e.g., Longet aq. ]990) havebeen
observedduring prefrontal periods in Utah. Therefore,
observationsof Ag~ltransport duringprefrontal conditions
are relevantto e~ratuationof oper~_tiona]seeding
effectivenessin Utah.
2.1

The missionswereflownin visual flight rules
(VFR)and marginal VFRconditions. The goal was
simulate non-convectivestorm conditions while allowing
for low-level samplingnear mountainousterrain and above
mountainvalleys. Experiencehas shownthe impracticality
of using aircraft to samplewithin mountainvalleys during
actual storm conditions. Whilethe Federal Aviation
Administration(FAA)will issue waiversto allow in-cloud
flight within1000ft of highestterrain, this altitude usually
places an aircraft at least 2000ft abovetypical mountaintop
terrain. Mostground-releasedseeding material has been
foundbelowthat level in non-convectivestorms (Holroyd
et al. 1988; Super and Heimbach,1988). Consequently,
VFRflights provide the only practical meansfor sampling
within the lowest 1000ft abovemountainranges and
adjoiningvalleys.
All flights weregoodsimulationsof the prefrontal
stage of non-convectivestorms. The expected enhanced
mixingassociated with convectioncannot be simulated
during VFRmissionsbut requires in-cloud observations
during instrumentflight rules (IFR) conditions. Several
IFR missions were flown in Utah during early 1991that
will be reported whenanalyses are complete.
It wasplannedto conductresearch flights during
near-storm conditions over both the WasatchRangeand the
WasatchPlateau. Whensuitable conditions were forecast
or already existed, technicianswentto one of the twoareas
to release AgI and SF6, and to track radiosondesto
measureatmosphericwindsand stability. Asis well.

Mission ot January 26, 1990

Thefirst researchfligltt of the ¢5eldprogramtook
place over the Wa~atchPlateau o, January 26, 1991.
Trackingof the tracer gas was not attemptedon this
mission, but an Ag[ generator was operated at 6 g h-t from
the north edge of MountPleasant (see Fig. 1) from 10451330(all times MST).Aircraft ~amplingin the Wasatch
Plateau area was conductedfrom about i215-1315.
Erroneousindicated positions from lhe Loran-Cnavigation
systemduringportionsof this flight (andduringthe flights
of January30 and February6) rn~.de Jt necessaryto
establish approximalepositions fromterrain features
viewedby the aircraft’s forward-poinling,time-referenced
video cameraand voice notes madeby the aircraft crew.
Integration of headingand true air speedprovidedrelative
groundtracks also useful in establishing position provided
actual position was occasionally k~own;however,wind
drift distorted these tracks. Estimatedaircraft positions are
believedaccurate ~o within 2 mile~5n general, and to
within 1 mile whenspecial attenlioa was warranted. For
example,stated di.~tances downwind
of the release site are
believedaccurate 1o within a mile.
The synoptic weather for ll~Js day was producedby
a 500 mbzonal. Iqowpattern over raueh of the continental
United States, including the Utah research area. Minor
shortwavedisturbances propagatedrapidly throt~gh the
meanlong waveposition. At 0500, one shortwavetrough
axis was positioned over Nevada,producing strong
southwesterlyflo~’ (1.5-20 m-t) and ~light warm advection
over Utah. Somemidlevel moi~tt~reextended o~’er
northernUtah, but low-level moislare associated with the
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shortwavewas primarily northwest of central Utah. At the
surface a high pressure center waslocated over the
southeast corner of Utah, and a cold front was located
across northwestern Nevada.The resulting surface
pressure gradient produced5-10 ms-1 southerly windsover
most of Utah.
From0500until aircraft flight time, the surface
cold front movedrapidly across Nevadaand into northern
Utah. At 1100, the northeast to southwestoriented front
was slightly southeast of Salt LakeCity, still somewhat
north of the WasatchPlateau. Rain and snowshowers
were observedalong the front,and cloud bases over
northwest Utah lowered to 6000-10,000ft above ground
level (AGL).Southerly surface winds continued ahead
the front in the vicinity of the Plateau.
Theaircraft flight tookplace just prior to cold front
and shortwavetrough passages, in what appearedto be a
goodsimulation of storm conditions. Thesoutherly to
southwesterlywindstypify prefrontal stormwindsfrom the
surface through 700 mb, as described by Longet al. (1990)
and Huggins(1990) for several storms occurring
southwest Utah. The 500 mbzonal flow pattem with
rapidly movingshortwavesalso typify somewinter storm
situations over the WesternUnited States. Midlevel
moistureand altostratus" cloudswith cloudbases near
13,000 ft were present over the Plateau. The dryness in
the lowestlevels acco~npanied
by thickeningaltostratus is
also similar to prefrontal cloud conditionsdescribedby
Longet al. (1990) and Huggins(1990). Frequently
these situations (e.g., Sassenet al., 1990)orographiccloud
with SLW
and precipitation develops over the mountainous
terrain, while a dry layer persists for sometime over
adjacentvalleys.

Fig. 1. Mapof the WasatchPlateau experimental area
showingsilver iodide generatorsites for the operational
seeding program, selected towns and highways,and
elevation contoursin 2000ft intervals.

An Airsonde-typeradiosonde was released from
MountPleasant at 1209(release site at 5900ft) and
optically tracked to almost13,000ft until it disappearedin
an altostratus cloud deckover the Plateau. The light
radiosonde, carried by a 30 g balloon, continuedascending
to about 15,000 ft and wasthen rapidly carried downward,
apparently in a lee wave. As shownon Fig. 3, winds were
strong, especially abovePlateau-top altitudes (9000-10,000
ft), reaching28 m-1 at 1 2,600 ft. Wind directions near
245° (all directionsrelative to true north)existed at all
levels except betweenabout 6500-7500ft, wherea strong
up-valley componentwas evident. The aircraft experienced
frequent moderateturbulence throughoutthe sampling
period, especially over the west slopes of the Plateau and
the ridges west of the SanpeteValley.
A temperature inversion existed between7200-7500
ft as shownon Fig. 4 whichalso illustrates that potential
temperatureincreased markedlywith height below8000ft,
remainednearly constant from 8000to 11000ft, and
graduallyincreased with height at higher elevations. This
indicateseither stable or neutralconditionsat all levels.
Thisstability pattern is similar to conditionsfoundover
Utahvalleys in actual stormsituations. Soundings
launchedfrom the BeaverValley, adjacent to the Tushar

40"30

Fig. 2. Mapof the WasatchRangeexperimental area
showingsilver iodide generatorsites for the operational
seeding program, selected towns and highways,and
elevation contoursin 2000ft intervals.
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1987. The well-documentedstorm described by Longet
al. (1990) showedlow-level stable layers persisted over the
BeaverValley in the prefrontal storm stage well after SLW
and precipitation had formedover the mountainsto the
east. Low-levelstability wasalso found beneaththe frontal
surface in the postfrontal stage of this storm. These
findings suggestthat the research flight of January26 took
place in a reasonablesimulationof prefrontal conditions.
The anemometerfor the MountPleasant weather
station was disabled on this date. However,the surface
wind direction (10 rain means)ranged from 223-263
degrees during the aircraft samplingperiod.
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Fig. 3. Vertical distributions of windspeedand direction
fromAirsondereleased at 1209on January26, 1990, from
MountPleasant, Utah.
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Uponarriving in the area, the pilot commented
on a
strong up-valley flow at low levels. Consequently,initial
passes were madeapproximatelynormal to south-southwest
flow at fixed downwind
distances from the AgI generator.
The first series of crosswindpasses took place along a
northwest-southeastaxis, intersecting the plumeabout 3
miles downwind
of the release point. Three terrainfollowing passes took place about 200-300ft AGL,
reaching minimum
altitudes near 6200ft. Pairs of
crosswind passes were madeat 6500 and 7000ft, and one
pass was madeat 7500ft, a/so 3 miles from the AgI
generator for up-valley south-southwestflow. Agl was
foundin similar concentrationson all passes at or below
6500ft. Onlyweakconcentrations of ice nuclei were
foundat higher altitudes.
Unfortunately,the aircraft returned to the plumetoo
rapidly to allow the acoustical ice nucleus counterto
completely"flush out" AgI from previous passes, so only
the position of the initial plumeedgecould be determined.
Assuming
a 30 sec lag time for initial counter response
(Super, et at. 1988), the east edgeof the plumewaslocated
on a 30° axis from the generator, in accordancewith the
210° windblowingup the valley near the surface (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4. Vertical distributions of potential temperatureand
air temperaturefrom Airsondereleased at 1209on January
26, 1990, from MountPleasant, Utah.

Since the west plumeedge could not be defined, no
information on pl.ume width or meanconcentration can be
given. However,maximum
count rates reached 14 ice
nuclei per second (IN 1) and mean rates were about 5IN
st during the lowerlevel passes. Usingthe factor of ten
correction suggestedby/.anger (1973), and the 10 liter
rain" acoustical counterflow rate, ice nuclei counts per
~
minuteequate to ice nuclei per liter. Thus, 10 counts s
equateto about 600ice nuclei liter 1 at the -20~Ccloud
chambertemperature. However,the effective IN 11 at
-10°Cwouldbe about two orders of magnitudeless (see
Table 2), or 6 IN 1. Thus, t he l ow-level plume appears to
havehad limited ability to nucleate ice at typical SLW
cloud temperaturesonly 3 miles fromthe generator.

Mountainsof southwest Utah, were examinedfrom two
prior Utah/NOAA
research programs. Sixty percent of
1989soundingsshowedstable conditions in the lowest
level, while 45 percent of 1987soundingshad similar
stable layers. Temperature
inversions, particularly in
prefrontal periods, were common
during 1989, but rare in

Theaircraft wasflown to a position [0 miles from
the generator, over a narrowval]ey immediatelywest of
the Plateau and almost north of the generator. It circled in
the AgI plumefor a few minutes at 7000 ft. Meancount
rates of about 3 IN s-1 were foundwith maximathree times
higher. Even less AgI was found on a crosswind pass at
7500 ft, and, again, the plumewas movingalong the west
side of the Plateau,not overit.
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Several passes were madeat various levels above
the west slopes and west edge of the Plateau, along
transects expected to encounterthe AgI plumewith
southwestflow. Ice nuclei concentrationswere slightly
abovebackgroundon portions of somepasses, but the
amountsof AgI transported over the Plateau were very
limited. The aircrew returned to base since the plumewas
largely confinedto the valley.

just above9000ft, but data were averagedfrom 1-minute
intervals). Windsat 1049werelight fromthe southeast
below7000ft. Windsabove7000ft increased steadily
with height to 20 ms1 at 12,000ft, and wereconsistently
from the southwest. The 1404 sounding was more
representative of the aircraft samplingperiod over the
WasatchPlateau from 1300-1400. Figure 5 showswinds
between6000-8000ft had turned to the south-southwest
and increased in speedfrom 7 ms1 near the surface to 20
ms~ at 8000 ft. The MountPleasant weather station
provided moresurface winddetail indicating a windfrom
the southeast before 1215, but ranging from200-245
degrees during the remainderof the aircraft sampling
period ending at 1400. Windspeeds were estimated each
15 minat the AgI and SF6release site. The averagespeed
was 2.2 ms~ from 1200-1320,abruptly increasing to 9-11
ms~ thereafter.

In summary,this mission took place during strong
southwestflow channeledtowardthe north-northeast in the
1500ft layer abovethe valley floor. The atmospherewas
stable in this layer, but the AgIwasmixedat least 1500ft
vertically, presumablyby mechanicalturbulence. Very
little AgIwastransportedoverthe Plateau, at least in
regions sampledby the aircraft. AgI might have crossed
the Plateauwell to the north of the intendedtarget area.
Lowice nuclei concentrations, as measuredby the
acoustical counter and extrapolated to -10°C, existed even
a few miles downwind
of the generator.
2.2
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Mission of January 30, 1990

This research flight took place from 1200to 1400in
the vicinity of the WasatchPlateau. Thesynoptic pattern
resembledthat of 26 Januarywith relatively zonal 500 mb
flow (slight anticycloniccurvature)over the continental
United States. A relatively deep shortwavetrough was
centered over the coast of Oregonand northern California.
At 1100, the surface analysis showeda low pressure center
located at the southeastcorner of Idahowith a cold front
extending southwestwardfrom the low across the center of
Nevada.As on 26 January, a weaksurface high was positioned over the southeast corner of Utah. This pattern
again producedsoutherly winds over Utah. By 1400, the
surface analysis indicated a weaklow had formedalong the
cold front in northeastern Nevada.Southerly windsof 10
ms-1 werereported at several sites in Utahaheadof the
front; mostof these sites also experiencedovercast
conditions (primarily midlevelclouds).

WINDDIRECTION
(deg true)

Fig. 5. Vertical distributions of windspeedanddirection
fromAirsondereleasedat 1404on January30, 1990,from
MountPleasant,Utah.

Upperair analyses showed13-18 ms-1 southwest
windsover Utah at 0500at 700 mb,on the east side of the
trough axis. Warm
air advectionexisted at this level but,
similar to 26 January, moistureat and belowthis level had
not yet reached central Utah. The 500 mbwinds over
Utahwere morewesterly, and moistureat this level had
already movedover central Utah, as evidencedby the
midlevelcloudiness.

The potential temperatureat 1049(Fig. 6) increased
rapidly below8900ft, then gradually through12000ft,
indicating stability throughoutthis lowerregion of the
atmosphere. The potential temperature at 1404, also shown
on Fig. 6, was essentially constant with height below
10,000 ft, indicating a neutral atmosphere.Figure 7 shows
the air temperaturedistribution fromthe two soundings.
The inversion above 8000 ft at 1049 had broken downby
1404. Atmosphericconditions changedmarkedlyduring
this samplingmission.

The midlevel cloud cover and 700 mbsouthwest
windstypical of a prefrontal environmentprovidedgood
simulatedstormconditions (see references for 26 January
case). Low-levelmoisturewas lacking, but the surface
windsweresoutherly over muchof Utah, also typical of
conditions in advanceof a cold front. The warmadvection
pattern at 700mblikely led to increasingstability over
Utahin the lowestlevels prior to the researchflight.

AgIrelease beganat 1100at 6 g h"l, and SF
6
release commenced
at 1154at 120 lbs h-1, both from the
north edge of MountPleasant. Both releases continued
until the end of the mission, but the SF6release rate was
reducedto about 50 lbs h1 after 1306to conservethe
diminishingsupply.

Soundingswere launched from MountPleasant at
1049 and 1404. The 1404 sounding had wind data to only
8000ft (visual theodolite trackinglost the balloonin cloud
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site, and the shorter north-southlegs were flownover the
west slope of the WasatchPlateau south of Highway31.
Plumeswere only found on the extst-west track just west of
Fairview(Fig. 1).
Thetracer gas analyzeroutput voltage drifted
significantly withtimeduringthis flight, reducingits
sensitivity and requiring manualestimation of the time of
both plumeedges on each pass. The drifting baseline was
subtracted from the signal. The SF~clearly was evident on
the four lowest passes, between7900and 8400ft, with
peak concentrations between50 and 170 ppt (parts per
trillion by volume).Plumewidths varied from 0.8-1.5
miles. AgI was detected on eacit of these passes with
maximum
count rates of 6 IN s-t. 1"here was evidence of
AgI(but not SF6) on someof the higher passes, including
one at 9500ft, but the signal was very weakcomparedto
passes madebelow8000ft. Clearly, the bulk of the
ground-releasedplumeswere within about 2000ft of the
surface and were being transported northward, up the
valley.
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Fig. 6. Vertical distributions of potential temperaturefrom
Airsondesreleased at 1049and 1404on January30, 1990,
from MountPleasant, Utah.

At 1256it was decidedto samplefurther north of
the release site. Apass over the west slope of the Plateau
at 8000 ft detected SF6about 12 mi]es from Mount
Pleasant,on an axis slightly east of north of the release
site. S~veral additional north-south passes were madeover
the Plateau during the next hour, and each but the last pass
detected the tracer gas. It is not knownwhythe final pass
failed to find the tracer gas. AgI also was foundon each
pass over the Plateau until a compressorstall and
associated cloud chamberwarmingreduced the acoustical
countersignal after 1320, and eliminatedit by 1335.
As the aircraft ascended,the north-south sampling
track was shifted eastwardso all but the highest passes
took place within a fewhundredfeet of the terrain. The
higher passes took place near the base of snowshowers
which were lowering with time. Somepeaks were
obscuredin cloudand snow,esl~2ciall) r to the south.
Aircraft sampling endedwhenclond bases descendedtoo
lowfor continuedvisual flight over the WasatchPlateau.
Thelatter half of this missiondefinitely approximated
stormconditions as snowwas already falling on the higher
elevations.
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Table 1 summarizesthe passes madeover the
Plateau. Theportion of each pass fromfirst to last
detection of SF6 is shownon .Fig. 1 along with a pass
numbercorrespondingto Table1. it is seen that SF6
plumeposition and widthvari_ed with time and altitude.
The plumeposition, first foundat an azimuthof 11 degrees
true relative to the source, veeredto al mostdue east (84
degrees) as the aircraft climbedfrom8000to 10,700ft.
Vertical windshear probablycausedthis directional
change. However,the wind backed with time to 51
degrees as samplingcontinued between10,700-11,100ft.

0

AIR TEMPERATURE(deg C)
Fig. 7. Vertical distributions of air temperature from
Airsondesreleased at 1049and 1404on January 30, 1990,
from MountPleasant, Utah.
Theaircraft arrived in the MountPleasant area at
1205under an overcast sky with cloud base near 11,000 ft.
The cloud base gradually descendedduring the next 2
hoursas the aircraft flewthe mission.

The peak SF~concentration on each pass varied
from50 to 400ppt with the exceptionof the final pass,
while meanconcentrations were between10 and 55 ppt.
The general decrease after about 1336was probably due to
the reducedrelease rate after ~306.

A series of nine L-shapedpasses was flown from
1205-1256.The longer east-west legs were flown over the
valley, about 6 miles north of the MountPleasant release

4O

Table 1. Summaryof SF6 measurementsover the WasatchPlateau from 1259-1357.
Downwind
distances, angular widths and direction to plumecenter are relative to the Mount
Pleasantreleasesite.
Pass
No.

Mean
time
(MST)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1259
1305
1309
1319
1324
1332
1336
1345
1348
1354
1357

Elevation Meandist.
(mi)
(ft-MSL)
8000
8200
8500
9100
9600
10300
10700
11100
10700
10900
10200

12
9
7
6
7
8
7
6
10
13
-

Plumewidths ranged from about 10-50 degrees.
Essentially the entire Plateau top fromnortheast to east of
MountPleasant had SF6over it sometimeduring the period
1319-1354.However,instantaneous plumes were not
continuouslyabovethe level of detection throughoutthe
plumewidths listed in Table1. Figure 8 has been selected
to illustrate typical spatial variationsin SF6 concentrations,
showingseveral "gaps" within the overall plumewherethe
tracer gas wasbelowthe limit of detection (about 10-20ppt).
Usinga characteristic distance of 8 miles fromthe
valley fl.oor to the windward
slope of the Plateau, the
average plumewidth of 23 degrees from Table 1 equates to
a 3.3 mile crosswinddistance in the desired seeding zone.
That plumewidthsuggests that generators need to be
spacedabout that distance crosswindto fill mostof the
desired cloud volumewith AgI. Figure 1 showsgenerator
spacingin the SanpeteValley significantly greater than 3.3
miles.
Theconcentrationof effective ice nuclei present
over the Plateau top will be estimatedby reference to the
tracer gas observations, believedmorequantitative than the
acoustical counter measurements.The data of Fig. 8,
whichrepresent the highest averageconcentrationof SF6of
any pass (Table 1), were used as follows. The meanvalue
-10
of 55 ppt is equivalent to a tracer gas density of 2.8 X 10
g 1-1 for the temperatureand pressureinside the aircraft
wherethe SF6detector was operated. This correspondsto
2.5 X 10-10 g 11 whencooled and expandedto outside
temperature and pressure (-6°C and 698 mb).
Thesource strengths of the tracer gas and AgIwere
15 g s1 and 1.7 X 10.3 g s1, respectively. Assumingequal
dilution of the plumes,AgIdensity is given by:
AgI density = [(2.5.X 10-10) (1.7 X 10-3)]/15
2.8 X10-14 g 1-1.

Plume
Dir. to plume Mean
width (deg) center (deg) conc.
(ppt)
11
20
30
59
52
54
84
77
51
51

9
22
17
48
43
39
13
12
31
10

15
15
40
55
30
15
50
15
10
10
0

Max.
conc.
(ppt)
50
110
120
320
400
150
160
80
80
50
0

The effectiveness values of the NAWC
seeding generator
are given in Table2 as calibrated in the ColoradoState
University CloudSimulationLaboratoryunder natural draft
and maximum
fan conditions. The former values would
apply to the AgIrelease prior to about 1320, and the latter
values wouldbe applicable thereafter whenthe windspeed
was muchstronger.
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MINUTES OF HOUR13, 50 JAN. 1990
Fig. 8. Plot of SF6 concentrationvs timeduringan aircraft
samplingpass abovethe WasatchPlateau at 9100ft altitude
on January 30, 1990.

Ice nuclei concentrationswouldnot reach levels
believed significant for seeding at temperatureswarmer
than about -15°Cwith light winds, or -11°Cwith strong

Table2. Estimatedeffective ice nuclei per liter, equivalent to 55 ppt ~F6over the Wasatch
Plateau, as a function of temperatureand wind. Effectiveness values of the NAWC
seeding
generatorare givenfor both light and strong windconditions.

Temperature

Ice crystals per g AgI
Natural draft
Maximum
fan

-t
IN 1
light wind

~
IN 1
strong wind

(*c)
-6
-8
-10
-12
-16
-20

2 X 101°
1 X 1012
’2
9 X 10
4 X 1013
~
5 X 10
1 X 1016

est. 2 X 1011
~2
9 X 10
est. 9 X1013
~g
4 X 10
~5
3 X 10
~6
1 X 10

winds. But as discussed in Part I, SLW
concentratedin the
lowest kilometer aboveUtah mountainbarriers is seldom
this cold. This suggeststhat significantly higher seeding
rates, and AgI types with higher effectiveness at warm
temperatures, wouldbe appropriate for the Utah
operational program.Cloudsthat are only slightly
supercooledmayrequire other seeding methods(e.g.,
Reynolds, 1991).

.C~1
.03
0.3
1.J
14.
28.

0.01
0.3
3.
11.
84.
280.

instantaneousvariability within a plume,including zones
below the measurementthreshold. Consequently, some
portions of a plumewouldbe expected to have IN
concentrationsseveral times higher than estimated above.
Onthe other hand, the volumecontaining higher
concentrationswouldbe quite limited, as wouldareas
affected by significant snowfall increases at any moment.
To summazize,this aircraft missiontook place
during rapidly cha~gingconditions producingsnowfall at
higher elevations by the end of sampling. Ground-released
plumesinitially ~-ere transported northwardup the Sanpete
Valley with mostof the material in the lowest 20~0ft
above the valley floor about 6 miles downwind.The lower
atmospherewaslikely stable at that time (see Figs.
and 7). However,both S~6 and AgI were transported over
the WasatchPlateau during the latter half of the mission
whenthe atmospherewas probably neutral from the valley
floor to abovethe V~ateau.Tracer gas was detected as
highas 11,100ft, o’~,er 1000ft abovethe Plateau top.
Overall plumewidths varied from 10-50 degrees, and
instantaneous plume~were not continuousthroughtheir
crosswind extent. The tracer gas measurementsfrom the
pass with highest as’erage concentrationwereused to
estimate ice nucleusconcentrationsover the Plateau as a
function of temperature, tee nucleus measurementsfrom
the acoustical CO~Lnter
also were examined.Fox the type of
AgI generatorand seeding rate and solution used, it
appears that ice nacleus concentratio.nswouldbe quite low
for typical temperaturesin the SLW
zonenear the barrier.

It is of interest to compareacousticalcounter
observationswith the aboveestimates basedon tracer gas
measurements.Total counts per pass from the acoustical
counter rangedfrom59-86for the first four passes in Table
1, prior to cloud chamberwarming.Assumingthe AgI
and tracer gas plumescoincidedsince they were coreleased, the SF~detector provides time in plume. Mean
ice nucleus concentrationscan be calculated fromthe
knownair samplingrate and the factor of ten correction for
knownchamberlosses (Langer, 1973). For the first four
passes of Table1, IN concentrations,effective at -20°C,
were 47, 35, 89 and 34 IN 11, respectively. Theseare in
goodagreementwith the light windestimate for -20°Cin
Table2 (28 1Nl-l), appropriate since windsby the
generator averaged2.2 ms~ prior to 1320. It is again
notedthat the estimate basedon SF6is for the highest pass
average. The comparablevalue for passes 1 and 2 of
Table1 is 8 IN 1-1, less than the respective acoustical
counter estimates. However,agreementis reasonable when
one considersthe possible sourcesof error in each
detecting systemand the assumptionsmadein estimating
IN concentrations.

2.3
Theacoustical counter observations agree with the
tracer gas estimatesin suggestingthat seedingrates are low
in the Utah operational program. The noted IN
concentrationsfrom the acoustical counter should be
reduced about two orders of magnitudefor a moretypical
SLW
zone temperature of -10°C (see Table 2). That
reductionresults in IN concentrationestimatesless than 1
1~. Substantially smaller IN concentrations wouldbe
expected in SLWregions warmerthan -10°C, which are
frequent in Utahwinter orographicclouds.

Mission of February 6, 1990

This research flight took place from 1500to 1700in
the vicinity of the ~’asatchRangenero" Salt LakeCity.
The 1700500 mbana[ysis positioned a trough axis over the
west coast of Califozaia. Southwesterlyflow ahead of the
trough existed over Utah at 500 and 700 mb(20 and 10
ms~, respectively,) -~ith the strongest windsnorthwestof
the research area. Advectionof warm,moist air was
occurring at 700 nab. There was a well defined moisture
boundaryacross no~hwestUtah, with central Utah on the
dry side. Unlikethe two earlier cases, significant moisture
(< 3°C dewpointdepression) at 700 mbhad ~.lready
reachedthe research area at the time of the flight. A

The aboveestimates are based on average values
across entire plumes. Figure 8 showsconsiderable
4.0

GOES
infrared satellite imageshowedextensive cloud
cover over most of Utah as early as 1100. Mostof these
clouds werealtostratus, but cloud base loweredwith time
as indicated below.

The shape of the WasatchRangeprevented north-south
passes beyondthese points. Also, snowshowersexisted
just south of the samplingline in somecases.
TheSF6detector drifted badly, thus reducingits
sensitivity, especiallyduringthe latter half of the mission.
This problemwas moreserious than on January 30 and the
detector’s signal wasclearly abovethe drifting baseline on
only three passes, whichcorrespondedto the highest AgI
concentrationsdetected by the acoustical ice nucleus
counter. TheSF6 gas could not be positively identified on
several passes wherelower concentrations of AgI were
evident. Consequently,the followingdiscussion will
emphasizeAgI measurements.

The 1400surface chart showeda low centered in
westernNevadawith a stationary front extendingeastward
across Nevadato the northwest comerof Utah. Light
southerly windswere reported in western Utah aheadof the
front. These windsvaried from the January 26 and 30
cases wherestronger surface windsexisted aheadof the
front becauseof a stronger pressure gradient over the Great
Basin. The cold front extended southwestwardfrom the
low across the southern third of California. By1435,
radar and surface observations indicated scattered snow
showersin both northern and southern Utah. At 1500light
snowwasreported along the stationary front in
southwesternIdaho, and cloud bases were 5000to 8000ft
AGLin northern Utah.

The acoustical ice nucleuscounter also experienced
problems. The atomizer airflow was low for several
minutesduring the first hour of sampling,and again during
the last 45 minutesof the mission. This low airflow
reducedavailable cloud condensationnuclei in the cloud
chamber,resulting in the growthof somedroplets to sizes
large enough(> 25 #m)to be detected (counted) by
acoustical sensor. The second-by-seconddata record shows
this problemas periodic "bursts" of high count rates,
bracketed by low or zero count rates. Whenrelatively high
concentrationsof ice crystals are created by AgI, secondby-secondcount rates vary more slowly. This problem
rendereddata fromthe latter part of the missionunusable.
Fortunately, the first hourof the missionis believedto
have experienced only minor "contamination"because of
the atomizer problem.

Theconditions duringthe research flight typified
prefrontal conditions for Utahstorms. The advection of
warm,moist air from the southwestcan lead to abundant
SLWdevelopmentin orographic clouds over the mountains
of southern and central Utah. The observations of
thickening cloud cover and scattered snowshowerssuggest
the flight wasconductedas the storm began.
NoAirsonderelease supportedthis mission.
However,the routine National WeatherService rawinsonde
was released .from nearby Salt LakeCity Airport near the
end of this mission. Below7000ft, windswere southsoutheast to south at about 10 ms". Above7000ft winds
veered to the southwestand increasedsteadily in speedto
greater than 30 ms" above 20,000 ft. The atmospherewas
dry below8500ft, but nearly saturated at higher levels to
above20,000ft. The lifted condensationlevel of 5600ft
matchedthe cloud base reports over northern Utah.
Potential temperaturesincreasedsteadily with altitude in
the dry layer fromthe surface to cloud base, indicating
stable conditionsin that layer duringthe researchflight.

Verylow, but noticeable, AgI concentrations were
foundon the two initial north-southpasses, madeat 6000
ft. This AgIconcentrationis surprising since the generator
had been on since 1353, morethan an hour before takeoff.
HigherAgI levels were foundon the 6500ft passes, and
the highest concentrationswere foundon the two passes at
7000ft, between1522and 1533(SF~also was detectable
on these passes).. Thehighest concentration, encountered
near the entrance to Little Cottonwood
Canyon,
correspondedto a strong updraft region noted by the pilot.
However,high concentrationsalso existed to the north,
near the entr~ince to Parleys Canyon.Strong turbulence
occurredfrequentlyat all altitudes duringthe north-south
passes along the west side of the WasatchRange.

A single AgI generator was operated at the mouth
of Little Cottonwood
Canyon(Fig. 2) at 6 g 1, and SF6
was released from the samesite at 80 lbs h1, from 1457to
1648. A van equipped with a SF~’detector sampledalong
various roads during the aircraft flight. Theaircraft took
off at 1500. The cloud deck obscuredthe higher peaks,
and snowshowerswere observed over the higher
elevations, so aircraft samplingwasnot possible overthe
mainridgelines. (The sky was overcast over the mountains
to the west of the WasatchRange,and the entire valley
between,throughoutthis mission.) Instead, the aircraft
madea series of almost north-south passes over the western
slopes of the Range.Pairs of passes were madeat 500 ft
intervals from6000ft,up to and including 8500ft,
between1505 and 1603. The south end of the sampling
legs varied from about 2-3 miles south of the AgI and SF6
release site, while the north end was approximately9 miles
north of the release site, overthe entranceto Parleys
Canyonwhichis crossed by Interstate Highway1-80.
(Refer to Fig. 2 for the locations of various landmarks).

Instantaneousacoustical countercount rates
exceeded50 IN s~ several times along the 7000ft passes.
Meanrates were about half that value, correspondingto
around 1500 IN 1~ at -20°C. Countrates were roughly
half as high duringone of the 7500ft passes, and one of
the 8000ft passes, but significantly loweron other passes
at those altitudes. Little AgIwas foundon the 8500ft
passes, the highest made.
All AgI observations showedthat seeding material
was not being transported up Little Cottonwood
Canyonas
intended, but was flowingnorthward,parallel to the
mountainbarrier. Of necessity, the aircraft was
paralleling, rather than crossing, the AgI plume.The
plumewasclearly exited to the south of the generator
(count rates approachedzero), but counts did not always
approachbackgroundlevels on the north end of the passes.
43

Thehigh counts maybe partially due to the fact that a few
minutesin clean air is required to "flush" the cloud
chamberof the acoustical counter. This time interval was
not available on the north end of the samplingtrack, where
higher terrain requiredthe aircraft to turn. Also, the
aircraft maynot have totally exited the plumewhenturning
9 miles north of the generator. It is not knownwherethe
AgI plumewas transported beyondthe region sampled.
Periodic windobservationsby the technician at the
release site showedwindsusually fromthe southeast at
5-9 ms1 during the mission; that is, the windsweremostly
downslopeinto the valley. Personnelin the SF6sampling
van also noted downcanyon
winds just abovethe entrance
to Little Cottonwood
Canyonat about 1505and again at
1710.
The personnelin the van did most of the sampling
along the foothills of the WasatchRange,north of the SF6
release site. Tracer gas was encountereda numberof
times, thoughusually in weakconcentrations. Like the
aircraft measurements,
the van observationsindicated the
plumewas being transported northwardparallel to the
mountainbarrier.
At 1603the aircraft entered Parleys Canyonand
flew over 1-80 into the valley east of the WasatchRange.
NoAgI was encounteredas the aircraft descendedfrom
8500to 7500ft while flying abovethe canyon.
Theaircraft madeseveral north-south passes from
Park City to a point 7 miles north, at 500ft intervals
between7,000 and 10,000 ft. Lowercloud bases
associated with higher terrain prevented VFRsampling
north and south of this track. Theacoustical counter was
active at 8500ft and above, but these counts corresponded
to an extendedperiod of low atomizerflow and are not
believed to be due to AgI. Noevidence of SF~ w~sfound
during the samplingeast of the WasatchRange.

resistance for transport over the Range.J-lowever, no AgI
or tracer gas was detected between.7500-8500ft over the
canyon.
2.4

Mission of March2, 19913

AnAgI generator was sm.rted at 1400and SF6gas
wasreleased after 1417, both from the north edge of
MountPleasant. The AgI output was 6 g h-1 and the gas
release rate wasabout 80 lbs h-~ throughoutthe aircraft
sampling mission. Aircraft sampling was conducledfrom
1400-1520.
The 0500 and 1700 upper air analyses showedtwo
branches to the westerlies. The weakersoutherly branch
influenced Utah. A closed lob’ cemerwas positioned well
off the west coast. Theheight gradient over the Western
UnitedStates was weakat 0500, reflected in the light
windsat 500 mb(west at 10 at g-a) and 700 mb(southwest
at 6-7 ms-~). By 1700the height gradien$had tightened
slightly west of Utah, but wind~over the research area
remained light. Between0500 and 1700 warmair
advectionover Utahincreased teatpera~ares about 3 °C at
500mband 1°Cat 700rob, a sitaatiom that likely led to an
increasein stability withtime.
/~Ithoughsignificant synopticdisturbanceswerefar
removedfrom Utah, the weakflo~, pattern over the state
had significant moisture at both 700 and 500 mb(dewpoint
depressions < 4°C), and low to naidlevel clouds covered
most of western Utah from 0600 to 1600. The moisture
and cloudinesswereof subtropical_origin, arriving over
Utahfrom the flow beneath the c~o~edlow west of northern
California. Salt LakeCity reported cloud bases of 3500ft
AGL(with a rain shower)at 1200 and bases at 6500
AGLat 1500. The weaksurface pressure gradient over the
entire Great Basinresulted in Iight (< 5 m-~) and variable
winds.

Aneast-to-west pass through Parleys Canyonnear
1625detected no AgI at 8500ft. Additional samplingwas
done just west of Parleys Canyonand on north-south passes
from there to south of Little Cottonwood
Canyon.By this
time the atomizer flow problemhad so contaminatedthe
acoustical counter measurements
that the presenceof AgI
could not be confirmed.Theaircraft returned to base
about 1700.

An Airsonde released from MountPleasant at 1533
showedpotential temperattlre increased fromthe surface to
about 7500ft, then was nearly ~onstant to 10,000ft, and
thereafter increased with height (ice Fig. 9). Nolow-level
inversions were evident. Figure L0 shows windspeed
increasing from 2 ms~ tbetween6000-6800ft to 6.5-8 ms
in the 9000-10,000ft layer, correspoMing
to Plateau top
elevations. Winddirection, also ~hownon Fig. 10, veered
rapidly with height fromnorth~s~at 6000ft to southwest
by 8000ft, and thereafter veered ~lowlytow’ardwesterly.

In summary,the mission of February 6 showedthat
AgI released at the mouthof Little Cottonwood
Canyon
was transported northwardalong the west side of the
WasatchRange,rather than up the canyonas intended.
The snowshowersover the Range mayhave produced the
down-canyon
flow observedat the surface. Clearly,
canyonmouthseeding could not be effective in the
intended target area underthe conditions sampled.The
AgI mayhave been transported over the Rangewell to the
north of the intendedtarget, but no evidenceexists to
support that hypothesis. Giventhe shapeof the barrier,
Parleys Canyonwouldseemto offer the path of least

The sky wasovercast daring the mission in all
quadrants. Cloud bases were above the WasatchPlateau
althoughhigher elevations were zomefimesobscured.
Occasional showerswere seen and melted snowflakes
sometimesimpacted the airplane’~ windscreen. The
freezing level wasat 8800ft. Tenminuteate.an surface
windsat MountPleasant were between0.7-1.8 m s-~ during
aircraft samplingwith directions betweennortheast and
southeast (downslope).
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From1420-1455the aircraft circled the Mount
Pleasant area, searching for the AgI and SF6from about
300-900ft AGL.The first SF6detection occurred at 1455,
at 6100ft elevation about 2.5 miles southwestof the
release site. Three morepasses along the samenorthwestsoutheasttrack detected high concentrationsof the gas
between5950-6100ft. Plumewidths were up to 1.0 mile,
and peak concentrations exceeded10,000 ppt. A pass at
6200feet barely detected the SF6 and passes at 6500and
6800ft detected no gas.
AgIwas also detected on the lower level passes but
peak count rates were only in the 4-7 IN s-~ range. The
checklist notations madeeach 20 minutesor so did not
indicate acoustical counter malfunction.The AgI generator
maynot have been operating properly. At any rate, the
AgI concentration was muchlower than expected for a
plumetrapped near the surface.
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A final aircraft pass was madefrom 1519-24at low
levels over the westernfoothills of the WasatchPlateau.
As expected, no SF6 or AgI was found movingup the
westernslope.
In summary,the valley-released plumeswere
trapped in the stable lower atmosphereand drifting toward
the southwestin the light down-valleywind. Although
snowshowerswere occurring high on the Plateau, the
observationsindicate that seedingwith valley generators
wouldnot be succeessful underthe prevailing conditions.
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Fig. 10. Vertical distributions of windspeedand direction
from Airsonde released at 1533 on March2, 1990, from
MountPleasant, Utah.

Conditionsduring the research period provideda
fair representation of stormconditions. Cloudsand
moisturewere present, and windsaloft were southwesterly,
although weakerthan during most storm situations. Light
windsat the surface are, however,common
in the valleys
between mountain ranges. The 1987 and 1989
Utah/NOAA
soundings showedthat 50 percent were
launched whensurface windswere 1 ms 1 or less.

Mission of March8, 1990

Thefinal flight of the 1990research period took
place from1405to 1535in the vicinity of the Wasatch
Plateau after an earlier samplingattempt was aborted. A
significan’t upperair troughlocatedwest of Utah,withits
north-south axis located along the coast of Washington
and
Oregon, progressed eastward between 0500 and 1700. The
height gradient over Utah at 700 and 500 mbincreased
with time. By 1700, winds at 700 mbwere southwest at
10 ms-1, and 500 mbwinds were west-southwestat 20-25
msL The strongest windswere still northwest of the
research area. At 700 mbdewpointdepressions remained
greater than 11 °C through1700, while the presenceof
altostratus and cirrus indicated midleveland highlevel
moisture over the central Utah area. From0500through
1700, warmair advection occurred over Utah from low
through midlevels of the atmosphere. By 1700 the 700 mb
temperatureat Salt LakeCity wasa mild -1 °C.
At the surface a cold front progressedfromcentral
Nevadaat 1100 to near Salt Lake City by 1700. A high
pressure region over southeast Utah, in combinationwith
the advancingfront, producedmoderatesoutheast to
southern windsover most of western Utahprior to and
during the research flight. Overcentral Utahcloud bases
were generally 12,000 ft AGL,with lower bases reported
only near Salt Lakeas the front approachedbetween1600
and 1700.
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(deg c)
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Theresearch flight again took place in the
prefrontal storm environment,wherelower atmospheric
layers werestill relatively dry, but midlevelmoistureand
clouds were present. The 700 and 500 mbwindstypified
pretroughwinds, and the surface flow also resembledthat
commonly
experiencedwith low pressure to the west and a
high pressure center in southeastern Utah. Warm
temperaturesexisted at all levels, whichis also common
during the prefrontal stage of Marchstorms in Utah.
The samplingaircraft arrived at the MountPleasant
area at 1120under a high, thick overcast. Ahaze layer
observedat lowlevels suggestedan inversion. The aircraft
flew a "missed approach"over the MountPleasant Airport
runwayto obtain a temperatureprofile extendingto the
surface. Theaircraft temperatureprofile showedan
inversion basedabout 150 ft AGL,extendingto 500 ft
AGL,overlain by an isothermal layer. Airsondesreleased
from MountPleasantat 0925and 1015indicated similar
stability in the loweratmosphere.Surface windswere
fromthe north at about1 ms1 at the time of the aircraft
sounding. The 1015 Airsondeindicated light windsbelow
6500ff (600 ff AGL),but increasing to 9-10 mt from
210degreesat Plateau top elevations.
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Fig. 11. Vertical distributions of potential temperatureand
air temperaturefrom Airsonde released at 1523on March
8, 1990, from MountPleasant, Utah.

In viewof the low-levelstability and light winds,
the aircrewdecidedto postponeplumetracing until later in
the day, hopingthat low-levelstability woulddecrease with
time. The release of SF~gas, started at 1109at 100 lbs
h1, was stopped at 1127. Agl was producedfrom 09061127. The aircraft wasflownto the Price Airport, east of
the WasatchPlateau, and remainedthere until early
afternoon.
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An Airsond¢was released from MountPleasant at
1523. Figure 11 showsthe variation of air temperature
and potential temperaturewith altitude. Exceptfor a very
shallowsurface-basedlayer, the atmospherewasstable
throughoutthe layer measured,especially belowabout
8000ft. A weakinversion is evident based at about 6200
feet. Figure 12 showsthe distribution of windspeedand
direction with altitude. Windspeeds were light below7000
ft, drifting fromthe north-northeastto northeast.
However,at Plateau top altitudes (9000-10000ft), winds
were from the southwest at almost 10 ms". Such
velocities typify prefrontal stormperiods.
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Theaircraft returned to the MountPleasant area at
1407. The release of SF~ commenced
at 1412from the
north edge of MountPleasant, again at 100 lbs ht. Gas
release continueduntil 1533. TheAgI generator, located
near the tracer gas release site, waspresumablyoperated
during the sameperiod. However,the technician’s
checklist did not so indicate, and acoustical counter
measurements,discussed later, werevery low.

Fig. 12. Vertical distributions of windspeedand direction
from Airsonde released at 1523on klatch 8, 1990, from
MountPleasant, Utah.

Thetracer gas was first detected at I412, 2 minutes
before the start of the afternoonrelease. In fact, a wide
area of SF6wasfoundwithin 2-3 miles of the release site
between1412-1426,generally in the half-circle from east
through south to west. The gas was fouad between65006700ft, but no SF6 was detected at 7100ft, so the gas was
trapped in the lowest 1000ff AGL.Thi~ widespread
region of tracer gas had to be the residue fromthe morning
release as surface windshad been about 1 msa and

Aircraft samplingcontinueduntil 1535, about the
time the supply of tracer gas was exhausted. A high, thick
overcast persisted throughoutthe period. Manysampling
passes and circles aroundMountPleasant took place during
the almost 1.5 h samplingperiod summarizedbelow.
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variable in direction since the start of release at 1106.
Peak gas concentrations were 600-800ppt.

3.

A pass was madeat 7400 ft between1430-1435,
skimming
the foothills of the Plateau fromsoutheast to
northeast of the gas release site. Pocketsof tracer gas
weredetected during this pass, but peakconcentrations
were only 100ppt. The smoothnessof the low-level flight
indicated light windsand insignificant mechanical
turbulenceover the ruggedterrain.

A series of five aircraft missionstracked AgIand
SF~(simulating AgI releases) from valley and canyon
mouthsites used in the Utahoperational seeding program.
All flights took place in VFRconditions to permit very
low-level samplingover both mountainousterrain and
within valleys. Each mission was flown under atmospheric
conditions typical of prefrontal conditions duringwinter
storms. In fact, snowfall wasoccurring at higher
elevations during somesamplingflights.

Several circles wereflownaroundthe release site
from 1436-1456,usually at a radius between2-3 miles.
Samplinglevels ranged from6000ft (near the ground)
7000ft. As found earlier, the gas was widespreadfrom
east to south to west of MountPleasant, and peak
concentrations reached around600 ppt at 6500ft and
below. Limited regions of gas were found at 7000ft with
maximum
concentrations near 100 ppt.
Twonear-terrain passes were madeover the
foothills fromnortheast to south-southwestof Mount
Pleasant between1454-1507.The first pass, at 6700ft,
detected SF6concentrationsup to 300ppt southeast of the
release site. Thesecond, at 7500ft, did not observeany
tracer gas.
A series of five passes, along a northwest-southeast
axis from 1510-1530between6200-6500ft elevation, all
detected an approximately1-mile wide gas plume3-4 miles
southwestof MountPleasant. Peak concentrations
exceeded5000ppt on three passes, 1000ppt on one pass,
and 9nly 200 ppt on another pass. The high concentrations
suggestthese passes weredetecting the afternoon release of
SF6. Surface windssince the start of the afternoon release
usually varied from 20-50 degrees and 1.1-1.8 ms~. The
gas should have beentransported about 3 miles southwest
since the 1414start of release at the averagesurface speed.
A final near-terrain pass madeover the Wasatch
Plateau foothills from 1531-1535
at 7000ft detected no
tracer gas.
AgI was frequently measuredby the acoustical
counter at low altitudes, but count rates seldomexceeded3
IN s-1, even whenencounteringhigh gas concentrations
after 1510.Asnotedearlier, it is not certain that the
generator was operated during the afternoon. There was
no evidenceof problemswith the acoustical counter.
A missedapproach flown over the MountPleasant
Airport near 1511indicated a temperatureinversion
betweenabout 6200-6800ft, whichis the layer the tracer
gas wasusually confinedto.
In summary,the plumetracing from this day once
again indicated a stable layer basednear the valley floor.
Anyseeding material released by valley floor generators
wouldnot be transported over the WasatchPlateau under
such conditions. Thus, during stormconditions simulated
by the windsand stabilities of March8, 1990, seeding
fromthe valley floor wouldbe ineffective.

SUMMARY

Fourof the five aircraft missionsfoundthat real
and simulaiedseeding matdrial wastransported along the
mountainbarrier rather than over it, or the material was
trappedby low-levelstability and wasdrifting aboutthe
valley.
The AgI and SF6 were tracked over the Wasatch
Plateau during part of one mission whenthe lower
atmospherelikely had neutral stability. Ice nucleus
concentrations were estimated based on the largest mean
SF6amountabovethe Plateau and the characteristics of the
AgI generators used in Utah. It was foundthat ice nucleus
concentrations wouldbe very limited at typical SLW
temperaturesin the prefrontal storm phase. Acoustical
counter measurements
of IN supportedthis conclusion.
Thus, even in the single case whereplumeswere
transported in the layer over the Plateau whereSLW
is
knownto concentrate, resulting IN concentrations appeared
inadequatefor effective seeding.
The present seeding approachmaybe effective
during other storm conditions than those sampled.For
example,the AgImaypool in the valleys for extended
periods and then be transported into the SLW
region in
higher concentrationsduring frontal passage,a possibility
that has not beenadequately tested. Unpublished
observations from early Mkrch1991showedthat storms
with embedded
convectiontransported valley-released AgI
to aircraft samplinglevels well abovethe Plateau. It will
be interesting to analyzethe resulting ice nucleus
concentrations.
The observationspresentedin this paper, together
with those described in the Part I companion
paper,
strongly suggestfrequent ineffectivenessin current cloud
seeding methodsin Utah. Steps should be taken to
improvethe frequencyof targeting of the SLW
region with
AgIand to increase the concentrationof seededcrystals
whenthe SLWregion is targeted. The technologyexists to
do both.
Repeating the strong recommendation
madein Part
I: winter orographic cloud seeding projects should follow
Utah’s exampleand physically examinetheir targeting if
they have not done so already. This question is too
importantto ignore.
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OBSERVATIONS OF GROUNDRELEASED SULFUR
HEXAFLUORIDE TRACER GAS PLUMES
IN TWO UTAH WINTER STORMS
By
DonA. Griffith, GeorgeW. Wilkerson,
William J. Hauze, and Dan A. Risch
NORTH AMERICAN WEATHER CONSULTANTS
Salt Lake City, Utah

Abstract. Research was conducted for a two month period over the Wasatch
Plateau of Central Utah during the winter of 1990-91. A portion of this research was
devoted to tracking sulfur hexafluoride (SFs) released from various ground based
locations during winter storms. A NOAAKing Air research aircraft was the primary
mode of tracking the SF~. Seven flights were conducted under IFR conditions when
SF~was released from a foothill or valley location. SFs was detected on six of these
flights.
Information on SFs plume widths, concentrations, vertical extent, and
estimated numbersof ice crystals that would be possible if a silver iodide generator
had been operated from the SF~release site are provided for two of these flights.

1.

INTRODUCTION

North American Weather Consultants (NAWC)
has conducted an operational winter cloud seeding
program in portions of Utah since 1974. The goal of
this operational program is to augmentthe naturally
occurring snowfall in higher elevation areas of the
State.
The augmented snowfall results
in
augmented spring and summer streamflow
and
ground water recharge useful to irrigation
and
municipal water users.
The design of this
operational program includes the use of ground
based, manually operated silver iodide generators.
These generators have been located at local
residences which are typically
valley locations
upwind of the higher elevation target areas.
Statistical target/control evaluations of the
apparent effects of this operational program have
been performed (Thompsonand Griffith,
1981 ). The
most recent evaluation (Griffith,
et al., 1991)
indicates an average 11 percent increase from this
operational program over 14 winter seasons. While
these statistical
results suggest a positive cloud
seeding effect, it is desirable to establish physical
documentation of the chain of events that can lead
to this positive effect. Consequently, a research
program has been conducted in Utah under the
auspices of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)since 1981 (Reinking, 1985),
hereafter referred to as Utah/NOAA. The focus of
this on-going research program in Utah has been
four-fold (Utah Division of Water Resources, 1991 ):

O

To describe
the spatial
and temporal
distributions
of supercooled liquid water
(SLW) in winter clouds over Utah’s mountains
and the factors controlling the SLW,
To understand how silver iodide (Agl) cloud
seeding material maybe delivered from ground
generators to the winter cloud regions
containing SLW,
To gain a better understanding of the physical
processes responsible for winter precipitation
development, in natural and seeded orographic
clouds, and
To gain a better
understanding
of the
trajectories of natural and seededprecipitation
particles in winter orographic clouds.

The first
goal, the documentation of the
presence of supercooled liquid water, has been
established in a variety of storm conditions in
previous winter research periods (Long, 1986)
(Huggins, 1990). Attention in recent years has
shifted to the second goal, "to understand how silver
iodide cloud seeding material maybe delivered from
ground generators to the winter cloud regions
containing supercooled liquid water".
A field research program was conducted over
the Wasatch Plateau of central Utah during the
winter of 1990-91. This program included a variety
of equipment and personnel (Utah Division of Water

Resources, 1991). One component of the research
included the utilization of sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) as
a tracer gas to simulate the transport and dispersion
of silver iodide nuclei. Earlier work conducted in
North Dakota and Utah had successfully used this
SF6 tracer technique in this manner. This pa~)er
discusses results from this tracer work obtained on
two different
test days that occurred in March,
1991.
2.

Sal~
Lake
Provo

SUMMARY
OF 1990-91
WINTER
UTAH/NOAA RESEARCH PROGRAMDESIGN

W~tch

A field research program was mounted in the
Wasatch Plateau region of central Utah (Figures
and 2). Table 1 provides the locations, durations,
and types of instruments provided on Figure 2.
Operations were conducted from January 15 to
March 15, 1991. A number of observation systems
were utilized on this program. Of interest in this
paper were the following.
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A NOAAKing Air C90 cloud physics aircraft
which was operated from Provo, Utah. This
aircraft carried an extensive array of cloud
physics instrumentation which included:
Total temperature
102),
2.

Dew point
101),

(Rosemount Model

(General

Eastern

Model

Supercooled liquid water (King-CSIRO
Model LWC-5), and
CIoLid particles (Particle Measurement
Systems Model OAP-2DC-C).
The aircraft did not carry any vertical motion
sensing equipment besides the static pressure
transducer. It also carried two instruments
designed to observe either silver iodide nuclei
directly or the tracer gas-sulfur hexafluoride
(SF6). The silver iodide detection instrument
was an NCARcounter (Langer, 1973). The
SF6 detection instrument was a TGA-4000
analyzer manufactured by Scientech Inc.
A rawinsonde facility
located at the Mt.
Pleasant Airport. The location of the Mt.
Pleasant Airport, as well as other locations
mentionedin this paper, are provided in Figure
2. Soundings were taken from this location
every one and one-half to three hours during
the passage of winter storms through the
research area.
o

Figure 1

Location of the Wasatch PJatea~r
Research Area.

Two microwave radiometers; one Bureau of
Reclamation radiometer operated at a fixed
location,
near the summit of the Wasatch
Plateau (Utah Department of Transportation
UDOT), while the other was operated by
Desert Research Institute
in a mobile
configuration.
Both instruments provided
water vapor and liquid water measurements.

Five weighing bucket precipitation sites and
four automatic weather (PROBE)stations that
reported 10 minute mean values of wind
direction, wind speed, temperature, relative
humidity, and standard deviation of wind
direction.
5O
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A NAWCmobile van equipped with a TGA4000 SFe tracer gas analyzer similar to that
carried on board the NOAAKing Air. It also
was equipped
with
location
(GPS),
temperature and relative humidity sensors,
and an on-board data acquisition system. This
van was not a regular part of the operations,
but was available for sampling on five days.
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A network of eight valley-based NAWCsilver
iodide generators.
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Table 1
Typesof Instrumentation, Elevations, and
Locationsof Sites in Figure 2
Site No.

Location

"rv~e

Elevation
rn MSL

i

Milburn

AOI generator

2052

2

Fairview

AOI generator

1835

3

Fairview S.

Agl generator

1800

4

Mt. Pleasant

Agl generator

1787

5

Mto Pleasant
Airport

Agl generator,
radiosonde, PROBE

1780

6

Spring City

AO/generator

1784

7

Spring City S.

Agl generator

1790

8

Ephraim

Agl generator

1800

9

Spring City

SFo release

1820

10

Birch Creek Canyon

SF6 release

2150

11

Fairview Canyon

SF6 release, PROBE,
precip.

2024

12

Fairview Canyon,
4 mile

PROBE

2207

13

High elevation site

Agl generator, SF6release,
PRQBE,precip.

2500

UDOT

BUREC
radiometer,
SFosyringe, precip.

2665

15

Flat Canyon
Campground

Pre¢ip.

2720

16

Countyline

Precip.

2848

14

SFo TRACER GAS AND DETECTION

Sulfur hexafluoride
(SF~) is a manmade
material used primarily as an electrical insulating gas
for high voltage power transmission equipment. The
background concentration of SFs is quite low being
on the order of one part per trillion
(ppt). Detection
of SFo relies primarily
upon two methods:
gas
chromatography and electron
capture.
Gas
chromatography requires collection of air samples,
then subsequent analysis at a central location.
Advances that began in the mid 1970’s (Simmonds,
et. al., 1976) continued into the 1980’s in utilizing
the electron capture technique to develop real time
SF~ analyzers. Such an analyzer is described in
Benner and Lamb (1985). An operational version
this analyzer (LBF-3)r manufactured by Scientech
Inc. of Pullman, Washington, has been utilized in the
North Dakota and Utah/NOAA research programs
since 1985. Results of the release of SFs in
summertime conditions from an airborne platform
with detection by a second aircraft equipped with an
LBF-3 real time analyzer have previously
been
reported (Griffith,
1985; Stith, et. al., 1986; Stith
and Benner, 1987). Release of SF~ from a ground
location with detection either by ground or airborne
sampling have also been reported (Wilkerson, et. al.,
1987; Swart, et. al., 1987; Gdffith, et. al., 1988;
and Griffith,
et. al., 1990). The LBF-3 analyzer
provides significant
detail on SF0 plumes in the
atmosphere. This detail results from a response time
of .5 second and a threshold of detection of ten
parts per trillion (ppt).
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A ground based sequential syringe sampler
designed to take air samples for the detection
of SFo which was utilized
on a few of the
experiments.

4.

RELEVANT FACTORS

There are several factors relevant to analysis
of the SF6 tracer data. The air intake manifold on
the King Air was subject to a build-up of icing in the
lines leading to the NCARcounter and SF6 analyzer.
This intake was heated, but apparently the icing
conditions
encountered in Utah winter storms
exceeded the capacity of the de-icing equipment.
This factor rendered someof the NCARcounter and
SF6 data collected under moderate to heavy icing
conditions suspect.

An SFB ground release capability that could be
movedto different release points.
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SF6 was released from several locations during
the 10 storm days. The release point on some days
was in foothill
locations on the east side of the
Sanpete Valley in, or near, the mouths of canyons.
On other days releases were made from a higher
elevation site located approximately two-thirds of the
distance up the windward side of the barrier. On
some days releases were started at a valley or
foothill
location but were shifted to the higher
elevation site.

valley released silver iodide). Of these eight flights,
six flights encountered the SF~ plume released from
a foothill
location. The first
flight on March 2
(number eight in Table 2) was terminated early due
to aircraft
icing and air intake manifold icing
problems
which explains
why SF6 was not
encountered on this flight. No SF~ was detected on
the first flight on March 1 (number six in Table 2).
Consequently, if flight number eight on March 2 is
discounted, six out of seven flights with a foothill
release of SF6 resulted in detecting the SFs plume
over the Wasatch Plateau. Two of these flights,
number nine on March 2 and number ten on March
6, were selected for more detailed analysis. The
reasons for selecting these two cases included:

On some cases the valley silver
iodide
generator network was turned on several hours to as
much as a day before the conduct of the airborne
research flights.
The SF6 releases, however, were
often not initiated until the research aircraft departed
Provo.

One case with convection present (March 2)
and one with little
convection (March 6)-as
indicated from the aircraft flight scientist and
instrument operator logs.

Measurements were made of the consumption
of seeding solution in six of the manual generators
by taking calibrated dip stick measurementsbefore
and after each experiment. These measurements
were averaged for the research period. The resulting
average consumption rate was .13 gallons of two
percent silver iodide-acetone solution. This equates
to an average eight grams of silver iodide per hour
per generator. This rate is somewhathigher than the
six grams per hour rate previously reported in
Griffith,
et al., 1991. The six grams per hour value
was for a .10 gallon per hour consumption rate.

o

A number of SF~ plume encounters occurred
on both flights
which can give some
information
on average plume widths and
concentrations.

There were occasional problems with LORAN
reception on the King Air research aircraft.
These
problems were more frequent during IFR flights under
icing conditions (Heimbach, 1991 ).

Both the west and east flight
tracks were
flown on both flights
with the SFs plume
being encountered on both the east and west
flight tracks.

Arlin Super (personal conversation) indicates
that the King CSIROliquid water contents recorded
on the King Air flights were low by approximately a
factor of six and that the Bureau microwave
radiometer data is preliminary.

5.1

Test Case Day, March 2

Figure 3 provides a portion of the National
Weather Service 0500 MSTsurface analysis for this
day. Utah was under post-frontal
conditions.
Clouds covered the research area during the day
with snow observed" at the Utah Department of
Transportation (UDOT)project field site located
top of the Wasatch Plateau.
Figures 4 and 5
provide two rawinsonde observations conducted
from Mt. Pleasant (a valley site) at 1200 and 1500
MST.

The final ice crystal data from the PMS2DC
probe were not available at the time this paper was
written.
5.

Both cases had good supporting information
including
ground SF~ observations
from
NAWC’smobile van (March 2) and a ground
based sequential syringe sampler (March 6).

TWO TEST CASE DAYS IN MARCH, 1991

Sulfur hexafiuoride tracer releases, either from
a foothill or a higher elevation site, were madeon
10 days under storm (IFR) conditions during the two
month Utah/NOAA research program. Thirteen
research flights were conducted on these 10 days.
Heimbach (1991) and NAWCproject information
were used to summarizethe 13 IFR research flights
(Table 2). Of the 13 flights summarizedin Table
eight had a valley or foothill SF6 release point. The
other five flights had either a high elevation or a
combinedfoothill and high elevation release point.
The eight flights (numbers1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and
12 in Table 2) which were conducted when only
foothill
SF6 release was made most closely match
the current seeding technique being used on the
operational Utah winter program (i.e., predominantly

One flight
was conducted on this day from
0957 to 1125 MST. This flight was terminated early
due to significant
turbulence and icing problems.
The second research flight
on this day was
conducted from 1238 to 1445 MST. All the valley
silver iodide generators (locations provided in Figure
2) had been activated the previous day. Sulfur
Hexafluoride was released at the mouth of Birch
Creek Canyon at an elevation
of 2,150 m MSL.
Figure 2 provides the location. The release period
was from 1230 to 1415 MSTat a release rate of 34
kg of SFe per hour. Table 3 provides a summaryof
the meteorological conditions during the time of the
secondflight.
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Table 2
Summaryof the 13 IFR Research Flights
Flight
No.Date Time (MST)

SF, Release Silver IodideMeteorological
Locations
RiseLocat. Setting
Problems

Comments

1.Jan. 28 1549-1750

Fairview
Canyon

Valley
Network

NCAR
counter had trouble
with false counts

Four fairly broadSF, plumeencounters
with maximum
concentrations of 30-300ppt.

2. Feb. 16 0912-1140

SpringCity
and high
elevation
site

Valley
Pre-frontal
Network and
highelev.
site

Air samplingintake
manifolddeicing
inadvertentlyleft off

Only one SFe plumeencounter, possibly due
to icing in intake manifold

3. Feb. 16 1439-1723

SpringCity
andhigh
elevation
site

Valley
Pre-frontal
Network and
highelev.
site

Heavyicing (up to 5 inches
accumulation
on aircraft);
possiblerestriction of air
samplingintake manifold

No SFs plumeencounters

4. Feb. 17 1110-1415

Highelev.
site

Valley
Post-frontal
Network and
highelev. site

None

Ten SFeplumeencounters,
maximum
concentrations 20-400ppt

5. Feb. 28 1305-1640

Fairview
Canyon

Valley
Post-frontal
Network and
highelev. site

LORANproblems

FourteenSFe plumeencounterswith
maximum
concentrations from 30-300ppt.
NAWC
mobile van also encounteredSF~on
WasatcbPlateau.

6. Mar. 1 1107-1445

SpringCity

Valley
Ne’twork

Pre-frontal

Possibleair intake
manifoldicing

No SFs plumeencounters; NAWC
mobile
van encountered
SF6 in valley

7. Mar. 1 1620-1850

SpringCity

Valley
Network

Pre-frontal

Four SFoplumeencounters; maximum
concentrations less than 50 ppt. NAWC
mobile van encounteredSF6 near UDOT

8. Mar. 2 0957-1125

Birch Creek
Canyon

Valley
Network

Post-frontal

SF
o releasedata logger
malfunction,releaserate
loggedmanually,possible
air intakemanifoldicing
Turbulence,
aircraft icing,
air intake manifold,loss of
LORAN
led to early
terminationof flight.

9. Mar. 2 1238-1445

Birch Creek
Canyon

Valley
Network

Post-frontal

Aircraft icing, LORAN
Six SF6plumeencounters, maximum
mobile
problems
air intake manifold concentrations 30-300ppt, NAWC
icing
van encounteredSFaon top WasatchPlateau

10. Mar. 6 1600-1930

Birch Creek
Canyon

Valley
Network

Post-frontal

None

FourteenSFsplumeencounters,
maximum
concentrations 40-900ppt.

11. Mar. 10 1258-1650

SpringCity
and high
elev. site

Valley
Network

Pre-frontal

NeARcounter compressor
failed in turbulencerestartuJin flight

VFRflight transitionedinto IFR
flight. Eight SFsplumeencounters,
maximum
concentrations 30-500ppt.

12. Mar. 11 1128-1415

Birch Creek
Canyon

Valley
Network

Pre-frontal

Air intake manifoldicing

Six SF~plumeencounters, maximum
concentrations 20-1000ppt.

13. Mar. 14 1136-1515

Highelev.
Highelev.
site and
site and
anotherhigh Huntington
elev. site
Res.
near
Huntington
Res.

Pre-frontal

LORAN
problems, SF~release FourteenSF6 plumeencounters,
rate an order of magnitude maximum
concentrations 20-200
low, possibleair intake
ppt.
manifoldicing

Pre-frontal

No SFeplumeencounters

~~.,
~ .-

Figure 3

Weather Service Surface
Weather Map. 0500 MST. March 2.

National
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SITE: Mr. Ple~s~nt. ~T-DATE: 03/~2/91
.....
TIRE: 15~@ MST
ELEV:1784 rn~tere..........

20~’

Figure 4

Figure 5

Mt. Pleasant,
Utah Rawinsonde
Observation, 1200 MST, March 2.

Mr. Pleasant,
Utah Rawi~sonde
Observation, 1500 MST, March 2.

Table 3
Summaryof Meteorological Observations for the March 2 & 6 Test Cases

TIME
:MST)

t=AIR. HIGH
UDOT
VIEW ELEV.
FLAT COUNTY
RADIOMETER
MT. PLEASANT
FAIRVIEW
CAMYOM
FAIRVIEW
CANYCI~
4
CANYON
SITE UDOT CANYON
LINE LIQUIDWATERAVG.
MAX AVG. AVG.
I~AK AVG. AVG.
MAX =
AVe,
PRECIPPRECIP
PRECIP PRECIPPRECIP
(MMI
WINDS
SPEED TEMP V~NDS
SPEED TEMP WINDS
SPEEI) TENt
(IN,)
(IN,} {IN.)
{IN,)
(IN,)
AVG, MAX (MPSI
(MPS) (°C)
{MPS)
(MPSJ (~C)
(MPS)
(l~lPS| (~O)

ESTIPJ~TED
CLDUDTOPS
HEIG
IA’T TEI~P
II(If~} (°C)

MARCH2
1200.1300
1300-1400
1400-1500

,01
,00
.00

,00
,00
,00

.03
.03
.01
.00

.01
,01
.00
.00

.03
.00
,01
,00

.18
.1E
,07
.13

.37
.48
.20
.45

232/4.S
20715,2
202/4.8
220/6.3

S
6
R
7

3.0
4.2
5,1
8.0

256/1.8
26611.3
24912,8
218!1.5

2
3
3
2

0.8
3,1
4,2
5,3

273/3.0
28112.5
28112.8
27211.7

3
3
¯
Z

,00
,00
,00
.00

.00
.00
,00
,00

,O0
,01
,01
,00

,00
.00
,00
,00

.00
,00
.00
.00

.00
.00
.00
,00

,00
,02
.00
.00

23413.8
22813.5
25912.7
26413.3

4
4
3
4

-1,3
-1,2
-1.4
-1,8

22611.8
242il ,3
25610.3
253/0.7

3
2
1
I

.0.9
-2.6
.3.7
.4.6

27511
.e
27511.2
273/1.0
25711.2

.1.3

¯

1.D
2.5

4
3.6

-1~
-1~

2:
Z

-3.~
.E.D

3,S
3,~

-17
-1R

Z

.Eo~

3,~

-I~

MARCH6
1500-1600
1600-1700
1700-1800
1800.1900

5.2

Aircraft sampling was conducted along two
flight tracks (refer to Figure 2); one oriented
approximately north-south over the western edge of
the WasatchPlateau and the other approximately 10
km east of the western track with a northwestsoutheast orientation. The WasatchPlateau rises to
a maximumelevation of 3,440 m in this area. Flight
legs on this flight were all flown at an altitude of
approximately
3,750 m MSL.
The aircraft
encountered air frame icing and moderateturbulence.

Test Case Day, March 6, 1991

Figure 6 provides a portion of the National
Weather Service 0500 MSTsurface analysis fo[ this
day. Utah was under post-frontal
conditions.
Broken clouds covered the research area. Figures 7
and 8 provide two rawinsonde observations ~aken at
the Mt. Pleasant Airport site at 1500 and 1800
MST.
A research flight was conducted from ~ 600 to
1930 MST.All of the valley silver iodide generators
had been turned on at 1330 MST.
Sulfur
hexafluoride was released at the mouth o~ Birch
Creek Canyon from 1 606 to 1900 MSTat a relaase
rate of 22.7 kg per hour. Table 3 providas a
summaryof the meteorological conditions during the
time of the research flight.

The NAWCmobile van was driven in the
research area during this day. The on-board SF~
analyzer was operated to document any SF~existent
at ground level.
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S]’TE:
DATE:
TIME:
ELEV:

Mr. PleasenLo
03/06/91
......
1800 MST
1784’ met, or-s ..........

,,

7000

6000

~000

~4000
3000

1000

0
-50

10 20
-40 -30 -20 -I0 0
Tompor-eLu~-o (C)

Figure 8
Figure 6

Mt. Pleasant,
Utah Rawinsonde
Observation, 1800 MST, March 6.

National Weather Service Surface
¯ Weather Map, 0500 MST, March 6.
Aircraft sampling was conducted along the
sametwo flight legs discussedin the March2 case.
Aircraft flight altitudes varied from 3,050 to 3,750
m MSL. The aircraft encounteredminimal icing and
turbulence.
The NAWCmobile van was not operated on
this test day. Another surface sampling device was
utilized on this case. This device consisted of a
sequential syringe sampler. This device was sited
near the UDOToperations center. Eight, one-half
hour air sampleswere collected and later analyzed
for SFo content.

6.

RESULTS

The results obtained from these two test
cases will be discussedseparately.
\

6.1

A total of sevenaircraft flight legs were flown
on this flight. Five legs were flown on the west
track and two on the east track. SF6 was detected
on six of these legs. SF6 was not detected on the
last flight leg. This leg wasaborteddue to icing on
the LORANantenna.

,
Temper’eLur’e

Figure 7

10 20
(C)

30

March 2 Case

40

ML Pleasant,
Utah Rawinsonde
Observation, 1500 MST, March 6.
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Table 4- summarizesthe intormation on all of
the SF6 plumes and related data. The aircraft speed
was utilized to calculate the approximate width of
the SF6 plumes. Aircraft position was not utilized
since LORANdata were occasionally missing. Table
4 indicates several relevant features. The SF~
plumes detected on the western flight track were
accompanied by maximumsupercooled liquid water
contents of .66 to .84 gm-3 at temperatures of
approximately -12°C. There was no indication
of
any supercooled liquid water on the two eastern
flight
tracks in the SF~ plumes, but there were
pockets of supercooled liquid water on the eastern
flight
track outside the SF6 plume. Maximum
3.
concentrations
in these pockets were 0.30 gm
The angle from the SFs release point to the end
points of each SF~ encounter was calculated. This
information is provided in the last columnof Table 4.

Figure 9 provides a stacked plot of several
variables for a representative SFe plume encounter
for the first western flight leg as the aircraft was
flying southbound at 3750 m MSL. Variables plotted
(from top to bottom) include temperature (°C), liquid
water content (gm3), pressure altitude (m), ice nuclei
counts (NCAR counter operated at -20°C), and
sulfur he×afluoride concentration (ppt). The SFe
analyzer output voltages were converted into
concentrations expressedin parts per trillion
(ppt)
the basis of calibrations of the TGA-4000analyzer
conducted before and after each research flight.
These calibrations
utilized
six different
known
concentration calibration gases and were performed
while in flight.
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Table 4
SF~ Plume and Related Information
from Second Flight on March 2
Avg
Arcrft
True
Avg
Air Spd Temp
(ms

SF~
Plme. Time
No. MST

Arcrft
3"rack

Avg
Arcrft
AIt
(M MSL)

Max*
Time Ave
Liquid
in SF6 SF~
Wtr Cont Plume Cone

1

1302

West

3753

83

-12.1

0.84

83

15

59

6.9

46

2

1315

West

3755

82

-.12.3

0.66

71

48

185

5.8

40

3

1334

East

3750

84

-11.2

0.00

44

41

91

3.7

11

4

1342

East

3755

83

-11.2

0.00

113

1~

55

9.4

25

5

1356

West

3754

81

-12.3

0.72

60

35

123

4.9

33

6

141t

West

3757

80

-12.3

0.66

39

7

46

3.~

21

*Note - Thesevalues are a factor of six tfmes the raw values.
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Est SF~ Est
Max SF~ Plume
Plume
Angle
Conc
Width

Figure 11 provides an X-Z summaryplot of the
six SFs plumes.
A vertical
transport
of
approximately 1,500 m is indicated. The SF~ plume
was no doubt transported to even higher altitudes
based upon the observed SF6 concentrations. Flight
plans did not call for higher flight tracks to document
the top of the SF~ plumes.

Oneof the other variables plotted on Figure 9
is ice nuclei counts observed by the NCARcounter
(operated at -20°C). Each of the stacked plots, for
times near the SF6 plume encounters, indicated the
presence of some ice nuclei. These nuclei are
interpreted to have resulted from the operation of the
eight valley silver iodide ground generators. Recall
that these valley generators were not co-located
with the SF6 release point. As a consequenceit is
not knownif the ice nuclei resulted from one silver
iodide generator or if they were the combination of
several silver iodide plumes.

The
NAWCmobile van encountered the SF
6
plume on a number of traverses along the Skyline
Road, south of UDOT.This road is approximately
underneath a portion of the western flight track
(refer to Figure 2). Maximum6 concentrations
reached 200 ppt; a value similar to that observed by
the aircraft
on the western flight
track.
Temperatures in the SF6 plume at the surface varied
between -5 to -7°C.

Figure 10 provides an X-Y summary plot of
the locations of the six SFs plumes greater than 20
ppt. This figure indicates someveering in the flight
level wind downwindof the barrier based upon the
relative locations of the SF~plumes.

UTAH/NOAA
1991 FLIGHTTii~-&CIK/SF6 PLUMELOCATIONS
MARCH2, 1991 12:4~14:30 MST

4420.0

4400.0

4390.0

¯

Z

/

,SF6 I~ELEASE
sr~E
,,M:~XIMATE ~
PLUMECENTERUNE
LOCATIONS

4370.0

436O. 0

4350.0

-

i

439.5

459. -5

479.5

UTM EASTIN@ COORDINATES(KM)
Figure 10

X-Y SummaryPlot, SF6 Plume Center
Line Locations,
1245-1430 MS T,
March 2.
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SMALLCIRCLE ’ 0TO 50PPT I
MEDIUM
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LARGE
CIRCLE¯ > THAN100 PPT
I
Figure 11

6.2

X-Z SummaryPlot, SF~PlumeLocations
and Concentrations,
1245-1430 MST,
March 2.

March 6 Case

Table 5 summarizes the information on all of
the SF~ plume encounters and related data. Some
features of interest
from Table 5 include the
following.
The air mass on this case was much
colder than the March 2 case. There was a
corresponding reduction in supercooled liquid water
in this case. There was an indication
of small
amounts of supercooled liquid water in the SF6
plume on the eastern flight track. There were two
flight
legs with a split SFs plume. At least one SF
s
plume seemedto be located in an isolated spike of
supercooled liquid water content. This feature plus
a close examination of the aircraft pressure altitude
suggests this SF~ plume may have been embedded
in a small convective bubble. One of the more
striking features was found on the last flight leg on
which the SF6 plume was detected. The SF~ plume
concentration
encountered on this leg was the

A total of 14 aircraft
flight
legs were
conducted on this research flight. SF6 was detected
on 10 of these legs. The surface and lower level
winds were light during this case. If an average
wind velocity of 2.6 ms1 and a downwindtransport
distance of 7 kmfrom the release site to the western
flight
track is used, then the SF6 would not be
expectedto arrive at the western flight track until 45
minutes after the SF6 release began. The SF~release
began at 1606 MST and the first
SF6 plume
encounter was at 1655, on the third flight leg. This
time is in close agreement with the computed
transport time.
Figure 12 provides a stacked plot of several
variables similar to Figure 9 for the March2 case.
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Table 5
SF6 Plumeand Related Information
from March 6 Flight
Avg
Arcrft
True
Avg
Air Spd Temp
1)
(ms
(°C)

Max*
Liquid
Wtr Cont
"3)
(gm

SF
e
Plme. Time
No. MST

Arcrft
Track

Avg
Arcrft
AIt
(M MSL)

Time Avg
in
6 SF6 SF
Plume Conc
(Sec) (ppt)

Est SFe Est
Max SFo Plume Plume
Conc
Width
Angle
(o)
(ppt)
(km)

1

1655

West

3563

79

-17.4

0.06

14

25

62

1.1

8

2

1708

West

3264

80

-15.5

0.00

8

16

41

0.6

4

3

1720

East

3558

81

-17.6

0.18

71

30

109

5.8

19

4

1730

East

3545

82

-17.6

0.12

95

14

66

7.8

25

5

1743

West

3367

78

-15.8

0.12

43

61

345

3.4

20

6

1758

West

3304

80

-16.6

0.18

55

57

390

4.4

27

7

1808

West

3439

82

- 16.8

0.06

50

20

189

4.1

29

8

1822

West

3726

79

-18.5

0.24

42

66

185

3.3

23

9

1834

West

3720

79

-18.5

0.00

24

51

194

1.9

13

10

1847

West

3717

80

-18.3

0.18

24

311

903

1.9

13

*Note - These values are a factor of six times the raw values.

strongest concentration (903 ppt) observed on either
of the two test case days. What makes this fact
unique is that the flight altitude (3717 m) was the
highest flown on the March 6 flight.
The normal
expectation would be for higher concentrations to be
located at the lowest flight
altitudes.
The
supercooled liquid water and pressure altitude
tendencies within the SF6 plume do suggest the
possibility
of an embedded "convective bubble"
which could have been responsible for the vertical
transport of this high concentration of SF
6.

A number of the ice nuclei counts from the
NCAR counter operated at -20°C indicate
the
presenceof the valley released silver iodide nuclei.
Some of these NCARcounts may have been colocated with the SF6 while others are widely
dispersed.
Plume
widths
are wider
and SF
e
concentrations generally lower on the eastern flight
track comparedto the western flight track.
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SF~actually was no doubt transported to even higher
altitudes based upon the observed SF6 concentration
at the highest flight track altitude (3,750 m MSL).

Figure 13 provides an X-Y summaryplot of
the locations of SF6 maximumconcentrations greater
than 20 ppt along the western and eastern flight
tracks. Unlike the March2 case, the plume locations
on the eastern flight track appearto be directly east
of the western flight
track plumes. This figure
suggests a bi-modal plume distribution on both the
western and eastern flight
tracks.
A close
examination of the underlying topography along with
the prevailing
westerly
winds could suggest
transport of the SF6 up Birch Creek Canyon. Of
interest in this scenario is the fact that Birch Creek
Canyonsplits into two canyons near the top of the
Wasatch Plateau. It is possible that this feature
produced the dual SF6 plumes.

Table 6 provides the results obtained from the
half-hour integrated syringe samples collected near
the UDOToperations center. This table indicates
that no SF6 was observed from 1540 to 1610 MST;
a reasonable result since the SF~ release did not
begin until 1606 MST. The following six, half-hour
samples did, however, contain varying amounts of
SFs. These concentrations were typically 100 ppt or
less except for the period from,1740 to 1810, when
the concentration
exceeded 600 ppt. The last
sample, 1940 to 2010 MST, did not contain any
SF6, which is reasonable since the SF6 release ended
at 1900 MST.

Figure 14 provides an X-Z summaryplot of the
maximumSF6 concentrations greater than 20 ppt.
This figure, similar to the March 2 case, indicates
that the SF6 plumes were transported
1,800 m
vertically.
Again, similar to the March 2 case, the
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Figure 14

X-Z SummaryPlot, SF6 Plume Locations
and Concentrations,
1618-1854 MST,
March 6.

Table 6
Half-Hour Syringe Sampler
SF6 Concentrations (ppt)
UDOT, March 6

Time (MST) 1540-1610
SF~Conc
(ppt)

0

1610-1640
41

1640-1710
91

1710-1740
31

1740-1810
641

1810-1840
31

1840-1910
21

1910-1940
0

The overall impression from Table 6 is that of
a meandering SF6 plume that periodically passed by
the UDOTsite during each of the one-half hour
periods. When comparing SF~ concentrations
in
Table 6 with the aircraft observed SF6 plumes, it is
necessary to recall that the ground sampling was an
integrated one-half hour sample, while those from
the aircraft were essentially instantaneous values.
Consequentially,
to observe
an average
concentration of greater than 600 ppt for the 1740
to 1810 MST ground sample could have been the
result of a muchhigher concentration passing by this
site during this one-half hour interval, or the SF6
plume remaining in the UDOTvicinity throughout the
period.
7.

The equation can be r~arranged to:
XAgl

=×SF6 QAgl
Q SFe

to solve for the concentration of silver iodide in the
SF6 plumes. Calibrations of the ground generator
can be used to convert the mass of silver iodide
(TJkgl) into estimates of the numberof ice crystals
that could result.
NAWC’s generator has been
tested in the Colorado State University
Clogd
Simulation Laboratory (Finnegan, 1982). The values
from these calibrations for 0.50 gmz water content,
maximumfan conditions, and for the pure silver
iodide nuclei (produced through the combustion of
silver iodide, ammonium
iodide, and acetone) are:

DISCUSSION

The NCARcounter data from these two test
cases indicate that silver
iodide nuclei were
transported from valley floor ground based silver
iodide generators over the Wasatch Plateau. The
background ice nuclei counts observed by the NCAR
counter were <1 count per minute. A number of
the flight legs on these two test cases experienced
counts of 10-60 per minute. The SF6 results provide
detailed information concerning the transport of a
tracer gas up and, over the plateau. These SF6
plumes rose to substantial heights above the release
point;
at least 1,500-1800 m and probably
substantially higher. There is a suggestion that Birch
Creek Canyon served as a transport medium for
channeling of the SF6 plumes. On someof the flight
legs the SF6 and silver iodide appeared to be colocated
when an allowance
is made for the
difference in response times of the SF6 and NCAR
instruments, even though the two materials were
released from different locations. This suggests that
the silver
iodide may have been channeled up
through Birch Creek Canyonalong with the SF6.

at-12°C = 4 X 101~ crystals/g

of Agl

at -16°C = 2.5 X 10~ crystals/g

of Agl

Another factor is necessary to convert the observed
SF6 concentrations in ppt to units of mass. This
factor
is: 1 #g/m 3 = 167 ppt at standard
temperatures and pressure. The King Air research
aircraft
was pressurized
to 1525 m altitude
(approximately 830 rob). " The SF6 analyzer was
operated at cabin pressure. Consequently, the above
relationship can be corrected to this pressure as
follows:
830 mb (167 ppt)
1013 mb

= 137 ppt

Utilizing this information plus the following for ~he
March 2 case:
silver iodide release rate = 8g/hr.,.
sulfur hexafluoride release rate = 34 kg/hr.,

Calculations can be made of the expected
number of ice crystals
that could have been
produced had a NAWCground based silver iodide
generator been co-located with the SF6 release point
in Birch Creek Canyon. The formula is:
XAgl =
XSF6
where:

average sulfur hexafluoride concentration
40 ppt,
and the fact the SFs plume was at -12~C,
results in an estimated 27 ice crystals per
liter.

QA.ql
QSF6

Similar

XAgl is the concentration
iodide,
XSF~ is the
concentration;

sulfur

calculations

for the March 6 case

where:

of silver

silver iodide release rate = 8 gJhr.,

hexafluoride

sulfur hexafluoride release rate = 22.7 kg/hr.,
observed sulfur hexafluoride concentration =
50 ppt,

Q Agl is the release rate of silver
iodide;

and the fact that the SF~ plume was near
-16°C (actually
-17°C), results
in
estimated 321 crystals per liter.

Q SF~ is the release rate of sulfur
hexafluoride.
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The large differences in the two cases are due
to the following factors:

detected very little supercooled liquid water on this
day except for a brief period from 1713 to 1728
MST. The mobile radiometer was driving
down
Fairview Canyon during this time. Liquid water
values varied from .03 to .17 mmduring this time.
The Bureau radiometer at UDOTdid not report any
liquid water during this period. This period could
have represented some seeding potential.
This
period was, in fact, being seeded from the valley
based" ground generator network as evidenced by
NCAR counts considerably
above background
(several 10’s of counts per minute). The cold
ambient temperatures at which the silver iodide
nuclei resided should have resulted in nucleation
whenever the nuclei encountered any supercooled
water droplets. The angles of dispersion (the last
column in Tables 4 and 5) from the SF6 ground
based release point to the aircraft flight tracks
ranged from 4 to 46° . An average of the angles
from the four SF6 plume encounters in March 2 on
the west track was 35°. A similar average for the
eight encounters on the west track for March 6 was
17°. Most of the difference between the two days
averages occurred due to a very wide SF~ plume
being encountered on the first two western flight
legs on March 2 (40 and 46°). It does appear there
is still
more lateral dispersion of the SF6 on the
March 2 versus March 6 case. The difference could
be due to much stronger
convection that was
encountered on March 6. An average plume spread
angle for the two days on the western flight track
was 23 o.

An exponential increase in the number of
crystals produced per gram of silver iodide
with decreasing temperatures, and
o

Higher SF6 concentrations observed on the
March 6 case with a lower SF6 release rate
than was utilized on the March 2 case.

The above calculations
only consider the
potential impact of operating one ground based silver
iodide generator. In practice, plumes from adjacent
generators operated in a given area may merge
downwind of the release point. This factor could
raise the calculations of ice crystals per liter. In an
opposite sense, these maybe losses of effective ice
nuclei to cloud droplet and ice particle scavenging
processes.
The SF6 was transported over the Wasatch
Plateau in these two cases with light surface winds
observed in the upwind valley and at different
locations on the windward slope. The SF6 plumes
reached temperature levels considered to be
effective for silver iodide nucleation in both cases
(-12 and -17°C). Someof the 6 pl umes co-existed
with low to moderate values of supercooled .liquid
water; another ingredient
necessary for the
production of a seeding effect.
Examination of the individual stacked plots for
the March 2 test case indicated that the SF6 was
frequently present in regions of supercooled liquid
water. These regions appeared to be associated
with upward vertical
motion. It is therefore
concluded that these regions were associated with
convection.
The SF6 plumes were observed at
1500-1800 m above the Wasatch Plateau. Based
upon observedSF6 concentrations, it is probable that
these plumes reached higher altitudes.
Table 4
indicates that the estimated cloud tops on March 2
were at 4 kin. The plumes would have only needed
to rise 250 m to reach the estimated cloud tops.
Estimated cloud top temperatures were -14°C.
Silver iodide, had it been co-released from the SF6
site, could have produced more ice crystals than the
calculated 27 crystals I ~ if it wastransported to the
estimated cloud top heights.

One important question that is not answered
by this data set is whether multiple SF6releases from
the valley generator network would merge over the
Wasatch Plateau to form a relatively
continuous
"treated"
volume. The NCAR counter data may
provide someinformation on this question, but the
lag time and flushing time of this instrument
complicates such an analysis. A related question is,
even if SF6 and/or Agl is released at multiple valley
sites, do the resultant plumesdisperse in a relatively
uniform fashion over the Wasatch Plateau, or are
they channeled up some of the canyons as these
test cases might suggest?
If it is assumed
that there is uniform horizontal
dispersion of Agl from the valley generators over the
°Wasatch Plateau, the mean SF6 plume angle of 23
can be used to estimate a desired spacing between
the valley generators. The mean distance from the
ground based silver iodide generator sites to the
western flight
track is 10 km. In order for the
plumes released from the valley to be continuous
over the west track would require a generator
spacing of 4.4 km based on an average dispersion
angle of 23°. The spacing utilized in, the conduct of
the Utah operational
seeding
program is
approximately 16 km. The spacing of the eight
generators utilized in the conduct of this research
program was approximately
5-10 kin. Both the
spacing on the operational and research program

The March 6 test case was much colder than
that of March 2. It was al’so a muchweaker storm
system producing,
only a few hundreths
of
precipitation on the plateau. Aircraft observations of
supercooled
liquid
water were either
0 or
occasionally. 10 to .20 gm3. The Bureau radiometer
at the UDOTsite only observed a minimal amount of
supercooled liquid water from 1600-1700 MST. The
Desert Research Institute’s
mobile radiometer was
operated along the WasatchPlateau and also up and
down Fairview Canyon. This mobile radiometer
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Griffith, 1985: Utilization of sulfur hexafluoride gas
as a tracer
in a summer cloud seeding
experiment.
Presented at the 4th WMO
Scientific
Conf. Wea. Mod., Honolulu, WMO
Tech. Document No. 53, Geneva, 255-260.

would appear to be too sparse on the basis of these
calculations. Future research needs to address this
question in more detail. The authors believe the best
way to gain quantitative information on this question
is through multiple valley releases of SF6. Colocation of SF6 releases with silver iodide releases
would also be very beneficial. This would allow an
analysis of ice crystals concentrations and sizes
within and outside SF6 plumes. These SF6 plumes
would be used to precisely "tag" the location of the
silver iodide seeding material madepossible by the
very fast responsetime of the real-time SFe analyzer.

Griffith,
D. A., H. R. Swart, and G. W. Wilkerson,
1988: Transport and Diffusion
in Complex
Terrain
as Depicted by Winter Tracer
Programs. American Meteorological Societal,
Eighth Symposium on -turbulence
and
Diffusion, April 25-29, San Diego, California.
Griffith,
D. A., J. R. Thompson, and D. A. Risch,
1991: A Winter Cloud Seeding Program in
Utah, WMAJournal of Weather Modification,
Vol. 23, No. 1, pp. 27-34.

It is difficult to assesshowrepresentative the
results from this two month research program may
be of the climatology of Utah winter storms. Both of
the test cases discussed in this paper were postfrontal. Post-frontal conditions in Utah in winter are
frequently more convective than pre-frontal.
The
presence of convection may be important in the
vertical
dispersion of ground released seeding
material.

Griffith,
D. A., G. W. Wilkerson, and E). A. Risch,
1990:
Airborne
Observations
of a
Summertime, Ground-Based Tracer Gas
Release.
WMA Journal
of Weather
Modification, Vol. 22, No. 1, pp. z~3-48.

It is concluded from this discussion that in
these two test cases, silver iodide could have been
transported from a release site at the mouthof Birch
Creek Canyon into environmental conditions that
would lead to nucleation.
NCAR counter
observations provide independent confirmation of the
transport of silver iodide nuclei, released from the
valley floor, over the WasatchPlateau.

8.

Heimbach, J. A., 1991: Interim data inventory for
1991 flight
operations
in support of
Utah/NOAA Cooperative
Atmospheric
Modification Research Program. University of
North Carolina report for State of Utah, Water
Resources.
Huggins, A. W., 1990: Investigations
of Winter
Mountain Storms in Utah during the 1987
Utah/NOAfk Field Program. Desert Research
Institute
Final Report to Utah Division of
Water Resources, 212 p.
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ON THE CLOUDSEEDINGPOTENTIALOF THE BLACKHILLS
Harold D. Orville and JamesR. Miller
Institute of AtmosphericSciences
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
501 East St. JosephStreet
Rapid City, South Dakota 57701-3995

Four of the past five years have seen below normal precipitation and the decrease of
water resourcesin one of the main reservoirs in the Black Hills. At the sametime, recent
publications of research results have indicated favorable effects of cloud seeding in
winter/spring orographic cloud situations. Although the degree to which these resul;s
would apply to the Black Hills is not known,discussion of the potential of cloud seeding
to the Black Hills is appropriate, becauseinstrumentation, computer, and modeling
developmentsmakethe prospects of a definitive research and operational cloud seeding
project a definite possibility. This paper summarizessomeof the backgroundmaterial
neededto plan for cloud seeding in the Black Hills to enhancethe water resources of the
area.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Black Hills, a dome-shaped
mountainrange
in western South Dakota and eastern Wyoming,provide a livelihood and recreation for a large numberof
peoplein the NorthernPlains region. As the population increases, the needfor water becomeseven
moreimportant, and is critical for manyindustries in
the region, suchas forest products, agricultural
interests, hunting, hiking, winter skiing, and summer
water sports.
A shortage of water affects manyof those
industries and impacts on the water supply of various
local communities,the largest being RapidCity. The
forest fires of 1988were exacerbatedby the dryness
of the spring and summerseason, whennearly 1%of
the Black Hills acreagewascoveredwith forest fires,
and several homesnear Rapid City were destroyed.

stations surroundingthe Hills. Theyear-to-year
variation of rainfall calculatedfor BlackHills stations
is muchsmaller than for stations over the plains.
This degreeof consistency is causedby the
mountainsand their effect on snowand rain. "Fhe
Black Hills createa barrier to the airflow, forcing
someof the air up and over the Hills. This increased
uplift causescloudsto form andincreasesprecil~itation in the area. This effect is particularly pronounced
in the northern Hills in the cool seasonswherethe
prevailing northwest winds cause an average snow
maximumof more than -250 cm {100 inches) per
year comparedto only -90 cm (35 inches) in Rapid
City.
In the warmerportions of the year, airflow may
diverge aroundthe higher parts of the Hills and converge downwindto create local rain maxima(Kuo and
Orville, 1973). Theextent to which this occurs in the
cold seasonis not known,although the general precipitation pattern in the Hills points to uplift as the
mainprecipitation factor -- seeFig. 1.

The lack of rainfall and snowpack,combined
with above averagedemandson the Pactola Reservoir
water supply, reducedthe storage of the reservoir to
about 50%of normal as of August 1989 (-28,000
acre-feet instead of the 56,000acre-feet capacity).
Precipitation for 1991wasslightly abovenormal; this,
along with conservation measuresand newcity deep
wells comingon-line has resulted in the reservoir at
43,800 acre-feet of storage (78%of capacity) as
30 November1991. Plans are underwayby various
groupsto repair irrigation ditches, continueto
improve conservation methods,and study and define
moreprecisely the surface and ground water
characteristicsof the Hills.

Althoughthe Black Hills extract moreprecipitation from the atmospherethan the surroundingplains,
the efficiency of the processis not optimal. In ~he
cooler seasons,the orographicuplift creates stable,
shallow orographiccloudswhich are typically inefficient producersof precipitation. The clouds mayform
on the upwindside of the Hills and evaporateon the
other, downslopeside without releasing muchof their
water content in the form of precipitation. Present
estimates are that 10 to 15%moreprecipitation can
be gained from stable, orographic cloud systemsvia
cloud seeding,althougha detailed invesligation is
neededand no seeding experiments on such systems
have beenconductedin the Black Hills. Theestimates comefrom other experiments conductedin
mountainousregions of the west, which are
summarized
later.

Theultimate sourceof water in the Black Hills,
as elsewhere, is atmosphericwater. That source is
erratic, but muchmoredependablethan the rains on
the plains surroundingthe Hills. A recent study by
ColoradoState University scientists (McKee,personal
communication)
indicates that the rainfall statistics of
the Black Hills stand out in markedcontrast to the
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Fig. 1: Isohyetal mapof average annual precipitation (inches) in the Black Hills,
1951-1980. Contours are for 1000-ft intervals (305 m).

The primary purpose of this paper is to discuss
the cloud seeding potential of the Black Hills so that
intelligent
planning can be done regarding the atmospheric water resources of the region. The ultimate
desire is to gain enough knowledge and operational
capability in cloud seeding to insure that the Black
Hills region enters a drought situation as late as
possible and recovers from one as early as possible
in the future.

give information about precipitation in the Black Hills
region. The current situation is one of low water contents in various communities and reduced water
in Pactola Reservoir."
Figure 1 gives the average annual precipitation
over the Hills. The average in the higher Hills ranges
from -500-760 mm(20 to 30 inches) per year.
Forty to fifty percent of the total comesfrom January
to mid-June, with May and June providing the maximumprecipitation. Nearly all of the precipitation will
be snow in January to early May and predominantly
rain from then on through summerand part of the fall.
Snowfall averages from 76 to 280 cm (30 to 110
inches) over the entire snow season, or about 13 to
25 cm (5 to 10 inches) per month.

The remainder of this paper will deal with
precipitation climatology, microwave radiometer
measurements, experimental strategy, safety,
evaluation, uncertainties, resource needs, and
economicjustification.
CLIMATOLOGYOF PRECIPITATION IN
THE REGION

Table 1 gives representative precipitation
amountsat a few locations in the Hills, and Table 2,
the snowfall amounts to support the above statements taken from the Black Hills Engineer (Johnson,
1949). Table 3 shows snowcourse measurements at
O’Neil Pass for the past few years. Table 4 gives
seasonal precipitation amountsat several stations.

A report by Miller (1986), the Black Hills
Engineer (Johnson, 1949), U.S. Forest Service snow
course measurements, and various National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) publications
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TABLE i: Mean Monthlyand AnnualPrecipitation
and SelectedStations
In and Aroundthe BlackHills (to Jan 1, 1949}

YrL

Jan.

Feb.

/~r.

~pr.

May

Ardmore,S.D.
34
Belte Fourche,~. D.
~0
Custer, S.D.
37
Deadwood,S.D.
20
Dee~eld, S.D.
3E
Dumo~l, S b.
40
HardyRang.SJa., S. D. 39
Harvey’l Ranch,~. D. 38
Hermosa, S.D.
40
Hot Springs, S. D.
52
Le~d, S.D.
40
~lrlchs, S.D.
~
Rapid Ci~, S.D.
61
~ea~sh, S.D.
59
Newca$11e,Wyo.
~
~nd~nce, Wyo.
~
~ens

0.38
0.36
0.43
).32
0.58
1.41
1.~
1.48
0.38
0.63
1.~
0.70
0.42
0.71
~.58
1.02
0.82

0.40
0.27
0.45
1.~
0.40
I.~
1.02
1.18
0.31
0.49
0,87
0.68
0.42
0.74
0.45
0.82
0.~

0.86
0.75
0.90
2.22
0.83
1.62
1.46
1.87
0.95
1.~
1.64
1.23
I.~
1.52
0.80
I.~
1~6

2.04
1.28
2.02
3.46
1.84
2.48
2.24
2.96
1.83
2.~
2.96
2.16
1,~
2.43
1.41
!.82
2.19

3.03
2.13
2.98
4,73
2.~
2.B7
2.54
3.73
3.52
3.~
3.78
3.11
3.31
3.43
2.48
2.~
3.13

Stations

~
2.88
3.04
3.02
4.72
3.48
3.57
3.20
4.28
2.91
3.10
4.01
3.31
3.~
3.97
2.68
2.32
3.43

~
1.91
1.69
2.82
3.26
2.~
2.68
2.13
3.07
2.42
2.32
2.58
2.~
~8
~12
2.11
2.05
~41

Au~.

Sept.

0~.

N~y.

~¢.

1.~
].~
2.52
2.11
2.22
1,E8
2.10
1.98
1.96
1.92
1.~4
I.~
I.~
!~
1,64
~.~
i.~

1.13
~.3~
1.26
2.29
1.42
1.5T
1.63
1.51
1.23
1.32
1.78
1.20
1~0
I.~
1.30
).~
1 .~

"1.11
0.88
1.22
2.03
1,14
1.31
1.48
1.41
0.98
1.28
1.60
1.20
1.02
!.~
1.07
!.42
i.2B

0.45
D,~
0.46
I.~4
0.54
I.~3
I.~
I.IO
O,41
0.5~
1.15
0.~
0.47
0.98
0.59
0.97
0.~

~.4~

1~.17

~.~
30.15
~.~&
IB.33
I.~
22.52
1.O~ 21.~3
1.0~ ~5.57
g.~
17,26
~.5~
g.~3 24.20
g.6~ 18.62
0.3~
0.~ 15.61
1.02
19.19

TABLE 2: AverageSnowfall(to Jan I, 1949)

Station

Yrs.

Ardmore, S.D.
37
Belie Fourche, S.D. 40
Ig
Custer, S.D.
Deadwood,5. D.
20
Dee~eld, S.D.
18
Oumont,S. 0.
18
HardyRang.Sta., $, ID. 18
Harvey’s Ranch, $. D. 17
Hermosa,S.D.
6
Hot Springs, S.D.
39
Lead,S. 0.
40
Oetrich~, $. D.
50
RapidCity, $. D,
61
Spearfish, S.D.
51
NewClltle, Wvc0.
39
¯ ~und~nee, Wyo.
37

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

/4ay

June

5.8
5.3
6.1
13,6
8.9
20.2
16.2
16.7
7.3
4.1
TI.6
6.1
4.6
8.7
6,8
12.9

6.3
4.1
6.0
11.8
5.6
13.2
11.8
11.4
1.8
5.6
10.8
5.3
4.3
7.2
5.2
11.6

8.2
7.3
10.2
18.5
12.5
19.4
18.1
20.7
5.3
5.1
16.7
8.3
7.0
12.6
7.0
11.9

4.9
2.6
6.0
16.7
8.8
12.7
16.1
18.7
2.4
3.9
15.5
5.7
5.2
9.2
4.2
9.2

0.7
0.9
2.0
4.5
3.4
4.6
4.7
7.1
0.9
0.3
5.3
0.2
0.9
2.3
0.7
3.6

0
0
0.3
0.1
0.5
1.7
1.9
1.7
0
0
0.2
0
T
T
1’
0.4

An interesting figure (Fig. 2) shows the mean
annual precipitation (3-year running averages)
Rapid City for the past 100 years. Twenty-year
cycles show up for dry.periods -- mid-1890’s,
1911-14, 1931-39, earlyS0’s, and earlyT0’s. This
bodes ill for the region if the 1990’s continue the
cycle. There are certain climate models which also
predict a warming and summerdrying for the
Northern Plains, but results are very dependent on
the way clouds are simulated. Nevertheless, most
climatologists think the data on increasing greenhouse gases are persuasive enough to suggest a
warming trend in the near future.

~ly
0
0
0
T
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
T

A~g.

:S~pt.

O~t.

Nov.

~ec.

Am’J.

O
0
0
1’
0
0
O
0
0
O
0.2
O
O
O
E)
0

0.~’
0.1
0.8
0.6
1.O
~.3
2.3
2.1
0
0.3
0.6
0.2
0.2
©.6
0.3
1.0

2.3
1.4
2.7
6.5
3.6
6.6
7.3
8.2
1.6
!.9
6.1
2.5
1.9
4.4
2.9
3.9

4,4
4.3
4.9
12.~
6.6
12.8
12.4
12.0
2.3
4.0
9.9
4.0
3.7
0.4
5.2
10.6

6.7
5.4
5.7
14.0
5.0
12.7
12.2
12.0
1.3
5.3
10.8
5.~
3.g
8.1
$.B
13.4

:3~.5
31.4
44.7
~9.1
55.9
105.2
103.0
110.6
2.2.9
341.5
87.7
38.0
32.5
61.5
38.1
76.5

while stations on the peripherv of the Hills have only
6 to 7 days of precipitation in the best months. (e.g.,
Newcastle, Wyo.).
The mean temperatures at 850 mb and 700 mb
(Figs. 3 and 4) for Rapid City give a good indication
of the times that ground generators would be effective over the Black Hills. These two figures indicate
the -5°C level would be within a few thousand feet of
the mountains from October through May (~en#is et
aL, 1966).
Figure 5 shows an 850 mb wind rose ior Rapid
City, giving the meanwind direction and speed for
the four seasons. Northwest flow predominates, with
southeast and south flows becoming more important
in the spring and summer.

Table 5 from Johnson (1949) shows the
number of days with O.01 inch or more of precipitation by month. The higher Hills (Lead) have 5 months
with more than 11 days per month of precipitation,
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TABLE 3
Snow Course Data
February 1
Snow
Water
Depth
Content

Year

March 1
Snow
Water
Depth
Content

April
Snow
Depth

1
Water
Content

1985
Current Reading
Accum. Total
42-year Average

18.41
406.77
21.59

3.60
184.38
4.39

19.82
1053,59
25.09

3.45
239.73
5.71

23.09
1132.28
26.96

5.45
296.63
7.06

23.27
930.04
21.63

6.18
190.56
4.43

23.5
1077.09
25.05

6.63
246.36
5.73

20.0
1152.28
26.79

6.36
302.99
7.04

14.9
944.94
21.48

2.8
193.36
4.7

20.7
1097.79
24.95

4.0
250.36
5.69

23.4
1175.68
26.72

5.5
308.49
7.01

14.7
959.64
21.33

3.4
196.76
4.4

25,5
1123.29
24.96

4.3
254.66
5.66

24.7
1200.38
26.68

7.2
315.69
7.02

15.7
975.34
21.20

2.7
199.46
4.3

20.9
1143.59
24.9

3.5
258.16
5.6

8.5
1208.63
26.27

2.3
317.99
6.9

20.1
995.44
21.18

4.2
203.66
4.3

23.8
1167.39’
24.8

5=5
263.66
5.6

23.0
1231.63
26.2

6.8
324.79
6.9

18.0
1013.44
21.1

2.5
206.16
4.3

24.8
1192.19
24.8

4,7
268.36
5.6

19.4
1251.03
26,1

4.9
329.69
6.9

1986
Current Reading
Accum. Total
43-year Average
1987
Current Reading
Accum. Total
44-year Average
1988
Current Reading
Accum. Total
45-year Average
1989
Current Reading
Accum. Total
46-year Average
Current Reading
Accum. Total
47-year Average

1990

1991
Current Reading
Accum. Total’
48-year Average

TABLE4
1951-1980
Preclpltatlon
Data(Inches)

Side
---"
Wasta
Scenic
Newell
Belle Fourche
Rapid City
Buffalo Gap
Hermosa
Fort Meade
Oelrlch$
Hot Sprtngs
Ardmore
Colony (Wyo)
Spearfish
Devils Tower2 (Wyo)
Redbtrd(Wyo)
Morrtsey (Wyo)
Newcastle
(Wyo)
Alva 5 SE(Wyo)
Deadwood
Pactola Dam
Sufldance(Wyo)
Upton 13 SW(Wyo)
H111City
Lead 1E
Custer
Budkala Ranch
Oeerfteld Dam4 NW

[
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E

W
W
W
W
E
E
W
W
E
W
W

Elevation Winter
-’F~ter--F~T
TDTF,
T~
707.60
856.55
875.35
920.49
965.33
982.10
991.25
1006.50
1021.75
1078.18
1082.15
1088.85
1111.73
1177.91
1186,45
1250.50
1316.08
1338,96
1424.35
1439.60
1448.75
1457,90
1520,43
1625.65
1656.15
1863.55
1897.10

1.19
1.07
1.05
1.17
1,50
1,44
1.13
1.75
1.37
1.13
1.28
1.16
2.10
2.10
1.00
1.07
1.46
2,71
4.09
1.13
1.88
.98
1.28
4.37
1.37
2.64
3.06

Spring
Summer
Fall
T~Far-~A-,p~ (Jun,Jul,Aug)
e~,5~CZN~"
5.36
5.52
4.60
4.82
5.62
5.43
5.82
6.74
5.92
4.84
5.34
4.57
7.09
8.30
4.66
4.49
4.39
8.13
10.40
6.96
5.40
4.43
6.33
10.36
5,68
7.24
7.23

6,64
6.52
6.36
6.29
6.82
7.67
7.68
7.76
6.57
6.69
6.19
6.01
8,03
6.22
5.93
4.84
6.04
7.87
9.10
9.62
6.77
5,34
9.47
9.05
8.51
9,25
9.57

2.47
2.48
2.36
2.59
2.35
2,73
2.28
2.93
2.54
2.43
2~38
2.61
3.66
3.13
2.14
2.05
2.00
4.14
4.90
2.58
2.88
1.84
2.45
4.86
2.39
3,37
3.49

Annual
15,67
]5.60
14.37
14.87
16,29
17.27
16,91
19,18
16,40
15.08
15,18
14.35
20.87
16.75
13,73
12.44
13.87
22,85
28,48
20.29
16,93
12,58
19,55
28,64
17.94
22,50
23,35

RAPID CITY 3-YEAR MEANPRECIP
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Fig. 3: Weekly means of 850-rob temperature and
annual trend at Rapid Citv, SD. [Dennis e~ al., 1966]

Fig. 2: Meanannual precipitation (inches), (3-year
running averages), at Rapid City for the period
1889-1988.
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Fig. 4: Weekly means of 700-mb temperature and
annual trend at Rapid City, SD. [Dennis et al., 1966]

Fig. 5: Wind roses by season for 850-rob level at
Rapid City, SD. [Dennis et al., 1966]

TABLE5: AverageNumber of Days With 0.01 Inch or More of Precipitation
(toJanI, 1949)

;tit:on

Jmn.

.At¯more, S.D.
4
Belle Fourche, S.D.
¯
Custer, S.D.
7
Dee~etd, $. D.
5
Dumont, S.D.
8
HardyRang.Sty., $. D. 9
Harvey’s Ranch, $.D. 5
Hermosa, $. D.
4
Hot ,~rlngs, $. D.
3
[eod, $. D.
I1
Oelrichs, S.D.
3
Rapid City, $. D.
6
Spearfish, $. D.
7
Newr.~sfle, Wyo.
6
~undince, Wyo.
6

Feb.
5
3
5
¯
7
8
5
2
4
8
3
6
6
4
6

Msr.
7
6
7
8
9
13
9
5
5
11
5
9
9
6
5

Apr."
5.
7
9
8
10
¯ 11
9
6
7
II
6
9
10
7
5

M~y
110
8
10
10
11
11
11
9
9
12
7
12
II
7
10

June
10
9
11
10
11
12
11
11
9
13
?
13
12
7
10

7O

Ju~y
8
6
7
8
" 8
7"
8
9
8
9
6
10
9
5
5

Aug.
6
$
6
6
7
7
6
7
6
.8
4
8
8
6
5

S~pt.
b
$
5;
4
6
6
5
6
5;
6
$
6,
~
6,
&

Oct.

I~ev.

.~
4
5
¯
~
7
5
4
4
7
4
6
5
5
6

¯
,1
5
~
6
8
5
:3
2
8
3
5
6
¯
6

~)~¢.
4
,I
6
~
7
.8
6
3
3
9
3
6
~
5
6

An~.
74
b5
83
¯ 75
96
107
85
69
65
113
$4
96
;~
68
7&

BLACK HILLS MICROWAVERADIOMETER
STUDY
3.1

! .n.1;roduction

A microwave radiometer and acoustic sounder
were installed in an open area at the Hardy Guard
Station (Fig. 1) in February 1990 to measureliquid
water and the horizontal wind in a vertical column
above the site. Along with some knowledge of the
temperature at the surface and aloft, this would give
information on the amount and flux of supercooled
water in this region of the Black Hills. This site is
located in high plateau near the NNW-SSE
crestline
of the Black Hills. Supercooled water is the basic
ingredient for the growth of precipitation, primarily
snow, in this area, in this time period. The presence
of supercooled water indicates the potential for cloud
seeding to increase the snowpack over and above
that which would occur from natural snowfall alone.
An increased snowpack is favorable for maximum
runoff in the spring.

Fig. 6: Example graph of microwave radiometer data
for a 24-hr period, 15 Mar 1990. The vertical axis is
water vapor on the left, supercooled liquid water
(SLW) on the right. The horizontal axis shows time
day (MST). The upper curve is vapor; the lower curve
is SLW.

The instrumentation was left in place entil the
end of April 1990 so that nearly three months of data
were obtained. Liquid water was detected for 370
hours during this period, of which 322 hours involved
supercooied liquid. Somehours of data were lost due
to non-operation of the equipment, but probably not
more than 10%of the time. Consequently, the data
represent the distribution of supercooled liquid water
(SLW) during this period.

3.1.2 Results
The analysis shows that the vast majority of
the hours of data give SLWvalues between 0.05
and 0.25 mm(the midpoint values of the categories).
The maximumvalue is in the 0.8 to 0.9 mmcategory.
Note that these are one-hour averages so that the
values shown are less than the actual maxima. A
few peaks greater than 1.0 mmoccurred during the
project.

The data can be used, with certain assumptions, to calculate the maximumpotential snowfall.
The methods used to analyze the data for supercooled liquid water, its flux, and the potential snowfall are explained in Boe and Super (1986). In addition, standard meteorological data were examined to
see when precipitation was occurring in the northern
Black Hills and comparedwith the frequency of the
occurrence of SLW.
3.1.1

Figure 7 shows graphically the results of the
analysis. Fifty-nine percent of the values fall in the
0 to 0.1 mmcategory;about 20%in the 0.1 to
0.2 mmcategory. Only 1% of the values occur in
the categories larger than 0.7 mm.

Example Of data

Figure 6 shows an example of the graphs made
from the data obtained by the microwave radiometer
(Orville, 1992). The abscissa is hours from midnight
and the ordinate is either water vapor (on the left)
supercooled liquid water (on the right) in units
centimeters. The graph shows data for 15 March.
The vapor is generally an order of magnitude greater
than the SLWand more continuous. Times of higher
vapor content are more favorable for precipitation.
The SLWcan be either high or low during precipitation. In this instance, there was somesnowfall
measuredat the site.

Theseresults are quite similar to those obtained
in the Grand Mesa region of Colorado. Figure 8
shows data from 958 hours of measurements in the
cold season using the samekind of equipment as in
the Hills (Boe and Super, 1986). The similarity of the
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Graphs like this were used to determine the
total number of hours with SLW. An overlay with
every hour and with every tenth of a millimeter
marked off was used to classify each hour of SLW
by the appropriate tenth of a millimeter.
For perspective, the value "one millimeter of
liquid water" represents the amount of water in a
vertical column 1 cm2 by 1 km in depth which
equals 1 gram of water per cubic meter of air.
Consequently, the SLWvalues indicate that the
water contents in these clouds seldom exceeded
a few tenths of a gram of water per cubic meter of
air, typical of other mountain regions in the West.

Supercooled

UquId Water

(ram)

Fig. 7: Distribution of 1 h averages of supercooled
liquid water (SLW) recorded by microwave radiometer
for 322 h during Feb through Apr 1990 for the Hardy
Guard Station.
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(309 mi2), muchof it in the high country at elevations
of 1,829 m(6000 feet) or more{see Fig. 9). The figure showsthat there will be forced lifting 300-900m
(1000 to 3000feet) of air with any wind flow into the
Hills. Windsfrom the southwestto west or from the
east wouldappearto give the best lift becauseof
their nearly perpendicularflow against the main
mountain mass.

60-

The climatology of the region suggeststhat
snowpackand runoff could be increased from
October or Novemberthrough May. The most beneficial time for runoff wouldprobablybe the February
to Juneperiod, if rain increasewasalso an objective.
An average of 4 or 5 days per monthproduce precipitation at Deerfield in thefall andwinter months,
increasing to 8-10 days in Mayand June. More
daysof precipitation occur in the northern part of the
watershed.Moredays might produceprecipitation, if
the cloud seeding works as advertised, causing snow
to fall from clouds which might not snownaturally.

0.0

0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
Supercooled Liquid Water Imm]
Fig. 8: Sameas Fig. 7 but for 958 h during Novand
Dec 1983 and Jan through Mar 1985, for Grand
Mesa, CO. [From Boe and Super, 1986]
figures is striking. Datafrom the MogollonRimof
Arizona (Super and Holroyd, 1989) showsimilar
trends.
Calculations were also madeof the maximum
snowthat could be producedby the flux of supercooled water. The flux is obtained by assumingan
8 m s-1 horizontal wind (the 850 mbmeanwind
speedfor RapidCity in the winter). Thesnowfall is
calculated by assuminga 1 m wide column and a
10 km long strip. (CompareThompson
and Super,
1987.) The two smallest categories have the potential to producesignificant snow,becauseof the
large numberof hours involved. Thetotal potential
of 124 mm(equivalent water) would represent
about - 1.2 m (4 feet} of snow. Actual snowat Lead
during this time wasmorethan - 1.2 m (4 feet),
fortuitously good comparison. Snowat Rochford
wasless, but the record is incomplete.
3.1.3
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Summaryof microwaveradiometer study

Thesemicrowaveradiometer results indicate
that cold cloud conditions over the northern Black
Hills producemanyhours of supercooledliquid water
that might be useful in producing snow. Over 300
hours were sampledwith someSLW.The majority of
the observations revealed only small amountsof SLW
and not manyhours of supercooledliquid water in a
three-monthperiod. However,significant potential
additional snowfall wasindicated. Theseresults are
very muchin line with results from other mountainous
regions in the West.
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CLOUDSEEDINGCONSIDERATIONS,
STRATEGYAND EXPERIMENT
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Severalregions in the Black Hills appearto be
suitable for cloud seedingoperations. Theshortage
of water in Pactola reservoir makesthat watersheda
natural one to focus uponat first, but other regions
in the Black Hills shouldalso be considered.
4.1

The meantemperature charts in section 4
(data for RapidCity) indicate that the -5°C temperature level wouldbe intersecting the higher elevations
of the watershedonly during "[he winter months,
and wouldbe abovethe highest elevation in other
months. Consequently, ground generator seeding
with Agl wouldbe useful in the colder months, but
aircraft seedingwouldlikely be neededas the
seasonsprogressed.
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Pactola/Deerfield Watershed

ThePactola/Deerfield watershedlooks like an
appropriate target area for a winter/spring orographic
cloud seedingproject. Topographicalcharts indicate
2
that the watershedoccupies approximately 800 km
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Fig. 9: Smoothed
Black Hills topography(height in
feet). Pactola watershedis outlined west of Rapid
City.
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As the project extends further into spring, then
soil moisture and runoff should be considered. The
soil moisture can be monitored, and runoff studies
are currently being proposed by the U. S. Geological
Survey and the South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology. Whenever severe weather or heavy
rains are forecast by the National Weather Service,
operations can be suspendedto avoid any possibility
of cloud seeding contributing to a dangerous weather
situation.

Weestimate that 50 to 70 suitable seeding
days would occur in the 7-month period (NovemberMay), with several hours per day appropriate for
seeding.
These estimates are madeusing climatological
data. Studies of past satellite data and National
Weather Service daily weather data would give a
better picture of possible seeding opportunities. Also,
additional measurementsof supercooled liquid water
using a microwave radiometer, and aircraft sampling
of clouds over the Black Hills would add valuable
information to the project.
4.2

The NWShas conducted studies on flash floods
and has produced guidelines on items to watch for in
such situations (Maddoxet al., 1980). Satellite and
radar data are helpful in predicting flood conditions
and should be available to operations personnel. The
radar data would be helpful in showing the rain rate,
growth rate of cells, and the area over which the
precipitation is falling. The satellite data would add
further information as to the degree of convection,
the growth rate of convective cells, and the depth
of the clouds.

Other Regions in the Hills

Seeding for snowpack enhancement in the
northern Black Hills could aid the skiing and mining
industry. As shown in Fig. 1, the maximumprecipitation occurs in the northern Hills, with more than
-250 cm (100 inches) of snowfall per winter/spring
seasons. The predominantly northwest airflow yields
manycases of upslope flow in the winter/spring
season.

As a part of the standard operating procedures,
safety criteria would be specified and suspension
rules decided upon by a combinedcitizen/scientist
advisory board.

The watershed for this region is just north of
the Pactola/Deerfield watershed. Runoff occurs
primarily into the Belle FourcheRiver and reservoir
system.

Examplesof such rules on other projects are:

In the central Hills, south of the Pactola/
Deerfield watershed, the main watersheds feed
Spring Creek and French Creek and the cities of
Hill City, Keystone, and Custer.

.) Seeding will be suspended if snowpackis
certain percentage of normal at a certain time of the
year -- values can be worked out for any particular
area of the country.

In the southern Hills, Angostura is the primary
reservoir. The CheyenneRiver (fed by Beaver Creek)
is the main source for the reservoir. Custer and Hot
Springs and several small lakes would be the primary
beneficiaries of added water in the central and
southern Hills, in addition to Angostura.

2) No seeding will be done on traveling storms
with flood potential (depends on area of storm and
rain rate).

The annual rainfall is only about -400 mm
(16 inches) in this portion of the Hills, and the number
of days with detectable precipitation is relatively low
[65 days in the south vs. 113 days in the north
(Table 5)]. Consequently, seeding opportunities could
be expected to be fewer. Nevertheless, the various
watershedsin the Black Hills offer a variety of opportunities to enhance the water resources of the region.

4) Seeding will cease upon request of the local
weather modification authority, as relayed through
the Project Director.

An experiment involving the Black Hills should
extend for a period of several years -- to establish
what the seeding potential actually is, and then to
see if the technology could be improved.

6.

5.

3) Seeding will cease in any region under an
NWSflash flood watch or warning.

5) Seeding will cease whenever the field
meteorologists determine that a potential flash flood
situation exists.
METHODS OF EVALUATION

6.1 Statistical
Somesort of evaluation is needed to determine
the effectiveness of weather modification projects
and to show where improvements can be made.
Statistical, physical, and numerical simulation
methods can now be used to estimate the effects of
cloud seeding. Dennis (1980) discusses the need for
statistical
evaluation and describes several methods-target/control, historical regression, and randomized
experiments. Much of the following comes from his
work.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

Most current weather modification experiments
and operations employ safety criteria. Flash floods
and avalanches are the primary dangers of a winter/
spring orographic cloud seeding project, although
avalanchesare of little concernin the Black Hills.
Additional snow on roads and springtime rains may
create minor weather related hazards. However,
the additional 13 to 25 cm (5 to 10 inches) of snow
caused by the cloud seeding should be well within the
driving experiences of the Black Hills residents. Also
recall that the snowincreases involve relatively small
rates which occur over extended periods of time.
This should have minimumimpact on wildlife,
also.

Target/control ratios are used often in
operational projects. Comparisons are made of
precipitation events in the target area, and in one
or more control areas, which are assumedto be
unaffected by the seeding. Often percentage-ofnormals are determined for the target area and the
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control areas, where"normal" is the meanaverage
precipitation during somepredeterminedhistorical
period. Theratio of the percentages-of-normal
in
the target to control area over a period of time is
calculated and ratios greater than one assumed
to
indicate a positive effect of seeding. However,as
Dennis(1980) points out, becausethere is a lower
limit of zero for the target/control ratio andno uppe.r
limit, the expectedvalue of the ratio is generally
greater than one. Usually certain transformations
of the normally highly skewedprecipitation data are
neededto fully analyzethe results.
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Historical regression methodsare more
sophisticatedthan the target/control ratios. Precipitation gageswith long term records prior to seeding
are selected in the target and control areasand the
averageprecipitation computed.The data are used
to developa mathematicalexpressionrelating an
estimateof the rainfall in the target areato that in the
control area. Oncethis expressionis calculated, then
the successof a cloud seedingattempt is estimated
by computingthe difference betweenthe actual target precipitation andthe estimatedtarget precipitation. Thepercentagechangedue to seedingis estimatedto be this difference divided by the estimated
target precipitation (times 100). Theseresults depend
heavily on the correlation betweenthe precipitation in
the target and control areas. Also to be noted is that
great care is neededin selecting suitable control areas
so that they are close enoughto the target area to
maximizethe correlation coefficient but far enough
away,or judiciously selected upwindor crosswind,
to avoid contaminationby the seeding.
Randomization
is consideredby statisticians
and manymeteorologists to be the only wayto conclusively demonstrateseedingeffects. Dennis(1980) categorizes these experimentsas single area, target/control,
or crossover designs. The key point to randomization
is that a decision to seed is madeby randomchoice
and that observeddifferences betweenseededand
non-seededcases can then be ascribed to the seeding.
In all of these techniques,precipitation gages
are required to estimatethe amountof precipitation,
and measurements
on a regular routine are also
required. For someof the statistical designs, more
gagesare required than the few normally existing in
any area. Considerableexpensecan occur to fully
instrument an area and obtain the measurements
on a regular and timely basis.
6.2

Physical Studies

Improvedaircraft cloud physics instrumentation
has madeit possible to measurethe physical effects
of seedingand to obtain convincing evidenceof
positive cloud seedingresults. Figure 10 showsan
exampleof such results. This makescloud seeding
effects in these winter types of cloudsas evident as
the visual effects obtainedin the seedingsupercooled
fog or stratus. Instruments can also be deployedon
the ground, and seedingeffects detected there. In
addition, the use of chemicaltracers appearsvery
helpful in revealing seedingeffects (Warburtonet aL,
1986; Stith et aL, 1989). Aircraft and ground
measurements
can add plausibility and a physical
basis to statistically orientedfield experiments.
6.3

NumericalSimulations

Mesoscaleand cloud scale numerical models
could strongly supportthe physical andstatistical
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Fig. 10: MeanIPCs and estimated precipitation rates
within 5 kmupwindof the SnowLab by crystal .habit
and size for seededand non-seededperiods during
the first airborne seedingexperiment. [From Super
and Boe, 1988]
studies. The developmentof the models and the
availability of supercomputers
to run the modelshas
addedgreatly to the understandingof clouds and
cloud seeding concepts. The potential to apply these
modelsto help design, conduct, and evaluate the
field experimentscan only nowbe realized.
A mesoscalemodel developed by Terry Clark
a.nd associatesat the National Center for Atmospheric Researchis being adaptedto the Black Hills
(Hjelmfelt, 1989). Richard D. Farley of the South
Dakota School of Mines and Technology (SDSM&T)
has helped in the model development(Clark and
Farley, 1984). Muchof the cloud physics in this
model,particularly the ice-phasemicrophysicsand
cloud seedingsimulations (yet to be added), has
been developedby SDSM&T
scientists (notebly,
R. D. Farley, F. J. Kopp,and H. D. Orville).
This mesoscalemodelhas been applied with
muchsuccessto airflow about the island of Hawaii
and the Sierra Nevadain California (Smolarkiewicz
et aL, 1988). Weanticipate that whenapplied to
the BlackHills, it will showthe areasof forced
uplift, convergence,blocked flow, and the natural
precipitation patterns over the Black Hills. Cloud
seeding numerical simulations should showthe
kinds of changesto be expected due to seeding,
as well as the proper location of groundgenerators
and appropriate aircraft seedingtracks. The
understandingof precipitation processesand their
interactions with the mountaininducedairflow wilt
increase markedlywith the application of this model
to the BlackHills, and will offer great insight into the
seeding operations. Togetherwith physical studies
used to validate the modeland to showseeding

effects, the evaluation of cloud seeding results using
these methods has a chance of reaching new, more
precise standards.
A meeting of meteorologists, statisticians,
and others should be held to consider the most
appropriate way of evaluating a cloud seeding
experiment in this region.
7.

MAJORSCIENTIFIC UNCERTAINTIES

Field experimentation in cloud seeding over the
Black Hills (and other regions of the State) involves
several uncertainties at this time. The climatology
of seedable cloud situations is not well knownhere.
Ground-based radiometer measurements, aircraft
sampling, ground observations of snowfall, and more
extensive satellite studies of clouds over the Hills
would all serve to better distinguish those situations
when supercooled liquid water is present and what
the ice crystal concentrations are. A characterization
of the various storm types which affect the region
would probably be very revealing concerning seeding
possibilities.
A general cloud climatology is needed
and is recommendedfor any cloud seeding project
(Orville et al., 1986). That has not been accomplished
yet for the Black Hills or other portions of the State.
The degree to which embeddedconvection is
present in the orographic clouds is not known. Such
convection would lead to more SLWand help in
dispersing the seeding material in the clouds. The
effects of the ice-phase seeding may enhance the
embeddedconvection as shown in Orville et aL
(1984). Howmuchthis will lead to a redistribution
the precipitation as well as an increase is unknown.

Even those times when the lower and upper
winds are all from the west, the effects of the cloud
seeding are minimal in taking water out of the atmospheric flow. Relatively basic calculations show that
the water vapor flowing from the west over the Hills
or across the southern boundaries of the State is
measuredin millions of acre-feet per day. Cloud
seeding attempts to produce 100’s to 1,000’s of
additional acre-feet from the cloud systems. Hence,
one vapor molecule in 1,000 is being captured in the
precipitation process and 999 remain for continued
cloud and precipitation
development "downwind" of
the Black Hills, which again, to reemphasize, is very
dependent on the dynamics of the atmosphere.
The extent to which seeding results in other
parts of the mountainous west are applicable to the
Black Hills is somewhatvague, but the hope is that
results from other orographic projects are, to some
extent, transferable. The Black Hills are not as tall
as the Rockies, but they do provide someuplift, and
precipitation patterns indicate a strong orographic
effect. In addition, the similarity of radiometer SLW
results (as shownin Figs. 7 and 8) with other regions
suggests that seeding results may be transferable.
Potential seeding effects in above average
and below average years are not well established.
Optimumprecipitation
changes need to be studied.
8.

RESOURCESNEEDED--

POSSIBLE SOURCES

An extensive, effective cloud seeding
experiment will require talented people and
sophisticated equipment. The operational portion
of the experiment will require ground generators,
precipitation
gages, wind and thermodynamic
soundings, liquid water detectors, forecasting
facilities, seeding material, seeding aircraft, radar,
computers, and communication equipment.

Downwindeffects are another uncertainty,
but the indications from other orographic projects are
that they will be positive (Brown et el., 1978). The
analysis of downwindeffects is difficult,
but important, to forestall criticism from downwindpopulations.
Often "downwind" is difficult
to define because lowlevel flow frequently comesfrom one direction, often
the south or east, and upper-level flow from another
direction, normally the west. The clouds that form
over the Hills sometimesdevelop in this type of flow.
In fact, such clouds are more a manifestation of a
"circulation process" than an "entity-in-themselves".
The orographic clouds show where updrafts are. The
mountains tend to strengthen mesoscale updrafts and
enhance clouds as they. pass through the Black Hills
region. As the clouds moveoff the Hills, the clouds
encounter mesoscale downdrafts and weaken, leading
to the well known "rain shadow" effect downwind of
mountains. During their passage over the Hills and
downwind in the upper-level west winds, the clouds
have been fed by moist low-level southerly winds, but
the amount of vapor that is processed to cloud and
precipitation dependscritically on the larger scale
dynamics set up by the mountains. In regions of
enhancedupdrafts, more precipitation falls. So for
the ranchers to the east of the Black Hills, they are
often not downwind,.but their precipitation is mightily
affected by the Black Hills to the west.

The evaluation and physical studies portion
will require specially instrumentedaircraft, silver
analysis and other chemical equipment, supercomputer access, other computer services,
satellite and. radar data, snowand rainfall data,
runoff measurements, etc.
Personnel of manydifferent talents are
required -- cloud physicists, climatologists, forecasters, mesoscale analysts, numerical modelers,
chemists, statisticians, pilots, technicians, and
others.
A 5- to 1C-year operation and evaluation will
require on the order of $200,000 to $250,000 per
season for the aircraft and ground generator seeding
operations, and at least a like amountfor the evaluation of the experiment." Periodic intensive field
studies should be conducted to gain additional information about specific aspects of the problem, with
added costs of perhaps $500,000 to $1,000,000
during those seasons. Consequently, $5,000,000 to
$10,000,000 may be required over a lO-year period
in which the seeding effects would be quantified and
the technology advanced to improve the results.

*Actual expenses
of researchandoperationsdependon manyfactors. Thenumbers
presentedhereare highly speculative
andneedfurther discussion.
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Fortunately, manyof the necessary scientific
personnel are available at nearby universities such as
the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
(SDSM&T), University of Wyoming, Colorado State
University (CSU), and the University of North Dakota
(UND). SDSM&T
has a long history of cloud seeding
research and evaluation. CSUhas been a leader in
winter orographic cloud seeding. University of
Wyomingpersonnel participated in the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO)sponsored
Precipitation EnhancementProject (PEP) in Spain,
and were instrumental in determining the cloud
climatology of the PEPclouds. UNDhas come on the
scene more recently, but has developed expertise in
aircraft observations of clouds and tracer techniques.

The cost of water to irrigators is currently
$1.25 per acre-foot; to the Cily, something more
than $10 per acre-foot. Water for ski slopes and
mining can be at least as expensive.
Estimates of cloud seeding operations have
been $200,000 to $250,000 for a combined ground
generator/aircraft operation -- the smaller numberfor
the Pactola watershed, the larger for an entire Black
Hills project. The potential additional water in the
Pactola/Deerfield watershed due to cloud seeding is
in the range of 20,000 to 40,O00 acre-feet. Only a
small fraction of this can be expected to run off, perhaps 15 to 30%, depending on ground conditions,
and the time of the year. Consequently, each acrefoot addedto the reservoir is potentially quite expensive. Note that the additior~al precipitation will tend
to increase the runoff of the natural precipitation also.
A rough estimate of this effect can be made by
assuming that runoff increases as the square of the
precipitation (Sellers, 1965, p. 89) or in someother
nonlinear fashion. Rahn etal. (1990) give
exponential increase for runoff from their analysis
of data in the Black Hills. Using their value results
in a doubling of the runoff attributable to the cloud
seeding. Thus, a precise numbe[ for the total added
runoff is difficult to specify.

We look upon the NOAAFederal/State
Cooperative Program as one possible source of funds
for such a project. This program is designed to help
states develop their cloud seeding capabilities and
evaluate the effects of cloud seeding. Support has
been given to Arizona, Utah, and Nevadafor winter
cloud seeding studies, and North Dakota and Illinois
for summer cloud seeding work. South Dakota would
fit in well for studies of seeding in the transition from
winter to summerconditions. The precipitation
maximumin the spring months makes seeding in
the Black Hills appropriate for the program.

If the entire Black Hills is seeded,or at least the
primary watersheds and reservoirs, then the amount
of water added to the land could be considerably
more, increased by as much as a factor of 5. The
additional costs are not that great (- $50,000),
that there is economyin increasing the scale of the
project. In addition, more seedable conditions occur
if larger areas are covered.

The Bureau of Reclamation also has a program
designed to help states managetheir water resources.
Fifty-fifty
matchingof funds (can be "in-kind")
required. Their scientific personnel in Denver have
conducted muchof the research and analysis in
winter cloud seeding in the past. In addition, the
Bureauis responsible for water allocations from the
Black Hills reservoirs and should be concerned with
water recharge, conservation, and water resource
management.

However, it should be noted that successful
conduct of a cloud seeding project to maximize the
economicbenefit to a region requires highly efficient
operations and the proper weather conditions. A
short pilot project in the spring of 1989 over the
Pactola watershed provided examples of missed
seeding opportunities due to inadequate aircraft
deicing equipment, inadequate ground snowplow
equipment at the homeairport, excess ferry time to
the target area, blockage of seeding altitudes for Air
Force exercises, and delays due to legal action. On
the positive side, several seedable opportunities did
occur during the 6- to 8-week period of the project
in an abnormally very dry period.

The Forest Service and other agencies might
also be interested in the general problem of water
management
in the Hills. Thinning of trees is well
knownto increase runoff and could be used in conjunction with the cloud seeding to increase water in
the reservoirs. The U. S. Geological Survey has
begun studies of the surface and ground waters in the
Hills. These studies will be important for determining
the runoff as a function of season and should help in
selecting the most opportune time for cloud seeding.
Private industry and the various municipal
governmentsin the region should have an interest
in the conduct and outcome of any such long-term
study. The City of Rapid City, private industry, the
Pennington County commissioners, and the West
Dakota Water Development District
have shown
their interest by funding a short-term cloud seeding
pilot project in the spring of 1989. Important lessons
were learned from that project that should improve
any future projects, and are mentioned below.
9.

10.

SUMMARY

The domeshaped Black Hills present a favorable region for the testing and development of cloud
seeding capabilities.
Normal precipitation amounts
range from 380- 760 mm(15 to 30 inches) per year
-- the smaller amountin the southern Hills, the larger
amount in the north. Recent years have seen a
decrease in precipitation and a rapid lowering of
Pactola reservoir, the primary water source for Rapid
City and downstreamirrigators.
In addition, dry
forests have burned, and ski and water recreationists
have suffered.

ECONOMICJUSTIFICATION

The awareness of the economic value of
Black Hills water has been heightened in the region.
Improved water resource reliability
for skiing, mining,
agricultural and water recreation uses, as well as
reduction of forest fire dangerare all logical results
of a successful cloud seeding program. Of course,
storm systems have to occur for the cloud seeding
to be effective.

The Black Hills produce orographic cloud
systems throughout the year, but more frequently in
the winter/spring seasons. Supercooled liquid water
is produced, but is not optimally processed into
precipitation.
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Results in other mountainous regions of the
West indicate 10 to 15%increases in seasonal
precipitation using ground generators and aircraft
cloud seeding methods. (Isolated ski slopes received
greater increases.) Someform of silver iodide solution
is the most commonseeding agent.

The size of the target and control areas used
in these experiments was about 1800 km2 (700 mi2).
The additional rain produced was about 30,000 acrefeet over the three summers,an increase of nearly
threefold over the unseededrains.
The results of this work were further supported
by a seeding experiment in North Dakota in which aircraft Agl seeding at a rate of 300 to 600 g hr -1 on
days with "dynamic seedability" (as predicted by
one-dimensional, steady-state model) yielded substantial rain increases, more than doubling the rain
output. Some of these analyses were decided upon
after the project was completed, so no conclusive
statistical evidence is available. Further experiments
set up to test the apparently favorable results are
warranted.

The physical characteristics of the clouds over
the Black Hills need more careful study, both as to
their natural precipitation processes and to their
response to cloud seeding. Preliminary indications
and analogue situations indicate that the clouds
would be susceptible to increases in precipitation by
cloud seeding. Review of the literature indicates that
adverse downwind effects would not occur.
Modern technology, such as sophisticated
cloud physics instrumented aircraft, radar, satellites,
and ground radiometers offer the chance of detecting
cloud seeding effects in near real time and of predicting good seeding opportunities. Airflow and
cloud models run on supercomputers make it
possible to simulate the airflow over the Black Hills
and predict the cloud seeding effects.

More recent pertinent work has involved cloud
seeding in the HIPLEX’" program (1979-80, Smith et
aL, 1984) and in Alberta, Canada(Kochtubajda,
1986). The HIPLEXwork gave definite evidence of
starting the ice process in cumulus congestus clouds,
but the trail to more precipitation on the ground was
not completed due to entrainment of dry air into
the clouds and the small size of the clouds. The
Canadian work showed shower development in all
of the clouds treated with dry ice or silver iodide,
and small amounts of additional rain on the ground.

The time appears right to mount a properly
designed cloud seeding operations and research
project to enhance the water resources of the Black
Hills.

Numerical simulations of the clouds on all of
the HIPLEXtest case days gave results that indicated
the seeded clouds should produce nearly 50%more
rain than the unseeded model clouds. However, the
total rain from all of the clouds (about 20 cases) was
only a few hundred to a thousand acre-feet, and the
average change on the order of a few 100 acre-feet
(Wu, 1985).

APPENDIX A
Status of Summertime Cloud Seeding
Appropriate for the Black Hills

The seeding of summerconvective clouds also
holds promise of yielding more rain, given the proper
conditions, but is not as well accepted as winter
orographic cloud seeding.

Seeding summerconvective clouds in the Black
Hills has a special concern. The Black Hills flood of
June 9-10, 1972, affected manywho still live in the
Hills, and someblame the flood on salt seeding of
clouds, an activity that had been going on the afternoon preceding the flood (the flood occurred between
9 and 12 at night).

In the early 1950’s, ground generator seeding
was conducted in late spring and summer months of
1951 through 1954 for portions of the Black Hills
region under the direction of the Western South
Dakota Rain Increase Corporation. Somelimited
ground-based experimental seeding was conducted
in 1958 under the direction of the South Dakota
Weather Control Commission. Beginning in 1961,
aircraft seeding operations were conducted under
the sponsorship of School of Mines Research and
Development Association and Grazing, Inc. Such
operations continued primarily in the southern Hills
area throughout the 1960’s, with major research
projects beginning as early as 1965 (Schock, 1977).

A thorough study has been made of the
conditions leading to the flood, and no connection
has ever been established between the salt seeding
and the flood. Instead, a very vigorous, anomalously
strong weather system moving into the Black Hills
region was found to be responsible for the tragedy.
A very similar weather system caused the Big
Thompsonflood in Colorado four years later, in which
no cloud seeding was being done. Nevertheless, the
connection of seeding and the flood is still in some
persons’ minds and needs to be understood when
contemplating summercloud seeding in the region.

The earliest major research project applicable
to the Black Hills region was the Rapid Project,
conducted from 1966-68. This was a randomized
crossover design experiment using aircraft and silver
iodide as a seeding agent. The results of this experiment were that moderate size clouds (cloud tops less
than about 10 km height) would produce more rain if
seeded than their unseeded counterparts. These
clouds occurred on days that were called shower
days. If the clouds were too vigorous, and associated
with traveling squall lines, there were indications of
rain decreases from the seeded clouds. These clouds
occurred on days that were called storm days, and
were objectively selected.

In summary, the most favorable clouds for
seeding in the summertime are those with cloud tops
from -10°C to -30°C and i.n an active growth stage
(Dennis, 1980; Smith et aL, 1986). Seeding with
Agl and CO2 from aircraft is probably the most
efficient methodfor these clouds. Release rates of
several hundred grams per hour for the Agl and 100
to a few hundred grams of CO~per km flight track are
needed. Both updraft seeding, from below cloud base
(Agl only) or on-top seeding can be effective. Safety
considerations should be followed and seeding
suspended in severe weather conditions.

**HighPlains Experiment
conducted
by the Bureauof Reclamation
in the late 1970’s.
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Whether this type of cloud seeding would help
the reservoirs around the Black Hills is speculative.
Evaporation rates are high and runoff is low in the
summertime.Direct rain onto the reservoirs is not
significant, becausethe area of the reservoirs is so
small. The value of the water for other uses such as
dry land farming, forests, and somemunicipal water
supplies would presumablestill be significant.

Kochtubajda, B., 1986: Observations of seeding
effects in Alberta cumulus clouds. Preprints,
lOth Conf, Wea. Modff., Arlington, VA, Amer.
Meteor. Soc., 100-103.
Kuo, J-T., and H. D. Orville, 1973: A radar
climatology of summertime convective clouds
in the Black Hills. J. Appf. Meteor., 12,
359-368.
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OPTICAL REMOTESENSING OF ICE IN CLOUDS

P. Pilewskie and S. Twomey
NASAAmes Research Center
Atmospheric Physics Research Branch
M/S 245-4
Moffett Field, CA94035-1000
Abstract. A practical method of inferring cloud phase with potential applications in
weather modification is presented. The instrument used is a ground-based passive
spectroradiometer which measures cloud spectral reflectance or transmittance; differences
between ice and liquid water near-infrared absorption spectra are the basis for phase
discrimination, t’~esults show that reflectance spectra from cumulus towers abruptly
change on the order of minutes due to the conversion of liquid water to ice. Transmission
measurements from overlying stratiform clouds are presented and shown to aIso be useful
in predicting cloud phase.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Variability in the state (phase) of subfreezing
clouds can be very great and is recognized as a notorious
nuisance factor in weather modification studies: large
amounts of supercooled water may be present in a cloud
at one time or place while an apparently similar cloud at
another time or place may be almost completely
glaciated. Furthermore, appearance is a very poor and
unreliable guide for distinguishing the solid state from
the liquid (Bigg, 1971). Since cloud seeding by ice nuclei
presupposes the existence of liquid water in supercooled
parts of treated clouds, any technique which can help to
distinguish
liquid
water from ice has obvious
applications. If the technique is remote (i.e., can be
applied without actually entering the cloud), more
extensive, easier, and safer surveys becomepossible.
The purpose of this note is to describe and
illustrate
an optical remote sensing method which has
been tested satisfactorily in a numberof situations since
1985, is based on straightforward physical principles, and
could be operated from the ground, from aircraft, or from
a satellite.
2.

OPTICAL REFLECTION BY CLOUDS

The sometimes dazzling brightness
of clouds
attests to their high reflectance, which may approach
unity for thicker clouds. Most reflected photons emerge
after many scatterings
by cloud droplets and after
traversing hundreds of meters inside the cloud. Apart
from the glory rings (to which only once-scattered
photons contribute)
light reflected
from clouds is
colorless and its angular distribution featureless, so that
visually one can infer nothing about the composition of
the scatterers - clouds of salt, sugar, water, or alcohol
drops, for example, would all look similar. Even the
interparticle
separation is irrelevant - snow and white
powders look very much the same as clouds.
Because of the many scatterings
which photons
experience, a small amount of absorption becomes, in
effect, greatly magnified. For example, if the probability
of a photon being absorbed while inside a drop were one
percent, the probability
of absorption after twenty
scatterings
would be almost 20 percent because
(1-0.01)~0 ~ .81. Mixing a v.ery small amount of soot

dirt with common white powders (salt,
sugar, flour)
produces a very distinct
darkening and it is this
mechanism, multiple scattering, that is responsible. The
whiteness shared by clouds, fine glass beads, flour, snow,
white paint, etc., arises in every case from high order
multiple scattering by particles with negligible absorption
at visible wavelengths. Whenabsorption is present, its
effect is dictated primarily by the probability
of
absorption vis-a-vis scat~ering. In radiative transfer
theory, a parameter Wo(the "single scattering albedo")
favored for historical reasons; this, however, is defined as
the probability of scattering vis-a-vis scattering plus
absorption,
so (1-~o)/go gives the first-mentioned
probability. Under the circumstances to which we confine
ourselves here, (1-Wo) (< 1, so (1-Wo)/Wocan be replaced
by just (1-~o) without serious error. For weak absorption
in particles
or drops appreciably
larger than the
wavelength, (1-wo) is proportional to the bulk absorption
coefficient k and the ratio of the volumeof a scatterer to
its cross section (i.e., the droplet radius r); for liquid
water droplets, the proportionality factor is 0.85. The
relationship is approximate, but it tracks very closely the
results of more de~ailed exact computations, provided
that r )) A (wavelength) and kr (~ 1 (Twomeyand Bohren,

1980).

Many common substances do not absorb visible
light, but as we move just beyond the visible into the
near-infrared,
absorption bands begin to occur; these
bands tend to be fairly regularly spaced and become
progressive, ly stronger with increasing wavelength. Both
in position and strength, these bands are different for
different
materia]s,
so, in the nearqnfrared,
many
substances become, in a loose sense, "colored." Water
vapor has, of course, been extensively studied; between 1
and 2 #m, there are three groups of absorption bands
centered at 1.14 pm, 1.35 /~m, and 1.88 /zm. Between
those bands exist "windows" where the transmission
through water vapor is virtually complete. Turning now
to water in its other forms - solid and liquid - the
qualitative behavior is similar, since the same molecule is
involved, but now molecules are close enough to their
neighbors to become influenced by them; because of thaL
absorption is a little weaker around the maxima, but it
spills over into spectra] regions where ~he vapor is
transparent. This fact is crucial to the present discussion:
in those windows, one can see through the water vapor

and still detect absorption due to liquid water or ice
clouds. A second crucial fact is that because of differences
between the molecular structures of liquid water and ice,
absorption features (i.e., spectral maximaand minima)
ice are displaced roughly 0.05 #m towards.longer
wavelengths.
Figure 1 shows the spectral variation of absorption
coefficient k for liquid water (unbroken curve) and ice
(broken curve), from data in Irvine and Pollack (1968),
Hale and Querry (1973),.
and Warren (1984).
Transmission by water vapor is shown in figure 2, where
shaded regions indicate virtual transparency: absorption
by liquid and solid water in these regions, rather than
around the regions of absorption maxima, is of primary
interest to this study, since it is here that clouds can be
observed free from the influence of water vapor (both
inside the cloud and in the intervening path). As the
figure shows, there is appreciable absorption(~( 1 to 100
cm-1) in li.quid water and ice in these regions. Relating
back to the quantity
~o through the approximate
relationship given earlier, one finds that for 10 #m drops
(1-Wo) -- 10-3 to -I, which multiple sc attering tr anslates
into a reduction in reflectance of several tens percent;
furthermore, figure 1 shows large differences between ice
and liquid water - especially around 1.65 #m and 2.2/~m.
Those differences enable the remote discrimination of ice
from water by optical means. Incoming solar energy
contains roughly 50% (about 700 watt -2) i n t he n earinfrared: between 1.0-1.1 #m there is approximately 67
watt m-2 available at the top of the atmosphere, falling.
to 22 watt m-2 between 1.6-1.7 #m and 7 watt m-2
between 2.2-2.3 #m. Before reaching a detector at the
surface, that energy is reduced due to scattering and
absorption by the cloud (keep in mind that these are
"window" regions so that gaseous absorption is not a
factor in these bands; typical aerosol extinction could
perhaps reduce transmission by a few percent at most).
This still leaves a sufficient amount of energy for most
standard photodetectors, and, as figure 1 attests, the
wavelength resolution
required is modest. At the
wavelengths which will. be discussed here, emission of
radiation by the clouds or the atmosphere is entirely
negligible; for the same reason cryogenic detectors are
unnecessary.
3.

OBSERVATIONS

3.1

Reflected near-infrared

from cumuli

The spectral behavior of absorption coefficient
(figure 1) is seen when reflected sunlight from, say,
growing cumulus turret is spectrally
analyzed by a
suitable spectrometer, although maxima and minima are
reversed since increasing
signal means decreasing
absorption. Such spectra are illustrated in figure 3; signal
maxima for cloud "A" coincide
accurately
with
absorption coefficient minima in the unbroken (liquid)
curve of figure 1. (We can, in fact, reproduce figure
computationally using the data of figures 1 and 2 while
adopting plausible values for the mean droplet size and
therefore, not surprisingly, conclude that cloud "A" was
composedof liquid water droplets.)
When we 6bserve spectra from growing cumuli
congesti in southern Arizona (usually summer monsoon
phenomena), a sudden change is often observed which is
especially marked around the 1.65 and 2.2 #m reflectance
~naxima. Cloud "B" in figure 3 illustrates
such a
transition of the 1.65 #m feature: the spectrum from the
upper part of a growing cloud had varied little from "A"
over some 20 minutes, but in the space of less than 4
mimltes, changed to "B" and thereafter remained close to
"B"; "A" and "B" are actually the same cloud.
In view of the discussion earlier, the relevant
quantity is the product kr, and one might propose that
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Figure 1. Bulk absorption coefficient for liquid water
(solid curve) and ice (dashed curve). (Pilewskie
Twomey, 1987)
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Figure 2 .Water vapor (1 g cm-~) transmittance in the
visible and near-infrared.
Windowregions are shaded.
(Pilewskie and Twomey,].987)
the change from "A" to "B" was caused by a sudden
increase in average droplet size, or by a change in
absorption coefficient (i.e., change of water phase, from
liquid to ice), or perhaps some combination of both.
Radiative
transfer
theory shows that the
depression of diffuse reflectance below its value for
conservative (~o = 1, i.e., no absorption) conditions
follows closely a simple proportionality in ~/1 - ~o, i.e.,
~, under conditions of weak absorption. (Even though
k ~ 10 cm-~ around 1.65 #m, absorption is still "weak"
since, for cloud drops with r ~ 10 #m, kr ((1.)
decrease in signal near 1.65 #m frown "A’ to "B" could be

accountedfor if kr increased by a factor of about 4. From
figure 1, near the 1.65 #mre~ion, k for ice is seen to be
about 3 to 5 times its value mr liquid water, so most of
the observed change can be accounted for by a liquid solid transition, i.e., glaciation. If, on the other hand, k
did not change, r wouldhave to increase almost fourfold
in a couple of minutes - a possibility that most cloud
physicists would reject, especially in view of the
steadiness of spectrum "A"-type behavior before the
abrupt change.
An improved version of our instrument was
operated during summer1986. Weconsider its results to
showquite unambiguouslythat larger water drops could
no longer be proposedas an explanatio~ of gross spectral
changes like those occurring in the previous example,
since,, with improvedspectral resolution and extended
spectral range, we could observe, concurrent, with an
abrupt decrease in signal near 1.65 #m, the wavelength
shift alluded to earlier; furthermore, the markeddecrease
in signal near 1.65 #mwas accompaniedby a reduction in
signal between 2.1 #mand 2.2 #mand a corresponding
narrowing of the 2,2 #mpeak reflectance band. That is
just what the measuredspectra show(figure 4, wherethe
transition froma liquid water to ice cloud is represented
by solid and broken curves): a distinct shift towards
longer wavelength; a sharp reduction in signal around
1.65 #m, and a smaller reduction between2.1 and 2.2 #m.
(Note that, while figure 1 might suggest that, upon
glaciation, there shouldbe a distinct increase in signal at
wavelengthsless that 2 #m, that wouldobtain only if no
change in mean size accompanied the liquid-to-solid
change. From a cloud physics viewpoint, that would
appear unlikely.) Qualitative agreement of predictions
based on the spectral data with what was measured
therefore quite conclusively requires a phase change to
have caused the "A" to "B" spectrum transition. (One
might, in addition, infer an increase in the size of the
scatterers, but that is another aspect whichwill not be
pursued here.) The time betweenobservation of a type-A
spectrum to the first occurrence of a type-B spectrum
was approximately4 minutes.
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Figure 3. Reflectance spectra from an evol~tg
cumulonimbusturret. The transition from "A" and "B"
is typical of the changein reflectance signature following
glaciation. The shaded areas indicate water vapo~
transparency. (Pilewskie and Twomey,1987)
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Transmission measurements

The radiation transmitted diffusely through a
cloud is influenced by weak absorption even more
strongly than that which is reflected. Absorptionbands,
such as that near 1 /~m, are too weakto be useful in
reflection, but they can produce sizable reductions in
transmission, especially whenthe cloud is thick. While
most of our recent workhas concentrated on reflectance,
we had the opportunity to participate in the final
deployment of the Sierra Cooperative Pilot Project
(SCCP) in winter 1986-1987, and there used our
equipmentin a vertically looking modeunder stratiform
cloud over the Sierra Nevada. The results were
encouragingand lend somepromiseto the idea of .fairly
simple ground-based instruments for monitoring
overlying clouds. Figure 5 shows transmission spectra
recorded under stratocumulus clouds on 18 December
1986. The samespectral characteristics introduced in the
previous section are used to categorize the clouds by
phase.
Unlike reflected radiation, which has been
scattered only by the outer few hundredmeters of cloud,
diffusely transmitted radiation has been scattered at all
levels in the cloud, and a photon mayencounter both
liquid and solid scatters en route. A mixture of ice and
liquid water in appredable proportions obviously cannot
be distinguished from a layer of ice particles overlying a
layer of liquid drops, but such mixtures can be
distinguished from ~ homogeneous cloud since the
combinedabsorptions give a spectrum different from that
of either purely liquid or purely ice. Spectral transmissiorL
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Figure 4. Reflectance from a rapidly evol,’i~g
cumulonimbus
with the extended spectral response O~L~
2.3 #m. The reflectance fell with each s~ccessi~,e
spectrum. Spectrumacquisition time was 90 seco~td~; the
entire set of data represents ]8 minutes. Ty:pe
spectra (liquid) and type "B" (ice) are here represented
by solid and dashedcurves, respectively.
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moved, fairly robust, and relatively inexpensive. A
reflecting telescope (amateur astronomer’stype) was used
for light collection and pointing. The detector was a
germanium photodiode in the first version of the
instrument and a cooled lead-sulfide photoconductorin
the second. Since this methodof phase discrimination
required only a relative measurement
of cloud reflectance
or transmittance, only a wavelengthresponse calibration
was necessary. A more complete description of the
instrument is given in Pilewskie and Twomey
(1987), and
Pilewskie(1989), or can be obtained from the authors.
It should be remarkedthat silicon detectors are of
little value for reflectance measurements
since the most
interesting and informative wavelengths are beyond the
response limits for silicon. However,in transmission, the
weak absorption bands near 1 ~m may be useful since
their effect is magnified as previously stated. It also
should be noted that no discriminating features near 1
#mwere present in the transmission spectra acquired
during SCCP.A similar ground-based instrument with
improvedspectral resolution will be deployed for cloud
phase discrimination during the First International
Satellite Cloud ClimatologyProject Regional Experiment
(FIRE), Phase II, in Kansasin November
1991.
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Figure 5. Transmission from stratocumulus. While the
solid curve is indicative of a water cloud signature and
the dash-dot curve (lowest) indicative of an ice cloud
signature, the spectrumdenoted by the dashedcurve is at
an intermediate level (in both signal level and spectral
shape) and most likely results froma mixedphase cloud.
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measurementsat the groundcould recognize glaciation of
a portion of an overlying cloud, but could not determine
where the ice was located; furthermore, the presence of
ice particles in low concentrations wouldbe difficult to
detect under this method- roughly speaking, each phase
contributes as the summed
cross-sections of particles of
that phase in the entire cloud, and, until it became
appreciable in that sense, ice (or water, as the case may
be)wouldnot be noticed. Wehave labelled the spectra in
figure 5 to indicate compositionand the labelling should
be interpreted in that spirit - "mixed", for example,
would mean comparable amounts (summed crosssections) of ice and liquid overhead. These could have
existed at separate levels, not necessarily combined.
4.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The instruments employed for the measurements
just described were research devices, but they were easily
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MODEL SIMULATION OF SEEDING REPEAT RATES FOR
DIRECT INJECTION SEEDING BY ROCKETS

Nenad Aleksi~, 1 Bo~ko Telenta 2 2
and S. Petkovi~

Abstract. A two-dimensional non-hydrostatic numerical convective cloud model is used
for simulation of transport and diffusion of reagent in the conditions of direct injection
seeding by rockets. Target area for the seeding is defined on the basis of modelproduced radar reflectivity
field. Reagentis released instantaneously along a line 1.5 km
long, thus emulating rocket seeding. Results show that time of reagent residence in the
target zone is less than two or three minutes. During this time, reagent spread from the
plume axis did not exceed 50 m. Implication for the seeding repeat rate is that seeding
by direct injection should be performed continuously while seeding criteria are satisfied.
In practice this meansthat seeding repeat rate should be determined from the technical
feasibility requirements.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The amount of the reagent to be seeded and
seeding repeat rates are among principal problems of
operational hail suppression. So far, the values used
in practice are determined so~ely on the basis of
conceptual models, with all the quandaries this
approach entails.
In this study, we have tried to approach the
problem of seeding repeat rates in a more exact way
by analyzing transport and diffusion of reagent in the
numerical cloud model. Our primary goal was to
follow the position of the reagent with regard to the
target zone. Any mirophysical processes involving
reagent particles would reduce reagent concentration,
but would not reduce extent of its spread. Thus, we
do not consider such processes, but treat reagent as
a passive substance.
In the second part of this paper, we will
describe basic model characteristics
and the way we
calculate trajectories and dispersion of the reagent.
In the third part, we will describe the general history
of the simulated cloud as well as transport
and
diffusion of the reagent. Finally, we will present our
conclusion.
2.

THE MODEL

2.1

General Model Characteristics

here.

Only basic model characteristics will be stated
More detailed information
regarding hydro-

1Institute

of Meteorology, University

2Federal Hydrometeorological Institute,

dynamical equations, turbulence closure and numerical methods used can be found in Klemp and
Wilhelmson (1978).
For thermodynamics and microphysical processes, Lin et al. (1983) is the source
reference.
The current
version of the model has ten
prognostic equations: three momentumequations,
thermodynamic and the pressure equation, four continuity
equations for the water substance (mixing
ratios of water vapor, cloud water, and cloud ice are
treated by one equation), and turbulent kinetic energy
equation. Thus, prognostic variables are mixing ratios
of water vapor, cloud water, cloud ice, rain, snow,
and graupel, three components of wind velocity,
poential temperature, pressure, and the coefficient of
turbulent diffusion.
Parameterization of the subgrid scale fluxes is
based on the solution of the turbulent kinetic energy
equation, with first-order closure applied to the nearly
conservative variables.
Heat eddy coefficient
is
assumed to be proportional
to the momentum eddy
coefficient.
Bulk water parameterizations
are used for
simulation of microphysical processes. Six classes of
water substance are considered: water vapor, cloud
water, cloud ice, rain, snow, and hail. Cloud water
and cloud ice are assumed to be monodisperse, with
zero terminal velocities.
Rain, hail, and snow have
the Marshall-Palmer type size distributions
with fixed
intercept parameters.

of Belgrade, P.O.B. 550, YU-11001Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
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These six forms of the water substance interact
mutually.
Condensation and deposition
of water
vapor produce, respectively,
cloud water and cloud
ice. Conversely, evaporation and sublimation of cloud
water and cloud ice maintain saturation. Cloud ice is
initiated by using a Fletcher type equation for the ice
nuclei number concentration.
It may also be proc~uced by the Hallet-Mossop ice multiplication.
The
Bergeron-Findeisen process transforms some of the
cloud water into the cloud ice and, to a certain
extent, both of them into the snow. Rain is produced
by autoconversion of the cloud water, melting of the
snow and hail, and shedding during the wet growth
of hail. Hail is produced by the autoconversion of the
cloud water, melting of the snow and hail, and
shedding during the wet growth of hail. Hail is
produced by the autoconversion of snow, interaction
of cloud ice and snow with rain, and by the immersion freezing of rain. Snow may be produced by the
autoconversion
and Bergeron-Findeisen
growth of
cloud ice and by the interaction of cloud ice and rain.
All of the precipitation
elements grow by different
forms of accretion. Evaporation (sublimation of all
types of hydrometeors is also simulated.
Equivalent radar reflectivity
factors for ram and
hail are calculated after Smith et al. (1975), and for
snow after Sekhon and Srivastava (1970). Because
of integration over particle sizes to infinity,
these
factors are known to be too high. In our experience,
when simulating hai~ producing c~ouds, the model
tends to produce maximumreflectivities
which are
about 15 dBz too high compared to actually observed.
To get more realistic
values from all calculated
reflectivity factors, we arbitrarily subtract 15 dBz.
Model equations
are solved on a semistaggered (C) grid. All scalar variables are block
centered, while the velocity
components are node
centered. The horizontal and vertical advection terms
are calculated, respectively, by the centered fourthand second-order differences. Since the model equations are compressible, a time splitting
procedure is
applied with a second-order leapfrog schemeused for
the portions of calculations
which do not involve
sound waves. A forward-backward time differencing
schemeis used for the acoustic part of the equation.
Boundary conditions are defined so that the
normal component of the velocity
is assumed to
vanish along the bottom and top boundaries. The
normal mixing terms are set to be zero at the top,
bottom, and lateral boundaries. The lateral boundaries are open and time-dependent so that disturbances can pass through with minimal reflection.
Two different cases with regard to the wind velocity
are considered, after Durran (1981). Whenthe component of velocity normal to the boundary is directed
toward the domain (inflow boundary), normal derivatives are set to be zero. At the outflow boundaries,
for all variables except pressure, normal derivatives

are calculated by the upstream differences,
with a
time lag of a large time step in order to ensure
stability.
Pressure boundary conditions are calculated
from other boundary values to maintain consistency.
Simulations present in this paper are obtained
by a two-dimensional version of the model. Integration domain is 34 km in the horizontal and 12 km in
the vertical direction. Grid step is 1 km in the horizontal and 0.5 km in the vertical direction. The large
time step is 10 s, and the small time step is 2 s.
2.2

Calculation of the Reagent Trajectory
and Diffusion

When seeded by rockets,
the reagent is
normally released as a practically instantaneous line
source, seeding path having the length of the order of
1 kin. The initial
spread of the agent might be some
10 m. Obviously, reagent is released on the subgrid
scale with respect to our cloud model.
In order to treat advection and diffusion
explicitly,
we have used the Lagrangian approach.
The line of the released reagent is approximated by a
series of individual
spherical puffs with the 10 m
radius. Puff trajectories are calculated from the wind
speed bilinearly
interpolated from the four nearest
grid points. Turbulent spread of the reagent in the
individual puff is described by the increase of its
radius, which is a function of the coefficient of turbulent diffusion (Georgopoulos and Seinfeld, 1986)

Here,~ri + 1 is the puff radius in the time step i + 1, ~ri is
the puff radius in the preceding time step and At is
the time step. K is the value of the turbulent diffusion
coefficient on the puff center position; it is bilinearly
interpolated
from the known values of four nearest
grid points. This approach is valid as long as the puff
size does not exceed grid ce~l size, a condition
satisfied for our experiment.
3.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

The model is initialized
on the Belgrade sounding for 24 June 1973, 1300 local time (Fig. 1). Initial
impulse for the convection is an ellipsoidal
thermal
bubble centered 6 km to the left of the domain middle
at the height of 1500 m. Horizontal bubble radius is
10.8 km and vertical
is 1 km. Temperature perturbation is maximal in the bubble center (+4°C) and
exponentially decreases towards zero on the bubble
boundary.
3.1

General Model Cloud Appearance

The model cloud forms as a Cu hum 6.5 min
after the initialization
and rapidly develops, so that

2,5

3.2

Reagent Dispersion

When releasing agent in the model cloud, we
have tried to be as close as possible to the seeding
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The time sequence of the reagent position is
shownin Fig. 3. In this figure, a full line marks the
cloud outline, while quasihorizontal dashed lines show
the position
of-6°C and -12°C isotherms. Curved
dashed lines are 25 dBz and 45 dBz equivalent radar
reflectivity
contours. Puff positions are marked by
small circles. It should be noted that, in order to improve visibility,
circle sizes are exaggerated, though
proportional, to the puff sizes.
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Figure 1: Atmospheric sounding for Belgrade,
24 June 1973, 1300 LST.
traces of the cloud ice occur in 10 rain. Figure 2
shows a sequence of general cloud appearance in
12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and 32 rain. On these figures,
arrows show wind field, and full line contour delineates area with non-precipitating
cloud elements; it
should be interpreted as a cloud contour. Stars, dots,
and symbols ’s’ show the places with the concentrations,
respectively,
of the hail, rain, and snow
"1.
exceeding 1 g kg
By 12 min, the cloud could
Cu med, and 1 min later raindrops
in the 15th rain, and the snow in
cloud is Cu cong and has depth of

In the simulated cloud, as shown in Fig. 2, a
strong updraft swiftly carries the reagent out of the
target zone. One minute after the release, most of
the material is above the-12°C isotherm. As can be
seen, after several minutes, part of this material is
recirculated
downward along the cloud edge, but
there is no ground for any generalization.
Growth of individual puffs is very limited. After
5 rain, puff radii are still below 50 m. In effect, line
of reagent moves through the cloud in the form of a
rope, a feature usually observed in airborne measurements of tracer transport
in convective clouds
(Warburton et aL, 1986). The low spread of the
agent is somewhat surprising,
but agrees well with
the order of magnitude calculations
based on the
characteristic
values of turbulent energy dissipation
rates (WMO, 1980).

be described as a
occur. Hail occurs
the 16th, when the
6.5 km.

In the 19th rain of simulation, updraft speed
has reached its maximumof 17.2 m s -1. About this
time, hydrometeor growth intensifies
so that in the
23rd rain hail reaches a maximumconcentration of
6.9 g kg "1. The cloud picture in the 24th min shows
Cb calv about 9 km deep. Fallout of hail induces
melting and the concentration of rain increases to its
maximumvalue of 6.3 g kg"1 in the 27th min.

4.

DISCUSSION

The numerical experiment described above
shows that advection of the reagent is very intensive
and its diffusion very limited. Reagent is released in
the updraft (as it is supposed by the methodology),
and because of this, its residence time in the target
zone [in the (-6°C, -12°C) layer, between the 25 dBz
and 45 dBz contours] is very short, not exceeding
2 to 3 rain.

The fallout
of hydrometeors
weakens the
updraft intensity and cuts off the supply of the water
vapor from the surface, so that the cloud enters its
dissipation phase around the 25th min. General cloud
appearance in the 28th min clearly shows weakened
surface convergence. Beca6se of the weakened updraft, the cloud top spreads, horizontally to form a
characteristic anvil; we can now identify the cloud as
.a Cb in. In the 32nd rain, there is. practically
no
updraft near the cloud base and, except for snow in
the anvil area, there are no significant concentrations
of hydrometeors. In the 36th rain (not shown on the
figure),
only fragmented structures of the decayed
cloud remained. At this point, maximumof accumulated rain was 36 mm, and of hail 6 mm. As a
summary, simulation produced a moderate single cell
hailstorm.

Thus, if we choose to satisfy the methodological requirement that the target zone should contain
seeding material when the seeding criteria
are met,
direct injection
seeding by the rockets should be
performed almost continuously and, in any case, in
intervals
not exceeding a few minutes. From the
practical point of view, this implies very high rocket
expenditure and raises the question of whether it
would be .more economical to switch to some other
delivery technique, like aircraft seeding.
86

Fifure 2: Generalcloud history. Arrowsdenotewind, full contour cloud outline, and asterisks, dots,
-1.
and s-es presenceof hail, rain, and snowin concentrationsgreater than 1 g kg
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Figure ~." Spreadof reagent. Full line marks the cloud outline, while quasi-horizontal dashed lines
show position of -6°C and -12°C isotherms. Curved dashed lines are 25 dBz and 45 dBz equivalent
radar reflectivity
contours. Puff positions are markedby small circles (exaggerated in size).

The surprisingly
low spread of the agent we
observed in the model has very serious bearings on
the methodology of seeding by rockets, which is
based on the assumption that the agent spreads
throughout the target zone. Low spread implies that
there are small overseeded pockets, while most of the
target zone is not affected at all by the seeding. This
methodological quandary obviously requires a serious
deliberation.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE VISUAL APPEARANCES OF THAI SUPERCOOLED
CONVECTIVE CLOUDS AND THEIR MAXIMUM CLOUD LIQUID WATER CONTENTS

William L. Woodley, President
Woodley Weather Consultants
Littleton, Colorado

Jiemjai Kreasuwun, Assistant Professor
Chiang Mai University
Chiang Mai, Thailand

Abstract:
A relationship between the visual "hardness" of a cloud and its maximum cloud water
content has been derived for the supercooled convective clouds of Thailand. The measurements were
made in 610 clouds over 70 days of cloud studies. The sampling temperatures ranged between -6°C
and -I0°C. Cloud liquid water was estimated using a Johnson-Williams type hot wire. Cloud hardness
was rated several weeks after the cloud flight, using flight video tapes.
The study verifies the common assumption that "harder" clouds have higher cloud water contents.
The linear correlation coefficient is 0.?5. The potential utility of these results in tropical
third-world countries is discussed.

I.

INTRODUCTION

video tapes of the flights. The hardness ratings
were then compared to the maximum Johnson-Williams
cloud water contents measured during the cloud
passes.

In most cloud seeding experiments designed to
stimulate the growth of a cloud and its resultant
rainfall through the release of fusion heat
(commonly called "dynamic seeding") there is
requirement that the top of a supercooled convective
cloud have a hard cauliflower appearance to be
considered suitable for on-top glaciogenic treatment
(Woodley et al., 7982; 7983). The hard cauliflower
appearance is believed due to high water contents in
small cloud-sized drops (< 50 microns diameter).
Once such a cloud is selected visually, it is then
penetrated by a seeder aircraft in order to assess
its suitability for seeding, where suitability is
usually defined as the existence of an updraft and
liquid water content exceeding pre-determined
thresholds. Seeding normally commences as soon as
the threshold values are exceeded and ends when they
are no longer met.

2.

CONTEXT OF THE STUDY

This study was done in the context of the
Thailand’s national program of weather modification
that is coordinated by the Royal Rainmaking Research
Development Institute (RRRDI).
Since program
inception, RRRDI leadership has attempted to improve
the effectiveness of their program by taking
advantage of the latest scientific findings.
In
recent years, the program leadership has recognized
the need for the development and implementation of
a more comprehensive scientific approach to the
design, operation, and evaluation of Thailand’s
weather modification program, which through 1990
involved only warm-cloud seeding. As a consequence,
the Royal Thai Government requested assistance of
the U.S. Agency f~r International Development
(USAID), which agreed to sponsor a visit by a team
of experts to assess the RRRDI program and make
suggestions for improvements.
This assessment,
which was conducted under the auspices of the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation at the request of USAID, was
made by four scientists (Silverman, Changnon, Flueck
and Lintner). Their assessment and recommendations
are contained in a report entitled "Weather
Modification Assessment:
Kingdom of Thailand"
(Silverman et al., 1986).

The visual cloud selection process is a vital
first step in the seeding of supercooled convective
clouds, since only a small fraction of a field of
clouds is suitable for treatment at any one moment.
If the most suitable clouds can be identified
visually, it will save a lot of time sampling clouds
that do not meet the internal suitability criteria.
Although most cloud seeding practitioners
accept the view that a cloud with a hard cauliflower
appearance is suitable for seeding, we are not aware
of any extensive
study relating the visual
appearance
of a cloud to its internal water
measurements.
This is done in this paper for
supercooled convective clouds in Thailand. A total
of 610 cloud passes were made through supercooled
convective clouds at temperatures between -6° and
-I0°C.
The median cloud base and penetrationaltitude temperatures
were 22°C and - 8°C,
respectively. The measurements were made on 70 days
from late April through September 1991, and the
liquid water contents contained in small cloud-sized
drops were assessed using a Johnson-Williams type
hot wire instrument.
Several weeks after each
flight, each cloud was rated on "hardness" from

One of the recommendationsof this report is that
dynamic seeding concepts be tested in Thailand.
This recommendation was accepted and a new, broadlybased program known as the Applied Atmospheric
Resources Research Program (AARRP) was established
under the auspices of RRRDI. A number of studies
have already been conducted in preparation for a
demonstration cloud seeding project.
These are
described in a report by Medina et al. (1989).
After visiting potential experimental sites,
officials of the RRRDI and Reclamation selected the
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These initial Thai experiments are to be ~[ewed
as exploratory in nature. This means that the 19~I
field experiment and the subsequent analyses wilZ be
a flexible, interactive, guided search for evidence
of a treatment effect (Flueck, 1985). Extensive use
of data stratifications
and partitioning and
predictor and covariate variables is anticipated.
If the analysis indicates that seeding has affected
the precipitation,
later experiments
cam be
confirmatory in nature, where a confi~mator~
experiment is understood to mean a well-defi~e~,
inflexible process closely focused on replicating
(confirming) a result while minimizing variability
and bias (Flueck, 1985). ~hese initial exploratory
experiments will serve as the foundation for ~e
Thai demonstration experiment.

Ping River basin of northwestern Thailand for the
conduct of a demonstration project (Figure I). The
Field Operations Center for the 1991 field program
was located at the Bhumibol Dam site, and an S-band
Doppler weather radar was installed at a site about
9 kilometers southeast of Omkoi on a ridge (height
1,160 m), which provides a good view of the Ping
River drainage.
°i
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3.

A turbo-prop Aero Commander 690B aircraft was
provided for the AARRP effort under a lease between
the Royal Thai Government and Thai Flying Service.
This aircraft is equipped with an airborne data
acquisition and seeding system, provided by Aero
Systems, Inc. of Erie, Colorado, and it is serving
as the high altitude seeder/measurementaircraft for
the program. In addition to standard avioa~es and
flight instrumentation, this Aero Commander is
equipped with the following airborne cloud seeding
support instrumentation: a Johnson-Williams type
liquid water content meter, a thermo-electric dew
point hygrometer,a reverse flow thermometer, a Ball
variometer and a satellite-based global positioning
system (GPS) that permits location of the aircraft
to within 100 m. This GFS navigation system is a
major addition to the standard aircraft VORYDME
navigation system because of its increased positiom
accuracies. A forward-looking nose video camera is
mounted in the cockpit and provides a eontinuous
view of cloud conditions during fligh~ through the
right side of the windshield. Finally, the aircraft
is equipped to eject 200 20-gm AgI flares that are
loaded into racks, which are mounted on the
¯ underbelly of the aircraft forward of its tail.
Unfortunately, project resources did not permit the
purchase and installation of any i~-cleud ice
measuring equipment.
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Beginning in late April 1991 and extending
through mid-October 1991, the Aero Commander was
used to reconnoitersupercooled convective clouds in
and around the project studx area. On three days in
August and September, limited randomized cloud
seeding operations were conducted according to the
procedures specified in Woodley Weather Consultants
et al. (1991).
All flights were made dnring
daylight hours. Most subject clouds received oml~
one aircraft penetration, because the primarE
initial objective was to determine the suitabil~t~
of a field of clouds. In most cases, %he hardest
cloud within reach of the aircraft at any given time
was the one selected for penetration. On some da~s~
especially during June, July and August, it was
necessary to fly more than 150 km from the radar in
order to find vigorous clouds.
All data ~ere
recorded on hard disk, transferred to floppy disk at
the end of each flight, and then listed im I sec
intervals.

Figure I. The area of northwest Thailand where the
Applied Atmospheric Resources Research Program is
being conducted.

The focus of the initial studies is randomized
"on-top" seeding of cold clouds using a glaciogenic
seeding agent (i.e. silver iodide) at temperatures
ranging between -6°C to -I0°C to stimulate cloud
dynamics through the release of fusion heat. During
the analysis phase, the convective ceils receiving
real or simulated AgI treatment will be tracked on
radar using the software of Rosenfeld (1987) and
their properties measured in the manner described by
Rosenfeld and Woodley (1989).
This randomized seeding effort began in August
1991 and followed the design and procedures
specified by Woodley Weather Consultants et al.
(1991) prior to commencement. It is patterned after
the randomized seeding effort in west Texas
described by Rosenfeld and Woodley (1989).

Our initial intention was to compare a olomd’s
visual appearance to both its maximum internal water
content and updraft speed. Only the former prowed
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feasible, because the updraft speed was not
adequately measured. The estimates of cloud drafts
from the Ball Variometer are a function of how the
aircraft is flown during cloud penetration. If the
aircraft is flown at constant attitude, the draft
estimates should be fairly accurate.
The Thai
pilots had virtually no experience in the Aero
Commander aircraft and no experience in clouds prior
to program commencement, and they were still
learning the aircraft through at least half of the
summer 1991 effort. By August 1991, however, they
had become quite proficient at flight techniques and
procedures. Because the draft estimates were of
uncertain value, we decided not to use them in this
study. Our subjective impression, however, is that
there is no relationship, whatsoever in Thailand
between the speed of an updraft and the visual
appearance of the cloud tower that contains the
updraft. Strong updrafts were observed in clouds
that appeared hard and in clouds that appeared soft
prior to entry.
This is in contrast to the
relationship between cloud appearance and its cloud
water content that is the subject of this paper.

4.

content of the cloud was usually less than one might
have expected based on its hardness rating.
About I% of the 610 cloud towers used in this
study were seeded after they were rated for hardness
and just after the internal water measurements were
made. Since seeding took place subsequent to these
ratings and measurements, it could not have affected
the results of this study.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

Three individuals (the two authors plus
third person, usually Mimin Karmini) viewed the
video tapes of each flight of the Aero Commander and
rated the "hardness" of each cloud tower in nine
categories just prior to its penetration. Only the
first author had extensive prior experience with
convective clouds and their study.
The rating
ranged from a "soft minus" (i.e. S-), which was
assigned a numerical value of 2, to a "hard plus"
(i.e. H+), which was assigned a numerical value
10.
Photographs of clouds exhibiting the entire
spectrum of cloud "hardness" are provided in Figure
2. The visual differences are obvious. Note that
the towers rated as hard (H) have sharp outlines and
hard rounded bubble tops. In contrast, the towers
rated as soft (S) have uniform textures with rather
indistinct, ragged, irregular edges. Those rated as
having medium hardness (M) are somewhere in between.
Discerning differences in cloud hardness in some
cases was more difficult, accounting for some of the
scatter in the derived relationships.
Several problems were encountered during the
cloud rating process. These included short viewing
time of the subject cloud when the aircraft was in
a tight turn to the cloud, poor contrast between the
cloud and its surroundings due to a background upper
overcast, and limited lighting late in the day.
Most of the striking disparities between the cloud
hardness rating and its internal cloud water content
occurred under such circumstances.
Another factor that undoubtedly contributed to
the variability of the results was where the
aircraft penetrated the cloud relative to its top.
When the aircraft penetrated the rounded growing
bubble cloud top above its center, the hardness vs
water content comparisons seemed to be best. The
comparisons seemed to degrade when the aircraft
penetrated the cloud well below the center of its
bubble top. In these cases, the aircraft apparently
sampled in the bubble wake and not in the active
growth region that is most representative of its
visual appearance. When this happened, the water

Figure 2. Photographs of supercooled convective
clouds with their "hardness" rating superimposed.

5. RESULTS
After each cloud had been rated by three
individuals as to its hardness, an average hardness
rating was computed, and this average value was
plotted versus its corresponding maximum cloud water
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Figure 4. Histogram of cloud liquid water content for April through September.
cloud water contentdropped to 0.71. This slight
degradationin performanceis likely due either to
the effectof outliervaluesthat were averagedout
in the first analysisor to a case of the students
doingbetterthan theirteacher.
A histogramof the maximumcloudliquid water
contentsfor each of the 610 passesin the sampleis
providedin Figure4. The plot is, bimodalwith one
maximumbetween 0 and 0.20 gm/m~ and a second at
3.
cloud water values between 1.21 and 1.40 gm/m
Note also the few valuesexceeding2.5 gm/m3. It is
obvious from this plot that Thai supercooled
convective clouds have ample quantities of
supercooledliquidwater in cloud-sizeddrops.How
much water residessimultaneously
in the rainwater
is unknown.
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Our studies indicate a tendency for the water
valuesand the corresponding
hardnessratingsin the
pre-monsoon(i.e., April and May) and post-monsoon
(i.e. September)periods to be higher than those
measured during the stronger southwestmonsoonal
flow (June,July and August).This is quantified
the histogramplots for the two periodsin Figures
5 and 6, whichare subsetsof the data providedin
Figure4, and in Table I in which the mean maximum
cloud water contents and hardness ratings are
tabulated.Note that the mean maximumwatercontent
and hardness rating in April, May and September
exceedthosein the June,July and Augustperiodby
factorsof 1.43 and 1.33, respectively.
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water content for April,

This disparity in cloud suitability has a
ready meteorological explanation. During light wind
regimes in northwest Thailand, as is typical during
April, May and September, there is very little
orographic cloud and no organized subsidence to the
lee of the mountain ridges. The clouds develop in
the project area primarily in response to surface
heating.
When the southwest monsoon flow is
stronger, however, virtually all of the study area
to the south, southeast and east of the radar is
under strong subsidence in the lee of the mountain
ridges in extreme eastern Myanmar (Burma).
Convective clouds developing in this area are weaker
and it takes longer for their updrafts to reach the
measurement altitude, providing ample time for the
cloud water they are carrying to be converted to
precipitation sized drops and/or ice particles

May and September.

before it reaches the sampling altitude.
Z~ch
clouds will register low water contents on the hot
wire instrument,because most of the water cannot be
sensed by the instrument, which has an upper
of about 50 microns. Low cloud water contents also
mean a softer appearance in agreement with
hardness ratings.

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
If one accepts the premise that clouds with h~gh
cloud water contents are suitable for seeding for
dynamic effects, the clouds of northwestern Thailand
are quite suitable prior to and after the strong
monsoonal flow and less so during the sou~hvest
monsoon itself. The results also suggest that it is
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Figure 6. Histogram of cloud liquid water content for June through August.
possibleto recognizesuch suitablecloudsvisually.
Lamb et al. (1981)indicate,however,that
is really the water contentin the precipitationsized drops that is most importantfor fusion heat
releases,becauseup to a millioncloudwater drops
must freeze in order to equal the heat output from
the freezingof bu~ one rain drop. Althoughthis is
.true,in the firstauthor’sexperiencea warm-based
cloud with only precipitation-sized
drops in its
supercooledregion is usuallydying,and it may be
too late to have an effecton such clouds.
The best situationfor seedingis likelya mix
of cloud and precipitationsized water drops, so
that when the cloud is seeded the resultant ice
crystalscan be capturedby the rain drops, which
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then freeze. Although the Aero Commander had no
instrumentation
to measuredropletsizes,the flight
scientistsnoted at least some rain dropsimpacting
the windshieldof the aircraft,even in cloudswith
high cloudwater contents.Such Thai clouds should
be highly suitable microphysicallyfor dynamic
seedingprocedures.
Theseare the first systematicmeasurements
that
have been made in the convective
cloudsof Southeast
Asia. As such, they should be relevant to other
areas in the region that have similar climates,
including Myanmar (Burma), Viet Nam, Cambodia,
Malaysia,Indonesiaand the Phillipines.
We predict
(but cannotprove)that hard supercooled
cloud tops
in these countriesshould be indicativeof clouds
that have dynamicseedingpotential.Microphysical

Table I
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF CLOUD WATER CONTENT VS CLOUD HARDNESS R£~T~~G
April, May and September 1991
Variable

N

Min.

Max.

Mean.

Std. Dev.

LWC
3
(gm/m
)
Tower
Hardness

316

0.03

4.29

1.17

0.63

316

2.00

10.00

7.60

2.07

Cor. Coeff.

0.74

June, July and August 1991
Variable

N

Min.

Max.

Mean.

Std. Dev.

LWC
3
)
(gm/m
Tower
Hardness

294

0.02

3.97

0.82

0.77

294

2.00

9.00

5.70

2.46

Cor. Coeff.

Entire Period (April through September 19~I)
Variable

N

Min.

Max.

Mean.

Std. Dev.

LWC
3)
(gm/m
Tower
Hardness

610

0.02

4.29

1.00

0.72

610

2.00

10.00

6.68

2.46

Cor. Coeff.

0.75

Note: The hardness values are quantified by the following: Soft ~inus (2), Soft (3),
Soft plus (4), Medium minus (5), Medium (6), Medium plus (7), Bard minus (8),
and Hard plus (10).

suitability is, however, only one component of the
overall assessment
of the suitability
of a
particular region for seeding. Whether such clouds
will, in fact, respond to treatment must still be
determined for Thailand and the other counties of
the region.
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The relationships presented in this paper can
be used to provide estimates of the water contents
in the supercooled clouds of Southeast Asia. As an
example, the results of Figure 3 indicate that there
is about a 90% probability
that a tropical
supercooled cloud rated as "hard" or "hard plus" by
a trained person has a liquid water content of at
least 1.0 gm/m ~. Armed with this information, a
meteorologist in a tropical locale might fly in an
aircraft at a flight temperature of about -8°C and
systematicallyrate the clouds as to their hardness.
If this were done over much of a day, an estimate of
the number of clouds havin~ a liquid water content
of more than 1.0 gm/m ~ could be obtained.
Individual convective clouds might be hardness-rated
as a function of time to provide an estimate of how
long the cloud maintained its high water content.
This would give an estimate of how long the clouds
of a particular region are suitable for cold cloud
seeding. This could be done under various weather
regimes. On some days this "seeding window" might
be only a few minutes; on others it might be 10 to
15 minutes.
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Abstract. A combinedhistorical/target-control
analysis of annual wheat yield data
for western North Dakota proyides indications of possible seeding effects in the
target areas of the North Dakota Cloud Modification Project (NDCMP).The basic
analysis procedure comparing post-1975 seeded-period data wi~h pre-1961 nonseeded data gives an estimated yield increase of about 6%, relative to the control
area, during the NDCMP
operational period. However, the statistical
(P-value) indications of the significance of the difference are somewhatequivocal. The historical
increase in yields due to improvementsin agricultural technology apparently contributes to this difficulty,
but an attempt to resolve the issue by redefining the
historical reference period to reduce the time gap was unsuccessful.

1.

Such an evaluation of the hail suppression
effects for the North Dakota operational project was
reported in Smith et af. (1987a1. The~/basedtheir
investigation, hereina~er designated the Hail Analysis,
upon long-term crop-hail insurance data and subjected
them to statistical
methods advocated by MJe/ke et aL
(1982). The statistical
approach used requires
target and a control area as well as a historical record
for each area that extends many years before cloud
modification started. This provides a comparison of
each area’s record during the operational years with
the historical record, v~hich helps to mitigate the
effect of any long-term trend in either climatic conditions or agricultural technology. For the Hail
Analysis, the control area used was the eastern tier
of 12 counties in Montana.

INTRODUCTION

The State of North Dakota has a long history of
cloud seeding for the purposes of hail suppression
and rainfall increase; a variety of seeding techniques
have been used for these purposes. The StatemanagedNorth Dakota Cloud Modification Project
(NDCMP)was established in 1976, and the treatment
strategy has varied little
in succeeding years. (There
have been somevariations in the details of the
seeding technology.) Current operational practice is
for aircraft to deliver glaciogenic seeding material to
summertime convective clouds using guidance from
land-based radar (Boe et aL, 1990). The target area
has varied over the years, but from 1976 through
1988, the continuously participating area included six
counties in two districts in western North Dakota.

Sometype of analysis involving precipitation
data for the NDCMP
operations area would also be
desirable. However, the climatic rain gage network in
the region is sparse; ~omecounties have only a single
station, and there are currently only 18 climatic gages
in the six NDCMP
target counties of interest. The
NDCMPoperates a much more dense volunteerobserver gage network, but no historical record
preceding the 1 976 initiation of the NDCMP
is available. Consequently, we turned to crop data as an
alternative source of relevant information.

To ascertain the effectiveness of an operational
seeding project such as the NDCMP
is difficult.
Data
acquired during the project specifically to determine
effectiveness are often quite limited. Operational
project design usually does not include an experimental target/control
arrangement or randomized
seeding to facilitate statistical evaluation. Onemust
generally makedo with the kinds of data available
from other sources, and conduct exploratory analyses
to find any indications of seeding effects. This
typically involves data from a historical non-seeded
period and/or a nearby area that can function as a
control.

After a working data base was established
(Sec. 2), wheat yield data for western North Dakota
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were subjected first to historical (NDCMP-period
versus non-seeded period) analyses for the control
and target areas separately (Sec. 3), and then to
combinedhistorical~target-control
analysis like that
described in Mielke etal. (1982; Sec. 4). Complications that arose in the course of the latter gave rise
to a perceived need to try to incorporate someyears
with limited seeding prior to the NDCMP
operational
period (Sec. 5). An attempt to do this (Sec. 6) led
slightly different numericalresults but did little to
clear up the initial complications.
2.

counties of NDCMP
District I (McKenzie, Mountrail,
and Ward Counties) and District
II (Bowman,
Hettinger, and Slope Counties). The control area
was defined as the remainder of western North
Dakota, excluding Adams and McLean Counties
(which were part of the NDCMP
for some, but not all,
of the years included in this study). The total area of
the combined target districts is 26,749 km2, while the
control area covers 61,776 km~. Parts of the control
area lie downwindof the target area, so somedilution
of any apparent seeding effects because of contamination can be anticipated in the results. We
elected not to bring in data from upwind areas in
Montana, because of differences in crop reporting
procedures between the states. The Appendix gives
a table of the annual yield values for the control and
target areas.

NORTH DAKOTA CROP DATA

The crop data were obtained from the North
Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, Department
of Agricultural Economics, North Dakota State
University. The basic data were arranged by crop
variety. Variables reported for each county were total
acres planted, total acres harvested, and bushels
produced for each crop variety. Fallowed durum and
spring wheat are the dominant crops in western North
Dakota, with durum and spring wheat acreages being
roughly comparable in the NDCMP
target areas and
spring wheat predominating elsewhere. Variations
amongyears of 50% or more in planted acreages
have occurred in every variety. The present analysis
concentrates on total wheat yield, which was determined by combining records from the fallow and
continuously-cropped files for spring wheat, durum,
and winter wheat. No irrigated-acreage reports were
included in the study. The annual average wheat
yield for each area of interest was calculated by
dividing production (bu) by acres harvested.

The years 1935-1951 were initially
selected to
represent the historical non-seededperiod. Limited
cloud seeding was rep.orted for years 1952-1967,
with more extensive seeding and even some
randomization during the period 1968-1975. The
NDCMPoperational years include 1976-1988. The
years 1952-1975 were not included in the historical
analysis (Sec. 3) where the NDCMP
years were first
comparedto a historical record from non-seeded
years. An initial target-control analysis (Sec. 4) incorporated four additional years (1955, 1956, 1957,
and 1960) when no seeding took place. However, in
both cases the analysis appeared to be confounded
by the changesin agricultural technology over the
period involved. Further examination (Sec. 5)
indicated that inclusion of at least someof the
remaining intermediate years may be necessary to
deal with these trends and isolate any signal that
could be associated with the seeding operations.
A target-control reanalysis of that kind was therefore made(Sec. 6), but the results did not differ
greatly from those of the initial analysis.

Figure 1 is a map of North Dakota indicating
the target and control areas for this analysis. The
target area comprises the continuously-participating

3.

HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

Figure 2 illustrates the historical trends
in wheat yield for the target and control areas.
A general rising trend associated with improvements in agricultural technology and practices
is evident, but there appears to have been a
markedoverall increase in yields beginning in
1962. This increase, averaging on the order
of 10 bu/acre, was sustained through the
succeeding years, except for particularly dry
ones (1980, 1988).

Figure 1: A map of North Dakota showing the location
size of the target area~ and the control area
Unhatched areas were not included in the analyses.
Heavylines delineate climatic divisions of the State.

and
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The control and target values follow
each other quite closely for years 1935-1951.
Somemore substantial differences appear in
the intermediate years (1952-1975), with the
larger ones generally favoring the target area.
The differences show no clear trend for years
1952-1965.- From 1S66 to 1975, yields of the

The observed historical changes in yield show up
in both areas and so could be attributed to those
advances without invoking any potential effect of
cloud seeding. Consequently, this historical analysis
(in contrast to that for the Hail Analysis) provides no
clear-cut indications of possible seeding effects. We
therefore turned to target-control comparisons as a
potential meansof compensating for the technological
factor.

NOATH DAKOTA

4.
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W

Tar~ area
Control area

’1930~.940

TARGET-CONTROLANALYSIS

The next test involved a target-control analysis
like that used in the Hail Analysis; the procedure is
described in Mielke et al. (1982). These analyses
involve MRPPtests of residuals (differences between
predicted and observed values) about regression lines
on target-control scatter plots. The basic anaIvsis
employed here uses the least absolute deviation (LAD)
regression line constrained to pass through the origin;
this facilitates developmentof a point estimate for the
magnitude of any difference that may be indicated as
significant.
Similar MRPPtests were also completed
for residuals about the unconstrained LADline and
the least-squares regression line.

L~E~E N~D

0

INITIAL

~.950’’
YEAR

FiEure 2: Historical plot of annual wheat yield values
for the target area (*) and control area (o). Basic
data appear in the Appendix.

Each MRPPtest compares residuals about the
composite regression line for two groups of points,
corresponding to the respective time periods. If a low
P-value results, it is unlikely ~hat the NDCMP-period
residual values correspond to a random selection from
the composite group. In such a case, separate constrained LAD lines are determined for the two time
periods. The ratio of the slopes of these two
regression lines provides a point estimate of the
target-control differential change in wheat yield
(assumedto be a multiplicative
factor) between the
two periods. The difference can be regarded as an
indication of a possible seeding effect. Other factors
mayalso contribute to the difference, and their
contributions
would be combined with the seeding
effect; the methodology does not permit separating
out the individual contributions of any relevant
factors. However, we have not identified any factor
other than cloud seeding that would be likely to have
effects differing betweenthe control and target areas
and also differing between the two time periods.

target area substantially surpass the control yields in
six of the ten years; the remaining four years have
yields very similar in magnitude. Thus the overall
tendency is for target and control yields to continue
to follow one another in the earlier part of the intermediate period, even though some type of cloud
modification was being attempted in portions of
the target area (except for the four years previously
mentioned). From 1966 to 1975, it is clear that
target yields predominate. For the NDCMP
years
1976-1988, target yields are greater than control
yields in eight of the thirteen years. Only in three
of the years (1980, 1987, 1988) did control yields
exceed target yields, and only the 1987 difference
was substantial.
An initial historical comparisonof yield values
from the non-seeded period (1935-1951) and the
NDCMP
operational period (1976-1988) utilized
Multi-Response Permutation Procedure (MRPP)test
(Mie/ke et al., 1982a,b) similar to that applied in the
Hail Analysis. Separate comparisons were made for
the target and control areas. In both instances, the
resulting P-value was less than 0.00001, which indicates that the probability of drawing a set of years
similar to those of the seeded period at random from
the composite group is extremely small. Thus the
changesin yield in a given area over time can be
considered significant.

The initial target-control scatter plot for wheat
yield is demonstratedin Fig. 3. This figure includes
data for all the non-seeded years (1935-51 plus
1955-57 and 1960) and for the NDCMP
period
(1976-88). The MRPPtest on the residuals about
the composite constrained LAD regression line gave
P = 0.015. This is small enough to justify determination of separate constrained LAD lines for the two
time periods; those two lines are shownin the figure.
The slope for the non-seeded years is very near unity;
if soil conditions, precipitation events, and agricultural
practices were uniformly distributed across the control and target areas, the idealized slope would be
1.0. Furthermore, the constrained LAD intercept of

However, the well-known contributions of
advances in agricultural technology are a major contributing factor which tends to obscure any effects
that might be attributed to the seeding operations.
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Referring again to Fig. 3, it is evident that the
ranges of yield values for the two time periods are
essentially separated. Only two of the NDCMP-period
points overlap those from the non-seeded period; they
correspond to drought years during the NDCMP.The
separation is due primarily to the advancesin agricultural technology, as discussed in Sec. 3. The
consequenceis that the two groups of points in
essencelie at opposite ends of the regression line.
Small changesin the line used (and especially in its
slope) therefore can have different effects on the
already small residuals for the different groups.
The linear correlation is quite high (r =0.99), but the
extreme linearity of the data in this case maybe
detrimental to stability in the residuals under different
regression procedures and in the corresponding
calculation of the P-value. A possible meansfor
overcoming this complication would be to enhance
the overlap between the two data groups on the
scatter plot.
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Figure 3: Scatter plot of target vs. control area
wheat yields. NDCMP
data (1976-88) are indicated
by O and constrained LAD regression line is dashed
), Non-seeded period data (1935-51 plus
1955-57 and 1960) are indicated by X and
..).
constrained LADregression line is solid (

REDEFINITION OF THE HISTORICAL PERIOD

It appearedplausible that the general separation
of the data groups appearing in Fig. 3 could be
mitigated by inclusion of data from more of the
intermediate years between 1951 and 1976 in the
"non-seeded" set. The frequency distributions
of
wheat yields for the control and target areas for all
years 1935-1988 are presented in Fig. 4 as histograms. Extreme values are more prevalent for target
yields, but most of the yield values fall between 10
and 30 bu/A. In Fig. 3, the lack of non-seeded data
points above 20 bu/A is a significant feature. The

zero would be physically significant as well; if crop
yields in the control area were nil, the samewould
be expected in the target area. The slope for the
NDCMP
years is somewhatgreater; the ratio of
the slopes is 1.0639/1.0049 = 1.059, which
suggests a relative increase of 5.9% in
wheat yield for the target area (as
comparedto the control area) during
Control Area WheatYield
the NDCMPtreatment period.
However, similar MRPP
tests on residuals about the
unconstrained LAD line and the
least-squares regression line do
not indicate any significant difference, with the P-values being
approximately 0.57. This is not
consistent with the first result,
yet there is little difference
amongthe three regression lines.
That causes concern about the
sensitivity of the analysis procedure to small differences in
residuals that are already small
because of the extreme linearity
of the scatter plot. (In the Hail
Analysis, the corresponding plot
exhibited muchgreater scatter
and the P-value was small no
matter which regression analysis
was employed.)

NORTH

DAKOTA

mean18.3 bu/A
median18.6 bu/A
Target Area WheatYield
mean18.9 bu/A
median18.7 bu/A
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Figure 4: Histograms of wheat yields for the control area (
and target area ( .........
) for years 1935-88. Control area mean
18.3 bu/A and median is 18.6 bu/A; target area meanis 18.9 bu/A
and median is 18.7 bu/A,
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frequency distributions
show that 48%of the target
yields and 43%of the control yields are greater than
20 bu/A. Figure 2 shows that all but one of those
cases occurred in the post-1961 period. Thus,
inclusion of additional intermediate years (especially
ones from 1962 onward) would provide greater
overlap between historical
and NDCMP
years, which
might mitigate the apparent sensitivity to small
changes.

wheat yields were compared to yields from subsets of
the remaining intermediate years (1952-1975 minus
the four non-seeded years). This comparison began
by using a subset consisting of the yields for just the
year 1952, and determining the composite constrained LADline for the 22 data points of target
versus control yields. The P-value was determined
from an MRPPtest based upon the residuals from
that line, with comparison of the 21 non-seeded years
to the one-year subset from the remaining years. The
process was then repeated with the subset incremented through addition of the wheat yields from the
next intermediate year (1953). This procedure was
continued, incrementing the intermediate subset one
year at a time, through year 1975.

Someseeding to modify clouds occurred in
most of the intermediate years between 1951 and
1976, with the level of activity building up erratically
over the period. Appendix A of the report by Smith
et aL (1987b) gave numerical values for the fraction
of the target area actually seeded. These values
are reproduced in Fig. 5 and are represented by the
dashed line. Since some seeding was accomplished
during the intermediate years, inclusion of someof
those years into the historical (and ideally nonseeded) set could have the effect of diluting any
statistical
differences betweenseeded and historical
sets. Therefore, only years that are not statistically
different from the ones known to be non-seeded were
incorporated into the redefined "historical" data set.

The resultant series of P-values is represented
in Fig. 5 by the solid line. A general downwardtrend
in the P-values is apparent as additional years are
incorporated into the subset of intermediate years.
This implies that the subset becomesnoticeably
different from the non-seededyears as additional
years are brought in -- an indication already apparent
from Fig. 2. Any selection of a demarcation point is
somewhat arbitrary,
but we chose the point where
the P-value drops below 0.1 for this purpose. Using
P ~> 0.1 as the criterion results in eleven intermediate
years (1952-1966, except for the four non-seeded
years) being grouped with the 21 non-seeded years
into the redefined historical group. The remaining
nine intermediate years (1 967 and beyond} correspond to increased seeding efforts in the target area
and are hereafter referred to as the "mid years"; the
fraction of the target area seeded increased to 100%
during this period.

The dividing point was established by making a
running determination of another P-value based on
residuals about a LADregression line constrained to
pass through (0,0). The 21 years of non-seeded
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It is the cumulative effect" and not the contribution from any one year that determines the P-value.
Thus yields for 1966 and perhaps a preceding year or
two may more appropriately belong to the mid year
subset rather than to the "non-seeded" intermediate
subset. In this sense, the present analysis procedure
is somewhatconservative and will tend to dilute any
indications of seeding effects.

residualsabout

6.
~~

~ ,

regression

TARGET-CONTROL REANALYSIS

line

The combination of target and control wheat
yield values for years 1935-1966 is henceforth taken
to represent the historical trend. This redefined
historical
period was compared to the NDCMP
years
(1976-1988) and also to the remaining mid years
(1967-1975). Table 1 gives the results of the various
regression analyses and comparative P-values from
MRPPtests of the appropriate groups of residuals.
For the truly non-seeded years (1935-1951 plus
1955-57 and 1960), ~he constrained LAD regression
for target versus control yielded a slope of 1.0049~-.
Adding the subset of intermediate years to the
historical set changed the constrained LADslope
only slightly, to 1.00743.

’
L_="
:~
.........
~95% 1956
~96~
c966
%97c
~976
YEARS 0F GROUPB COMPAREDT0 GROUPA
Figure 5: Plot of P-value (×
x) from MRPPtest
based on residuals about constrained LAD regression line vs. cumulative years of intermediate set
considered, in comparison to the non-seeded group.
The dashedline (n .......
n) represents the fraction
of the target area seeded, by year.
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TABLE1
Regression Parameters and Comparative P-values
for Various Target-Control Comparisons

COMPARISON

No. of Years

(Mid)

(Historical)

NDCMP
Historical

9

32

45

41

22

54

0
1.03614
11.01

0
1.00743
22.59

0
1.02589
40.66
0.047

0
1.01778
35.27
0.009

0
1.06387
24.36
0.538

0
1.02675
52.11
0.007

-2.31588
1.14492
11.19

6.71746
0.77795
4.77

-0.71375
1.05535
22.02

-1.07264
1.09195
35.73
0.846

-0.78337
1.06973
34.09
0.096

0.52243
1.04567
24.33
0.562

-0.94373
1.08008
47.77
O. 175

-2.63342
1.15277
11.52
0.98

6.44146
0.79677
5.22
0.97

-0.39248
1.04076
22.54
0.99

-0.82823
1.07342
35.89
0.99
0.453

-0.43961
1.05546
35.13
0.99
0.058

-0.13958
1.05587
25.09
0.97
0.558

-0.68366
1.07039
48.55
0.99
0.106

(NDCMP)

13

Mid
Historical

NDCMP
Mid

Mid+
NDCMP
Historical

LeastAbsolute
Deviation
(through
origin)
Intercept
Slope
~; Res
P-value

0
1.06387
13.35

LeastAbsolute
Deviation
(free)
Intercept
Slope
~. Res
P-value
LeastSquares
Intercept
Slope
~; Res
r
P-value
NDCMP:
Mid:
Historical:

1976-88
1967-75
1935-66

Three types of regression analysis were again
applied in all cases: The LAD line constrained to pass
through the origin, a free LADline, and traditional
least-squares regression. The comparison of the
NDCMP
to the historical
period in Table 1 shows a
significant (i.e., small) P-value for the constrained
LAD analysis, but unconstrained LAD and leastsquares results indicate that in those cases the
two groups of residuals belong to a commonclass.
Essentially the samefinding resulted from the initial
analysis in Sec. 4, so adding the eleven years of data
from the intermediate period to the historical group
has not clarified the results in this respect.
Figure 6 illustrates the NDCMP
versus historical
comparison. The inclusion of the subset of intermediate years in the historical set has indeed reduced
the separation between the two groups of years on
the scatter plot. Again, the historical constrained
LADline (solid) is very near the 1:1 line, while the
constrained LAD line for the NDCMP
years (dashed)
has a greater slope. The ratio of the slopes
(1.0639/1.0074 = 1.056) indicates a 5.6% yield
increase for the NDCMP
years. Thus the inclusion
of the subset of intermediate years (which involved

some seeding activity ) may have reduced the
separation between groups, but it produced
essentially no change in the magnitude of the
apparent difference obtained from the basic constrained-LAD analysis. As noted above, it also did
not succeed in producing consistent P-values for
the comparisons of residuals about the different
regression lines.
The comparison between the historical period
and the remaining nine years of the intermediate
period is also interesting. Those "mid years"
(1967-1975) are apparently distinguishable from the
historical set, as indicated by the magnitudes of the
P-values in Table 1. No matter which regression line
is used to calculate the residuals, the P-value remains
below 0.1. Figure 7 presents the historical and mid
year data sets with their respective constrained LAD
lines. The MRPP
P-value is small (0.009), yet the
slopes of the two lines differ only slightly. The ratio
of the slopes (1.0361/1.0074 = 1.028) indicates
wheat yield increase in the target area of about 2.8%
for the nine mid years. Thus for this comparison we
find a stronger and more consistent statistical indication of a difference, but the apparent difference
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Fipu~e 6: Scatter plot of target versus control area
wheat yields. NDCMP
data (1976-88) are indicated
by O and constrained LAD regression line is dashed
). The data for the expandedhistorical set
(1935-66) are indicated by X and constrained
LADregression line is solid (
).

FiEure 7: Scatter plot of target vs. control area
wheat yields. Data for mid years (1967-75) are
indicated by [] and constrained LADregression line
is dashed( .........
). Data for expanded
historical set
(1935-66) are indicated by X and constrained LAD
regression line is solid (
).

is smaller in magnitude. The latter would be consistent with the lower level of seeding activity during
the mid years (Fig. 5) and with a general improvement
of operational procedures during the NDCMP
period.
The strength of the analysis methodis indicated by
the fact that such a small difference is found to be
significant.

disparity amongP-values for the various regressions
of NDCMP
versus historical
periods may be due to
the effects of someespecially dry years during the
NDCMP.According to Fig. 2, yields from the target
area were less ~han those from the control area for
NDCMPyears 1980, 1987, and 1988. The years
1980 and 1988 were extremely dry in western North
Dakota and the yields were low, being comparable to
those from the period before 1962. Typically during
the NDCMP,when the yields are higher, the target
yields exceed those of the control area. The drought
in 1980 and 1988 may have affected the target area
more strongly than the control area, perhaps by
restricting the numberof opportunities for effective
cloud seeding.

For completeness, two further comparisons
were made. First,
the NDCMPyears were compared
to the mid years to evaluate any difference between
the two periods, each of which involved fairly extensive seeding activity. Again Table 1 shows similar,
but this time large, P-values no matter which type of
regression is used. (It is also interesting to note that
the constrained LADline slope is identical to that for
the NDCMPyearsby themselves.) Thus the nine
mid years cannot be distinguished from those of the
NDCMP
according to this test. This finding is not
incompatible with the fact that the point estimates of
target-control differences in yield for the two periods
are not the same; the confidence intervals for those
estimates (which cannot be determined by the
present analysis procedure) maywell overlap.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The comparison shown in Fig. 3 for the
NDCMP
years versus the non-seeded years indicates
a 5.9% wheat yield increase in the target area (as
compared to the control area) for the NDCMP
years.
The non-seeded data set for this comparison
specifically
excluded years with any known cloud
modification treatments. The MRPPP-value for the
basic constrained-LAD regression analysis was 0.O15,
which suggests a significant difference between the
two groups of years. However, much higher P-values
resulted when other regression lines were used in a
similar type of analysis, so the statistical support for
a difference is somewhatequivocal.

All the seeded years (1967-1988)were then
comparedto the historical set; the last columnof
Table 1 presents the results. The basic results are
similar to those for the NDCMP-vs.-historical comparison (fourth column of the table), although the
P-values in the last column are all lower. The
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andJ. S. Williams,
Mielke,P. W.,Jr., K. J. Berry,P. J. Brockwell
1981a:A class of nonparametric
tests basedon multiresponsepermutationprocedures.Biometrika,68,
720-724.

2. The general increase in wheat yields over
the years, due primarily to advancesin agricultural
technology, complicates the problem of isolating
differences that could be related to the seeding.
Becauseof this trend, the yield values for the nonseeded and NDCMP
years are almost completely
separated on the target-control scatter plot of Fig. 3.
That maycontribute to the lack of consistency in the
P-value determinations under different regressions.

Mielke,P. W., Jr., K. J. Berry andG. W.Brier, 1981b:Application
of multi-responsepermutationproceduresfor examining
seasonalchanges
in monthlysea-levelpressurepatterns.
Mon.Wea.Rev., 109, 120-126.

APPENDIX

3. Expanding the historical data set to include
a subset of the intermediate years, whenlimited
seeding activity was being carried out in the target
area, had the expected effect of decreasing the
separation between historical
and NDCMP
yields.
The point estimate of the apparent seeding effect
for the NDCMP
was essentially unchanged, but the
statistical support for a difference wasnot clarified
as had been hoped.

Annual WheatYield Values (bu/A) for Control
and Target Areas

4. The scatter plots for these analyses are
extremely linear, with target-control correlation coefficients ranging from 0.97 to 0.99. The residuals,
which are calculated as the differences between
regression-predicted and observed values, are correspondingly small. Thus, the P-values resulting from
the MRPPtests are based upon small differences
amongsmall residuals. Even so, the analysis method
was able to provide statistical
support for a 2.8%
target-area yield increase for the mid years when
comparedto the expanded historical data set. Thus,
the methodcan be sensitive to small differences.
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Year

Control

Tarq~t

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
~946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988

6.01
3.06
4.95
6.27
9.47
11.68
19.04
18.55
19.48
16.45
15.44
12.30
13.45
13.96
10.54
14.16
12.73
9.30
10.77
9.10
15.77
15.30
16.73
18.14
11.38
17.42
7.07
29.56
21.96
22.22
24.54
22.67
18.65
22.64
28.84
21.16
28.56
28.87
27.42
19.64
23.32
23.90
21.06
28.70
21.42
16.43
25.09
28.18
24.64
24.08
29.22
30.73
24.58
11.15

5.49
2.49
4.30
4.80
9.85
12.07
18.59
18.16
18.72
16.89
14.89
12.06
13.55
15.01
10.57
14.23
12.87
9.10
9.40
8.79
15.40
16.08
19.34
20.82
12.27
17.87
8.50
28.96
23.23
22.34
24.76
24.24
21.52
24.85
29.16
23.06
29.07
28.43
30.30
21.99
24.17
25.59
22.96
30.53
21.55
15.62
24.91
29.42
26.30
27.21
31.79
32.86
22.96
10.45
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LIMITS ON GLOBALWARMING
A. S. Dennis
U.S. Bureauof Reclamation
Denver, CO80225
Abstract. Considerationof the earth’s carbon reservoirs and carbon exchangesamongthem
indicates that the concentrationof carbondioxide (CO2)in the atmospherewill increase
markedlyover the next 100 years and more. A doubling of atmosphericCO2,along with
anticipated feedbackeffects on atmosphericwater vapor, will be roughlyequivalent in
radiative termsto an increaseof 5 percentin the intensity of solar radiation at the top of the
atmosphere.Thelaws of physics predict a resultant global warming,whichlikely will
averagearound3 to 4 °C, unless it is modifiedby other feedbackeffects. Concernabout
global warmingis heightenedby evidencethat the averagetemperatureat the eaxth’s surface
has risen about 0.5 °C over the last century. Globalwarmingwill be limited in intensity as
the atmosphereapproachestotal opacity in the CO2radiation bands and will be endedby
advectionof excess CO2into the oceandepths, a process whichwill take several centuries.
Possible measuresto offset global warminginclude restrictions on fossil fuel consumption
and active measures,such as the introductionof artificial dust cloudsinto the stratosphere to
scatter solar radiation.
1.
INTRODUCTION
determinethe intensity and duration of global warmingdue
to an enhancedgreenhouseeffect. This paper does that. It
Thetemperatureat the surface of the earth is a
describesno original research a~dit references, for the
function of the atmosphericconcentrations of greenhouse
mostpart, reviewsrather than original sources. It is
gases, particularly watervaporand CO~,~s well. as several
intendedto providea perspectiveon the anticipated global
other variables. As early as the 1860s,somescientists
warmingand someability to judge the merits of various
speculatedthat changesin the compositionof the
methodsthat have been proposedto off~et its impacts. No
atmospheredue to widespreaduse of coal to fuel the
attemptis madeto assess the potential impactsof global
Industrial Revolutioneventuallycould affect the weather.
climate changeon agriculture, commerce,or any other
Arrhenius(1896) calculated that doublingthe concentration
humanactivity.
of carbon dioxide (CO~)in the atmospherewouldraise
surface temperatures by about 5 to 6 °C dependingon
2.
CARBONRESERVOIRS AND CARBONCYCLES
latitude.
2.1
AnInventory of CarbonReservoirs
Globalwarming,if it provesreal, will surpass in
importanceall other cases of inadvertent weatherand
Anyassessmentof the possibility of global warming
climatemodificationto date. Interest in it and other
due to changesin the compositionof the atmospheremust
aspects of global climate changehas beenincreasing in the
consider present and future trends of CO~concentrations.
scientific community
over the past 25 years. However,
Carbonis stored in the earth’s cr~st, oceanand
mostAmericans
paid little attention until 1988. That year
atmosphere,and movesfreely ~.rnongthe three reservoirs.
brought to muchof North Americaa searing drought,
Becausecarbonis a constituent ot manyinorganic
whichclimaxeda series of hot summersin the 1980s. It
compounds
and is also a key element in the compositionof
also brought TVnewscastscombiningpictures of
all organisms,tracking it involvesconsiderationof
drought-strickenfields with ominousspeculationsthat the
geological, physical, chemical,and biological processes.
drought was merelya taste of an imminentclimate change.
Almostimmediately"the greenhouseeffect" and "global
Whilethe quantities of carbonin i.ts varSouslocations are
warming"becamehousehold words.
subject to considerableuncertainty, various authors have
produceduseful inventories; an exampleig that of Berner
Among
the hundredsof articles and reports that
and Lasaga(1989), whichis the basis ot table 1. Nearlyall
haveappearedin the last fewyears dealing with various
the earth’s carbon is tied up in sedimentaryrocks, manyof
aspects of climate change,I havenot foundone that brings
whichwere laid downon the seafloor as shells ages ago
togetherin a fewpagesall of the factors that are likely to
and subsequentlylifted abovesea level by geologic
processes.
~Basedon a presentation at the Fortieth AnniversaryMeetingof the WeatherModification
Association, Ontario, California, May9, 1991.
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TableI. - Distribution of the earth’s carbonamongprincipal reservoirs.*

Reservoir
All biota
Atmosphereas CO2
Deadsurficial carbon
Recoverablefossil fuels
Ocean(as CO2,H2CO3,bicarbonate
and carbonateions)
Sedimentaryorganic matter
Calcium-magnesium
carbonate
(mostty in sedimentaryrocks)
Calciumcarbonate (mostly in
sedimentaryrocks)

Massstored
(Relativeto
atmosphere)

Massstored
(gigatons)**
560
720
3,000
4,000
42,000

0.8
1.0
4
6
58

15,000,000
25,000,000

21,000
35,000

35,000,000

49,000

* Based on Berner and Lasaga (1989).
** 1 gigaton (Gt) = 109 metric tons = 10is g = 1 petagram(Pg). Dr. ArnoldCourt has
pointedout to methat 1 Gt is the massof 1 krn~ of water, a fact that helps one to visualize
the quantitieslisted in this table.
2.2

Short-term CarbonCycles

The observedincrease in atmosphericCOsover the
past fewdecadeshas resulted from a small net difference
between opposing processes (Houghtonand Woodwell
1989).Largetransfers of carbonrelative to the
atmosphericreservoir take place each year (fig. i). Every
year some100 Gt is removedfrom the atmosphereby
photosynthesisand sequesteredas plant tissue, mostly
wood,while a like amountis replaced by respiration by
plants and animalsand the decayof organicmatter in the
soil. Everyyear just over I00 Gt of carbonis removedas
atmosphericCO2dissolves in the ocean, and a slightly
smaller amountdiffuses fromthe oceanback into the
atmosphere.The relatively small annual contributions of
carbonto the atmospherefromburningof fossil fuels (5
Gt) and from deforestation (2 Gt) are importantbecause
there are no knownoffsetting effects. However,the
amountof carbon in the atmosphereis going up by "only"
3 to 3.5 Gt per year and the net absorptioninto the ocean
is roughly 2 Gt annually, whichleaves 2 Gt (some
authorities say 4 Gt) per year unaccountedfor.

RESPIRATION
BY TREESANDPLANTS
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
D~CAY/NG
ORGANIC
MA/
DEFORESTATION

The large annual exchangesbetweenthe ocean and
the atmosphereindicated in figure 1 arise mainlyfromthe
fact that the equilibriumconcentrationof CO2at the ocean
surface varies fromplace to place, principally becausethe
ability of waterto holda gas in solution, decreaseswith
increasing temperature. Becauseatmospheric
concentrationsare quite uniform,the general tendencyis
for CO2to be given off by surface seawaterthat is being
warmedand absorbed by water that is cooling. For
example,degassingis likely along the equator west of
South America,as cold upwellingwater from the coast

FOSSIL FUELCONSUMPTION
DJSSOLVED
AT SEASURFACE
OUTCM~’SING
FROMSEASURFACE

® ~ C~N ~

Figure i. -
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Short-termcarbontransfers (gigatons per
year) amongthe atmosphere, ocean and the
earth’s crust (adapted from Houghtonand
Woodwell,1989).

moveswestwardand warmsunder the tropical sun (fig. 3.4
of Brewer1983). However,the tendency toward degassing
from seawater that is being warmedcan be reversed by
rapid growthof planktonin nutrient-rich water.

place to place. Its present values are around10, which
meansthat changesin the total concentrationof carbonin
seawater, expressedas a percentageof the existing
concentration, are only 0.1 times the corresponding
changesin the partial pressure of CO2gas in the overlying
atmosphere(Brewer1983). Evenso, seawaterstill
taking up about 3 times moreCO:than it wouldif CO2did
not dissociate.

Short-term exchangesof CO2betweenthe ocean and
the atmosphere
are almost in balance, as figure 1 indicates.
The apparent net absorption by the ocean over the past few
decadeshas beendriven by the rapid increase in the
atmosphericconcentration, whicheither speeds CO2
absorption or suppressesits escape dependingon local
conditions. If the oceanwarmsas a result of global
climate change,its ability to absorb atmosphericCO2will
be diminishedslightly. Keelinget al. (1989) have
calculated that a slight observedwarmingof the sea surface
from 1978to about 1988reduced the total CO2uptake over
the decadeby roughly 3 Gt.
Short-term exchangesof CO2betweenthe ocean and
the overlying atmosphereinvolve only the ocean’s mixed
layer. Convectionand turbulence distribute dissolved CO2
in its various formsrather uniformlythroughoutthe mixed
layer in a few months.The depth of the mixedlayer
varies, dependingmainlyon windspeed and vertical
density gradients, but averagesaround75 m(Keelinget ah
1989). The mixedlayer reaches its maximum
depth in
areas whereloss of heat fromthe sea surface to overlying
cold airmassesleads to convectiveoverturningwithin it.
At high latitudes duringwinter, convectivecurrents of
chilled surface water can penetrate downward
as muchas 1
kin, but mixingto that depthis incomplete.
2.3

Numbersquoted in table 8 of Keeling et ah (1989)
can be combinedto showthat the ocean’s mixedlayer now
holds roughly the sameamountof carbon as does the
atmosphere.Usingthat result and the current Revelle
factor of 10, one can estimate the final apportionment
betweenthe atmosphereand the mixedlayer of incremental
amountsof atmosphericCO~.As an increase of 10 percent
in the atmosphericconcentration of CO2will produceonly
a 1 percent increasein the total carboncontent of the
mixedlayer, equilibrium is reachedonce the mixedlayer
takes up 0.09 Gt of each additional gigatonof carbon,
leaving the remaining0.91 Gt in the atmosphere.
2.4

It has beenestimated that the CO~released from
fossil fuels since the beginningof the Industrial Revolution
has been divided about equally betweenthe ocean and the
atmosphere;yet the result just quotedin section 2.3 shows
that the mixedlayer can not absorb and hold morethan
one-tenthof the excess carbonbeing released to the
atmosphereeach year. Themixedla),er’s ability to
continue to draw downatmospheric CO2depends on
exchangeswith the deep ocean, whichholds about 98
percent of the carbonlisted for the oceanicreservoir in
table 1. Exchangesof carbon betweenthe mixedlayer and
the oceandepths are brought about by oceancurrents,
large-scale turbulenceand biological processes.

Carbonin Seawater

In order to discuss CO2in seawaterquantitatively it
is necessaryto considerthe various formsthat it assumes.
The CO2dissolved in seawater is hydrated to form a weak
solution of carbonic acid (H2CO3),
whichdissociates in two
stages to yield bicarbonate (HCO3)and then carbonate
=) ions. Therelative abundanceof the various ions is
(CO3
controlled by a numberof buffering reactions, of whichthe
most importantis
2 HCOf~

~ H2CO3 =
+ C03

Intermediate Cycles: Carbonin the DeepOcean

All of the oceansshare a common
circulation. It is
characterized by regions wherecold water sinks into the
depths, especially in the WeddellSea near Antarctica and
betweenGreenlandand Norwayin the North Atlantic, and
by regions wherecold water from the depths reappears at
the surface. Upwellingis markedalong the west coast of
South America,for example. The deep-oceancirculation
proceedsvery slowly, with completecircuits taking
hundredsor thousandsof years. Tritium released by
nuclear bombtesting in 1962and carried downward
in the
NorthAtlantic circulation still had not penetratedsouth of
30° N in the deep Atlantic by 1981(Brewer1983).

(1)

Theequilibriumconstants for the various reactions
vary with temperatureand the pHvalue (acidity).
Accordingto a review by Archer(1990), only 1 percent
the carbonin seawaterremains as CO~or undissociated
I’-I2CO3, 88 percentof it exists as bicarbonateions, and the
other 11 percent as carbonateions. Somewriters use the
expression"total CO2"to meanthe total of dissolved CO~
gas, H2COa,
and bicarbonate and carbonateions.

Thecold water that sinks into the ocean depths
tends to be rich in CO2and associated formsof carbon
simplybecauseit is cold. Its carboncontent is enhanced
further by biological processes. Organismsgrowingin the
mixedlayer deplete its CO~significantly, thereby making
possible the uptake of moreatmosphericCO~,and ensuring
that the sinking water carries significant amountsof carbon
downward
in organic as well as inorganic forms. Onits
long circuit in the deepocean,the water is further enriched
by organic wastefalling from the mixedlayer.
Decomposition
of this waste gives off CO~,whichleads to
an increase of some10 percent in the concentration of CO~
and associated ions over the first kilometer downward
from

The fact that CO~forms H~COa,
which then
dissociates, makesit possible for seawaterto hold about 30
times moreCO2under present conditions than it could
otherwise. Althoughoxygenis about 600 times as plentiful
as CO2in the atmosphere,it is only about 20 times as
plentiful in the oceanas the CO~equivalent of the carbon
in the ocean. However,
there is resistance to further
additions of CO2to seawater. This resistance is expressed
as a buffer factor, whichis sometimescalled the Revelle
factor (Brewer1983). The Revelle factor is a function
temperature,alkalinity and salinity, and so varies from
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the surface. Farther down,the concentration does not vary
muchwith depth (Brewer1983).

continental rocks removescarbon dioxide from the
atmosphereand carries it in dissolved chemicalform to the
ocean, whereit is taken in by marinebiota and deposited
in sedimentson the seafloor. Tectonicactivity eventually
frees this trapped carbondioxide in the followingmanner.
Themotionof the earth’s lithospheric plates transports the
seafloor to oceantrenches, wheresubductioncarries old
crust and sedimentsdowntowardthe earth’s hot interior.
At great depths, the sedimentsmelt, releasing carbon
dioxide, whichemergesfromthe volcanic islands that
overlie the buried crust and rejoins the atmosphere,
completingthe cycle." Additionalinformation is given by
Berner and Lasaga(1989), whoemphasizethat the
weatheringof silicates followedby precipitation of CaCO3
in the sea producesa net loss of CO~from the atmosphere.
Thegoverningequationsfor the conversionof silicates to
CaCO3are:

Considerationof equation 1 showsthat the presence
of dissolvedcarbonatesenhancesthe ability of seawaterto
handle moreCO2,because any increase in carbonate
concentrationdrives the equationto the left, that is, it
converts CO2already present into bicarbonate. Surface
seawateris supersaturatedwith respect to calcium
carbonate (CaCO3); manymarine creatures take advantage
of this fact and precipitate it to formtheir shells. The
precipitation of CaCO3,proceedsmainlyaccordingto the
followingequation:
2HCO3-+ Ca++ --, CaCO~+ CO~+ H~O

(2)

Althoughthis processresults in a release of COz,its
ultimate effect is to removecarbon from seawater. The
mostspectacularproductof this processis coral reefs, but
it has other results of muchgreater importance.Over
millions of years, seashells and other organicdebris have
accumulatedon the seafloor, creating the vast reservoir of
carbonin sedimentaryrocks (table 1).

2CO2 + H20 + CaSiO~ -, Ca++ + 2HCOf+ SiO2 (4)
2HCOf+ Ca++-, CaCO
3 + COz q- H20

In the absenceof offsetting processes,notably
emissions from volcanos and ocean-atmosphereexchanges,
the weatheringof rocks could deplete the atmosphericCO2
reservoir completely !n about 10,000 years. Bemerand
Lasaga(1989) note that the processes in the magma
under
the earth’s crust that break downcarbonatesresult not only
in the expulsionof CO2but in the recombinationof
calciumand silicon into silicate rocks, whichalso is
required to close the geochemicalcarboncycle.

Thesolubility of carbonatesin water varies directly
with pressure and inversely with temperatureand pHvalue.
In the depths, the temperatureis alwaysnear 2 °C,
pressures run to thousandsof bars, and the pHis lowered,
that is, the acidity increased, by the CO2released by
decayingorganic matter. Belowsomelevel, the water is
no longer supersaturated with respect to CaCOa,which
beginsto dissolveand therebyincreases the ability of the
water to hold CO2.This changeoveroccurs at a great
depth, whichhas been estimated at 5 kmfor the North
Atlantic Ocean(Brewer1983), and does not prevent the
accumulationof carbonateson muchof the earth’s seafloor.
2.5

2.6

Carbonatesdo not build up on the seafloor
indefinitely; seashells, like almosteverythingin nature, are
recycled. If the shells are convertedto sedimentaryrock
(limestone)and elevated abovesea level, the limestone
eventually attacked by H2CO3
and carried awayto the
ocean as calcium and bicarbonate ions. The H~COa
can be
formedas atmosphericCO~dissolves in rainwater or in
surface water, or as C02re/eased by decayingorganic
matter in the soil enters groundwater.Thesimplified
chemicalequation for weathering of CaCOa,
(3)

is the converseof equation 1, whichdescribes the
precipitation of CaCO3
as seashells.
It has beenknownfor over a century (e.g.,
Arrhenius1896) that volcanos release CO~to the
atmosphereand that the weatheringof rocks removesit.
Thanksto the developmentof the theory of plate tectonics,
it has beenrecognizedin the last decadethat the two
processes just namedand the carbonateson the seafloor are
linked in a grand geochemicalcarbon cycle. Accordingto
Ruddi~nanand Kutzbach(1991), "Chemicalweathering

CO2_inthe Atmosphere

Summarizing
to this point, the concentration of COz
in the atmosphereis affected by manyfactors, including
the growthand decayof plants and trees, the deposition
and burningof fossil fuels, sea surface temperatures,
volcanic activity, and topography.Topographyenters in
becausethe rise and fall of mountainsand plateaus affect
sea level and the rate of rock weathering(Ruddiman
and
Kutzbach1991). Anincreased concentration of
atmosphericCO~hastens weatheringof silicates, which
removesCO
2 from the atmosphereand deposits it in the
ocean. This negative feedbackeffect mayhave set the
outer limits on the CO2concentrationover geologic time,
but did not control the concentrationveryclosely.
Experimentaldata indicate wideranges in the atmospheric
COzconcentrationin the distant past, as noted in a review
article by Loriuset al. (1990). Air bubblestrappedin the
famousVostokice core from Antarctica have been
analyzedto estimate the atmosphericconcentrationbackfor
some150,000 years. The concentration during that time
varied from 175 to 300 ppmby volume(fig. 2).

GeochemicalCarbon Cycles

CaCO
3 + I--I20 + CO~~ CaCO
3 + H~CO3
-, Ca++ + 2HCO3-

(5)

Estimatesof the concentrationof CO~in the
atmosphere
at the start of the Industrial Revolution,say in
1815, cluster around270 ppm. Theseestimates are based
on ice-core samplesand on sporadic direct measurements
during the nineteenth century. Theconcentration
approached 300 ppmby 1900.
The concentration of CO2in the atmospherehas
been measuredsystematically since 1958, whichwas the
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Concentration of CO2in the atmosphere over
the past 160,000 years.

500

International Geophysical Year. The concentration varies
with both time and place. The continuous measurements
since 1958 at MaunaLoa, Hawaii, show small diurnal
variations, annual variations, which extend about 6 ppm
from peak to trough, arid irregular fluctuations, someof
whichcan be related to large-scale weather disturbances,
particularly the E1 Nino events. All of these are
superimposed on a rising trendline, which was at 315 ppm
in 1958 and reached 352 ppmin 1989 (Keeling et al.
1989). Land vegetation, which draws downthe
atmospheric supply of CO2in the Northern Hemisphere
spring and releases CO2,in the fall, accounts for about 90
percent of the annual fluctuation (Sellers and McCarthy
1990). The seasonal warmingof the North Atlantic and
North Pacific Oceans during Northern Hemisphere spring
and summertends to raise the atmospheric CO2
concentration by degassing from the sea surface, but the
biological processes predominate.
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Figure3. - Obse~edand predicte.d
conceetradons
of
CO~from1975to 2100forindicated
percen[i]e
~ns of ~ordhaus
and Yohe
(1983). The numbers on the right-hand side
indicate concentrations in the year 2100.
the earth will experience the equivalence in radiative terms
of a CO~doubling somewhat earlier, ~ay around 2050.
3.
PHYSICAL BASIS FOR THE GI~EENHOUSE
EFFECT

Mixing of air throughout the global atmosphere,
including transequatorial exchanges, is accomplished on a
time scale of about a year. As a result, the concentration
of CO2is fairly uniform over the whole world, although
minor variations exist. Ground-level concentrations over
the Northern Hemisphere now exceed those over the
Southern Hemisphere by almost 3 ppm, and the difference
increased from 1958 to 1989. The size of the excess is
correlated with annual global consumptionof fossil fuels,
whichis concentrated in the industrialized countries of the
Northern Hemisphere, although the correlation is not exact
(Keeling et at. 1989).

Apart from a negligible amountof heat generated by
radioactivity in its crust and other even smaller sources, all
of the earth’s heat comes from the sun. The incoming
solar energy at the top of the atmosphere varies only by
0.1 percent or so; averaged over all latitades, times of day,
and seasons, it amounts to about 342 watts per square
meter (W m-2). Figure 4, which is based on Ramanathan
at. (1989), shows the disposition of the solar energy.
About 105 Wm-z are reflected or scattered back into space,
so the albedo of the earth is calculated as 105/342, or 0.31.
The absorbed energy is transformed into sensible heat and
latent heat. Eventually, someof it appears as the kinetic
energy of the winds and muchof it is reradiated from the
surface or by the atmosphere as long-wave (infrared)
radiation.2

The present rate of increase in the meanglobal
concentration of COsin the atmosphere far exceeds
anything detected in the geologic record (fig. 2).
Comparisonof the sizes of the different carbon reservoirs
(table 1) shows that the atmospheric concentration could
continue to rise for sometime as a result of fossil fuel
consumption. Nordhaus and Yohe (1983) projected future
levels under various assumptions about economictrends
and associated fuel consumption; their median scenario
suggests a doubling of the atmospheric CO2concentration
from the 300 ppmthat prevailed at the beginning of the
twentieth century to 600 ppmaround the year 2070 (fig.
3). Because of increases in other greenhouse gases,
notably methane (CI-I~) and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),

Application of the Stefan-Boltzmann Lawshows that
the average outgoing IR at the top of the atmosphere, 237
Wma, is equivaient to that from a black-body radiator at
255 °K. The 33 °C difference between that number and
the artual, average, surface temperature of the earth, which
is about 288 °K, is due to the atmosphere’s greenhouse
~In accordance with the Glossary of Meteorology,
the abbreviation IR will be used to meanboth "infrared"
and "infrared radiation."
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4.4. [Someprevious authors have used different
definitions of feedbackfactors.] As definedand calculated
here, a feedbackfactor greater than 1 signifies positive
feedbackand a feedbackfactor less than 1 signifies
negative feedback.
The 15.5 Wm2 calculated by Ramanathan(1981)
the total radiative impactof doublingCO~equals about 5
percent of the meanflux of solar radiation at the top of the
atmosphere,so one wouldanticipate a substantial impacton
the earth’s climate. Onecrude wayto estimate the impact
of doubledCO~on the temperatureat the surface is to
apply the Stefan-Boltzmann
equation with the outgoing IR
increased from 237 to 252.5 Wm~ in line with
Ramanathan’s
calculations. The result is about 259 °K,
which suggests that global warmingunder doubled CO2
conditions might amountto about 4 °C. It is surprising
howwell the 4 °C rise estimated by this simple method
and the 5 to 6 °C calculated by Arrheniusin 1896(!) agree
with the results obtained by morecomplexmodels.
[Arrheniusassumedthat the relative humiditywouldstay
the sameas the earth warmed,and so caught the extremely
importantfeedbackdue to increased absolute humidity.]

Dispositionof solar energyreaching the top
of the atmosphere(based on Ramanathanet
al. 1989). Amountsshownare in watts per
square meterand are to be interpreted as
yearly averagesover the entire earth.

effect. The effective IR temperatureof 255 °K suggests
that IR sensors in space respond, on average, to IR emitted
from the middletroposphere, say aroundthe 400-mblevel.
Manystudies of possible climate changehave dealt
with the impacts of a doubled-CO~
world. Barfing changes
in cloudiness, a doublingof the concentration to 600 ppm
wouldhavea negligible effect on the atmosphere’sability
to absorb solar radiation, but wouldmakeit a more
efficient absorber and radiator of IR. Ramanathan
(1981)
calculated that the increasein IR emissivityof the
atmosphereby itself wouldincrease the downward
flux of
IR energyat the earth’s surface by 1.2 Wm2, evenif the
temperaturestructure of the atmosphereremainedas at
present (fig. 5). However,the troposphere wouldwarm
because it wouldabsorb moreof the outgoing IR from the
surface, and this effect wouldincrease the downward
flux
at the surface by another 2.3 Wm2, so the total effect of
CO2doubling would amount to 3.5 Wm2. The warmer
surface wouldresult in additional evaporationfrom
the ocean. As water vaporis itself a greenhousegas, the
tropospherewouldbe warmedstill further by absorption of
IR by water vapor, as well as by the release of latent heat
whenthe additional water vapor precipitated. Ramanathan
2,
calculated this positive feedbackeffect at 12 Wm
2bringing the total impact.of doubling COsto 15.5 Wm
(fig. 5). Withoutthe effects of the anticipatedassociated
increase in water vapor, the impact of doublingthe
atmosphericCOzconcentration wouldbe so small that it
wouldbe very difficult to detect.

Of course, global warmingwill not affect the
outgoingIR unless the earth’s albedo is changed;an
observer in space wouldstill record 237 Wm2 of outgoing
IR. The surface and lower atmosphere wouldbe warmer
than at present, but the IR sensors in space wouldbe
responding,on average, to higher layers of the atmosphere,
leaving the outgoing IR the same. The highest levels of
the atmospherewouldactually cool,, as the thickened
blanket of CO2and water vapor in the troposphere would
absorb someof the IR that presently reaches themfrom the
surface and the lower atmosphere.
4.

ANALOGSOF GLOBAL WARMING

Numerous
scientists have examinedclimatological
records and paleoclimaticdata for clues to possible climate
changesdue to enhancedconcentrations of greenhouse
gases. Accordingto Gleick’s (1989) review, "... the
Holoceneoptimum(about 6000 to 5000years B.P.)
considered an analoguefor a 1 °C warming;the last
interglacial (about 125,000years B.P.) is considered

Thefe~,Aback
factor for the effect of the increasein
water vaporin this case can be calculated as 15.5/3.5, or
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analoguefor a 2 to 2.5 °C warming;and the Pliocene
climatic optimum
(about 3 to 4 million years B.P.)
corresponds to a warmingof 3 to 4 °C." Considerable
effort has goneinto studies of lake levels, types of
vegetation, and so on during those eras for indications of
what a warmerworld might entail. However,Crowley
(1990) has concludedthat geologicrecords yield
completelysatisfactory analogs of global warmingbecause,
amongother things, the earth’s orbit aroundthe sun is
different nowthan in the past, and nothingin the geologic
record matchesthe current rate of increase in
concentrationsof greenhousegases.

Mostdoubled-CO2modelruns simulate an earth
whoseclimate has stabilized followinga suddendoubling
of the atmosphericCO2concentration, with no further
increase thereafter. Suchmodelruns do not correspondto
the actual earth, withits steadily increasingconcentration
of greenhouse gases. Doubled-CO~
scenarios can be
viewedas rough estimates of a condition through whichthe
earth maypass on its wayto even higher concentrations of
greenhousegases. As noted in section 2, the combined
effect of increases in CO2,CH4,and CFCsis likely to
produce the equivalence of a doubled-CO2
atmosphere
around2050, but the onset of global warmingwill be
moderatedby the tremendousthermal inertia of the ocean.
As somerecent papers put the time constant for adjustment
of the temperatureof the ocean’s mixedlayer to a thermal
forcing function at roughly50 years, it appearsthat the
theoretical predictions of climate for a doubled-CO2
world
should be most applicable to sometime around2100.
However,upwelling of cold, deep-oceanwater that has
never been exposedto an enhancedgreenhouseeffect will
continuefor centuries and prevent the establishmentof a
true equilibriumcondition.

Althoughpaleoclimaticdata do not yield exact
analogsof future climates, they are valuablein
investigations of the physical mechanisms
that control
climate. Lorius et al. (1990) havecalculated that between
40 and 65 percent of the variance in the Vostok
temperaturerecord can be explainedby variations in the
concentrations of CO2and CH4during the sameperiod,
and about 80 percent by a combinationof orbital forcing
(the Milankovitcheffect) and greenhousegas
concentrations. Theyalso employedmultivariate analysis
to deducethat the feedbackfactor that applied to
temperaturevariations driven by variations in the
concentrations of CO2and CH4over the 150,000years
before the present was somewhere
around3. This result is
intriguing becauseit agreesfairly well with the theoretical
calculations of Ramanathan
(1981). It is also in reasonable
agreementwith recent output fromgeneral circulation
models,whichwill be discussed next.

Critics of GCMs
often refer to their coarse spatial
resolution, with grid points typically separatedby a few
hundredkilometers in the horizontal, whichprecludes
representation of mesoscaleand local phenomena
except
through parameterization. However,the crude
representationof physical processesin the modelsis
probably a moreserious deficiency. At this time, the key
physical uncertainties center aroundocean-atmosphere
interactions, the radiative effects of clouds, and the albedos
of surfaces coveredby ice or snow.As all three factors
involvethe possibility of significant feedbackeffects, their
correct representationis of critical importance.

5.
PREDICTIONS
FROMGENERAL
CIRCULATION MODELS
The results of Ramanathan
(1981) were based on
one-dimensionalocean-atmospheremodel. The actual
ocean-atmospheresystemis three-dimensional,which
allowsthe transport of heat fromplace to place by winds
and ocean currents. The only modelscapable of handling
the three-dimensionalsystemare the general circulation
models(GCMs).There is an extensive literature
describing the various GCMs
developedat different
institutions and providingsampleresults; spacedoes not
permitany description of the modelsin this paper.

The first ocean-atmosphereGCMs
which modeled
the oceanat all treated it as a swamp,that is, a wetsurface
with no capacity to store heat. Morerecent versions (e.g.,
Meehland Washington1990) treat the ocean as consisting
only of its mixedlayer. That allows the oceanto store
heat. Modelsthat treat exchangesof heat betweenthe
mixedlayer and the oceandepths are just beginningto
appear.
Cloudsare sites wherelatent heat is transformed
into sensible heat (and sometimesvice versa), and they are
importantto the earth’s radiation budget(Fouquartet al.
1990; Arking1991). Becausethe dimensionsof individual
clouds are muchsmaller than a typical GCM
grid spacing,
clouds must be parameterizedin the models,and several
parameterization schemesare in use (Randall 1989).
recent intercomparisonof 19 different GCMs
concluded
that mostof the variation in results wasattributable to
differences in the models’depiction of cloud feedback
(Cess et al. 1990).

Mostof the simulations of global warmingusing
GCMs
have modeleda world in which the atmospheric
concentration of CO_,is steady near 600ppm,
approximatelydouble that of the year 1900. The results
indicate that doublingCO~will raise the averagesurface
temperatureof the earth by someamountin the range of
1.5 to 5 °C. Recentestimates are clustering around3 to 4
°C. Mostof the modelsindicate that warmingin the polar
regions will be morepronouncedthan warmingat lower
latitudes. Onecomfortingfact is that the changesin
precipitation predicted by the modelsare within the range
of the rainfall fluctuations that haveoccurredfromnatural
causes over the past few hundredyears. Unfortunatelythe
modelsdo not simulate natural precipitation patterns very
well, and they do not agree concerningregional impactson
either temperatureor precipitation (Grotchand
MacCracken1991).

Cloudssimultaneouslycool the earth by scattering
solar radiation and warmthe earth by intercepting IR from
the groundand reradiating someof it downward
as well as
to outer space. The relative importanceof the twoeffects
varies withtime of day, latitude, and cloudcharacteristics.
Importantcloud characteristics in this regard include
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cloud-toptemperature,thickness, and the physical state and
size distribution of the particles constitutingthe cloud.
Shallowclouds with warmtops are thought to exert a net
coolingeffect becausethey radiate considerableIR into
space, while clouds with cold tops warmthe earth because
they are weakIR radiators. Calculationsbasedon satellite
data of the annual global meaneffect of all clouds have
shownthat, on balance, clouds cool the earth. Estimatesof
the net cooling effect have rangedfrom near zero to 40 W
m-2 (Fouquartet al. 1990), whilerecent results generally
fall between17 and 27 Wm2 (Ramanathanet al. 1989;
Arking 1991).
Becausecloudsexert a net coolingeffect, it is likely
that any increase in cloudinessassociated with a warmer
earth wouldexert a negative feedbackeffect, while a
decrease wouldexert a positive feedbackeffect. GCMs
do
not agree on what the changesin cloud cover wouldbe, so
they can not agree on the feedbackeffects. A comparison
of 19 different GCMs
under perpetual July conditions
found about one-third of themexhibiting a negative
feedbackeffect and the other two-thirdsa positive effect
(Cess et al. 1990; Arking1991). In summary,there
currently no wayto tell whetherthe modificationof the
earth’s clouds by the enhancedgreenhouseeffect will lead
to a positive or a negative feedbackeffect uponsurface
temperatures.
Multiple runs with the same GCMs
have shownthat
the results of doubled-CO2
runs are also quite sensitive to
the albedosassigned to polar sea ice and seawaterat low
sun angles (Meehl and Washington1990). Varyingthese
assigned parameterswithin reasonablelimits can lead to an
Arctic Oceanthat becomesmostly ice-free in summer
or to
one that stays iceboundyear round. Thedifference
producesnoticeable effects on globally averaged
temperatureand has serious implications for the climates of
northern North Americaand Eurasia.
6.

lakes (Houghtonand Woodwell
1989). The latest satellite
data indicate decreasesin the extent of sea ice in the Arctic
regions during the period 1978to 1987, but showno
significant trend in the extent of ice aroundAntarctica
(Gloersen and Campbell1991).
As cloud seeders havelearned, finding a trend in
meteorologicaldata is just a starting point for discussions
of possible causes. Asclimate has beenvarying for
thousandsof years, the observedwarmingduring the
twentieth centuryis not necessarily due to increased
concentrations of greenhousegases. RecentlyBailing
(1991)has pointedout that desertification, whichafflicts
percent of the land area of the globe to somedegree, is
producinga significant warmingtrend in the affected areas.
Desertification mayaccount for 0.05 °C or moreof the
total warmingof 0.5 °C observedover the past century.
Skepticspoint to the fact that the global warming
wasinterrupted by a cooling trend in the Northern
Hemispherefrom 1940to about 1965, during which period
the CO2concentration wasgoing up at an accelerated pace.
Indeed, Gordon(1991) has shownthat the observed
warmingduring the past century maybe only a
manifestation of a randomwalk. Persons whobelieve that
global warminghas begunconsider the cooling from 1940
to 1965a temporarydip due to natural causes. The
existence of the dip is a reminderthat global warmingdue
to enhancedconcentrations of greenhousegases could be
maskedat times by somecombinationof external driving
forces promotinga cooling of the earth. For example,dust
fromthe eruption of Mt. Pinatuboin the Phillipines in
1991will exert a slight coolingeffect on the earth’s surface
over the next several years. Global warmingcould also be
maskedby climate swingslasting a few decades and due
only to internal feedbacksin the ocean-atmosphere
system
itself. Several experiments with GCMs
have shownsuch
swings, as exemplifiedin tworecent 100-yearsimulations
by Houghtonet al. (1991).

EVIDENCE OF GLOBAL WARMING

The appreciable increases in CO2that have occurred
already have promptedsearches for a corresponding
warmingof the earth’s surface. The statistical problems
encounteredin this approachparallel those involvedin
detecting inadvertent weathermodificationand changesin
local weatherproducedby operational cloud seeding
programs. Obviously, the special methodsdevelopedto
evaluate randomizedcloud seeding projects are not
applicable to the global warmingissue.
Surface temperaturedata fromdifferent sources
have been combinedand examinedfor evidence of global
warming.There are numerousproblems with surface
temperaturedata, includingstation relocations, the
heat-island effect of cities, and changesin proceduresfor
measuringsea-surface temperature. Regional climate
variations over periods of a few decadesfurther confusethe
issue. Still, there is goodevidencethat a net warming
averaging0.5 °C over the earth’s entire surface (both land
and sea) has occurredover the past century (Jones and
Wigley1990). The evidence from thermometerreadings is
reinforced by other types of evidence,including the
shrinking of glaciers and the warmingof someCanadian

Establishing that global warmingis underwaywill
require, for conservativescientists, a demonstration
that
changeshave occurredthat mimic,on a regional scale and
at different levels in the atmosphere,those predictedby
GCMsto accompanyglobal warming. An announcement
from GoddardSpaceFlight Center in mid-1991that the
temperatureat 55 kmaltitude had droppedby 2.5 °C over
the previous10 years is worthyof attention, becauseit
agrees with someGCM
predictions of an enhanced
greenhouseeffect. However,proof of global warming
accordingto the strict-standard stated aboveis impossible
at this time, because the available GCMs
do not agree in
their predictions of regional effects (Grotchand
MacCracken1991).
7.

NATURALLIMITS ON GLOBAL WARMING

Thereare numerousconceivablefeedbackeffects in
the ocean-atmosphere
system, both positive and negative,
that have not been mentionedso far in this paper. For
example, warmingof the ocean mayrelease CH4presently
locked up in sedimentson continental shelves, thereby
exacerbatingthe buildup of greenhousegases (Revelle
1983). Onthe other hand, several authors have suggested

negativefeedbacksthat could limit the continuedbuildup of
CO2in the atmosphereor, alternatively, the intensity of
global warmingin the presenceof increased concentrations
of greenhousegases.

exchangesbetweentt~e atmosplaereand the earth’s surface
(both.land and "~,ater), their sensitivity to increasesin COx
concentrations could be ve~ important. Idso’s (1991)
calculationsindicate that, event in the face of a doublingof
the presentrate of fossil fuel emissions,trees couldlimit
the concentration of atmosplaet~cCOxto 700 ppm.There
is muchuncet’~nt3’ associated wSthMsnumbersbut,
clearly, the potential, of COzremovalby growingtrees is
importantenoughto justify further study.

A negativefeedbackeffect.related to an increase in
global cloud cover appears nowas the most likely wayfir
the earth to escape any serious global warming.
Henderson-Sellersand McGuffie(1989), in an analog study
using historical data, founda positive correlation between
temperature and cloud cover. However,their data covered
only a small fraction of the earth’s surfaceand, as noted
above, a majority of GCM
runs have predicted a decrease
in global cloudcover, rather than an increase, to
accompanyglobal warming.

If fossil fuel use continuesto increaseand
acceleratedtree growthfails to preventa rise in the
concentration of almosphericCl3~to over 1,000 ppm,
could such a concentration lead to a runawaygreenhouse
effect, say anotiler. 6 °C warra~ttgover and abovethe 3 °C
predicted by somemodelsfor a doubling to 600 ppm?
Fortunately, the atas~verappearsto be "~ro."

Lindzen(1990) has argued that a negative feedback
effect will arise as enhancedconvectioncarries additional
heat upwardto be radiated into space from the upper
troposphereand intensified subsidencebetweenthe
convectivecloud towers thins the water vaporshield
betweenthe surface and the top of the atmosphere.
However,his calculations do not take accountof the fact
that convectiveclouds introduce large amountsof water
into the uppertroposphere,muchof it as ice from anvil
clouds. Randall (1989) has noted the need for improved
parametedzationof the high stratiform clouds induced by
deep convection, whichcould be the basis of improved
assessmentsof suggestions such as those of Lindzen.

If the atmospherebecomestotally opaquein the CO2
absorption band~,fmther additions will have no direct
effect and at that point the feedbackeffects also would
begin to stabilize. Theatmosphereiz already almost
opaquein the middleof the CO2absorption bands, and
increases in its c.oneentrationbeyond600 ppmwill affect
mainlythe fringes of the bandg.Thereforethe additional
warmingfor eacll unit increase in COxconcentrationwill
drop off asymptoticallytoward~ero, a~ noted by Arrhenius
(1896). This comforting a~gumentdoes not apply
additions of othes greenhousegases to the atmosphere,
because each one has its ownabsorption bands.

It is possible that the humanrace will burnup
nearly all the availablefossil fuels in the next 200to 300
years. Comparingthe atmosphericand fossil fuel
reservoirs (table 1) showsthat, in theory, suchrapid
consumptionof fossil fuels could pushthe atmosphericCOx
concentrationto almost unimaginablelevels, say 1500or
2000 ppm.The processes of rock weathering and
advectioninto the deepoceanare muchtoo slowto offset
the effects of large increasesin the globalrate of fossil fuel
consumption.Interaction with the biosphereposes the only
possible limit in such a case. In particular, accordingto
Sellers and McCarthy(1990), "... land vegetation is now
thought likely to dominatethe short-term biospheric
response to increasing atmosphericCOx".

Naturalpl~,sical processeswill limit the durationas
well as the intensi~y of global warming.Increased rock
weathering could draw downthe excess atmospheric CO:
over a few thou~ndyears, bmthe dissolution of excess
CO2in the ocea~promisesa quicker end to ~he enhanced
greenhouseeffect. Therelative magnitudesof the various
carbonreservoir~ (table 1) suggestthat the oceandepths
can absorbwitho.at strain all the carbonin the world’s
fossil fuel reserve~.Oncethe fossil fuel is exhausted,the
atmosphericCO:concentration will begin to decrease as
CO2continues to dissolve in the ocean’s mixedlayer and
be advected into the depths. Advectionof C02-enriched
seawaterinto t~r ~ieep oceanpzamise3an eventual end to
the enhancedgzeenbouseeffeeL It wilt take a few hundred
years for enoughttpwelling and subsidenceof ocean water
to occur to bring the concentrationdownclose to that of
today, so global warming,
if it prove~real, will last
through 10 or 20 genemtionzof l~umanbeings. Note that,
for reasons diseu-~edearlier, the enhancedgreenhouse
warming
wouldnot ieIax its grip appreciablyuntil the
concentrationof C{3:fell to tear the Levelof today, while
the thermalinertia of line oceanwouldproveas effective in
prolongingglobal warming
as ia ternImrit~gits onset.

Somepersons haveargued that very large increases
in atmosphericCO2will be self-limiting becausethe growth
of vegetationwill accelerate in responseto the increased
concentrations of COx.There have been numerous
investigations of the impactsof increasedconcentrationsof
CO2on plant growth,but mostlyby persons interested in
the potential impactson crop yields (e.g., Waggoner
1983). In general, the effects are modestand somecrops,
corn for example,becomesaturated at COxconcentrations
above500 ppm.That is, further increases in the
atmosphericCOxconcentration will produceno further
accderation in their growthrates. However,Idso (1991)
has provided someexperimentalevidence that the growth
rates of trees are muchmoresensitive to increases in COx
than are the growthrates of crops. Hereports that
productionof woodin one species increased by a factor of
2.8 whentrees were exposedto a CO2concentration of 600
ppm.Astrees accountfor well over half of the biospheric

It appears that the sligh~ enhancement
of carbonin
the ocean, as exc¢~satmosphericCO:is dissolved in the
mixedlayer and advectedinto the depths, will eventually
be brought downby increased deposition of organic matter
and shells on the ~ea floor. That process wouldalso
require centuries to workitself out. Robe,s (1987)
estimated that the "cleanup" of the oceanwouldnot be
completebefore the 3,ear 3000.
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suggestionshould be temperedby the realization that
marinebiota contain onlya small fraction of the total
carbon stored in living organisms. Onewouldalso have to
considercarefully the possibleimplicationsfor all types of
marineplant and animallife, to say nothingof possible
effects on cloud droplet populations. Planktongive off
dimethylsulfide,whichcontributes to the concentrationof
cloud condensationnuclei. Therefore promotingthe
growthof planktoncould affect cloud albedos as well as
deplete CO~levels in seawater. Foleyet al. (1991)
developeda simple modelto test the effects of changesin
cloudalbedosrelated to variations in the output of
dimethylsulfide by plankton. Theyconcludedthat the
effect on global temperatureis small comparedto those that
might be producedby changesin areal extent of cloudiness.

POSSIBLE COUNTERMEASURES

Global warmingwouldhave serious effects on
agriculture and manyother humanactivities, and it is
commonly
assumedthat nearly all of the effects wouldbe
undesirable. Ausubel(1991) has questioned that
assumption,as well as several other pieces of prevailing
wisdomabout global climate change. Furthermore, the
rates of changein temperatureand precipitation predicted
so far to accompany
global warmingfall within the range
of natural regional variations experiencedover the past few
hundredyears. Nevertheless,the idea persists that global
climate changewill be harmful, and considerable thought
has tleen givento waysto mitigateits effects.
The most obvious countermeasureis a passive one,
namely,to reduce emissions of greenhousegases, thereby
slowing, but not preventing, global warming.Control of
emissionsof CFCsis critical because, as already noted,
they haveabsorption bands different fromthose of CO2.
Thereare nowinternational agreementsin place to control
emissions of CFCs.Anagreementto restrain emissions of
CO2will be harder to comeby, because of the close link
betweenfuel consumptionand the level of economic
activity. Anyreduction large enoughto makea significant
difference overthe longterm will require radical
socioeconomicadjustmentson a global scale.
Nevertheless, inter-governmentalcommitteesare at work
and hope to have an agreementcovering all greenhouse
¯ gases readyfor possibleratification at the UnitedNations
Conference on Environment and Development(UNCED)
scheduledfor Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in June, 1992. The
UNCED
will consider climate change and a numberof
related problems,including ozonedepletion and air
pollution (Miller, 1991).

Cloudseeding has been suggested as a response to
climate change. One can assumea continuation of weather
modificationprojects designedto alleviate local effects of
droughts. As it will not be possible to distinguish drought
associated with global warmingfromdroughts associated
with natural climate fluctuations, such weathermodification
projects will not be identifiable as specific responsesto
climate change.
Cloudseeding to offset global warmingcould take a
moreactive form. Increasing the areal coverageof shallow
clouds, decreasing the coverageby deepclouds, or both
wouldexert a cooling effect. Whilethere is no established
methodto changethe height distribution of existing clouds
over any appreciablearea or to increase the areal extent of
low cloud decks, it mightbe possible to developsuch
techniques. It has also beenproposedthat changesin
drop-size distributions be inducedto makecloudsbetter
reflectors of sunlight. Thesesuggestionsare interesting,
but so far I havenot comeacross any detailed feasibility
studies.

Manypersons have suggestedreforestation, or at
least a halt to deforestation, as a wayto slowglobal
warming.Kulp(1990) has calculated recently that
reforestation couldremovea significant fraction of the
expectednet input of CO2to the atmosphereover the next
50 years. Idso’s (1991) paper points to a similar
conclusion; he emphasizesthat deforestation not only adds
to the CO2in the atmospherebut destroys a sink that could
absorb future emissions from other sources. However,
only growingtrees take morecarbonfrom the air than they
release. A matureforest is in balance with the atmosphere;
the only wayto reduce its CO~output significantly would
be to log the maturetrees and preserve themfrom decay.
Thereforetaking lumberfroma forest and using it to build
houses,as opposedto letting it rot on the ground,is one
wayto combatglobal warming.Over the long haul,
though, it does not appear practical to preserve enough
woodto matchthe fossil fuel reservoir, whichcontains
perhaps7 times as muchcarbon as all the organismsthat
are alive at this moment
(table 1).

Dustin the atmospheretends to cool the earth’s
surface by scattering solar radiation. Particulate matter in
industrial pollution maybe offsetting the expected
greenhouse
effect, at least in part. Artificial cloudsof
particulate matter could be generatedfor the express
purpose of offsetting global warming.In order to avoid
havingthe artificial cloudswashedout by precipitation in a
few weeks, they wouldhave to be placed in the
stratosphere. It has beensuggestedalso that large mirrors
could be placedin orbit aroundthe earth to reflect part of
the incomingsunlight. I havenot seen any engineering
studies for these twosuggestedresponsesto global
warming~but amskeptical about them. There is no
evidence to date of an impendingclimate changeso
catastrophicas to justify radical technologicalfixes.
Acknowledgements.Preparation of this paper was
supported by the Global Climate ChangeResponse
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As previously noted, marineorganismsdeplete CO2
in the mixedlayer and carry it downto the deepocean as
shells or organic carbon. Thereis evidencethat the growth
of marineorganismsis limited in someareas by a lack of
trace elements, notably iron (Archer1990), so one could
theory deplete atmosphericCO~by fertilizing selected
regions of the ocean surface. Enthusiasmfor this
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WHEREDOES WEATHERMODIFICATION FIT WITHIN THE ATMOSPHERICSCIENCES?

Stanley "A. Changnon
Illinois State Water Survey
Champaign, lL 61820

1.

Concern over climate effects grew rapidly in the
1970’s with the Sahel drought and the Monsoon
failures. In less than a decade, attention to climate
research went from a small, rather static perspective
to an all-encompassing series of major research
investigations in the United States. Policymakers
around the world becameaware of the potential
seriousness of major climatic fluctuations. In the
United States, the general concern over climate
amongscientists and policy makers led to the
National Climate Policy Act which was enacted in
1978 (U.S. Congress, 1978). The global climate
models provided results during the 1980s that
collectively suggested that the greenhouse effect,
due to continuing increases in the emissions of
trace gases, would likely create a major change in
the global climate during the Twenty-first Century
(Schneider, 1990). In 1988, the U.S. government
launched a billion-dollar
research program to address
"global change" with sizable portions of this funding
devoted to study of global climate change {CES,
1991). The prime themes of the U.S. Global Change
Program are: 1) climate modeling and prediction;
2) global water and energy cycles; 3) the global
carbon cycle; and 4) ecological systems.

INTRODUCTION

In the higher echelons of American science,
the atmospheric sciences are generally considered
to be an "applied science," not one of the basic
sciences such as chemistry or physics. Whether
you agree or disagree with that perspective of the
atmospheric sciences, I believe that atmospheric
scientists, individually and collectively, must try to
answer two questions: "Who cares what we do?"
and "What can we do for the commongood?"
Answers to these questions come only from
an understanding of those environmental conditions
and societal activities impacted by weather and climate. What we can do scientifically
and technically
to address the problems caused by weather, and
thus improve the commongood should, in turn, be
the basis for designing the Nation’s research and
development program for the atmospheric sciences.
Unfortunately, this is not the case. The current
emphasis in atmospheric research is on climate
change, fundamental ocean-atmospheric modeling,
and weather prediction, with little attention to other
areas of research such as purposeful weather
modification.

One of the four objectives of the National
Climate Program Act was the study of climate
impacts with specific emphasis on socioeconomic
effects (U.S. Congress, 1978). It was recognized
that better information as to how the climate impacts
our nation’s economy and environment was needed
as input to better resource managementand wiser
policy development. This important area of research
had been neglected in the design of the massive U.S.
Global Change Program, a situation which has been
criticized in recent assessmentsby panels of the
National Academyof Sciences (Panel on Policy
Implications, 1991). It should be further noted that
the study of weather and climate effects has been
pursued by agricultural scientists and hydrologists
for many decades {AMS, 1951}. Their endeavors
focused largely on the direct physical e~ects of
weather such as how rainfall determines crop yields
or what climate conditions relate to streamflow.

To support my claim and concerns, I explore
first those areas of greatest weather influences, and
then examine the major types of weather conditions
that produce the significant impacts. I then analyze
the four major activities that atmospheric sciences
can do, both to protect and enhance our world.
These four endeavors include the prediction of
weather and climate, the purposeful modification
of weather and climate, the reduction of pollution
and minimization of accidental weather and climate
change, and the presentation of information on
weather and climate conditions.
2.

WHO CARES?

Howweather affects society and/or the
environment has received growing attention, as a
directed scientific endeavor, over the last 20 years.
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Most studies of the second and third order
socioeconomic impacts ensuing from such direct
physical effects of weather have been accomplished
in the last 25 years (Riebsame, 1985). Interestingly,
many of the definitive
socioeconomic assessments of
weather influences were conducted in studies of the
actual and potential effects of weather modification
(Sewell, 1973; Committee on Commerce, Science,
and Transportation, 1978). Over the last 10 years,
there has been increased research attention to
climate impacts, but muchof this done for climate
change has tended to be limited and sector oriented
(Kates, 1985). A few recent credible efforts have
related to the study of the impacts of a changedclimate due to CO2 induced warming in the U.S. High
Plains (Rosenberg, 1991). Collectively, the studies
of weather impacts have defined those sectors of
society most affected by atmospheric conditions.
2.1

Major Atmospheric-Sensitive

governments serve as buffers for manyeffects of
major weather events. Through their maintenance
of transportation systems, managementof natural
resources, and provision of services, government
entities are very susceptible to weather fluctuations.
The sixth impacted sector relates to energy,
its consumption and production. Energy usage for
heating and cooling fluctuates due to temperature
conditions, and energy production is often detrimentally affected by the weather. Climate determines the design of energy systems, including
waste disposal processes and emission systems.
A seventh area of great sensitivity to
atmospheric conditions is our environment. Our
plant and animal ecosystems are adapted to existing
climatic conditions, but they suffer losses from major
storms, great weather extremes, and prolonged
fluctuations in climate conditions.

Sectors

These seven sectors of atmospheric impacts
help answer the question, "Who cares what
atmospheric scientists can do?"

Several studies have established that
agriculture, one of the key sectors of the Nation’s
economy, is the economic sector most sensitive to
atmospheric conditions. The annual agricultural
production in the United States varies ± 15%due to
weather conditions (Brown, 1967; Collins and Howe,
1964). Agriculture’s great sensitivity to weather has
led to the development of a large federal and private
insurance industry which provides various coverage
against weather hazards. When disasters become
large, the government has typically provided forms
of special relief assistance to those in stricken areas
(Riebsameet al., 1991).

ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS PRODUCING
MAJOR IMPACTS
Analyses of the effects of weather allow
delineation of those general types of atmospheric
conditions which produce most impacts, both positive and negative. These conditions must be defined
and well understood if atmospheric scientists are to
adequately design their research and set research
priorities to address them.

Another very sensitive sector is water
resources. Water supplies and the management
of water are largely dependent on atmospheric
conditions, on both short-term scales (weather) and
long-term time scales (climate). Hydrologists have
depended on weather and climate information to
design and operate the complex water management
and treatment facilities of the nation. Variations in
the availability of water, as a result of weather
aberrations, have enormousinfluence on the
well-being of the nation.

Major effects are caused by relatively abrupt
or sudden changes in weather occurring on the
scales of hours to days. This includes such events
as untimely frosts and all forms of severe weather
that delay or stop travel, kill crops, or produce
floods. These events include unusual and dangerous
weather periods lasting a few days or weeks, such
as very stagnant weather conditions. These types
of atmospheric changes have great impacts on
most sectors.

The third major impacted sector is personal
and business travel and our transportation systems.
Here the weather causes expensive delays, increases
travel dangers, and causes major financial losses.

The second type of atmospheric condition
producing serious impacts are aberrations of
relatively long duration. Thesetypically include
multi-year wet periods, runs of cold winters, and
multi-year droughts. These aberrations can last up
to a decade, and they produce major problems for
water management,agriculture,
environmental
conditions, and impact government. In such periods,
as in the shorter-term weather shifts, there are
invariably some"winners" in an economic context.
This winner-and-loser concept about most weather
aberrations has evolved out of the more sophisticated recent studies of the second and third order
effects caused by atmospheric conditions
(Changnon, 1981 ).

A fourth significant area of weather impacts
relates to the planning, design, and construction of
structures and facilities.
These endeavors, whether
they relate to homes, large buildings, drainage
systems, dams, or highways, are influenced by a
variety of atmospheric conditions and particularly
by extreme events.
A fifth sector heavily influenced by the
weather is the government. Federal, state, and local
!19

The third type of atmospheric conditions
affecting most major weather-sensitive sectors
are relatively long periods (decades to centuries)
of climatic shifts, with conditions well awayfrom
those of recent experience, either as to the average
condition, and/or the type or degree of weather
variability.
Such ~onger-term shifts greatly affect
ecological systems and all socioeconomic sectors.
Studies of the effects of inadvertent weather
modification have shown that most localized urban
changes in climate lasting several decades have
resulted in mixed effects. That is, someaspects of
society have been harmed and others have benefited.
In all instances, various forms of adjustment to the
changed climate have occurred.

Atmospheric scientists can also play a major
role in minimizing atmospheric pollution ~nd inadvertent weather and climate modificatien. A growing
problem of the industrialized world has been atmospheric pollution and modification of the atmosphere
by land use changes and by changes in the chemistry of the atmosphere. Howstructures and cities
are designed, where industry is located, and ways to
reduce emissions of harmful gases are some of the
activities atmospheric sciences can contribute to.
The fourth major area ol atmospheric
assistance is related to the provision of atmospheric
data and information. Weather and climate information serve major needs of society including the
designs of weather-sensitive structures and human
endeavors, operations of weather-sensitive entities,
and the assessment of weather events. The 100 +
years of weather data collected in’the United States
and applied studies of it have provided the basis for
considerable assistance to all weather-impacted
sectors. In fact, to date, the greatest assistance of
the atmospheric sciences to the human good has
come from the use of information generated by
analyses of climate data.

WHAT HELP CAN ATMOSPHERIC SCIENTISTS
PROVIDE?
Assessment of what atmospheric sciences
can do to help society deal with the three types of
weather-climate conditions causing the more major
impacts is critically
important in planning and conducting atmospheric research. Understanding the
mix of problems and impacted sectors appears to be
essential in a rational approachto setting priorities
for atmospheric research.
The types of atmospheric assistance fall into
four general categories. First is prediction o__~f atmosoheric conditions extending from hours to years in
the future. Within the atmospheric sciences, predictions are often separated into two categories: one
considered weather forecasting which focuses on
weather conditions hours and days ahead, and the
other being climate predictions which focus on
general weather conditions in months, seasons,
and years ahead. Weather forecasts are much more
accurate and address more conditions than do climate predictions. Yet, both attempt to help address
the problems created by atmospheric fluctuations of
differing times and extremes.
The second major means whereby atmospheric
scientists can help is by the modification of weather
and climate. A variety of microscale endeavors exist
such as frost prevention. Attention has also been
given to techniques to modify the fogs and clouds
so as to enhancevisibility,
increase precipitation, and
ameliorate severe storms. Certain fogs and clouds
can be modified and precipitation altered in certain
regions, but the predictable modification of weather
over large areas has not been achieved. Regardless,
impact research has shown that weather modification has great potential advantagesin agriculture,
water resources, and transportation.
Growing concern over climate change brought forth by 1992 a
series of concepts about how we might modify the
atmosphere and oceans chemically to mitigate or at
least reduce those widespread conditions producing
a global climate change.
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It is interesting and revealing to examinethis
assessmentof applications and its implications for
the national research agendain light of an earlier
research assessment madeforty years ago. In 1950,
the world’s leading atmospheric scientists madean
all encompassing(their words) assessment of the
future research needs of their field tamer, Meteorol.
Soc., 1951). The lack of envisioned applications and
directions of the field is revealed by the fact that
there was no mention of needs for weather modification research and only a brief mention of the need
to study historical climate changes. Thus, two of
the major directions of the atmospheric sciences
research since 1960 were essentially unrecognized
in 1950. Vaughn’s (1986) assessment of progress
in the field, basedon the large "shopping list" of
research needs identified
in the 1950 Compendium
of Meteoroloqy, concluded with this revealing statement: "l was surprised at the number of study and
research needs (of 1950) which are still unanswered
today (e.g., 1986) after 35 years of rather extensive
research."
Thus, it is no wonder that the research focus
of the atmospheric sciences continues to be out-ofbalance. It has continued to lack understanding of
the field’s major applications. All o~’ this suggests
that the atmospheric scientists who have set the
nation’s research agenda are generally not capable
of clearly understanding the kinds of = societal
problems they can address.
It appears that the research agendafor
atmospheric sciences is often largely organized
around a "crisis arrangement" approach. For
example, in 1960, the then exciting theme was
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"let’s modify the weather," and when after 20 years,
sweeping weather changes had not been convincingly demonstrated, the scientists and federal
bureaucrats abandoned weather modification.
Their
next focus becameair pollution, then briefly urban
and regional scale inadvertent modification, and now
global climate change. For 10 years, many atmospheric scientists have been trying to gain support
for mesoscale weather research (to improve weather
forecasts) but to no avail. This research theme
simply cannot dethrone climate change which
apparently must run its "cycle" muchas weather
modification did. In the meantime, mesoscale
research and weather modification research are
both suffering.
5.
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WEATHER MODIFICATION LAW AS A PROTOTYPE FOR
LEGAL CONTROL OF INADVERTENT WEATHER AND CLIMATE CP~NGE*
Ray Jay Davis
J. Reuben Clark Law School
Brigham Young University
Prove, Utah 84602
Abstract. Weather modification is a prototype for meeting legal challenges from unintended
weather change due to the urban heat island effect and from world-wide warming produced by
the greenhouse effect. Four issues for which cloud seeding law supplies legal models for
unintended atmospheric change are: (I) liability law, (2) funding law, (3) regulating
human activities that are precursors to atmospheric changes, and (4) tailoring the scale
legal intervention to the scale of societal impacts.
i.

INTRODUCTION

harmed by some atmospheric event, it is net
necessarily true that they are persons whose
losses indeed were the consequence of the cloud
seeding. Natural events could have bee~
responsible by themselves, or to some u~known
degree, in conjnnction with intended ~e~ther
modification activities. The causation issue
renders the question of who are the proper
plaintiffs, one of identification of indeterminate
parties (Davis & St.-Amand, 1975).

A prototype is an original or model on
which something is based or formed, something
that serves to illustrate the typical qualities
of a class. Weather modification law is such a
model for consideration by those persons,
agencies, or groups deliberating about what legal
norms should be applied to unintended weather
modification through urbanization and to climatic
change through greenhouse gas emissions. During
the nearly half century history of cloud seeding,
legal rules, principles, and standards have been
developed to govern seeding activities (Davis,
1987). The legal lessons from weather
modification that can be considered for
application to other anthropogenic atmospheric
changes include liability law (the problem of
indeterminate parties), funding law (raising and
spending government money for research and
operations), regulatory law (imposing regulations
on activities), and determining which levels of
government should impose such regulations. Each
issue will be addressed in turn to illustrate the
extent to which cloud seeding law is a model for
these more recent atmospheric change concerns.
2.

Two weather modification cases e~em~lify
the difficulty. In Adams v. California, the
claimants asserted that operation of seeding
generators by a meteorological services company
caused the flooding from which their losses
followed. But the plaintiffs did not establish
the connection between any rnnoff attr£~uta~le to
the seeding and the flood (Mann, 1968). And
Lunsford v. United States, there was no showing
that the salt treatment of a monster stern made
any difference in the volume of the s~bsequent
flood (St.-Amand, Davis & Elliott, 1973). Also
the defendants had a difficulty attempting to
join in a single class action the claims on
behalf of all victims of the flood. If the
claimants had proceeded, each person suffering a
loss would have needed to sue individ~all~, a
procedure much more costly than joinder of all
the plaintiffs in a single suit (Davis, 1988).
The effects of intended weather modification are
like the ripples from a stone cast into a pond.
It is quite difficult to establish the place
where they stop, the point at which consequences
no longer can be identified. Unintended
atmospheric changes share that problem.

LIABILITY

In order to assess legal liability, a court
must answer the question: Who did what to whom?
The claimant must persuade the judge that the
defendant caused her or him harm. That is easy
when a miscreant has punched the victim in the
nose. It is infinitely more complicated in
environmental harm cases. Who were the
responsible parties? Who were harmed? Was there
adequate proof of the causal connection between
the conduct of the defendant or defendants and
the consequences for which the plaintiff or
plaintiffs seek redress? The problem is
indeterminate parties. Many antecedents preceded
the loss. Who properly are the defendants? Many
p~rsons have been harmed, but were their losses
consequences of conduct of the defendants? Who
properly are the defendants? (Keeton et al.,
1984).

When climate or weather warms, diverse
causes are involved. Nature plays a role, as
various anthropogenic inputs. In such cases, not
only are there indeterminate plaintiffs, but the
defendants as well are not usually identifiable.
The exceeding difficulty of quantifying inputs
into urban weather alterations from the wide
variety of sources potentiall7 acting as causal
agents makes suit against any ore defendant or
even groups of identified defendants responsible
for an input almost impossible (Davis, ]990).
The same is true of seeking damages from
emitting trace gases that are precursors to
planetary warming.

In liability litigation over harm claimed
to have been caused by cloud seeding, the
defendants are identifiable--the seeder and the
project sponsor. But the plaintiffs are not.
Although it is possible that those persons who
have come forward seeking compensation have been

The legal fallout from cloud seeding is a
gloomy message for would be plaintiffs.

* An earlier version of this paper was presented at the American Meteogological Society Weather
Modification Workshop at Atlanta, GA on January 9, 1992.
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teaches the futility of liability action. People
who believe they have been harmed or may be hurt
by the urban weather change or global warming
should know from what has happened with cloud
seeding cases that their efforts to do something
about their perceived losses should not be
directed toward litigation. The prototype
teaches the lesson: look elsewhere for relief
because in these instances the courts cannot
help.
3.

authorization by statute of a program. The
largely unsuccessful struggle for a clearly
defined federal weather modification program was
an effort to give stability to federal spending
for weather modification research and development
(Weather Modification Advisory Board, 1978).
There have been no similar concerted efforts to
get funding for an ongoing program to study
inadvertent weather modification and do something
about it. But there have been legislative
efforts to deal with climate change. Congress
established the National Climate Program to
assist the nation and the World "to understand
and respond to natural and man-induced climate
processes and their implications." (U.S. Code
Title 15 § 2902). In 1990 it enacted the Global
Change Research Act aimed at planning for and
promoting scientific research and development of
technologies useful for reducing energy
consumption, promoting renewable energy sources,
developing replacements for ozone depleting
substances, and promoting recycling and forest
conservation. (U.S. Code Title 15 § 2931).
While efforts to procure a legislative
authorization basis for a national weather
modification program have failed (Changnon
Lambright, 1987), those to authorize a program to
study global climatic change have been modestly
successful (Corell, 1991).

FUNDING

A lesson learned from intended weather
modification practice is that passing the hat
seeking voluntary contributions for money needed
to operate seeding projects is not an effective
method for long-term funding of cloud seeding
costs. The first year of a project there is
enthusiasm among backers that will carry the day.
During the second year there is reluctance among
many individuals who have difficulty perceiving
that they benefitted in any way from the seeding.
The third year the disinclined will not pay, and
without their contribution the project collapses-the third year syndrome (Davis, 1968).
Commercial cloud seeders have sought to
deal with the problem of intermittent private
group funding by getting financial backing from
interest groups--the ski industry, irrigation
districts, hydropower generation corporations-and from government entities (Keyes, 1983).
Public funding of weather modification activities
involves passing laws. The cloud seeding
prototype for those who would deal with
unintended weather and climate change encompasses
a very practical concept: induce lawmakers to
enact legislation supporting government funding.

The second step in spending government
money is to obtain an appropriation of the
required funds. This is most difficult unless
the expenditure is included in the formal
executive budget (Lehan, 1981). "Write-ins"
usually do not fare too well. The federal-state
cooperative weather modification research program
operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and several states
(Webster, 1980) is a lonely exception to the rule
that a program is quite short lived unless it
gets included in the regular budget.

To spend money~ governments must raise it.
That usually means there must be tax laws.
Transfer of wealth from those who do not wish to
surrender it to those who lust for it takes
legislative action. There are current proposals
that would establish international pollution
taxes or carbon production taxes to control
unintended global warming. These would both
serve as regulatory devices and raise money that
could be used to assist less developed nations
upgrade their industry without disastrously
increasing their greenhouse gas emissions
(Moomaw, 1990). Such. fees can come about only
through adapting laws which would require tax
payments.

4. REGULATION
The current worldwide retreat from
monopolistic government ownership of property
does not presage similar government renunciation
of regulating economic activities. In fact it
may mean government interference in the free
enterprise system will shift in formerly
communistic and socialistic countries from
ownership to regulation. Certainly, if the
United States is to be a model, administrative
regulation will replace ownership, for regulation
is as American as apple pie. In this country we
have long practiced government intervention in
order to protect the public interest. There are
environmental codes, health regulations, and
business laws that control all economic
activities -- including cloud seeding.

There is a parallel of these special taxes
proposed for fighting global warming with
government financial arrangements in the High
Plains states in the United States. By laws
patterned on state statutes authorizing creation
of irrigation districts, there are provisions for
establishing special weather modification
districts empowered to assess and collect
property taxes to finance cloud seeding projects.
By law money is raised that is earmarked for
intentional weather alteration (Donnan et al.,
1976), just as the carbon tax proposals would
raise money to combat greenhouse gas emissions.

Weather modification is additionally
regulated in the United States through a system
of licenses and permits. Thirty-one states have
such statutes and administrative rules designed
to allow use of the technology only by competent
and honest persons in operation of well planned
and conducted projects (Weather Modification
Ass’n, 1992). Before persons launch weather
modification activities, they must obtain
governmental consent in the form of a
professional license. Standards for getting and
keeping a license require educational and

Once arrangements have been made for
raising money to defray cloud seeding costs,
spending such public funds usually involves a
two-step process. First there must be
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experience qualifications. Prior to mounting a
cloud seeding project, an individual or
organization must obtain an operational permit.
Applicants must demonstrate that the project is
scientifically sound and otherwise does not
interfere with the public welfare and safety.

implementation plans for achieving the goals set.
These plans coul4 deal with any atmospheric
pollutants which play a role in creating the
unintended weather change. Joint federal and
state intervention could accomplish the
regulation (Squillace, 1988). Similarly there
federal legislation supporting the concept of
regional planning clearinghouses which have
jurisdiction crossing state lines and which can
mandate acceptable local land use planning as a
condition to obtaining federal expenditures in
the areas served by the clearinghouses (U.S. Code
Tit. 31, § 6506; Executive Order 12372, July 14,
1982). Again it is a federal/state partnership.
The National Flood Insurance Program is another
illustration of such a partnership of the federal
government with local entities in requiring them
to enact and enforce land use planning (DeMeo
Merriam, ~988).

Regulation also is a cloud seeding model
for governments who would grapple with the
unintended impacts of human activities on weather
and climate. For example, the Clean Air Act of
1990 and the international ozone agreements have
impacts on global warming. They restrain
production and use of materials which not only
have been tied to the stratospheric ozone
depletion problem, but also to the greenhouse
effect. Cholorofluorocarhons (CFCs) are
greenhouse gases. The precedent of governmental
control of cloud seeding activities is now being
followed by the international and national laws
banning production and use of the ozone impacting
refrigerants (Boyle, 1990).

Global climate change is being attacked
through the United Nations on an international
level. So also has been the stratospheric ozone
depletion problem. The 1985 Vienna Convention
for the Protection of Ozone layer and the 1987
Montreal Protocol are international agreements
dealing with reduction and eventually replacement
of CFCs which have been identified as causing the
ozone depletion (Boyle, |990).

Planning law is intended to regulate land
use patterns. It is a tool, along with
environmental law devices such as state clean air
implementation plans, which can be used to deal
with the urban heat island. Through planning,
land uses may be restricted in areas where they
would contribute to negative weather changes, or
uses may be shifted to places where the heat
island or precipitation changes can benefit them
(Davis, 1990).
5.

Cloud seeding tends to create local
concerns; regulation is at the local or state
level. Inadvertent weather modification covers
larger areas; potential regulatory devices are
multistate in character. World-wide climate
change is a global problem; it should be dealt
with on an international basis. Negotiations now
are under way to do just that. The United
Nations is sponsoring a June 1992 conference in
Rio de Janiero, Brazil (the 20th anniversary of
the Stockholm Conference on the Human
Environment) which will consider an international
framework convention for limiting greenhouse gas
emissions (Fitzgerald, 1990). The cloud seeding
model deals with atmospheric change at that level
of government which best can cope with it.
Tackling global climatic change is a job
requiring international as well as national legal
activities (Guruswamy, 1990).

SCALE OF INTERVENTION

Legal control of cloud seeding in the
United States has been carried out at the local
and state levels. The only federal regulation is
a reporting requirement which Congress authorized
the Department of Commerce to implement. NOAA
has been delegated authority to require reports
about cloud seeding activities. These reports
are collected, organized, and published
(Blackmore & Bennett, 1991). But a mere
reporting requirement is hardly a regulatory
program. The federal government has left the
cloud seeding regulatory field to the states.
At least one explanation for the states’
primacy in regulating cloud seeding is that it is
proper for jurisdictions with limited territorial
authority to regulate activities which similarly
have limited territorial impact. Although it is
possible for atmospheric water resources
development projects or hail seeding operations
to have effects that are interstate or
international in scope, it is not common for them
to do so. Weather modification is practiced in a
local or state context. And regulation of cloud
seeding also is a matter for local or state
governments. Or at least that is how it has
worked in the United States. The scale of
intervention fits the scale of the activity.

6.

CONCLUSION

This paper has considered a tetralogy of
prototypes left by weather modification law for
those who would ~,se law to cool the urban heat
island and precipitation change associated with
it and reduce global warming caused by emission
of greenhouse trace gases. Whomever would do
something about these atmospheric changes can
gain understanding from the legal experiences of
persons and groups who have operated or sponsored
cloud seeding projects.
The ancients believed that there were four
elements--earth, air, water, and fire. (Today
only fire has escaped pollution.) The four
patterns from cloud seeding law to implementing
legal control over urban and global warming are
in their own way much like those four elements.
Liability law simply does not function well in
the atmospheric change arena. Cloud seeding law
teaches that. Government funding encounters a
maze of prerequisites--raising the funds,
authorizing a program, and appropriating the

As has been noted, there is no explicit
regulation of unintended weather modification.
But there are legal mechanisms which could be
employed to deal with it. Among them are the
Clean Air Act and the land use planning process.
The Clean Air Act is the basis for a
federal/state partnership, one in which the
federal government sets the ground rules
(regulatory targets) and the states then develop
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required money. That happened first with
intended weather modification and now can be seen
in the unintended atmospheric change cases.
Regulation of cloud seeding has been a success,
but that has been at least in part because it has
been carried out at the proper governmental level
to effect regulation. National regulation (with
state and local inputs) is the way to deal with
inadvertent weather modification, and
international regulation (with national inputs)
is the way we are starting to cope with climate
change. The level of intervention fits the level
of the problem. It is a successful arrangement
for cloud seeding and hopefully it also will be
successful to meet the urban and planetary
warming problems. Like fire, one of the four
elements of antiquity, fitting the scale of
regulation to the scale of societal impacts from
atmospheric change has escaped being sullied. It
is a useful prototype.
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